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Abstract 
This paper discussed the relevance of science and technology education, as 

important instruments for acquiring innovative and entrepreneurial skills for 

poverty eradication towards sustainable development in Nigeria. Specifically, this 

paper explained some of the best and easiest ways of eradicating poverty in order to 

achieve sustainable development as to be through acquisition of innovative and 

entrepreneurial skills embedded in the science and technology curriculum from 

secondary and tertiary levels of education. Innovative and entrepreneurial skills 

acquisition in Nigeria entails focusing on what should be done to bridge the gap 

between the school and labour market, where the learner will work after 

graduation, so as to be self-sustain and self-reliant in the society and also to 

guarantee sustainable development. Entrepreneurship is considered as an 

alternative way to tackle some of the socio economic problems that bedeviled many 

nations presently and Nigeria is not an exceptional, especially the problem of high 

rate of poverty due to the high rate of unemployment in Nigeria. Innovative and 

entrepreneurial skills are acquired through training that emphasizes the acquisition 

and development of appropriate knowledge and skills and enable an individual to 
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maximize the resources around him within the limit of his capability which could 

invariably lead to poverty eradication and thereby resulting to sustainable 

development. It was concluded that science and technology education must be given 

due attention by the ministry of education and the teachers in secondary and 

tertiary institutions as it could equip learners with the appropriate innovative and 

entrepreneurial skills for poverty eradication; stimulating employment and 

economic growth and thereby resulting to sustainable development. The paper 

recommended among others that, since innovative and entrepreneurial skills can be 

acquired through efficient and effective knowledge of science and technology; 

science and technology education should be taught with relevant and appropriate 

tools by teachers.  

 

Keywords: Science and technology education, innovative and entrepreneurial skills, poverty 

eradication, sustainable development. 

 

 

 Innovative and entrepreneurial skill acquisition and other means of eradicating 

poverty are key issues that have been receiving attention globally. Training the learners to 

acquire useful skills helps them to live a fulfilled life after graduation. Education is an 

instrument for sustainable development and social change of any nation, Nigeria is not an 

exceptional. In the National Policy on Education (FGN, 2014), it was clearly stated that 

education maximizes the creative potentials and skills of the individual for self-fulfillment 

and general development of the society. Education is regarded as the greatest mass 

rewarding and ending investment in human capital. It is a means of acquiring experience, 

knowledge and skills aimed at eliminating the shackles of ignorance thereby enhancing 

one‟s development as well as the development of one‟s community (Igwe, 2014). Science 

and technology education teaching in general aims at equipped the learners with appropriate 

scientific and innovative knowledge and skills which will enable them to explore their 

surroundings and become more creative and self-reliant. The knowledge and skills which 

students acquire could be of value by helping them develop entrepreneurial skills for job 

creation, thereby leading to poverty eradication. Okoli and Onwuachu (2019), posited that 

exposing students to scientific and innovative skills through practical lessons could enable 

them acquire skills to develop the capacity for critical thinking, generate ideas; and be able 

to repair and/or service simple electrical connections and wirings in the home, service and 

maintain mobile phones, electricity generating sets, radios, and other household electronics.  

 One of the problems facing Nigeria and many other developing nations has been that 

of poverty due to unemployment. Majority of college, polytechnic and university graduates 
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are unemployed. Given the prevailing unemployment situation in Nigeria among university 

graduates, which currently stands at around 55% (Salami, 2011), entrepreneurial education 

in the university has become crucial to enable graduates create job instead of job seekers. 

This perhaps may be because of over dependence on government jobs or white collar jobs. 

In the country today, graduates cannot create jobs; they strive to be employees of labour 

rather than being employers in their various fields. Nevertheless, these problems could lead 

to crimes such as youth restiveness, prostitution, armed robbery, drug abuse and kidnapping 

amongst others. These vices could be detrimental to investment promotion, economic growth 

and consequently have a negative feedback effect on employment. Ajayi (2019) concluded 

that the absence of sustainable economic growth and job creation, which are considered very 

instrumental in poverty eradication are the pressing challenges facing Nigeria today. The 

problem keeps crying for solutions and government feels that something must be done to get 

out of the waterloo and so one of the measures put in place by the federal government of 

Nigeria is to mandate schools from secondary to tertiary level of education to include the 

teaching of innovative and entrepreneurship skills in their curriculum. Innovative and 

entrepreneurship skills are one of the instruments for achieving sustainable development as 

well as employment creation and thereby eradicating poverty. 

 Innovative and entrepreneurship skills allow youths to seek for success in ventures 

through one‟s effort. Innovative and entrepreneurs skills transform youths to be responsible 

and enterprising individuals, who become entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial thinkers by 

exposing them to real life learning experiences. Entrepreneurs are innovators who are 

capable of developing new technologies, new product and service adapting existing 

technologies to new use. According to Inegbenebor (2006), entrepreneurship skills raise the 

level of productivity in the economy by harnessing and utilizing resources efficiently. 

Entrepreneurship is the backbone of every vibrant and resilient economy. The importance of 

entrepreneurship in enhancing human capital development in terms of poverty eradication, 

employment generation, wealth creation and economic vitality has given entrepreneurship 

worldwide recognition. Learners should be equipped with appropriate scientific, 

technological knowledge and skills that will empower them economically for survival in our 

modern age of science and technology. The best and easiest way of achieving this is through 

acquisition of innovative and entrepreneurial skills embedded in the science and technology 

curriculum for the secondary and tertiary levels of education. Thus, the need for the pursuit 

of poverty eradication through innovative and entrepreneurship skills acquire through 

science and technology education is highly essential for growth and structural transformation 

of an economy and the attainment of sustainable development. 
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Science Education 

 Science is a branch of study that is concerned with facts, principles and methods. It 

is the knowledge acquired by careful observation and deduction of the laws which govern 

changes and conditions by testing those deductions by experiments. Science education is the 

field concerned with sharing science content and process with individuals not traditionally 

considered part of the scientific community (Agbowuro, Oriade, Shuaibu, 2015). Science 

education teaching in general aims at equipped the learners with appropriate scientific 

knowledge and skills which will enable them to explore their surroundings and become more 

creative and self-reliant.  

 Science is a process as well as knowledge. Children learn science by being involved 

not only with its content, but also with its methodology. The field of science education 

includes work in science content, science process (the scientific method) and teaching 

pedagogy. Science process skills are mental and physical abilities and competences which 

serve as tools needed for effective study of science and technology as well as problem 

solving for individuals and societal development (Nwosu & Nwaocha, 2014). The 

knowledge of science education prepares students to be actively engaged and responsible 

citizens, creative and innovative, able to work collaboratively and fully aware of and 

conversant with the complex challenges facing society (European Commission, 2015).  

 The knowledge of science also helps in explaining and understanding the world 

around us. Science education is very important in promoting a culture of scientific thinking 

and inspiring citizens to use evidence-based reasoning for decision making; ensuring citizens 

have the confidence, knowledge and skills to participate actively in an increasingly complex 

scientific and technological world; developing  the competencies for problem-solving and 

innovation, as well as analytical and critical thinking that are necessary to empower citizens 

to lead personally fulfilling, socially responsible and professionally-engaged lives and 

inspiring children and students of all ages and talents to aspire to careers in science and other 

occupations and professions that underpin our knowledge and innovation-intensive societies 

(Ajayi, Achor, Otor, 2019). Thus, the knowledge and skills which science students acquire 

could be of value by helping them develop entrepreneurial skills for job creation and thereby 

leading to poverty eradication. In other words, the development of science process skills 

should lead to acquisition of the entrepreneurial skills that successful entrepreneurs use to 

start their ventures. Science process skill is the interface between transfer of knowledge and 

entrepreneurial skill which is necessary for problem solving and functional living. 
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Technology Education 

 Technology education is the only subject area specifically designed to deliver 

technological literacy. Technology education involves the study and practice of the theory, 

principles and processes by which technology may be used to facilitate/support learning and 

improve performance. The International Test and Evaluation Association (2000) defined 

technology education as the study of technology in which students learn about the process 

and knowledge related to technology. As a field of study, it covers the human ability to 

shape and change the physical world to meet needs, by manipulating materials and tools with 

techniques. As a concept, it is concerns an array of tools such as media, machines and 

networking hardware, as well as considering underlining theoretical perspectives for their 

effective application (Richey, 2000). It is a means of preparing for occupational field and for 

effective participation in the world of work, an aspect of lifelong learning a preparation for 

responsible citizenship and an instrument for promoting environmentally sound sustainable 

development. It provides trained manpower in the applied sciences and technology. It 

proffers the technical knowledge and vocational skills necessary for sustainable 

development.      

 

Innovative and Entrepreneurial Skills 

 Skills are described as the ability to apply knowledge in practice, a special ability 

that drives innovation and development. Skill is a testable ability of performing a task. In 

entrepreneurship, highly developed science and technology skills can help student or 

graduate entrepreneurs accurately identify and acquire effective resources in a dynamic and 

complex social environment, as well as create a new combination of technology and 

knowledge with the support of organizations. Skill is a well established habit of doing 

something. Skill acquisition is a process where the youths through learning of necessary 

skills that will enable them to be self-reliance becomes useful to the society by embarking on 

profitable entrepreneurship programme (Ajayi, 2019). Aniodoh (2011) described skill 

acquisition as the ability to perform a task either mental or manual, which involves working 

out or building up series of process and actions into a consolidated progression. 

 Innovative skill is generally regarded as the product or application of creativity. 

Innovativeness is the ability of introducing or using new ideas or ways of doing things. In 

other words, innovation skill is the ability to apply new ideas that enable one to approach 

activities differently in order to achieve better results it is all about improving on the existing 

way of doing things through personal initiatives, imagination and insight. The process of 

innovation involves thinking creatively; using imagination to manipulate instruments or 

variables, to formulate models, to discover possibilities, and to construct objects and images 
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that never existed before. Innovation can be a change made in established laws and practices 

by the introduction of something new, with the purpose of improving quality, quantity, 

output, or procedures. Innovative skill is seen as an internal driver skill; innovation relates to 

an entrepreneurial mindset; thus, development of new products or entrance to new markets is 

the result of entrepreneurship (Miller, 2013). The innovative skilled person is able to change 

things around or devise new ways of doing things in order to accommodate whatever new 

situation that may arise. Thus, innovativeness can thus be seen as the specific instrument of 

entrepreneurship. 

 Entrepreneurial skill consists of effective utilization of ideas, information and facts 

that help a learner develop competencies, services needed for firm career commitments such 

as setting up business, marketing, services or being productive, wealth creators, employers 

of labour and self-reliant thereby contributing in nation building. An entrepreneurial skill 

according to Olagunju (2016) is the ability of an individual to exploit an idea and create an 

enterprise whether big or small not only for personal gain but also for social and 

developmental gain. Entrepreneurial skills is the  ability to have self-belief, boldness, 

tenacity, passionate, empathy, readiness to take expert advice, desire for immediate result, 

visionary and ability to recognize opportunity. Hisrich and Peters (2017) defined 

entrepreneurial skill as the ability to create something new with value by devoting the 

necessary time and effort, assuming the resulting rewards of monetary and personal 

satisfaction and independence. Entrepreneurial skills are acquired through training that 

emphasizes the acquisition and development of appropriate knowledge and skill that will 

enable an individual to maximize the resources around him within the limit of his capability. 

 Entrepreneurial skills are business skills, which an individual acquires personally to 

function effectively in business as an entrepreneur and be self-reliant (Umunadi, 2014). 

Entrepreneurship has to do with a system of ideas and values that are not ordinarily treated 

as part of the curriculum, it is the process of using private initiative to transform a business 

concept into a new venture or to grow and diversify an existing venture or enterprise with 

high growth potential (Ugwoke & Abidde, 2014). Therefore, entrepreneurship could be seen 

as the act of identifying, initiating, organizing, and bringing an idea or vision to life, be it a 

new product, service, process, strategy, or market. It is all about self-employment, which is 

very important for improving an individual‟s quality of life and national development. 

Consequently, entrepreneurship education leads to the acquisition of entrepreneurial skills 

for efficient and effective living; it gives the youths more opportunities to exercise creative 

freedom, higher self-esteem, and a greater sense of control over their own lives. An 

entrepreneur is one who undertakes the risk of organizing and managing a business. The 

entrepreneur looks inward into his/her environment to identify problems confronting people 
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(or business opportunities) and introduces new products and services for the purpose of 

making profit. Moemeke (2013) stated that an entrepreneur is, therefore, not only an 

innovator but also a lifelong learner, a creative person, an initiator, and a potential 

industrialist. By implication, entrepreneurs are innovators who are capable of developing 

new technologies, new product and service adapting existing technologies to new use. Thus, 

the destiny of nations lies with the entrepreneurs since they shape, actualize, and bring the 

developmental dreams and economy of any nation to reality.  

 

The Need for Innovative and Entrepreneurial Skills 

 The inability of the graduates of the educational system to contribute meaningfully 

to the economic development of the nation by being self-employed was what informed the 

need to inculcate entrepreneurship into schools subjects‟ curriculum. The call for the 

introduction of entrepreneurship in schools is an indication of its importance in economic 

empowerment and job creation for sustainable development in particular. Innovative and 

entrepreneur skills have become necessary as Nigeria continues to churn out graduates that 

are hardly self-reliant but solely dependent on white collar job. Innovative and 

entrepreneurial skills are forms of knowledge that seeks to prepare people specially to be 

responsible and enterprising individuals who become entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial 

thinkers to contribute to economic and sustainable communities. Cherwitz (2016) viewed 

entrepreneurial skills as the ability to educate people who will utilize their intellectual 

prowess to add to disciplinary knowledge as a lever for social and economic good. Okoli 

(2011) identified the benefits of innovative and entrepreneurs skills to include the following. 

It will help the students after graduation to:  

1. Become entrepreneurial thinkers who also have the skills and tools to start their own 

business. 

2. Demonstrate skills in maintaining business longevity. 

3. Access other resources and services. 

4. Demonstrate innovative/operation skills. 

5. Change personal and career attitudes including: ability to control one‟s own life, personality, 

creativity and interpersonal communications.   

 

Science and Technology Education as Tools for Acquisition of Innovative and 

Entrepreneurial Skills 

 Science and technology education are responsible for equipping individuals with 

requisite skills, creativity and innovativeness needed to become entrepreneurs. It is also tools 

for innovative and entrepreneurial skills that pave way for the building of good human and 
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personal relations needed to address personal and social challenges such as poverty. By 

implication, science and technology education provides the necessary innovative and 

entrepreneurial skills to learners which help reduce the number of people who are 

unemployed after graduation by providing them the opportunity to be self-employed in order 

to escape poverty. The knowledge in science and technology education can lead to 

acquisition of innovative skills in various forms such as product innovations, improvisation 

innovative; process (including marketing process) innovations; organization and 

management innovations; and technology innovations.  In the same vein, the following are 

some of the entrepreneur skills science subjects could provide for learners: 

1. In introductory technology, woodwork, glass work (glass ornament, glass blowing, 

production of glass wares), welding, smiting (black, iron, gold, and brass), ceramics, metal 

and electrical works, shoe-making and repairs and host of others entrepreneurial skills can be 

acquired by the students if they are effective taught.  

2. In biological/agricultural sciences, animal husbandry skills which include: functional fishery, 

bee-keeping, snailery, rabbitary, poultry, piggery. Horticulture skills which include raising 

vegetable gardens and mushroom farming, arable farming and floriculture, also 

biotechnology which involves animals and plants breeding to improve varieties.  

3. In physical sciences, various skills such as, extraction of dyes and indicators from plant 

parts, production of tie and dye cloth, soap making, perfume production, polish making, 

wine brewing production of bottled and distilled waters, pesticides, pomade making, 

vegetable oil, battery charging, vulcanizing, repairs of some simple electrical appliances like 

pressing iron, handsets, fans and generators can also be acquired. 

 The impact of technology education in the acquisition of innovative and 

entrepreneurial skills cannot be overemphasized. The knowledge of technology education 

helps us connected with the world around us and acts as a portal to vast amounts of 

knowledge which can be accessed with ease. The following are some of the innovative and 

entrepreneur skills technology provide: 

1. Communication: Good communication is necessary to allow efficient flow of information in 

a business. Technology education provides multiple channels for businesses to communicate 

both internally and externally. The knowledge of technology education can be used as an 

outlet which allows businesses to collect feedback from their customers, which can be used 

to improve a product to suit the needs of the customers better. 

2. Web based product advertising: One of the most beneficial uses of the knowledge of 

technology education is advertising to millions of people around the globe. Web based 

advertising consists of websites and social media. 
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3. Research and development: Through the use of technology, businesses can research the 

market through the use of secondary data. This is extremely useful as it provides businesses 

with in-depth knowledge about markets before penetrating them. Along with secondary 

research, businesses can use technology education to conduct primary research in addition to 

using online surveys and customer feedback. 

 Based on the assertions above, it is obvious that innovative and entrepreneur skills 

involves the acquisition and utilization of skills for innovativeness, creativity and 

productivity via science and technology education so as to be economically self-reliant and 

for national sustainable development. 

 

Poverty Eradication for Sustainable Development 

 Poverty eradication is top priority of the United Nations nineteen (19) objectives for 

achieving Sustainable Development in developing economy (UNESCO, 2015). According to 

World Bank (2011), “poverty is the economic condition in which people lack sufficient 

income to obtain certain minimal levels of health services, food, housing, clothing and 

education which are necessities for standard of living”. Poverty in the face of abundance is 

now the world‟s greatest challenge and major developmental objective is the achievement of 

equality in the distribution of income and reduction of poverty. Poverty may be defined as 

lack of basic things of life, such as food, clothing, shelter and access to portable water, all of 

which determine the quality of our life. It may also include access to opportunities such as 

education and employment which aid the escape from poverty and/or allow one to enjoy the 

respect of fellow citizens. Poverty in general, entails a state in which an individual or 

household is unable to meet the basic needs of life considered as minimum requirements, to 

sustain livelihood in the given society. Poverty is an unacceptable deprivation in human 

well-being that can comprise both physiological and social deprivation.  

 According to Nweze and Ojowu (2012), poverty can be subdivided into three 

namely: absolute poverty, relative poverty and subjective poverty. One of the major 

challenges facing developing and underdeveloped countries of the world is poverty. It has 

been so endemic as a result of the high rate of unemployment that has become the major 

characteristic of the developing and underdeveloped countries of the world (Adofu and 

Ocheja 2013). In Nigeria, poverty still remains the major obstacle to the success of the 

struggle for the optimum utilization of human resources for both social and economic 

development of nations. More than a billion people, live in extreme poverty (Collier, 2017) 

and in spite of the Nigeria‟s vast resources, the country is known for her low Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP), low per capital income, high unemployment rate, low industrial utilization 

capacity and high birth rate.  
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 Entrepreneurship is globally recognized as a strategic mechanism or the driving 

force of sustainable economic growth, through innovation, creativity and job creation as well 

as its welfare effects on poverty incidence across international boundaries (Herrington and 

Kew 2014).  A good number of academic studies have shown that entrepreneurial endeavors 

have the capability of pulling people out of poverty, whether they start their own business or 

being employed by another entrepreneur (Silvinski 2012). He further explained that the 

consistent experience of being self-employed is the most effective strategy for economic 

mobility. However, an increased rate of entrepreneurship in a nation translates to drastic 

declines in the rate of poverty. Kareem (2015) believes that entrepreneurship takes the center 

stage in promoting prosperity by creating new jobs, reducing poverty as well as increasing 

economic growth of a nation. Entrepreneurship boosts productivity by introducing new 

innovations and fast-tracking structural changes thereby forcing existing businesses to 

reform and increase competition. 

 According to Agwuogu (2013), sustainable development is the type of development 

that can be initiated and managed properly in such a way as to give attention to continuity 

and preservation as people explore available resources for the enlargement of their existence. 

In essence, sustainable development is a process of change in which the exploitation of 

resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological development and 

institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both current and future potential to meet 

human needs and aspirations. 

 Sustainable development entails that resources that are renewable should be 

employed in every possible situation and resources that are non-renewable should be used 

rarely in order to ensure their viability for the future generations to come (Patil, 2014). 

Sustainable development entails the designing of a social and economic system that ensures 

that standards of education continues to improve, the rise in the real income is maintained, 

the economic growth of the nation continues to improve as well as other aspect of life 

continues to increase (Kyro, 2015). This cannot occur if the right type of education is not 

given to individuals. Sustainable development can be viewed in three dimensions namely; 

Economic, environmental and social (United Nations, 2005). The goals of sustainable 

development include: End of poverty in all its forms across boards; Establish infrastructures 

while promoting inclusive and sustainable commercialization while fostering innovations; 

Ensure healthy lives and promotion of well-being for all; Guaranty equal and inclusive 

education while promoting long-lasting learning opportunities for all; Ensuring gender 

equity and empowerment of females; Guarantee available and sustainable management of 

water and sanitation for everyone; Available employment for everyone across boards; 

Mitigate the inequality within and among nations; Ensure that cities and settlement are safety 
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conscious, inclusive and sustainable; Guarantee sustainable consumption and production 

patterns; Embark on actions that tackle climate change its implications; Preserve and 

sustainable employ oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development; and 

provision of access to justice while building accountable and inclusive institutions at all level 

of governance.  

 From this goals mentioned above it can be deduced that the objective of sustainable 

development is focused on reconciling the issues of economic development that is necessary 

for higher standard of living with that of enhancing with the challenges being faced in 

Nigeria. Both scholars and policymakers have proposed that acquisition of innovative and 

entrepreneurial skills is an effective means for economic development and poverty 

eradication in impoverished and lower income regions of the world (Mead and Liedholm, 

2018). In the face of the global issues that result to high rate of poverty, the science and 

technology education could be used as tool to acquire innovative and entrepreneurial skills to 

eradicate poverty toward sustainable development. 

 

Issues Affecting Innovative and Entrepreneurial Skills Acquisition via Science and 

Technology Education 

1. Mode of Instructional delivery   

 Instructional delivery mode has been based on rote learning, memorisation of facts 

and reproduction of the same at examinations. The method used has largely been over 70% 

class teaching with library assignments and laboratory work making the other 10 - 30% 

(Ajayi, 2019). Conventional assessment of rote-learned information using closed book 

examinations is the norm. Very little or no interaction with laboratory or field and ICT 

centre takes place to enrich the learning programme. 

2. Inadequate facilities  

 The laboratories and other facilities are not adequate and functional which retard 

learning. Irregular water and light supply which increase frustration during practical. Most 

equipment in the laboratories is out-dated and is not usually replaced. 

3. Lack of awareness on the importance of science and knowledge 

4. Inadequate funding: Funding of secondary and tertiary institutions in Nigeria has remained a 

very difficult issue for both government and the administrators. Tertiary education is very 

cost intensive in terms of both capital and recurrent expenditures. Most often different staff 

unions of the tertiary institutions embark on strike because of non-payment of adequate 

remuneration.  
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Conclusion 

Based on the conclusion, the following recommendations were made: 

1. Since innovative and entrepreneurial skills can be acquired through efficient and effective 

knowledge of science and technology; science and technology education should be taught 

with relevant and appropriate tools by teachers. 

2. Government should adequately fund science and technology education, so as to train and 

retrain professionals and qualified teachers for functional science and technology education; 

and also to set-up entrepreneurial science and technology training centre that could be used 

for practical purposes. 

3. Only qualified and competent teachers should be employed to teach science and technology 

in schools in order to impact the appropriate science and technology skills needed to be a 

successful entrepreneur. 

4. There should be awareness campaign to sensitize the citizenry on the benefits of science and 

technology education. 

 

Recommendations 

 The acquisition of appropriate skills and the development of mental, physical, social, 

innovative and entrepreneurial abilities/competencies were necessary for the individual to 

live in, survive poverty and contribute to the development of the society. One of the 

consequences of unemployment is poverty. Eradicating poverty in all its forms and 

dimensions, including extreme poverty, is the greatest global challenge and an indispensable 

requirement for sustainable development. The first Sustainable Development Goal aims to 

“End poverty in all its forms everywhere”. Its seven associated targets aims, among others, 

to eradicate extreme poverty for all people everywhere, reduce at least by half the proportion 

of men, women and children of all ages living in poverty. To totally address the issue of 

unemployment and eradicate poverty in Nigeria, there is a great need for the acquisition of 

innovative and entrepreneurial skills for employable individuals. These innovative and 

entrepreneurial skills can be efficiently and effectively acquired with the knowledge of 

science and technology education.  
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Abstract 
The study investigated impact of entrepreneurship education on job creation among 

graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria. Two research questions 

guided the study and two hypotheses were tested at 0.05 level of significance. 

Descriptive survey design was adopted for the study. The population of the study 

comprised 5110 teacher from 297 public secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria. 

A sample of 371 teachers from 15 public secondary schools was used for the study. 

A 10-items structured questionnaire titled, ―Entrepreneurship Education and Job 

Creation Questionnaire‖ (EEJCQ)‖ was used for data collection. The instrument 

was validated by two experts; one from Educational Management, and another from 

Measurement and Evaluation, Benue State University, Makurdi. The reliability of 

the instrument was ascertained through a trial test which yielded a Cronbach Alpha 

co-efficient of 0.81. This was considered high enough to be used for the study. Mean 

and standard deviation were used to answer the research questions and Chi-square 
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(χ
2
) test of goodness of-fit was used to test the null hypotheses at 0.05 level of 

significance. The findings indicated that entrepreneurship education enhance 

Catfish farming and cyber café business among graduates of secondary schools in 

Benue State, Nigeria. Based on these findings, it was recommended among others 

that, school administrators should not only include the practical teaching of 

entrepreneurship in their school academic programmes but also encourage students 

to take it very serious and establish a business in any area of their specialty so as to 

create job for themselves and not depend on government. 

 

Keywords: Entrepreneurship education, job creation, catfish farming, cyber café business  

 

 

Education is seen as a veritable tool in not only enhancing growth and development 

of the nation but to also bring about a desirable changes in behaviour and attitude of an 

individual as well as make them acquire relevant skills and knowledge which would make 

them useful and functional in the society especially when they have graduates from one level 

of education like secondary school. In this regard, education is seen as any ongoing process 

that facilitates the learning and acquisition of theoretical and practical skills that equip 

mankind to utilize his environment effectively for personal success in life as well as for the 

development of the society (Denga, 2009). Education according to Edward (2008) is the 

process of learning in order to develop physically, socially, emotionally, intellectually and 

economically. Education today comes in different forms, this is because, there is a seemingly 

continuous quest for the type of education that will not only address the problem of 

Nigerians but will also transform and individual as well as make such individual eke a better 

living. Thus in the present days, much emphasis is on entrepreneurship education which is 

the focus of this study. 

Entrepreneurships has long been debated and used in various ways. Even today is no 

unanimity on what that term exactly means and who an entrepreneur is. Anaemena (2010) 

defines entrepreneurs as people who create a special situation to gain profit and growth by 

determining and seizing opportunities through source preparation with simple ideas and also 

preparing needed sources to execute the idea through a suitable business. According to 

Anaemena, the terminology “entrepreneur” does not only refer to those who are in business, 

but is also expended to individual with high entrepreneurship characteristics who are not in a 

business of their own (i.e. internal and social entrepreneurs). Entrepreneurship is a process of 

creating a new item with the consideration of time, effort, financial risks, psychology and 

social risks, while receiving benefits in form of finance, personal satisfaction and freedom 

(Ndubuisi, 2013).   
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On the other hand, Commission Communication in Nnebe (2019) defines 

entrepreneurship education as the individual‟s ability to turn ideas into action. It includes 

creativity, innovation and risk taking, as well as the ability to plan and manage projects in 

order to achieve objectives. According to European Union Commission in Nnebe (2019), 

entrepreneurship education seeks to provide students of secondary schools and other level of 

education with the knowledge, skills and motivation to encourage entrepreneurial studies in 

a variety of settings. The commission emphasizes that different aspects of entrepreneurship 

education are offered at all levels of schooling from primary or secondary schools through 

graduate university programmes so as to enhance job creation among school leavers. 

Moreover, in view of the importance of education, one may say that the importance 

of entrepreneurship education on job creation among youths today cannot be 

overemphasized. This is because, entrepreneurship education is designed to ensure an 

enlarged supply of entrepreneurs, diversity ownership of business, promote regional spread 

of economic activities, encourage self- employment for the unemployed and improve the 

health and standard of living of the people (Okoro, Ekwe & Ibekwe, 2013). Entrepreneurship 

education is one among the recent type of education that seems to provide for job creation 

among youths. In their opinion, Aliu and Ibe (2011) posit that the aim of entrepreneurship 

education amongst others is to inculcate in the learner the ability to: Identify and solve 

problems using critical and creative thinking, consider self- employment as a viable option 

upon graduation from higher institutions, organize and manage one-self and one‟s activities 

and work together and cultivate the ability to resolve conflicts. 

In the opinion of Ezeani (2012), entrepreneurship is a dynamic process of vision, 

change and creation. Indeed, at this period of national emergency and high rate of 

unemployment, the necessity to look for solutions becomes more than inevitable. 

Entrepreneurship over the past several years has become of growing importance to most 

nations of the world because of its contribution towards the identification of young, 

prospective entrepreneurs, their training and development towards being self employed, 

thereby reducing the number of unemployed youths. This importance of this type of 

education in this contemporary age is also geared towards keeping the youths busy with 

something rather than being idle and hence indulging in anti-social vices such as stealing, 

thurgery, prostitution, cultism, drug pushers among others. This is also because, through 

entrepreneurship education, there are seemingly various kinds of jobs that are created for the 

graduating youths of secondary schools and other levels of education. 

Job creation is an act of making work in which one receive regular payment 

available to the citizenry. That is creating an enabling environment for ample employment 

opportunities in the society. This is done by establishing cottage, small/medium scale 
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enterprises in Nigeria (Maina, 2013). It is one of the cardinal objectives of Millennium 

Development Goals. When an ample job opportunities is created it will invariably help to 

reduce poverty and enhance better standard of living among secondary school graduates in 

Nigeria. It is evident that entrepreneurship education is given all it deserves and properly 

implemented, it will produce quality graduates that will foster job creation and reduce or 

eliminate social vices and poverty in Nigeria. This could be realized when the graduates are 

self-reliant by establishing their own business small/medium scale enterprises. 

The researchers observed in the study area that, there is seemingly need for effective 

teaching of entrepreneurship education in secondary education through. This may help in 

enhancing job creation among the secondary school graduates especially in the area of 

Catfish farming and cyber café business. Gabadeen and Raimi (2012) note that in order to 

make Nigerian graduates more resourceful and self-reliant, the Federal Government through 

the Ministry of Education in 2015, introduced entrepreneurship skills into the curriculum of 

upper basic level of learning, effective from 2017/2018 academic calendar. The importance 

of entrepreneurship skills to human capital development cannot therefore be over 

emphasised. 

Catfish farming is one among entrepreneurship education skill which seems to 

enhance job creation among secondary school leavers in the study area as speculated by 

relevant education stakeholders such as school administrators, teachers, parents, community 

leaders and students among others. Pond catfish fish farming is the principal form of 

aquaculture that involves raising fishes commercially in tanks or enclosures. Various pond 

fish farming technology have emerged to smoothen the activities involve in the farming 

processes. Such technologies include: improved pond construction and management, breed 

selection, stocking, feeding, water management, breed selection, stocking, feeding water 

management spawning, sorting, harvesting, processing, storage, marketing and record 

keeping (Ofuoku, Emah & Hedjere, 2008). The acquisition of these technologies to a greater 

extent can impact positively on youth development and rapid job creation especially if 

imparting from the basic level of secondary schools.  

Catfish farming is one of the seemingly first of the fastest growing business 

opportunities in Nigeria today. In their studies, Ihugba, Odii and Njoku (2013), found that 

the major players in catfish business are usually regional players. What this means in essence 

is that each major player in the catfish farming industry is focused only on a particular 

business terrain within the geographical location of the farm. So all an entrepreneur like a 

secondary school graduate need to do is look for a region with a growing demands that has 

not been covered by a major player and situates your business there. Relatedly, Ihugba, Odii 

and Njoku (2013) found that when accessing catfish business opportunities, one must note 
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three important facts:  (a) food is one of the basic necessities of man, thus making catfish 

and poultry farming a huge potential. (b) The population in Nigeria is estimated to be over 

150 million and growing so that entails a growing demands for food. (c) Even if the local 

market with 150 million Nigerians gets saturated (which I strongly doubt as this niche is still 

in its adolescent phase), there is still a growing demand for catfish all over the world. So do 

your own in-depth analysis and put your money to work. About 117 students were educated 

on the methods of fish farming, and 44 women received training in fish farming and its role 

in household health. 

 Cyber café is another entrepreneurship opportunities the researchers observe to be 

creating job opportunities for secondary school leavers in the study area today. Ihugba, Odii 

and Njoku (2013) found that the demand to stay connected to the rest of the world is rapidly 

on the increase and the cost of internet connection is still high when compared to what is 

obtainable in the western world, thereby making cyber café an alternative for internet users; 

and an investment opportunity for entrepreneurs among secondary school student graduates. 

. Ihugba, Odii and Njoku further report that this business can be started either on a small, 

medium or large scale but preferably a large scale because size can be a competitive edge for 

you as customers won‟t like to be kept waiting. Customers of this industry want speed and 

efficient service and most importantly; they want to be sure to find a vacant computer system 

anytime they want to surf the web without having to wait in a queue. If you can get a good 

location; provide speedy internet access and provide complementary services; you are in for 

a breakthrough.  

Similarly, World Bank in Nnebe (2019) posits that about 80% of Americans find 

their first jobs in Small businesses. In Nigeria for instance, Small Scale Businesses (SSB) 

Constitutes 85% of all firms operating in the economy, and   like in most other developing 

countries they employed the largest number of workers. Nnebe (2019) found that technical 

innovation has a significant positive influence on skills acquisition of graduates in Nigeria 

public Universities. Creativity has a significant positive effect on skills acquisition of 

graduates in public Universities.   Risk taking has a positive influence on skills acquisition of 

graduates in public Universities. Opportunity recognition has a significant positive effect on 

skill acquisition of graduates‟  in public universities South-East, Nigeria. The study 

concludes that entrepreneurship education had a significant positive influence on skill 

acquisition of graduates‟  in public universities South-East, Nigeria. 

In another perspective, Nnebe (2019) points out that, unemployment among 

graduates has remained one of the fundamental challenges threatening the economic 

development and stability of Nigeria. In his opinion, Ayoola (2008) states that the situation 

in Nigeria is gloomy with seven out of ten graduates being either unemployed, 
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underemployed or simply unemployable as at 2006, while over 200,000 graduates remain 

unemployed as at the last five years. Ayoola further posits that considering the fact that these 

graduates constitute the most active segments of the population, their inability to find good 

jobs portend grave danger for the country. Unfortunately, owing to the dysfunctional nature 

of our educational system, most of them do not possess relevant skills that would –be 

employers may need. Additionally, the huge number of Nigerians graduating from secondary 

schools and other various tertiary institutions each year further worsens the situation, is the 

economy as presently constituted, is incapable of absorbing most of them. The bleak 

employment climate therefore, partly accounts for the general insecurity in the nation such 

as terrorism, violent crimes, advanced fee fraud and other sundry unpatriotic behaviour. The 

area of study also seems to an exception. It is against this background that the researchers 

deemed it necessary to investigate the impact of entrepreneurship education on job creation 

among graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria with particular focus on 

Catfish farming and cyber café business. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

There has been a growing concern by education stakeholders for the type of 

education that would enhance useful living for secondary school leavers today. So much 

worry and concern had been expressed by education stakeholders in the study area on the 

manner in which most of their children graduate from secondary schools today and without 

proceeding to higher education cannot find any useful thing to engage in that will help them 

eke a living. This is unlike in the yester years when students graduate from such levels of 

education and are able to get government jobs very quick. 

It is observed that, most youths today who leave secondary schools cannot afford to 

proceed to higher education cannot even find any job to engage in rather they result to 

engaging in anti-social vices in the society such as kidnappings, rubbery, prostitution, 

thurgery, cultism, cheating, drug pushers and other fraudulent activities. Such situations is 

not only creating worry to education stakeholders such as parents, the community, school 

administrators but has also created more problem to government, the community and the 

nation at large. The researchers also observe that there is seemingly much insecurity in the 

study area and Nigeria as a whole which may also be attributed to youth who have graduated 

from schools without having any useful thing to do and live better. This is attested to the 

popular saying that „an idle person is the devils workshop‟. Nobody is finding it funny again, 

the essence of education is seemingly been defeated.  

Base on this situation, one may ask, could it be attributed to poor leadership 

practices by school administrators or inadequacy of teachers to instil morals in the students? 
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Or could it be that government is not doing much to provide a functional education like 

entrepreneurship education capable of creating more job opportunities and breed a 

generation of youth who will be useful and functional in the society devoid of involving in 

deviant behaviours? This study has set out to critically examine the impact of 

entrepreneurship education on job creation (catfish farming and cyber café business) among 

graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria.   

 

Purpose of the Study 

The aim of this study is to investigate the perceived impact of guidance and 

counselling on the management of functional secondary education for sustainable 

development of Benue state, Nigeria. Specifically, the study sought to: 

1.  examine the perceived impact of entrepreneurship education on catfish farming 

among graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria. 

2.  determine the perceived impact of entrepreneurship education on cyber café 

businesses among graduates of secondary schools. 

 

Research Questions 

The study was guided by the following research questions. 

1.  What is the perceived impact of entrepreneurship education on catfish farming 

among graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria? 

2.  What is the perceived impact of entrepreneurship education on cyber café businesses 

among graduates of secondary schools? 

 

Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses were formulated and tested at .05 level of significance. 

Ho1.  Entrepreneurship education has no significant impact on Catfish farming among 

graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria. 

Ho2.  Entrepreneurship education has no significant impact on cyber café businesses 

among graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria. 

 

Methodology 

The researchers adopted descriptive survey design in this study. Descriptive survey 

research design according to Emaikwu (2011) is a design in which a group of people are 

studied by collecting and analyzing data from a selected set of people considered to be a 

representative sample of the entire population. This method was chosen by the researcher 

because survey studies are often carried out by the use of questionnaire to determine 
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opinions of people about phenomena including the causes, impact and effects. The study is 

confined to Benue State which comprises 23 local government areas. The population of the 

study comprised 5110 teacher from 297 public secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria. A 

sample of 371 teachers from 15 public secondary schools was used for the study. The 

selection of respondents was done using stratified random sampling technique. A 10-items 

structured questionnaire titled, “Entrepreneurship Education and Job Creation 

Questionnaire” (EEJCQ)” was used for data collection. The questionnaire was validated by 

two experts, one in Educational Management and one in Measurement and Evaluation all 

from the Faculty of Education, Benue State University, Makurdi. A reliability study was 

conducted on 30 teachers in secondary schools that were not part of the sample for the study. 

Data collected was analysed using Cronbach Alpha correlation co-efficient which yielded a 

reliability coefficient of 0.82. This agrees with Emaikwu (2011) who asserts that the 

reliability of 0.60 and above is considered adequate to use an instrument for field study. The 

data collected was analyzed using simple descriptive statistics of mean and standard 

deviation to answer the two research questions. The Boundary limit for Decision Making 

was 1.00-1.49=Strongly Disagree, 1.50-2.49=Disagree, 2.50-3.49=Agree, 3.50-

4.00=Strongly Agree. The two hypotheses were tested using chi-square (χ
2
) test of goodness 

of fit at .05 level of significance. The decision was that if the calculated (χ
2
) value was 

greater than the critical table value, the null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative 

hypothesis accepted and vice versa. 

 

Results and Findings 

This section presented and discussed the results of the study. 

 

Research Question One 

What is the perceived impact of entrepreneurship education on catfish farming among 

graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria? 
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Table 1: Mean Ratings and Standard Deviations of the Respondents on the Impact of 

Entrepreneurship Education on Catfish Farming among Graduates of Secondary 

Schools in Benue State 
Ite

m 

No 

Item Description SA A D SD X SD Decision 

1 Through entrepreneurship education, 

graduated students of secondary 

schools acquire basic skills on how to 

establish catfish business. 

201 148 6 16 3.44 0.73 Agree 

2 Students are oriented on how to breed 

catfish very well. 

198 143 21 9 3.43 0.71 Agree 

3 Entrepreneurship education does not 

enhance students‟ ability to establish 

catfish pond.  

42 68 149 112 2.11 0.96 Disagree 

4 Students find it difficult to feed catfish 

in ponds to its maturity without 

knowledge of entrepreneurship 

education. 

172 133 52 14 3.25 0.83 Agree 

5 Students are oriented on how to 

market matured catfish harvested from 

their established ponds. 

196 121 23 41 3.30 0.92 Agree 

 Cluster Mean     3.07 0.83 Agree 

Decision Rule: 1.00-1.49=SD, 1.50-2.49=D, 2.50-3.49=A, 3.50-4.00=SA 

 

Data on Table 1 showed that the mean ratings for items 1-5 are 3.44, 3.43, 2.11, 3.25 and 

3.30 respectively with their corresponding standard deviations of 0.73, 0.71, 0.96, 0.83 and 

0.92. The standard deviations are small which shows that there is homogeneity in 

respondents‟ responses for the items raised. Based on the decision rule, it means that 

respondents agreed with item 1, 2, 4 and 5 in the cluster which mean scores were above the 

cut-off point of 2.50. Meanwhile, item 3 was disagreed because it had mean sore less than 

2.50 cut-off mark. The cluster mean of 3.07 was also found to be above the cut-off point of 

2.50. This implies that entrepreneurship education impact on catfish farming among 

graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria. 

 

Research Question Two: 

What is the perceived impact of entrepreneurship education on cyber café businesses among 

graduates of secondary schools? 
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Table 2: Mean Ratings and Standard Deviations of the Respondents on the Impact of 

Entrepreneurship Education on Cyber Café Businesses among Graduates of Secondary 

Schools 
Item 

No 

Item Description SA A D SA X SD Decision 

6. Students are oriented on how to 

use computers in doing cyber 

café business through 

entrepreneurship education. 

188 145 18 20 3.35 0.81 Agree 

7. Students do not necessary need 

entrepreneurship education to 

establish cyber café business. 

62 53 144 112 2.18 1.04 Agree 

8. Entrepreneurship education 

creates in the minds of students 

the demands of global 

networking businesses.  

175 116 28 52 3.12 1.05 Agree 

9. Through entrepreneurship 

education, students see the 

need of using laptops to 

register students‟ courses in the 

university in various cyber 

cafés. 

191 129 32 19 3.33 0.84 Agree 

10. Through entrepreneurship 

education, most students 

engage in configuration of 

peoples‟ handsets using their 

establish cyber cafe. 

181 130 27 33 3.24 0.93 Agree 

 Cluster Mean     3.04 0.93 Agree 

 

Table 2 indicated that the mean ratings for items 6–10 are 3.35, 2.18, 3.12, 3.33 and 3.24 

with their corresponding standard deviations of 0.81, 1.04, 1.05, 0.84 and 0.93. The standard 

deviations are small which shows that there is homogeneity in respondents‟ responses for the 

items raised. Based on the decision rule, it means that respondents agreed with item 6, 8, 9 

and 10 in the cluster which mean scores were above the cut-off point of 2.50. Meanwhile, 

item 7 was disagreed because it had mean sore less than 2.50 cut-off mark.  The cluster mean 

of 3.04 was also found to be above the cut-off point of 2.50. This implies that 

entrepreneurship education impact on cyber café businesses among graduates of secondary 

schools, Nigeria. 
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Hypotheses Testing 

Hypotheses One: 

Entrepreneurship education has no significant impact on Catfish farming among graduates of 

secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria. 

 

Table 3: Chi-square test of the Impact of Catfish Farming among Graduates of 

Secondary Schools in Benue State, Nigeria 

Opinions Observe

d N 

Expecte

d N 

Residual 

 

Level of 

Sig. 

df χ
2-cal

 P-value Decisio

n 

SD 16 92.8 -76.8 0.05   3 277.03    0.00 Sig. 

D 14 92.8 -78.8     Rejecte

d 

A 143 92.8 50.3     Ho1 

SA 198 92.8 105.3      

Total 371        

         

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency 

is 92.8. 

   

Table 3 revealed that χ
2 

=277.032
, 
at df =3 and p = 0.00. Since p-value of 0.00< .05 at 3 

degree of freedom, the null hypothesis which states that guidance and counselling has no 

significant impact on students‟ indiscipline in secondary schools for sustainable 

development of Benue state, Nigeria is therefore, rejected. This implies that entrepreneurship 

education has significant impact on Catfish farming among graduates of secondary schools 

in Benue State, Nigeria. 

 

Hypotheses 4:  

Entrepreneurship education has no significant impact on cyber café businesses among 

graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, Nigeria. 
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Table 4: Chi-Square test of the Impact of Entrepreneurship Education on Cyber Café 

Businesses among Graduates of Secondary Schools  
Opinions 

Observed 

N 

Expected 

N 

Residual 

 

Level of 

Sig. 

df χ2-cal P-value Decision 

SD 46 92.8 -46.8 0.05   3 221.01    0.00 Sig. 

D 5 92.8 -87.8     Rejected 

A 132 92.8 39.3     Ho2 

SA 188 92.8 95.3      

Total 371        

         

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency 

is 92.8. 

   

Table 4 revealed that χ
2 

=221.01, at df =3 and p = 0.00. Since p-value of 0.00< .05 at 3 

degree of freedom, the null hypothesis which states that guidance and counselling has no 

significant impact on students‟ academic achievement in secondary schools for sustainable 

development of Benue state, Nigeria is therefore, rejected. This implies that entrepreneurship 

education has significant impact on cyber café businesses among graduates of secondary 

schools in Benue State, Nigeria. 

 

Discussion of Findings 

The first finding of the study indicated that entrepreneurship education has 

significant impact on Catfish farming among graduates of secondary schools in Benue State, 

Nigeria. The result agrees with the findings of Ihugba, Odii and Njoku (2013) that the major 

players in catfish business are usually regional players. What this means in essence is that 

each major player in the catfish farming industry is focused only on a particular business 

terrain within the geographical location of the farm. So all an entrepreneur like a secondary 

school graduate need to do is look for a region with a growing demands that has not been 

covered by a major player and situates your business there. Relatedly, Ihugba, Odii and 

Njoku found that when accessing catfish business opportunities, one must note three 

important facts:  (a) food is one of the basic necessities of man, thus making catfish and 

poultry farming a huge potential. (b) The population in Nigeria is estimated to be over 150 

million and growing so that entails a growing demands for food. (c) Even if the local market 

with 150 million Nigerians gets saturated (which I strongly doubt as this niche is still in its 

adolescent phase), there is still a growing demand for catfish all over the world. So do your 
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own in-depth analysis and put your money to work. About 117 students were educated on 

the methods of fish farming, and 44 women received training in fish farming and its role in 

household health. The researcher also discovered in the field survey that through 

entrepreneurship education, graduated students of secondary schools acquire basic skills on 

how to establish catfish business as well as oriented on how to breed catfish very well. 

The second finding of this study revealed that entrepreneurship education has 

significant impact on cyber café businesses among graduates of secondary schools in Benue 

State, Nigeria. This finding corroborate with the findings of World Bank (2010) that about 

80% of Americans find their first jobs in Small businesses. In Nigeria for instance, Small 

Scale Businesses (SSB) Constitutes 85% of all firms operating in the economy, and   like in 

most other developing countries they employed the largest number of workers. The finding 

also supports the findings of Ihugba, Odii and Njoku (2013) that the demand to stay 

connected to the rest of the world is rapidly on the increase and the cost of internet 

connection is still high when compared to what is obtainable in the western world, thereby 

making cyber café an alternative for internet users; and an investment opportunity for 

entrepreneurs among secondary school student graduates. Ihugba, Odii and Njoku further 

report that this business can be started either on a small, medium or large scale but 

preferably a large scale because size can be a competitive edge for you as customers won‟t 

like to be kept waiting. Customers of this industry want speed and efficient service and most 

importantly; they want to be sure to find a vacant computer system anytime they want to surf 

the web without having to wait in a queue. If you can get a good location; provide speedy 

internet access and provide complementary services; you are in for a breakthrough. The 

researchers also discovered in the field study that most students now engage in various forms 

of cyber café businesses to eke a living after graduating from secondary school and not 

proceeding to the university. Some of them are seeing on university campuses using their 

laptops to register students‟ semester courses and get money, while others help graduates 

apply for various kinds of jobs on internet. The finding of this study is also in line with the 

finding of Nnebe (2019) that technical innovation has a significant positive influence on 

skills acquisition of graduates in Nigeria public Universities. Creativity has a significant 

positive effect on skills acquisition of graduates in public Universities.   Risk taking has a 

positive influence on skills acquisition of graduates in public Universities. Opportunity 

recognition has a significant positive effect on skill acquisition of graduates‟  in public 

universities South-East, Nigeria. The study concludes that entrepreneurship education had a 

significant positive influence on skill acquisition of graduates‟  in public universities South-

East, Nigeria. 
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Conclusion  

Based on the results of the study, it was concluded that entrepreneurship education has 

significant impact on Catfish farming and cyber café business among graduates of secondary 

schools in Benue State, Nigeria. 

 

Recommendations 

 Based on the findings of this study, it was recommended as follows; 

1. School administrators should not only include the practical teaching of 

entrepreneurship in their school academic programmes but also encourage students 

to take it very serious and establish a catfish business in any area so as to create job 

for themselves and not depend on government.  

2. Government of ensure the not just the inclusion of entrepreneurship education in 

schools but also monitors its implementation in schools so as to enhance students 

acquisition of relevant skills that could create various jobs like cyber café for them 

without depending on government job. 
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Abstract 
Technological advancements of 21

st
 century aided by unexpected environmental 

social phenomena of COVID-19 pandemic has brought to the fore, an urgent 

repositioning of education to trending issues. In education, learning theories and 

pedagogy have had the greatest impact, since education makes the society and 

societal development depend on Information Communication Technology (ICT), 

specifically, Online instruction has the potential to provide opportunities for 

reflective and integrating learning outcomes. This approach provides not only 

students but all societal activities on adaptive personalised e-learning, which refers 

to computer enhanced learning and learning techniques. It may involve the use of 

mobile technologies such as personal digital assistants and mp3/mp4 player. And 

includes the use of web-based teaching materials and hypermedia in general, as 

rooms or websites, discussion boards, collaborative software, e-mail, blogs, 

Wikipedia, text charts, computer aided assistant, educational animation, simulation, 

games, learning management software etc. Therefore, the survival of students and 

sustainability of entrepreneurs in institutions and organisations in the 21
st
 century 

will increasingly rely on various forms of electronic delivery systems and 

communication facilities that are available in markets as requirements for 

educational flexibility. This paper raises opportunities for critical and creative 

analysis in sustaining e-learning as a competitive adjustment in the system of 

educational delivery. Ultimately, it is pertinent to emphasize that to ensure 

sustainable development, there is need to reposition education in the trending e-

phenomenon. 

 

Keywords: e-learning, competitiveness, innovation, technology, challenges, solutions 
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Education is a natural right of every individual. It forms, integrates and assimilates 

individuals into the society. Reasonably, education revolves around the ever-changing values 

of world social culture. Each era of world history produced its own values which were 

incorporated into the society through appropriate processes and procedures. Our present 

world social culture is both innovative and competitive. Emphasis has shifted to technology 

and knowledge driven economy. The technological knowledge drive makes more focused 

and enterprising the word competition. Nations are in a competitive age driven by e-learning, 

e-commerce, e-health; even e-leadership etc. the drive is made more vicious with COVID-19 

pandemic. This has forced nations into reflective, critical and creative thinking modes of 

coming to terms with its challenges embedded in the shutdown of all established activities in 

the society. This challenge has upturned most processes and procedures in the society. 

Therefore, there is need to reposition education for a competitive new world culture, 

embedded in innovative technology and techniques of production and consumption patterns. 

To reposition is literally to turn or move around, to see and do things in different angles, 

always seeking the best alternate position for maximum benefit. Education as an inalienable 

right of all citizens needs to be repositioned to trending times and issues. It is in fact to be 

proactive in its content and rendition to maintain its relative concept in development. 

 

Importance of Technology Innovation in Education 

Technology growth is a product of education, often configured by experiences 

brought about by phenomenal changes in the environment. Our thought patterns and actions 

and strategies are obviously linked with and influenced by the changing panorama of 

innovative technology. In education management, innovation is defined as the invention and 

implementation of practice structure, techniques or management process that is new to the 

highest level of development in the field and it is accomplished in order to contribute to 

achieving organisations objectives (Brikinshaw, Hamel, Mol, 2008) In education, it has the 

unique ability to operate radical and durable changes regarding the competitive edge as 

viewed by Hamel & Breen (2010). Technology innovation in education could be seen as a 

deliberate activity in the pedagogical context since it improves students/pupils learning by 

means of interaction and interactivity. It compels students to use higher level of thinking and 

trending technological gadgets in teaching/learning to solve problems. The excitement of 

new learning techniques adds a functional dimension to education to solve a variety of 

educational problems/inadequacies. Innovation in education through technology helps create 

learning spaces especially changes in mindset. It also resets personality matters when it 

creates a place for all learners, through a flipped classroom model, which increases the 

design thinking process. Innovators and entrepreneurs are invited through such 
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circumstances into the classroom to improve on sustainable learning applications and 

appliances. 

 

Benefits of Innovation on Educational Technology 

Innovation in educational technology enhances strategies such as crossover teaching, 

a comparative understanding of learning that bridges formal and informal settings. Similarly, 

in flipped classrooms, it blends learning as it focuses on student engagement and active 

learning and gives the instructor a better opportunity to deal with mixed levels, students‟ 

difficulties and differentiated learning preferences. It develops teaching and learning through 

virtual reality. Virtual classroom is applied in education for augmented reality and mixed 

reality generated on computer (https:/en.m.wikipedia.org). Teaching through 3D printing 

technology is described by Nisha Patel (2017) as a technology wherein you can print objects 

and makes teaching engaging and gives wider scope for experimentation. These reflect few 

of the benefits of innovative teaching activities. 

 

The Global Competitive Edge of ICT 

Nigeria has come a long way in getting to terms as citizens of a global identity. The 

consumption pattern has been increasingly towards modern technological products which are 

mostly imported. The Nigerian population is dependent on these goods and services needed 

in the fast-global phenomenon. Eneh (2010) endorsed that technological advancement is an 

issue close to national heart, especially to indigenize modern technology hopeful that our 

economic and industrial success depends. China, U.S. and Japan are very close at the apex of 

technological improvement and supremacy. They seem to be succeeding, but China has 

come up tops in the race for technological supremacy with the COVID-19 phenomena. Like 

China, Nigeria has the enabling population, and are culturally imbued with technological 

ambient. Our youths spend most of their time on the web glued to their phones connecting 

and interacting with others, opening up opportunities for ideas, knowledge, business etc. The 

world is ruled by the internet, the information, communication technology gathering and 

disseminating ideas and new ways of doing things. Information and communication 

technology (ICT) enhance knowledge explosion and encourages a significant emphasis on 

research processes and results. This result has a progressive effect on production and 

development. According to Nwachukwu (2020), there is a growing dependence on social 

networks which affects education in significant ways. The digital regime of the world has 

great influence on development of students critical and creative thinking required often 

times. Global learning and economy are driven by technology. Tony Wagner (2008) is quick 

to point out that with the unparalleled growth in technology, that for nations‟ survival and 
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sustenance, it is needful for these skill set to subsist-curiosity, imagination, agility, 

adaptability, initiative, problem solving, critical thinking, collaboration and leadership, 

accessing and analysing information, effective written and oral communication. The use of 

ICT tools provides and makes use of these qualities. Understandably, education in a 

globalised knowledge economy should go beyond preparing students for employment. It 

should also aspire to create students that are able to meet the needs and solve the problems of 

the society by taking advantage of available tools and ushering in a new and more effective 

way of doing things. Innovation is no longer a choice, but a requirement to compete. 

Education has the responsibility to help students be capable of meeting this challenge. 

 

E-Learning a Construct of ICT in Repositioning Education 

E-learning as a construct is a pertinent ICT tool in the digital regime of education 

often required for competitive productive development. It is inclined to the learning theory 

of constructivism. Constructive learning is a process in which students „construct‟ meaning 

based on prior knowledge and experience. E-learning as a tool enables the building of mental 

models or schemes which in turn provide meaning and organisation to subsequent 

experience, unlike the traditional didactic method „of teaching since education in the digital 

world is now learner centred. E-learning ensures that knowledge is created through an active 

process in which the learner transforms information, constructs hypothesis and make 

decisions using mental models, Bates (2010). This is in conformity with technology learning 

tools of ICT. 

 

Models of E-Learning 

There are two dimensional models: - 

1. Classroom model 

2. Distance education model 

The classroom E-learning model is a situational classroom that makes use of e-

learning technologies. E-classroom known as virtual classroom is an online class where 

every student works on a computer at their individual pace. It enhances individualised 

instructions, providing feedback projecting the teacher‟s role as that of a supervisor, 

moderator or facilitator. The virtual classroom facility can be assessed on Zoom, Skype, and 

WhatsApp tools. These on-line facilities are also useful for board meetings, conferences and 

trainings. In Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu, we have a practical use of this facility in 

faculty of education‟s I-learn, You-learn, We-learn project for training in different skills. 

In distance education model, e-learning organises education in various geographical 

distances. It provides learning opportunities characterized by the separation of teacher and 
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learner in time and place. The learning is certified by an institution or agency using a variety 

of media tools. Such tools include print and electronic, two-way communications that allow 

learners and teachers to interact, the possibility of occasional face to face meetings and a 

special division of labour in the production and delivery of programmes and courses. A. Van 

der (2017) specifically points out that this model separates a teacher and students by physical 

distance. He further points out that teachers in this model can use e-auditorium, e-

boardroom, e-classroom, internet facilities, video-phone system and teleconference devices 

such as Zoom, webinar etc. for online instructional delivery. In addition, Nwosu (2012); 

Nwogu (2016) identified these sub models: 

1. Correspondence model 

2. Study centre model 

3. Educational broadcasting model of distance e-learning model 

 

The table below shows a comparative analysis of traditional pedagogy and emerging ICT 

based pedagogy. 
ASPECT TRADITIONAL PEDAGOGY EMERGING ICT BASED 

PEDAGOGY 

Active 

Learning 

1. Activities prescribed by Teacher 

2. Whole class instruction 

3. Little variation in activities 

4. Pace determined by the 

programmes 

5. Activities determined by Learners 

6. Small groups 

7. Many different activities  

8. Pace determined by Learners 

 

Collaborative 

Learning 

1. Individual 

2. Homogenous group 

3. Everyone for him/herself 

4. Working in teams 

5. Heterogeneous groups 

6. Supporting each other 

Creative 

Learning 

1. Reproductive Learning 

2. Apply known solutions to 

problems 

3. Productive Learning 

4. Find new solutions to problems 

 

Source: Thijs, (2012) Learning through the web available online 

http://www/decidenetnl/publication/web based learning pdf. Accessed 31
st
 May, 2012. 

 

Challenges of E-Learning in Nigeria 

In an e-learning environment, the phenomenon presents fiscal and technical 

challenges. Teaching and Learning according to Higley (2014) in an e-learning environment 

happens differently than in the traditional classroom. Rubin (2019) lists three challenges 

bordering on technical and psychological issues, which include: 
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Fear of technology: Doubt on the reliance of technology by the older generation for an 

entire course. Likewise, the fear of change due to a fixed mindset from the traditional way of 

doing things that is the fear of the unknown from the known which is usually the case when 

you are introducing a novel technology 

Lack of flexibility: Distance learning programmes lack personal contact which affects the 

holistic impact of the education process.  

Fear of cheating: Students tend to cheat with online learning procedures. This often happen 

during exams where someone can substitute for them, making a charade of the whole 

process of learning. This demands an inbuilt security system to mitigate this fear on the part 

of online administrators.  

A major obstruction for Nigeria to be technologically well grounded is not only in 

instituting the enabling environment (social, governance, finance, energy) but in developing 

the discipline to implement plans judiciously and assiduously. A typical example is intoned 

by Eneh (2010) that the present state of affairs in respect of practical training of technology 

education students has not shown any improvement. He explains that as long as industry and 

other employers of technological education programme products are not getting really 

involved by way of offering necessary assistance to the training institutions. In addition, 

there is no democratisation of opportunities for students to access e-learning gadgets and 

outfits. Other challenges to teaching and learning in an e-[earning environment are as 

follows: 

1. Energy Supply: There is no steady substantial sustainable energy/electricity supply to 

enhance or support ICT usage. This is nowhere to be found in rural areas. Energy is linked 

up with provision of Wi-Fi facilities or energy points to charge electronic gadgets. 

2. Covid-19 pandemic induce stress, poverty and ill-health. The pandemic has deluded our 

mindset with gloomy and characterizations of various forms of depressive moods. Negative 

phenomena such as ill-health, lack of food and other basic amenities like clean water, 

drugs/hospitals, lack of information to alleviate these issues compound the lack of interest in 

digital knowledge and usage. Generally, the communication network is poor and 

inaccessible especially in rural areas.   

3. Lack of funds: This goes with lack of infrastructure for digitalization of schools and 

organisations. Schools are bereft of such ICT facilities, even radios in hinterland schools. 

Students cannot afford to buy android phones much less a laptop. It is hoped the Federal 

Government announced palliatives for the schools during this pandemic will contain the 

provision of ICT materials. Some schools which provided online teaching/learning could not 

cover all its students because they could not afford to buy the gadgets nor credit data to 

access such facility. The available funds in such families were used to buy food and 
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medications. To this end social stratification is unwittingly aggravated. This encourages 

criminal tendencies in a bid to belong and provide the gadgets. Dropout rates in schools are 

increased because some of these students could not take their exams and the gap widens 

between the attainment level of those who could take their exams and those who could not. 

The principle of learners to exposure especially in different climes is whittled down thus 

encouraging both social and physical distancing. Social distancing is ensured since funds and 

facilities are not easily available to different social/societal cadres. Physical distancing is 

verifiable with the principles and structure of online courses. America is in the forefront of 

limiting accessibility to foreign students in their institutions of learning. Students are 

expected to go online for studies from their domiciled countries. The aspect of education as 

assimilative culture can be tacitly eroded, if such obstructive policy is implemented.  

4. Governments non democratisation policy of digital learning. Although the curriculum 

stipulates computer education but this has not been matched with accompanying digital 

installations and supplies in schools. There is even a dearth of technical support staff to 

establish and encourage online learning in schools. Almost 98% of teachers are not 

proficient in the use of ICT apparatus, much more the students thus, there is a lack of 

appropriate teaching staff. 

5. Poor teaching method. Teachers are rooted to the traditional classroom methods of physical 

constructivist organisation of teaching and learning through oral lectures. The use of virtual 

classrooms and blended lectures are yet to be ingrained in the methodology of teaching and 

learning. 

6. School management cadre‟s lack of zeal in implementing e-learning policy guidelines. There 

is a general lack of interest across the management cadre of the education system. This is 

because of lack of knowledge and a motivating factor to learn. 

 

Meeting the Challenges of E-Learning in Nigeria 

Suggestions for Sustainable E-Learning Culture in our Education System 

To build a sustainable e-learning culture in our education system, there is need to consider 

these suggestions. According to Higley (2014) there are two roles in e-learning that must be 

considered when discussing ways to improve these challenges. First, the instructors‟ role and 

second the students‟ role. These are based on adaptability, technical issues, computer 

training, time management, motivation. 

1. Educators and education administrators must be aware that the nature of learning is 

changing. They must be in sync with such changes as on-line courses and flipped 

classrooms. They must know where to draw the line between the traditional and the digital 

divides in matters of accessibility and ability. According to Warschauer (2003) the „digital 
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divide is marked not only by physical access to computers and connectivity, but also by 

access to the additional resources that allow people to use technology well‟. Bernard (2011) 

reiterates that the change has shifted from having access to knowing how to use the 

technologies to obtain quality education outcomes. Ashis, Pani, Srimannarayana and 

Premarajan (2015) emphasize that administrators‟ vision and enthusiasm for proactive 

measures is lacking to endorse the use of these new technologies in delivery of education. 

2. The theory and pedagogy of constructivism emphasize learner centred education. Most 

young people are „attracted to‟ and „depend‟ on social networks. They live and believe the 

social network and quality lectures could be downloaded in different course outlines. The 

national policy act on education according to FGN (2014)) emphasizes lifelong education to 

afford the individual a far more diversified and flexible choice, education activities to be 

centred on the learner, since educational revolution precedes any fundamental change in the 

intellectual and social outlook of any society. The ability to construct and upload courses has 

not been developed. Therefore, these are lacking in education programs in schools. 

3. Technical provision and competence are important in developing a sustainable culture in e-

learning usage in education. E-learning requires sufficient knowledge and skills to enable 

activities in a wide variety of situations. The need to fund is imperative for pedagogical tools 

that directly and significantly impact on on-line teaching/learning culture. Majority of the 

population is bereft of funds to provide tools. Moreover, they are not trained in the use of 

such modern pedagogical tools. The culture of e-learning needs to be appraised and 

motivated. 

4. To support veritable e-learning culture, there is need for „face to face‟ learning with 

educational on-line resources on various skills and numerous technological tools that are 

available to the providers of such on-line training platforms. A typical example is the I-learn, 

U-learn, We-learn project for training in various skills for mixed ability populations 

proposed by Asogwa, Ejike, Mogboh, (2020). This is a project designed by the Faculty of 

Education, Godfrey Okoye University, Enugu. This is a trending on-line project and on-line 

registration. Teaching is done by experts culled from different domains of learning. 

5. E-learning should be user-friendly. According to Nwachukwu (2020), teachers who are used 

to traditional pedagogy will resist the e-learning option. She suggests a variety of ways to 

make e-learning user-friendly such as creating shorter duration courses, creating learner-

centred designs that are easy to navigate and not overwhelm the learners. She also points out 

that the learning environment should both facilitate and support learning. That means that it 

should be easy to use and provide opportunity for knowledge sharing and interaction 

between learners.  
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It is also important to provide technical support and guidance on how to use e-learning. In 

meeting this challenge for example, the traditional classroom has to step aside for a 

progressively blended classroom where visual as well as physical opportunities are created 

in the pedagogical domain of teaching and learning. According to Rubin (2019) 

administrators developing and delivering courses should think through the audience, online 

environment, user experience, and especially the design of course delivery. They should take 

advantage and provide students with the opportunity to be interactive through a discussion 

forum, blogs, journals and both video and audio feedback. 

6. In pursuance of a strengthened e-learning culture, Nwachukwu advices for the freedom to 

allow a required percentage of E-learning courses in the curriculum. Schools can establish 

nationally, e-learning domains, where experts in different fields can submit online 

courses/subjects for students. She emphasized that the project must be consistent with global 

best practices. This proposal is advantageous in Nigeria since she runs the same curriculum 

and has same evaluation system e.g. the West African Examination Council (WAEC) has 

same evaluative formula for Senior Secondary Certificate level. She proffers that students 

from any school can buy an online course obtainable in the centralised domain. Professor 

Christian Anieke (2020) radio talk „From a University to an Epistemic Shopping Mall; a 

Post COVID-19 Vision of Higher Education‟, expounded the benefits of establishing such a 

centralised domain where students could shop for best lecture materials since learning is a 

global phenomenon (Dream FM Radio Interview, 10
th
 July, 2020). 

7. Motivation: To motivate is to uplift the zeal, to encourage teachers and students on the 

pedagogical change thrust on education by the COVID-19 pandemic. Though the shift in 

technological pedagogy was slowly creeping into Nigerian schools, especially the elite ones, 

but the majority are bereft of grounded enabling facilities. Positive global influence from 

other countries that are more advanced in the usage of modern education technologies can be 

felt in only about 10% of school population. The federal government has promised some 

palliatives to schools in the surge of this pandemic and it is believed to motivate both 

teachers and students if preferably it is based on the provision and usage of e-learning tools 

and technologies. The National Universities Commission (NUC) started Computer Based 

Test (CBT, 2013) using on-line technology for Jamb Exam that qualifies for admission into 

higher education institutions.,. With the growth in on-line learning, other levels of education 

should be encouraged to use on-line tests. The curriculum has already mandated computer 

studies in both secondary and primary schools. Teachers should be trained to teach computer 

courses in schools nationwide, and provisions of energy source, gadgets and allowances for 

teachers built into school management. 
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Conclusion 

E-learning has come to stay and be part of educational growth in Nigeria. The 

challenges embedded in appropriate knowledge, skills and gadgets for its usage 

notwithstanding, it provides an environment of collaboration, choice and plenty of 

technological resources that support successful online learning experience. Since it supports 

a well designed and developed course outline, it provides focus for both teachers and 

learners, for meaningful learning, and opportunities for global competitiveness, and national 

development. 
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Abstract 
This paper aimed at highlighting methods of integrating ICT skills into vocational 

technical education(VTE) teachers in other  to enhance inclusive educations. Three 

research questions guided the study. Descriptive survey design was adopted for the 

study. A total number of 240 Vocational Technical Education (VTE) teachers of 

selected secondary schools were used for the study. No sampling was done as the 

population was manageable. A structured 39- items validated questionnaire was 

used for data collection. Data related to the research questions were  analyzed  

using mean and standard deviation. The findings showed that VTE teachers of 

secondary schools in Anambra State need word processing, internet skills, and 

skills needed in assisting disable students for effective teaching and learning. It was 

thus recommended among others that VTE teachers should be given pre-service and 

in-service training to help them reorient their thinking about inclusion policy. The 

study concluded that there is need to integrate the present VTE teachers into the 

acquisition of these emerging information technology skills and also that the 

program of inclusive education need to change in both curriculum and instruction. 

 

Keyword: ICT, VTE, Teaching and inclusive education.  
           It is well known that over the last three decades, school population have become 

increasingly diverse with students coming from broad range of culture, socio-economic 
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backgrounds, language, environments and family structures, as well as having a wide range 

of abilities. Thus, providing a quality education for all students in an inclusive setting is 

therefore acknowledged as the most challenging issue in education today as asserted by 

Creswell, (2014). 

 Inclusion in the context of education according to Baker and Zigmond (2015) is 

based on the idea that all children learn together, regardless of differences or disabilities. To 

this note, inclusion begins with the premise that all learners have unique characteristics, 

abilities, interest and particular learning needs to receive individual accommodation in the 

general education system. Inclusive education approaches differences and learning 

opportunities which implies transition from separate, segregated learning environments for 

persons with disabilities to schooling in the general education system. Thus effective 

transitions from special education approaches to inclusive education requires careful 

planning and structural changes to ensure that learners with disabilities are not placed within 

the regular or mainstream school system without the appropriate accommodation and 

supports that ensure an inclusive learning environments. 

 Specifically, Skidmore (2004) explained that providing adequate care and education 

for children with disabilities in an inclusive context is a complex issues, hence each child 

confronts health and education professionals with a diversity of individual problems in the 

physical, psychological, social and educational domains, therefore, teachers supports 

students by  acquiring academic and work skills, as well as developing the knowledge  and 

attitudes that students need in other to become caring and compassionate citizens through 

integrating information and communication technology  skills into VTE teachers to enhance 

inclusive education. According to Tutt, (2017)  such education requires a high quality 

services of well trained vocational technical education (VTE) teachers with material 

resources and knowledge of inclusion. 

 Vocational Technical Education (VTE) teachers according to Ogwo and Oranu 

(2013) has the responsibility to teach general concepts in classroom and practical exercises 

in workshops and laboratories which provide students with skills and knowledge necessary  

to enter an occupation.  Vocational Technical Education has been recognized as an impetus 

for economic development in both developed and developing countries of the world. At a 

time when the shrinking of job market is a global phenomenon, vocational technical 

education “for all” and “lifelong” may provide an answer to growing unemployment 

especially in a developing country like Nigeria. 

 Education as a catalyst for change, according to Block (2014) recognizes inclusive 

curriculum which addresses the child‟s cognitive, emotional, social, and creative 

development based on four pillars of education for the twenty-first century- learning to 
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know, to do, to be and to live together. Inclusive curriculum breaks negative stereotypes not 

only in textbooks but also in teacher‟s attitudes and expectations.  Inclusive education 

provides not only for institutional improvement, but also for an increased awareness of 

human rights and a reduction in discrimination. Essentially, Ainscow, (2018), opined that 

inclusive education involves changes in attitude, behavior and ways of working, and has 

potential to make an effective starting point to address the right of learners in a range of 

cultures and contexts. 

 Ogwo and Oranu (2013) added that many school teachers are perceived to lack the 

skills needed by employers of labour, hence, Akindolu in Olayanju (2008) explained that 

information and Communication Technology (ICT) refers to all kinds of electronics that are 

needed for broadcasting, telecommunication and all forms of computer mediated 

communications. The use of ICT by Vocational Technical Education (VTE) teachers to 

enhance inclusive education in understanding  some of the abstract topics and making the 

subject real with the use of assistive technology which is essential in aiding and facilitating 

the learning capacity of the learner and assessing both the students and teachers performance 

in bringing potentials to reality. (Brownlie and Feniak, 2018). 

 Therefore, in the opinion of Campbell (2013), inclusive education is having all 

students attend and welcomed by their neighbourhood schools in age- appropriate, regular 

classes and is supported to learn, contribute and participate in all aspects of life of the school 

through integration of information communication and technology. 

 Information Communication Technology (ICT) encourages individual learning and 

provides students with vast electronics learning abilities. Thus, Ahmad (2014) opined that  

acknowledging the capabilities or differential abilities of all learners, the education of 

children with special needs in inclusive classroom becomes more of shared responsibility 

between the different stakeholders such as the parents, government, curriculum planners 

especially the teachers. Thus, demanding a shift in attitude, availability, accessibility of 

infrastructure, pedagogy, need-based methods, materials for instructional delivery, 

acceptance and accommodation at all levels in the education system especially the secondary 

school demands attention. Therefore, integrating ICT into VTE  teachers gives a breast of 

technological  advancement in the wave of change in technology and pedagogical methods   

especially in enhancing inclusive education through knowledge of some basic word 

processing, internet and assistance skills that would support teaching and learning and  ICT 

has been identified world wide as a way out for this mainstream. 

 Aleburo and Olusanya (2013) conceptualized ICT as the combination of items of 

equipment (hardware) and computer programmes (software) that allows  access, retrieve, 

store, organize, manipulate and present information by electronic means.  Similarly, Toomey 
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(2011) argued that when ICT is combined with good teaching and learning practices, the 

following are likely to be the results; 

1. It will lead to the development of advance skills of technological competence, problem 

solving, critical thinking and team work. 

2.  It plays  variety of roles to support children and young people with disabilities as well as 

adults in the school system. 

Ogwo and  Oranu (2013)  emphasized that it is important for VTE teachers to acquire the 

skills, knowledge and competencies in word processing to be efficient in the performance of 

their work. Also, Tommey (2011) noted that new ways of performing office task have 

emerged with new technologies therefore, VTE teachers need to adopt the new skills so that 

they would be able to train students who can function effectively in their career and even 

advance in it. Word processing is not just a machine, it is a sophisticated system that 

required well planned education and more programmatic curriculum development. Parakash 

(2013) noted that new designations and job opportunities occur daily, therefore, there comes 

the need for VTE teachers to be versatile in the effective use of the system and to match with 

the new challenges by acquiring new skills and competencies for office and classroom 

technology so that students can be well informed about what they will find in the world of 

work. 

 In the views of Casey-Black,  and Knob lock, (2012), ICT integration in VTE 

teachers of secondary  schools include pedagogical, cultural, social, professional and 

administrative where effective technology integration can help provide all learners the ability 

to access, compete their work with greater ease and independence in performing tasks that 

they were formerly unable to accomplish. Integration of VTE teachers with internet based 

skills helps to access electronic documents, engage in internet business, chat via internet, etc. 

 Moodley (2012) asserted that the internet offers the best opportunity of getting 

specialized information from the web. Chime (2014) argued that the internet is one of the 

major innovations of the computer that has found its way deeply into the academic sector. 

Using the internet makes available to the teachers information that cannot be found in any 

other way except through the world -wide -web (www). Oyedum (2015) is of the opinion 

that the internet provides access to more information than the librarian could dream of, 

therefore, teachers need skills on internet before they could access it. 

 Aleburo and Olusanya (2013) noted that the pedagogical use of ICT in the classroom 

by VTE teachers include collaboration, project based and self-paced learning to improve 

teaching  with the need to take advantage of the growing availability of educational 

resources as software packages and web pages.  Therefore, teachers of VTE will need to 

update curricula related content and clear strategies by focusing on three areas of ICT 
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usages, namely technology to train and rehearse, technology to assist learning and 

technology to enable learning, where learning is commonly referred to as the process of 

acquiring knowledge and skills, Fulton-calkins, (2013). 

 Ogwo and Oranu, (2013), asserted that an effective teaching/learning process must 

stimulate intellectual curiosity and offer a sense of enjoyment that will move the students 

from passive role of recipients of information to the active role of builder of knowledge. 

However, engaging the students (learner) in this process of ICT skills can be the most 

challenging task for vocational technical education (VTE) teachers. Hence, the need to 

integrate Information and Communication Technology (ICT) skills into VTE teachers to 

enhance inclusive education becomes paramount. Thus, the concept of inclusive education 

has brought with itself the much needed share of equality in approach for the education of 

the disabled by giving them a leveled field to rightly exhibit their differential abilities, 

proving themselves capable enough to learn and perform together with their non-disabled 

peers. And with this shift in approach, Moodley (2012) asserted that there also emerges the 

need to tailor the teaching strategies or means of instructional delivery in the classroom in 

other to address the diverse learning needs of all learners in an equitable manner. This goal 

can only be achieved through competent integration of information and communication 

technology (ICT) into VTE teachers. It is on this premise that this study sought to determine 

the ICT skills needed  in VTE teachers in other to enhance inclusive education. 

 The purpose of this study was to determine the Information and Communication 

Technology Skills (ICT)needed by  vocational technical education(VTE) teachers to enhance 

inclusive education in  secondary schools in Orumba South Local Government Area of 

Anambra State, Specifically, the study sought to determine; 

1. ICT skills needed by VTE teachers on word processing. 

2. ICT skills needed by VTE teachers in the use of internet. 

3. ICT skills needed by VTE teachers in assisting disable students. 

The study was guided by the following research questions; 

1. What are the ICT skills needed by VTE teaches on word processing? 

2. What are the ICT skills needed by VTE teachers on the use of internet? 

3. What are the ICT skills needed by VTE teachers in assisting disable students? 

 

 

 

Method 
 The study adopted a descriptive survey research design aimed at determining the 

Information and Communication Technology skills in enhancing inclusive education in 
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vocational technical education(VTE) teachers of secondary schools in Orumba South Local 

Government Area of Anambra State. The population of the study comprised 240 VTE 

teachers who were selected from secondary schools in Orumba South. Due to the small size 

of the population, there was no need for sample and sampling. The entire population was 

used for the study. 

 A structured validated  questionnaires constructed by the researchers was used to 

collect data with the help of three research assistance.  It consisted of section A, B,  C and D. 

Section A was designed to identify respondents personal and demographic data while 

Section B has information on ICT skills needed by VTE teachers on word processing with 

16 items, section C elicited information on ICT skills needed by VTE teachers on the use of 

internet with 11 items and section D elicited information on ICT skills needed in assisting 

disable students with 12 items. The content and face validity of the questionnaire were 

established by three experts from teachers of VTE and measurement and evaluation from 

University of Nigeria, Nsukka (UNN).  The reliability coefficient of the instrument was 

established using modified Richards on 21 (Cronbach alpha) and this yielded a value of 0.71. 

This value was considered high enough for the instrument to be employed. The data 

generated were analyzed using mean and standard deviation to answer the research 

questions. Where any score above 3.00 was adjudged to be accepted while scores below 3.00 

were regarded as non-acceptable. 

 Decision for the items and research questions was based on items and cluster means 

relative to the real limits of numbers as Very Highly needed (VHN) 4.50-5.00; Highly 

Needed (HN) 3.50-4.49; Needed (N) 2.50-3.49; Somewhat Needed (SWN) 1.50-2.49 and 

Not Needed (NN) 1.00-1.49. 
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Research Question 1 

What are ICT skills needed by VTE teachers on word processing? 

Analysis of data relating to this research question is presented in Table 1 

 

Table I: Respondents’ mean Ratings on ICT Skills needed by VTE Teachers of 

Secondary School on Word Processing 
S/N Word Processing skills X SD Remarks 

1 Ability to use word processing packages  4.52 0.87 VHN 

2 Ability to save and design file names to documents 4.47 0.67 HN 

3 Ability to delete and correct spellings 4.61 0.58 VHN 

4 Ability to view menu to manipulate the page layout 4.71 0.80 HN 

5 Ability to use the insert menu 4.41 0.81 HN 

6 Ability to format document 4.39 0.78 HN 

7 Ability to change paper orientation 4.29 0.88 HN 

8 Ability to move cursor around an active documents 4.57 0.72 VHN 

9 Ability to adjust margins in document 4.48 0.73 HN 

10 Ability to use the tools menu 4.57 0.58 VHN 

11 Ability to preview and print test 4.50 0.78 VHN 

12 Ability to align, centre and justify test in document 4.32 0.79 HN 

13 Ability to merge two or more documents 4.03 0.85 HN 

14 Ability to copy and move text 4.51 0.60 VHN 

15 Ability to use superscript and numbers 4.32 0.79 HN 

16 Ability to use exit command in a file 4.53 0.79 VHN 

 Cluster Mean 4.37 0.67 HN 

 

 Table 1 shows that 9 out of the 16 word processing skills had mean scores that 

ranges from 4.17 to 4.48 which shows that the 9 word processing skills were highly needed 

by VTE teachers in secondary schools in Anambra State. The remaining items specifically 

items 1, 3, 8, 10, 11, 14 and 16 had mean scores of 4.52, 4.61, 4.57, 4.57, 4.50, 4.51 and 4.53 

respectively which indicates that the seven word processing skills were very highly  needed 

by VTE teachers of secondary schools. 
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Research Question 2 

What are ICT skills needed by VTE teachers on internet skills? 

Analysis of data relating to this research question is presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Respondents’ Mean ratings on the ICT Skills needed by VTE Teachers of 

Secondary School on the Use of Internet 
S/N Internet  skills X SD Remarks 

17 Ability to access the internet  4.48 0.50 HN 

18 Ability to access different websites 4.52 0.50 VHN 

19 Ability to download files 4.37 0.05 HN 

20 Ability to send and access electronic documents 4.29 0.62 HN 

21 Ability to transfer protocol 4.47 0.50 HN 

22 Ability to use internet phones 4.31 0.71 HN 

23 Ability to use facsimiles 4.51 0.50 VHN 

24 Ability to use internet services such as internet relay, 

chat 

4.28 0.70 HN 

25 Ability to engage in electronic commerce business 4.47 0.50 HN 

26 Knowledge of distance education, education delivery 4.92 0.50 VHN 

27 Ability to use phone including cell phone 4.62 0.57 VHN 

 

 Table 2 showed that 7 out of the 11 internet skills had mean scores that ranges from 

4.28 to 4.48 which shows that the 7 skills on the use of internet skills were highly  needed by 

VTE teachers of secondary schools in Anambra State. The remaining 4 items specifically, 

item 2, 7, 10, 11 had mean scores of 4.52, 4.51, 4.52 and 4.63 respectively which indicates 

that the four skills on the use of the internet were very highly needed by VTE teachers of  

secondary schools in Anambra State. 
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Research Question 3 

What are ICT skills needed by VTE teachers in assisting disable students? 

Analysis of data relating to this research question is presented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Respondents’ mean Ratings on ICT Skills needed by VTE Teachers of 

Secondary School on Assistance Skill Needed 

 

 Table 3 shows that 8 out of 12 skills needed in assisting disable students had mean 

scores that ranges from 4.29 -4.48 which shows that the 8 assistance skills were highly 

needed by (VTE) teachers of  secondary schools in Anambra State. The remaining 4 items 

specifically, items 4, 7, 10, and 11 had mean scores of 4.59, 4.52, 4.57 and 4.50 respectively 

indicating that the assistance skills were very highly needed. 

 

Discussion of Findings 
Findings of the study are discussed as follows: 

 

Word Processing Skills Needed by VTE Teachers in Anambra State 
 The finding shows that VTE teachers needed skills on the sixteen (16) word 

processing skills identified. The findings agreed with Ogwoand  Oranu (2013) who 

emphasized that it is important for VTE teachers to acquire the skills, knowledge and 

competencies in word processing to be efficient in the performance of their work. 

S/N Skills needed in assisting disable students. X SD Remarks 

28     Ability to accommodate students with disabilities. 4.37 0.73 HN 

29 Ability to break down prejudice. 4.38 0.85 HN 

30 Ability to provide optimal learning environments 

for developmental progress. 

4.43 0.73 HN 

31 Ability to create an inclusive curriculum. 4.59 0.73 VHN 

32 Ability to create appropriate learning material. 4.43 0.79 HN 

33 Ability to promote social integration. 4.37 0.79 HN 

34 Ability to allow for physical participation of 

students. 

4.52 0.74 VHN 

35 Ability to use individualized education programme 

(IEP). 

4.29 0.83 HN 

36 Ability to use assistive technology. 4.48 0.73 HN 

37 Ability to use interactive teaching methods.  4.57 0.58 VHN 

38 Ability to reduce stereotypes. 4.50 0.78 VHN 

39 Ability to assess and diagnose. 4.32 0.79 HN 

 Cluster Mean 4.43 0.45 HN 
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 The findings of Tommey (2011) revealed  that new ways of performing office  and 

school task have emerged with new technologies. VTE teachers need to adopt the new skills 

so that they would be able to train students who can function effectively in their career and 

even advance in it. This findings is also in agreement with Parakash (2013) who reported 

that new designations and job opportunities occur daily, therefore, there comes the need for 

VTE teachers to be versatile in the effective use of the system and to match the new 

challenges by acquiring new skills and competencies for office and class technology so that 

students can be well informed about what they will find in the world of work. 

 

Internet skills needed by VTE Teachers of Secondary Schools in Anambra State 

 This finding on internet skills is in consonant with  the work of Moodley (2012) who 

stated that the internet offers the best opportunity of getting specialized information from the 

web. It also agrees with Chime (2014) who maintained that the internet is one of the major 

innovations of the computer that has found its way deeply into the academic sector. Where 

the internet makes available to the teachers information that cannot be found in any other 

way except through the world wide web (www).  The findings agrees with Oyedum (2015) 

who stated that the internet provides access to more information than the librarian could 

dream of, therefore, teachers need skills on internet before they could access it. 

 

Skills Needed by VTE Teachers in assisting Disable Students 

 The findings is in consonant with the study of Block (2014)who  recognizes 

inclusive curriculum that addresses the child‟s cognitive, emotional, social, and creative 

development that help VTE teachers to break negative stereotypes in teachers attitudes. 

Findings of the study also agrees with Brownlie and Feniak (2018) who stated that VTE 

teachers should use assistive technology in aiding and facilitating the learning capacity of the 

learners. 

 

Conclusion 

 Based on the findings of this study, the researchers concluded that VTE teachers of 

secondary schools in Anambra State need word processing skills, internet skills, and 

assistance skills for effective teaching and learning in inclusive classrooms. Therefore, VTE 

teachers with different professional status agree that the skills identified through the study 

represent the true ICT skills for enhancing inclusive education in our secondary schools. 

This implies that there is need to integrate the present VTE teachers into the emerging 

information technology skills. 
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Recommendations 

Based on the findings of the study, the researchers made the following recommendations; 

1. Vocational technical education (VTE) teachers should be given pre-service and in-service  

training to help re-orient their thinking about inclusion policy. 

2. Create public service and awareness campaigns targeted on all youth, promoting inclusion of 

persons with disabilities to combat stigma. 

3. Government should provide an individualized learning support for disabled learners, by 

enhancing their curriculum or learning needs to suit their transition to the next stage of 

learning through collaboration with other Education providers. 
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Abstract  
Innovative teachers are proactive and comply with educational reforms. Today‘s 

learners are digital natives while their teachers are digital immigrants. To close the 

gap and attain this height, teachers must use multi- dimensional innovative 

platforms for instruction. The objective of this study was to identify effects of 

Teachers‘ Innovative models on Effective Leveraging of E-Learning in Nigerian 

Primary schools. The study adopted descriptive survey and one hundred and ten 

teachers were accessed randomly online. Three research questions with a twenty -

two item ETIMELE questionnaire were used to elicit information from the 

participants in a four point Likert scale format.  Data were analysed using 

percentages, mean and standard deviation.  Teachers testified that innovative 

models leverage effective e-_learning in Nigerian primary schools such as child- 

centred approaches embedded in blended learning, flipped learning, and 

BOOPPPS among others. Teachers asserted that E- learning brings out intrinsic 

motivation among pupils, takes place any time anywhere once there is connectivity, 

allows access to unlimited educational resource and gives autonomy among others. 

Challenges of E- learning include lack of ICTs gadgets, limited Bandwidth, poor 

connectivity, skeletal power supply among others. Based on the findings, it was 

recommended among others that concerted efforts be put in place by the 

government and school owners to  provide ICTs facilities, make policy for  blended 
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learning approach and make online programme part of curriculum in teacher 

education while schools collaborate with NGOs and PTA to tighten security to 

guard against ICTs gadgets‘ theft and vandalism and  provide alternative  power 

sources.  

Keywords: Teachers‟ Innovative Models, Effective Leveraging, E –Learning, Primary 

Schools  

 

 

Teaching and learning have sporadically moved from the traditional age to 

technological driven era. With the world‟s educational lockdown due to Corona Virus 

Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Pandemic; teachers‟ instructional skills have increasingly aligned 

with E-learning trends for pupils‟ academic performance. However, in Nigeria, there is poor 

awareness on E- learning in schools and most primary school teachers are not attuned to 

utilization of technology during instruction. This consequently has been a hitch. Also, pupils 

are not exposed to technologically driven trends. In addition, initial teacher education 

programme did not fully equip them with the technological innovation of preparing an 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) compliant lesson notes and delivery. 

Moreover, most teachers especially at primary school level are not competent at facilitating  

E- learning; computer operation,  internet use knowledge, E- course design procedures and 

E- learning policies among others. Consequently, most teachers have not improved on their 

technological skills while in service and still operate with their initial entry point 

qualification and training. The dearth on the status of E – learning in Nigerian educational 

sector has affected teaching and learning especially at primary school level. The innovative 

models showcased in this work include child -centred approach embedded in  blended 

learning, flipped learning, and use of BOPPPS (B-Bridge in, O- objectives, P- pre-

assessment, P- participatory learning, P- post- assessment, S-summary) among others. 

Children of this age  are the Net generation/ Digital natives; who live in the  world 

of television, text messages, camera phones, and IPods‟, MP3 and interaction video games 

among others whereas their parents and teachers are digital immigrants because they were 

not brought up in the digital age (Prensky, 2001). As a result, their teachers must adopt 

innovative instructional strategies to attune to their style and age. In essence, the age gap has 

become a challenge between teachers‟ styles and operation and those of their pupils.  

COVID-19 challenge has made it obvious that alternative content delivery in education is 

pivotal; for modernizing our educational system, meeting up with international standard and 

for unforeseen contingencies. Due to the lock down of all our educational systems at 

primary, secondary and tertiary levels, the need for E- learning became paramount. Most 
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African countries and Nigeria in particular do not have the E- learning capability and those 

that have did not develop the online courses in a standard quality format. The key role of 

technology in education has been widely recognized by policy makers, planners, donors and 

all stake holders. Yet, most teachers are used to the usual face to face instructional style. 

This inefficiency and shortfall in instructional skills of teachers has tremendously affected 

instruction in all educational sectors in Nigeria. Utilization of ICT is particularly important 

because it provides access to vast resources on the internet and online libraries, access to 

information sharing both by the teacher and pupils (Olson, Codde, DeMaagd, Tarkelson, 

Sindair, Yook,  and  Egido, 2011). Unfortunately, poor awareness on E- learning has made 

most teachers lack competence with the trend. E- Learning has been a new paradigm and a 

new philosophy in education sector with a charge to serve as a development platform for 

present day society based knowledge (Torruam, 2012).  

In Nigeria, National Universities Commission (NUC) has provided ICTs facilities in 

all Federal universities as National Universities Networks (NUNet) (Anene, Imam and 

Odumuh, 2014). It is alarming that such facilities have not been provided for primary school 

teachers to equip them for ICTs utilization.  The purpose of teacher development and 

preparation should be to prepare them in order to educate others through their personal 

culture and general education (UNESCO, 2010). Schools in rural areas and outskirts have 

more challenges of aligning to E- learning than schools in urban areas. The lack of access to 

electricity, internet facility, few teachers, and poor infrastructure among others added to the 

trauma.   Pursuit of quality in rural areas places enormous stress in national system. 

Consequently, there must be opportunities for teachers in rural schools to upgrade their skills 

through pre-service and in-service training programmes (UNESCO, 2011).  

E – Learning is the educational system where the mode of teaching and learning 

involves the uses of various media and technologies to provide and improve access to good 

quality education for a large number of learners irrespective of space and place (NPE, 2014).  

E – Learning is an innovative approach for delivering learning through electronic mediated, 

well designed environment to anyone, any place and anytime utilizing the internet and 

digital technologies (Hedge and Hayward, 2004).  Okah (2010) sees E- learning as 

integrating learning through use of technology.  E- Learning takes place through purely 

digital technologies such as CDROM, the internet and private networks (Landon and 

Landon, 2010). Mayadas, Miller, and Sener (2015) describe E- Learning as alive and daily 

teachings offered through the use of technology devices with the teachers and pupils. 

Dargham, Saeed and Mcheik (2013) outline benefits of E –learning to include acquisition of 

communication and personal skills which include autonomy, analytical perception among 

others. Other importance of E –learning include less expensive,  self paced, consistent 

Effects of Teachers‘ Innovative Models on Effective Leveraging of E- Learning in Nigerian Primary 
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content, faster and accessible, easily uploaded instructional materials, allows use of 

multimedia devices, provided customer value, improves retention, helps  pupils  keep track 

of the progress of their work, which include their class schedule, syllabi, assignments, notes 

and others  and allows immediate feedback among others (Lennon and Maurer, 2003).  

Despite the potentials of E- learning, not much effort has been taken to its 

implementation especially in Nigerian primary schools during instruction. As a result, its full 

utilization during instruction in schools is still not feasible. In support, Nigeria as a 

developing country is still backward in ICT application and utilization (Aduwa- Ogiegbem 

and Iyamu, 2008). Nigeria still lags in implementation of E- learning and this continues to be 

a major challenge facing access to ICT facilities in most Nigerian institutions (Torruam, 

2012). Study carried out in Ekiti State, Nigeria shows unavailability of ICT gadgets during 

instruction in schools (Adeyemi and Olaleye, 2010). Other challenges E- learning encounters 

especially in a developing country like Nigeria are incessant power supply, poor 

maintenance culture, network interruptions, limited bandwidth, and shortage of skilled 

manpower among others (Okiki, 2011). Added to the Challenges facing E- learning  in 

educational  system in Nigeria are lack of qualified teachers, lack of computers, lack of 

electricity, computers are still expensive  in Nigeria, broken down computers, burglary, lack 

of internet or slow connectivity among others (Torruan, 2012). Ajadi,Salawu and Adeoye 

(2008) affirm that the commonest E –learning adopted in Nigerian schools was in form of 

lecture notes copied on CD-ROM to be played at the convenience of the learner. Other 

challenging factors of E- learning are mass unawareness, low computer literacy, and cost, 

poor electrical infrastructure, financial restrictions, lack of computer literacy, inappropriate 

professional teacher training, internet connectivity, limited expertise among others (Oye, 

Sadleh and Iahad, 2011; Anene, et al, 2014). Also, Problem of effective utilization of ICTs 

has been inadequate computer hardware and soft ware, bandwidth access, lack of skilled 

manpower to manage available system and inadequate training facilities for ICT (Mac-

Ikemenjima, 2005). In addition, Kamaruddin (2019) asserts that poor school leadership is 

one of the challenges faced by teacher on effective E- learning implementation.  

Innovative teaching models are proactive approaches that incorporate technologies 

during instruction. In innovative models, multimedia plays an important role and pupils 

create a learning environment they have passion for (Barrado, 2016). In a traditional method, 

the teacher adopts teacher- centred approach and pupils are passive learners (Jackson, 

Tarhini, Maggi and Rumsey, 2012). The era of paperless and painless classrooms is 

gradually overtaking the traditional classroom and as a result, modern pedagogical 

paradigms reinforced by technology are sprouting up to enhance pupils ‟academic 

performance (Vijayalakshmi, 2019).  Pupils‟ academic performance is greatly influenced by 
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teachers‟ high quality performance in the classroom (Balter and William 2008, Agharuwhe 

2013).  

Most teachers cannot create their learning management systems that allow pupils to 

initiate their learning styles and be actively involved. Learning management system allows 

planning, implementation and access to a specific learning process which is web- based 

technology innovation (Vijayalakshmi, 2019). Such approaches  include child centred 

approaches embedded in blended learning, flipped classroom, learning through 

argumentation, Edmodo, Crossover learning, Computational thinking, Embodied learning, 

Learning by doing, Blogging, Kahoot, Gamification of learning among others 

(Vijayalakshmi 2019, Strayer 2007, Khairnar 2015, Hussen 2015).   

Blended learning allows combination of traditional classroom and E- learning in 

order to have a hybrid teaching methodology. In this style, pupils learn through online 

devices of content and classroom learning by manipulating ICTs gadgets alongside 

traditional classroom (Vijayalakshmi, 2019). Bawaneh (2011) maintains  that  blended  

learning  is a  type of  electronic  learning  that has  become  popular because of  its  

effectiveness and  flexibility in  teaching and learning  processes. Zehra, Azra, Eman, and 

Sumrah (2019) posit that  Blended  learning  approach  helps students  to  actively  

participate in learning  both online and  normal classroom face to  face interaction. Blended 

learning is a scientifically acceptable alternative to E- learning that has promoted pupils‟ 

academic performance and it is also less expensive (Salama, 2005).  In a flipped classroom, 

there is inversion of traditional teaching method and instruction; lesson is delivered online 

and   homework is moved into the classroom (Strayer, 2007).  Also, flipped classroom 

allows the teacher to post videos and video podcasts to teach pupils outside class and reverse 

class time for collaborative work and concept mastery exercise (Bergann and Sams, 2008).  

Embodied learning allows simulation in real world learning process. Gamification introduces 

video games and game elements so that pupils can maximize their engagement while their 

interest is captured to continue learning. Computational thinking helps pupils in problem 

solving by breaking them down into smaller units and identifying steps to solving the 

problems and reforming them (Debugging) (Vijayalakshmi, 2019).  

Learning by doing gives pupils access to specialized equipment in the laboratory 

where robotic arms operate with cameras to give view of items as they unfold 

(Vijayalakshmi, 2019).   In blogging, pupils post case studies for the teacher to analyse and 

evaluate. The teacher observes the trend, records and takes actions and decisions on issues to 

be dealt with (Khainar, 2015). In Kahoot classroom, the teacher gives the Kahoot code to 

pupils to have access to the class, and pupils use a nickname to join the class. All they need 

is a browser and internet connection with their Smartphone, I pads, Laptops and desktops 
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among others (Hussen, 2015). The same method is involved in Edmodo; pupils use code to 

enter the class, there is Edmodo package for teachers and for parents and pupils.  Learning 

through argumentation helps pupils to look at contrasting issues and come up with ideas to 

deepen their learning. They collaborate and refine ideas to be able to come up with a claim. 

In cross over learning, pupils learn from every day exposure to life in the society like going 

on field trips (excursion) to museums, school clubs among others. Pupils ask questions based 

on knowledge and this motivates them to learn more (Vijayalakshmi, 2019).   

Teachers‟ innovation is paramount in effective online class. Adoption of Universal 

Diversified Learning (UDL) is essential where differed strategies are adopted in an online 

class.  Most teachers lack the knowledge of online management system to choose, how to 

manage the learning environment, and how to create their online management system. 

Competent innovative  teachers start class with precise  and  concise introduction, set ground 

rules for the class, provide details on how pupils will access learning materials and get 

technical support and start class with ice -breaker activities acronym; BOPPPS B-Bridge in, 

O- objectives, P- pre-assessment, P- participatory learning, P- post- assessment, S-summary. 

In bridge in, the teacher gains pupils‟ attention through video, storytelling, and exercise 

among others, objective determines the scope of course; pre- assessment allows pupils‟ 

participation in class activities and discussion. Participatory learning allows pupils to 

collaborate and develop problem solving skills and discussion among others while post 

assessments include question and answer, presentation among others.  Summary shows a 

recap of work coverage (Canadian Institute of Leadership and Development, (CILD) 2020). 

BOPPPS was adopted to actively improve class participations among learners (Foxe, Frake- 

Mistak and Popovic, 2017). Wang and  Li (2018) assert that BOPPPS  model adopts  a 

modular breakdown method which cuts the  teaching  process into  multiple  teaching  units 

of  5 to  15 minutes in  order to  achieve  the  stated objectives  of the  lesson. BOPPPS 

Model improves learners‟ participation, problem- solving skills, comprehension, cooperative 

learning, creativity skills, recall, hands on activities    and increases academic performance 

(Zijun and Sen, 2018). 

 

Statement of problem  

With the paradigm shift in instruction, lack of attention shown to E- learning has 

affected the educational system in primary schools and Nigeria at large. Moreover, most 

teachers do not adopt innovative instructional models that are child-centred. They still use 

traditional instructional styles which is gradually fading and been overtaken by innovative 

models. Also, the educational system of Nigeria has not received the necessary attention in 

provision of ICT gadgets to enhance E- learning. In addition, there is poor awareness on E- 
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learning in schools and most primary school teachers are not attuned to utilization of 

technology during instruction; this has become a hitch in teaching and learning process. As 

well, pupils are not exposed to technologically driven trends; rather they are only exposed to 

face to face traditional classroom learning. In addition, initial teacher education programme 

did not fully equip teachers with the technological innovation of preparing an Information 

and Communication Technologies (ICTs) compliant lesson notes and delivery. Further,  

most teachers especially at primary school level are not competent at E- learning; computer 

operations, internet use knowledge, E- course design procedures, E- learning policies, online 

management system, and virtual environment management among others. Consequent upon 

this, most teachers have not improved on their technological skills while in service and still 

operate with their initial entry point qualification and training. Other factors encountered in 

enhancing E-learning include poor manpower to utilize the available gadgets, poor 

maintenance of ICTs gadgets, incompetent ICT teachers, incessant power supply, interrupted 

and poor connection among others. Most primary schools in rural areas and outskirts lack 

access to electricity, internet connection, and good security services among others.  

 It is therefore on the above premise that this study was anchored.  

 

Objective of study: The study identifies Effects of Teachers‟ Innovative models on 

Effective Leveraging of E-Learning in Nigerian primary schools. Therefore, the study  

1. Identifies ways  innovative models   encourage E-learning   in  primary schools in Nigeria  

2. Identifies  the extent E- learning enhances academic learning outcome of pupils in primary 

schools in Nigeria  

3. Identifies   challenges of E –learning  in primary schools in Nigeria 

 

Research questions: The following research questions support the study 

1. In what ways do innovative models encourage E- learning in primary schools in Nigeria? 

2. To what extent does E – learning enhance academic learning outcome of pupils in primary 

schools in Nigeria?  

3. What are the challenges of E- learning in primary schools in Nigeria? 

 

Methodology: The study adopts a descriptive survey research with a population of 110 

teachers, accessed randomly online through different platforms across the nation. Three 

research questions were used to adopt a twenty –two item Effects of Teachers‟ Innovative 

models on Effective Leveraging of E-Learning (ETIMELE) questionnaire. A four point 

Likert- scale was used to draw statements on the questionnaire and percentages, mean and 

standard deviation were used to analyse data collected.   
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Research question 1: In what ways do innovative models encourage E- learning in primary 

schools in Nigeria? 

 

Table 1: Identifying Ways Innovative Models Encourage E- learning in Primary 

Schools in Nigeria  
S/

N  

ITEM  SA A SD D MEA

N 

STD. 

DEV.  

1.  Blended learning  helps less competent 

ICTs teachers because it is a hybrid of 

traditional and e- learning  

30(27.3

%) 

68(61.8

%) 

5(4.5%) 7(6.4

%) 

3.1 0.41 

2.  Innovative models allows parents be part 

of their wards‟ learning e.g. Edmodo 

38(34.5

%) 

64(58.2

%) 

6(5.5%) 2(1.8

%) 

3.2 0.41 

3.  Flipped classroom gives   ample time  as 

home work and class work are given 

attention during instruction  

43(39.1

%) 

54(49.1

%) 

7(6.4%) 6(5.4

%) 

3.2 0.35 

4.  Gamification encourages hands on 

activities as educational games  are 

utilized to maximize learning while 

rekindling pupils‟ interest  

32(29.1

%) 

55(50%) 12(10.9%

) 

11(10

%) 

2.9 0.31 

5.  Innovative models allow pupils post their 

learning experiences which the teacher 

analyses, evaluates and takes decision 

e.g. blogging  

29(26.4

%) 

62(56.4

%) 

9(8.2%) 10(9.0

%) 

3.0 0.35 

6.  BOPPPS which stands for B-Bridge in, 

O- objectives, P- pre-assessment, P- 

participatory learning, P- post- 

assessment, S-summary encourages ice 

breaker strategies where the teacher uses 

video, exercise, presentation among 

others  to increase   pupils‟ participation  

in class 

38(34.5

%) 

57(51.8

%) 

7(6.4%) 8(7.3

%) 

3.1 0.35 

 Data from table 1, items 1-6 on innovative models to encourage E learning have item 1, 

SA-30(27.3%), A-68(61.8%), SD-5(4.5%), D-7(6.4%). Item 2; SA-38(34.5%), A-

64(58.2%), SD-6(5.5%), D-2(1.8%). Item 3; SA-43(39.1%), A-54(49.1%), SD-7(6.4%), D-

6(5.4%). Item 4; SA-32(29.1%), A-55(50%), SD-12(10.9%), D-11(10%). Item 5; SA-

29(26.4%), A-62(56.4%), SD-9(8.2%), D-10(9.0%). Item 6; SA-38(34.5%), A-57(51.8%), 

SD-7(6.4%), and D-8(7.3%). 

Research question 2: To what extent does E – learning enhance academic learning outcome 

of pupils in primary schools in Nigeria?  
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Table 2: The Extent E- learning Enhances Academic Learning Outcome of Pupils in 

Primary Schools in Nigeria  
S/N  ITEM  SA A SD D MEA

N 

STD.D

EV 

7.  E – learning takes place any where 

there is internet  connectivity and 

diversifies pupils‟ mode of learning 

58(52.7

%) 

48(43.6

%) 

1(1.0%

) 

3(2.7%

) 

3.5 0.41 

8.  It gives pupils access to unlimited 

educational materials  

46(41.8

%) 

51(46.4

%) 

8(7.3%

) 

5(4.5%

) 

3.2 0.34 

9.  It brings out the intrinsic motivation 

among pupils as they are highly 

involved during instruction  

53(48.1

%) 

39(35.5

%) 

7(6.4%

) 

11(10%

) 

3.2 0.32 

10.  E- learning gives autonomy of 

learning to pupils 

60(54.5

%) 

30(27.3

%) 

12(10.9

%) 

8(7.3%

) 

3.3 0.33 

11.  It equips pupils with manipulative 

skills to function in the outer world  

54(49.1

%) 

43(39.1

%) 

8(7.3%

) 

5(4.5%

) 

3.3 0.35 

12.  E learning encourages critical 

thinking and allows pupils construct 

their learning pace  

47(42.7

%) 

55(50%

) 

5(4.6%

) 

3(2.7%

) 

3.3 0.38 

13.  E learning is cheap and flexible  51(46.3

%) 

44(40%

) 

8(7.3%

) 

7(6.4%

) 

3.2 0.33 

14.  Pupils acquire communication and 

personal skills through E learning 

54(49.1

%) 

48(43.6

%) 

2(1.8%

) 

6(5.5%

) 

3.3 0.38 

15.  E- learning allows immediate 

feedback during instruction  

39(35.5

%) 

51(46.4

%) 

12(10.9

%) 

8(7.2%

) 

3.1 0.31 

16.  E- learning motivates teachers‟ 

productivity in practical ways 

37(33.6

%) 

50(45.5

%) 

14(12.7

%) 

9(8.2%

) 

3.0 0.29 

Data from table 2 items 7-16 reveals item 7; SA-58(52.7%),A-48(43.6%), SD-1(1.0%), D-

3(2.7%). Item 8; SA-46(41.8%), A-51(46.4%), SD-8(7.3%), while D-5(4.5%). Item 9; SA-

53(48.1%), A-39(35.5%), SD-7(6.4%), D-11(10%). Item 10; SA-60(54.5%), A-30(27.3%), 

SD-12(10.9%), D-8(7.3%). Item 11; SA-54(49.1%), A-43(39.1%), SD-8(7.3%), D-5(4.5%). 

Item 12; SA-47(42.7%), A-55(50%), SD-5(4.6%), D-3(2.7%). Item 13; SA-51(46.3%), A-

44(40%), SD-8(7.3%), D-7(6.4%). Item 14; SA-54(49.1%), A-48(43.6%), SD-2(1.8%), D-

6(5.5%). Item 15; SA-39(35.5%), A-51(46.4%), SD-12(10.9%), while D-8(7.2%). Item16; 

SA-37(33.6%), A-50(45.5%), SD-14(12.7%), and D-9(8.2%).  
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Research Question 3: What are the challenges of E- learning in primary schools in Nigeria? 

 

Table 3: Identifying the Challenges of E- learning in Primary Schools in Nigeria  
S/N  ITEM  SA A SD D MEA

N 

STD.

DEV 

17.  Incessant power supply affects 

E- learning  

56(50.9

%) 

50(45.5

%) 

3(2.7%) 1(0.9%) 3.4 0.41 

18.  Limited bandwidth and poor 

internet connection puts a hitch 

to E- learning 

50(45.5

%) 

57(51.8

%) 

1(0.9%) 2(1.8%) 3.4 0.42 

19.  Shortage of skilled ICTs  

manpower affects E- learning  

49(44.5

%) 

53(48.2

%) 

2(1.8%) 6(5.5%) 3.3 0.38 

20.  Lack of computers and other 

ICTs gadgets  in schools affect 

E- learning  

47(42.7

%) 

58(%) 2(%) 3(%) 3.3 0.41 

21.  Security challenges such as theft 

and vandalism is a hitch to 

storage of ICTs gadgets in 

schools for E- learning  

45(40.9

%) 

53(48.2

%) 

7(6.4%) 5(4.5%) 3.2 0.35 

22.  Poor maintenance culture of 

ICTs gadgets affects E- learning  

44(40

%) 

57(51.8

%) 

3(2.7%) 6(5.5%) 3.2 0.38 

Data gathered from table 3, items 17-22,on challenges of E- learning in primary schools 

have  item 17, SA-56(50.9%), A-50(45.5%), SD-3(2.7%), D-1(0.9%). Item 18; SA-

50(45.5%), A-57(51.8%), SD-1(0.9%), D-2(1.8%). Item 19; SA-49(44.5%), A-53(48.2%), 

SD-2(1.8%), D-6(5.5%). Item 20; SA-47(42.7%), A-58(%), SD-2(%), D-3(%). Item 21; SA-

45(40.9%), A-53(48.2%), SD-7(6.4%), D-5(4.5%). Item 22; SA-44(40%), A-57(51.8%), 

SD-3(2.7%), and  D-6(5.5%).  

 

Discussion of findings: Data gathered from table 1 on innovative models has a high opinion 

percentage of the respondents that blended approach helps less competent ICTs teachers 

because it is a hybrid of traditional and e- learning, allows parents be part of their wards‟ 

learning, encourages hands on activities, and rekindles pupils‟ interest, among others. Table 

2 also has high percentage of the respondents who agree that E- learning takes place any 

where there is internet connectivity, diversifies pupils‟ mode of learning and gives pupils 

access to unlimited educational materials, among others. Table 3 on challenges of E- 

learning has high percentage opinion of respondents of the challenges such as incessant 

power supply, limited bandwidth and poor internet connection, shortage of skilled ICTs 

manpower and Security challenges, among others.  
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Conclusion 

Teachers‟ innovative measures are vital for enhancing effective E – learning in Nigerian 

primary schools. Instructional styles to be adopted in online class must be child centred 

measures embedded in innovative models.  Teachers‟ mastery of E- teaching strategies will 

not only enhance teaching profession but influence learning to a great extent.  

 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this work, the following recommendations are found worthwhile 

1. Schools in collaboration with PTA and NGOs should train and retrain teachers to align with 

E- learning.  

2. Concerted efforts must be made by the government and school owners in providing facilities 

to enable E- learning.  

3. The government should come up with a policy to mix blended learning approach with 

traditional face to face instruction in Nigerian schools.  

4. Online programme should be part of curriculum in teacher education in Nigeria. 

5. Schools should collaborate with NGOs and PTA to provide alternative sources of power like 

generators, inverters and solar, among others.  

6. Government, school owners and PTA should ensure that high security measures are in place 

to guard against burglary and vandalism of ICTs gadgets in schools. 
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Abstract 
This paper examined e-learning  for qualitative education and sustainability in 

secondary schools in Nigeria.The study employed a descriptive survey research 

design. The population of this study was 247  principals and 3,102 teachers from 

190 public secondary schools in Abia State. A sample of 378,30 principals and 247 

teachers  190 secondary schools in Abia State.Multi stage sampling technique was  

applied in the selection of the samplefrom the three education zones of Abia State.A 

self structured questionnaire was used for data collection.The instrument was 

validated and the reliability index of 0.70 was obtained using test retest reliability 

method.Two research questions guided the study.The findings of the study revealed 

that  the factors that the that militated against students‘ compliance with e-learning 

include poor budgetary allocations to the education sector, illiteracy of many 

parents, erratic/epileptic power supply, poor infrastructures in the schools, due to 

lack of facilities in the schools' students were not taught the use of online in 

learning, several families are poor and do not have computers /laptops in their 

homes, many teachers are not ICT compliant and cannot give what they don‘t have, 

etcetera.The findings also showed that  the solutions to students‘non- compliant to 

e-learning in secondary schools are that the Government should increase budgetary 

allocations to 26% recommended by UNESCO, compulsory in-service training and 
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retraining through seminars, symposia, workshops, conferences) for teachers on 

how to operate computers, among others.It was recommended that the government 

should increase budgetary allocation to the education sector, embark on a massive 

computer literacy training programme for teachers and learners at all levels 

eccetera.  
 

Keywords: E-learning, Qualitative Education, Sustainability,Secondary Schools. 

 

 

E-learning is not a new phenomenon in promoting education globally. E-learning is 

one of the most significant educational innovations driven by an expanding array of 

technology-enabled platforms that offer potential learners an alternative and innovative 

learning environment compared with traditional learning and, thus, represents IT-based 

innovation in education (Bates, 2007). Presently, many institutions in Nigeria are using it to 

promote education in this period of Coronavirus pandemic. E-learning has become a 

necessity in all the levels of education in general and secondary education in particular the 

whole world. It is the use of electronic technology to deliver education and training 

applications, monitor learners‟performance and, report learners‟ progress. According to 

Hedge and Hayward (2004), e-learning is an innovative approach for delivering 

electronically mediated, well-designed, learner-centered and, interactive learning 

environments to anyone, anyplace, anytime by utilizing the internet and digital technologies 

in concern with instructional design principles. This is simply learning with the use of 

computers. It also means online ways of acquiring knowledge through the internet or offline 

–CD-ROM. This involves the use of Internet Explorer/Navigator. It may be in form of 

Audio, Visual, and or Audio/Visual. The convergence of the internet and learning or 

Internet-enabled learning is called e-learning. The applications and processes of e-learning 

include computer-based learning, web-based learning, virtual classroom and, a digital 

collaboration where contents are delivered via the internet, intranet/extranet, audio and or 

videotapes, satellite TV and, CD-ROM (Islam 1997) as cited in Ajadi,Salawu & 

Adeoye,(2008).  

   
According to UNDP, quality education plays a significant role in a global society 

because it promotes equality, creates more peaceful societies, provides jobs, advanced 

technologies, and power to boost economies. (UNDP, 2019).There is the need for  

governments  to  make education their priority to accomplish their policies not only in the 

paper but also in practice. Quality education among other things requires   adequate e-

learning  infrastructure and teacher training  for sustainability. 
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Sustainable development is to improve the quality of life, to satisfy the basic life 

needs and enjoy a better quality of life without compromising the quality of life of future 

generations (Fasokun, 2010). Sustainability focuses on meeting the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs 

(Gordon,2020).Therefore, meeting e-learning needs of secondary schools in Nigeria for 

quality education and sustainability  is paramount. 

COVID-19 also known as coronavirus is a pandemic that ravaged the World. It has 

disrupted the global educational system as all the countries in the world have at one time or 

the other temporarily closed all the educational institutions from pre-primary to tertiary 

institutions in an attempt to contain the spread of the pandemic. According to the report by 

UNESCO (2020), the closure of educational institutions has impacted over 91% of the 

world‟s student‟s population. This has resulted in serious setbacks to the educational 

calendar in the whole world. Every level of education felt the effect of this pandemic. Other 

sectors of the economy felt the effect too. Before the pandemic, some of the institutions from 

pre-primary to the universities were at the point of preparing for the examination, admitting 

of freshmen, beginning of a new semester, etcetera. Educational institutions around the 

world including Nigeria started looking for ways to cope and adapt to academic changes as a 

result of this pandemic. In its response to COVID-19, the Federal Ministry of Education 

sought to mitigate the immediate impact of the pandemic by using online and offline 

platforms, television, radio and, take-home materials to keep children learning. Hence, the 

choice of the use of e-learning as an alternative learning method. These secondary schools 

adopted the use of information and communication technology tools to facilitate learning 

during this pandemic. Many e-learning platforms were utilised by secondary schools 

although these platforms are inexhaustive. They include Zoom, Microsoft teams, google 

hangout (meet), skype, Bamboo learning, google classroom, Docebo, WIZIQ, Adobe 

captivate, Elucidat, Blackboard learn amongst others ( Adeoye,Adanikin & Adanikin, 2020). 

The importance of e-learning as the most preferred platform to learn during the 

global pandemic periods known as the COVID- 19 cannot be over-emphasised. According to 

Hardaker and Singh (2011), the internet is a perfect tool of learning that offers flexibility and 

expediency to learners at the same time offering endless opportunities for innovative 

teaching. The adoption of the e-learning system for secondary schools will enhance the 

efficiency of knowledge as both students and teachers will have easy access to a large 

amount of information within the global village. In most secondary schools there is a clash 

in the timetable. The e-learning system will completely reduce the issues of clash in the 

timetable for lessons as students can easily take the lessons online without any disruption at 

their convenience. Also, e-learning affords students and teachers the opportunity to 
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participate in the class in their comfort zone with the basic amenities they need when 

compared to the traditional teaching method where sometimes these basic amenities are 

unavailable for conducive learning( Adeoye et al,2020). E-learning can be better than face-

to-face learning, the quality of interaction and timely feedback is superior, with good course 

design can untangle the geographical limitations to education (Chen & Yang, 2006). 

Arkorful and Abaidoo (2014) opine that the cost-benefit of e-learning in training students is 

lesser than that of physical (face-to-face) contact after considering some factors such as the 

number of students trained; distance to be traveled and time of training. Guragain (2016) 

also posits that the value of face-to-face class contact content development, distribution, and 

maintenance cost is exclusively high as compared to e-learning which is of lower cost. All 

these shows that adoption of e-learning  for quality education and sustainability tends to 

solve educational challenges especially at a time such as the COVID-19 pandemic. 

But despite the numerous benefits of the e-learning platforms available, not many 

Nigerian secondary schools have embraced it. Most secondary schools are unable to fully 

utilize e-learning or get full advantages of it. This failure has hindered most teachers in using 

innovative teaching methodologies in delivering their lessons. Only the children of the rich 

parents who could afford the data benefitted from the e-learning online education provided 

for students who registered for the West African Senior School Certificate 

Examination(WASSCE) and National Examination Council (NECO) to do revisions.A lot of 

challenges militated against the use of e-learning in Nigerian secondary schools during this 

pandemic as it was the only medium available for learning. The result was that many 

secondary schools did not embrace e-learning for their revisions during the global COVID-

19. In Nigeria, some of the factors include poor budgetary allocations, corruption, and 

unpreparedness to embrace e-learning by my secondary schools.  The budgetary allocation 

does not promote e-learning in secondary schools and that was the reason the public 

secondary schools did not embrace e-learning during the lockdown. Supporting the above,( 

Ahmed, 2010 ) opine that its adoption is rather too low because of the high illiteracy rate and 

poor educational funding by the federal and state government.A ten year (2010-2019) 

budgetary allocation to the Nigerian education sector as shown in Table 1 has been very poor 

and below the 26 percent recommended by UNESCO for developing countries like Nigeria. 
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Table 1: National Budgetary Allocation for Education (2010-2019) 
Year Total National 

Budget  

Education Budget Education % of 

Total 

2010 4.0trn 293bn 7.19 

2011 4.22trn 393bn 9.31 

2012 4.74trn 453bn 9.15 

2013 4.92 499bn 10.15 

2014 4.69trn 494bn 10.54 

2015 4.49trn 434bn 10.71 

2016 6.06trn 431bn 7.92 

2017 7.44trn 551bn 7.41 

2018 8.60trn 605.8bn 7.04 

2019 8.92trn 620.5bn 7.02 

 

Source: Udoma, 2018. 

 

Barriers such as poor awareness, poor infrastructures, and abysmal management 

commitment to interactive knowledge environment (Bukhari, 2010) have been hindering 

many teachers from using innovative teaching methodologies in delivering lessons. These 

findings confirm Ilechukwu (2013), which revealed that the greatest challenges for effective 

utilization of e-learning by teachers include the unwillingness to change to the new method 

of computer literacy among teachers and students.Aboderin and Kumuyi (2013) looked at 

the problems and prospects of e-learning in curriculum development and implementation in 

secondary schools in the Ondo State of Nigeria. Specifically, they examined the availability 

of e-learning tools for curriculum implementation, the extent to which it was applied by 

teachers, strategies, and prospects of e-learning in secondary schools. The finding revealed 

that there were shortages of e-learning tools and the few ones used were not adequately used. 

On the strength of these, the investigators advised governments to embark on massive in-

service training and retraining (seminars, symposia, workshops, and conferences) for 

teachers on how to operate computers. Similarly, Aboderin (2015) investigated the 

challenges and prospects of e-learning at the National Open University of Nigeria, and while 

the study recognized that e-learning influences students‟ ICT competence, it found that the 

major challenges included lack of enough computers, shortage of internet facilities, students‟ 

lack of access to e-learning facilities and tools, high cost of software and erratic power 

supply. Similarly, Asogwa (2011) found that the major challenges for optimizing e-learning 

are lack of requisite skills, the teachers are not as skilled and thorough in the understanding, 

operation, and applications of the packages as they are supposed to be. Many teachers  are 
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still not good at powering  their laptops, composing and sending e-mails, accessing emails, 

attaching files, and those other peripheral issues.  

In a study on factors that have the most influence in instructor participation in an e-

learning process, Ahmed (2013) found that because of the immaturity of e-learning systems 

in developing countries, instructors do not see the importance of e-learning.  The poverty of 

many parents  also hindered many students from participating in the online lessons. A study 

by Ryan and Adams (2007) reveals that socioeconomic factors have a large, pervasive, and 

persistent influence over school achievement.All these are aginst quality education and 

sustainability. 
On the solutions to e-learning the role of ICT in curriculum implementation is 

recognized by the Nigeria National Policy on Education (FRN, 2013) where it stated that the 

government shall provide facilities and necessary infrastructures for the promotion of ICT 

and e-learning. The findings agree with Sundarajan (2005) as cited in Shraim and Khlaid 

(2010) that teachers should have adequate training for computer education. Also, that 

necessary facilities and e-learning materials should be provided for effective curriculum 

implementation in secondary school. Training and re-training of teachers are very important. 

Teacher encouragement and timely responses seem to be significant to enhance learners‟ 

motivation and interaction ( Vaughan, 2007). Agboola (2006) found that training and 

confidence were of practical importance in predicting both the adoption of e-learning and 

readiness for it. For e-learning implementation to succeed, there is a need to acknowledge 

the importance of assessing the readiness of organizations, teachers, and learners to adopt 

this learning style (So & Swatman, 2006).An e-learning readiness evaluation can help an 

organization to identify factors that are necessaryto ensure that the design of e-learning 

strategies are tailored to learners‟ needs (So & Swatma,2006) and to examine how teachers 

and learners come to accept and use an e-learning approach Thowfeek and Hussin (2008) 

also identified several factors with the potential to influence the acceptance of e-learning by 

Sri Lankan higher education instructors: students‟ and instructors‟ readiness, which included 

awareness, training, and confidence; the need for e-learning, that is, the type of program or 

course suitable for this mode; infrastructure; institutional support; motivation and incentives; 

and the e-learning system itself.  

Many studies have been completed on e-learning in secondary schools but none 

have been done concerning COVID-19 and e-learning. Therefore, this study investigated  e-

learning for quality education and sustainability in secondary schools in Nigeria. 
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Statement of the Problem 
E-learning offers students considerable benefits including increasing access to 

learning opportunities, the convenience of time, and place, making available a greater variety 

of learning resources, improve opportunities for individualized learning, and the emergence 

of more powerful cognitive tools ( Pierre, 1998 as cited in Ajadi, et al (2008). The closure of 

Nigerian schools amid the COVID-19 pandemic has led to students remaining at home. With 

an education system already burdened with low participation and learning achievements, the 

closure increases the challenge for students' education and has the potential to set back 

recent gains in bringing students back to school if adequate action is not taken. States in the 

federation contextualized this, with the Federal Ministry of Education releasing a schedule of 

radio and TV lessons for students in public schools including online education globally. But 

many students could not participate in the e-learning training. Also, many students already in 

their final year like senior secondary school students who were ready for their final 

examination missed the online education. The problem of this study put in question type are: 

What are the factors that militated against students' compliance with e-learning for quality 

education and sustainability in secondary schools in Nigeria? What are the solutions to these 

problems? These are the concern of this study. 

 

The Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study was to investigate e-learning for qualitative education and 

sustainability in secondary schools in Nigeria. Specifically, the study sought to: 

1.find out the factors that militated against students' compliance with e-learning for 

qualitative education and sustainability. 

2.find out the solutions to students‟ compliance with e-learning for qualitative education and 

sustainability  in secondary schools. 

 

Research Questions 
1. What are the factors that militated against students' compliance with e-learning for 

qualitative education and sustainability? 

2. What are the solutions to students‟non- compliance with e-learning for quality education 

and sustainability in secondary schools? 

 

Methodology 
The study employed a descriptive survey research design. The study covered all the 

one hundred and ninety (190) government-owned secondary schools with two hundred and 

forty-seven (247) principals and 3,102 teachers in all the 17 Local Government Areas in the 
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three education zones of Abia State of Nigeria. A sample of 378 respondents,30 principals, 

and 348 teachers was selected through multi-stage sampling techniques. The data collection 

instrument was a self-structured administered four-point scale questionnaire titled”  E-

Learning for Qualitative Education and Sustainability Questionnaire (EQESQ)” which 

consisted of two sections. A 15 item questionnaire developed by the researcher, validated 

with a reliability index of 0.70 was used to elicit responses from respondents. The 

questionnaire was structured on a four-point modified Likert Scale of Strongly Agree(A), 

Agree(A), Disagree(D), and Strongly Disagree(SD) respectively.350 questionnaires were 

accepted while 28 questionnaires were rejected as a result of inconsistencies. Data collected 

from the respondents were decoded and mean scores were used to answer the research 

questions. Any item with a mean below 2.50 is regarded as disagreed. While responses with 

a mean of 2.50 and above are regarded as agreed. 

 

Results 

Research Question One 

What are the factors that militated against students‟ compliance with e-learning for 

qualitative education and sustainability in secondary schools? 

 Table 1: Teachers Responses on the Factors that Militated against Students’ 

Compliance with E-learning for Qualitative Education and Sustainability 
S/N Questionnaire Item Mean 

Score 

Rank Order 

1 Poor budgetary allocations to education sector. 3.34 1
st
 

2  Poor Infrastructures in the schools.     3.09 4
th

 

3  Many teachers are not ICT compliant and cannot give what 

they don‟t have. 

2.86 7
th

 

4  Due to lack of facilities  in the schools students were not 

taught the use of online in learning. 

3.06 5
th

 

5 Several families are poor and  do not have computers /laptops 

in their homes. 

2.94 6
th

 

6 Many parents due to poverty could not buy data for online 

learning. 

2.77 9
th

 

7 Many teachers are not ICT compliant and cannot give what 

they don‟t have. 

2.85 8
th

 

8 Illiteracy of many parents. 3.22 2
nd

 

9 Erratic/epileptic power supply. 3.16 3
rd

 

 N=350   
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Table 1 shows that all the items have a mean score above 2.50 which indicates that the 

respondents' agreement that the factors that militated against students compliance with e-

learning for qualitative education and sustainability include poor budgetary allocations to the 

education sector, illiteracy of many parents, erratic/epileptic power supply, poor 

infrastructures in the schools, due to lack of facilities in the schools' students were not taught 

the use of online in learning, several families are poor and do not have computers /laptops in 

their homes, many teachers are not ICT compliant and cannot give what they don‟t have, 

many teachers are not ICT compliant and cannot give what they don‟t have and many 

parents due to poverty could not buy data for online learning respectively.This showed that 

all the respondets agreed that all the factors militated against students‟ compliance with e-

learning for quality education and sustainability. 

 

Research Question Two 
What are the solutions to students‟non- compliant to e-learning  for qualitative education and 

sustainability in secondary schools? 

 

Table 2: Teachers Responses on the Solutions to Students’ Non- compliant to E-

learning for Qualitative Education and Sustainability in Secondary Schools 

S/N Questionnaire Item Mean 

Score 

Rank 

Order 

10 The Government should increase budgetary allocations to 

26% recommended by UNESCO. 

3.37 1
st
 

11 Procurement of e-learning facilities. 2.97 5
th
 

12 Compulsory  in-service trainingand retraining through 

seminars,symposia,workshops,conferences) for teachers on 

how to operate computers. 

3.29 2
nd

 

13 Students should be allowed access to e-learning facilities. 3.06 4
th
 

14 There should be uninterrupted electricity supply to schools. 2.91 6
th
 

15 Reorietation of students‟ attitude towards the seriousness of 

e-learning in schools. 

3.14 3
rd

 

 N=350   

Table 2 indicates that all the items have a mean score above 2.50 which shows that the 

respondents agreed that the solutions to students‟non- compliance with e-learning for quality 

education and sustainability  in secondary schools  include that the Government should 

increase budgetary allocations to 26% recommended by UNESCO, compulsory in-service 

training and retraining through seminars, symposia, workshops, conferences) for teachers on 
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how to operate computers, reorientation of students‟ attitude towards the seriousness of e-

learning in schools, students should be allowed access to e-learning facilities, procurement 

of e-learning facilities and there should be uninterrupted electricity supply to schools 

indicating agreement by all the respondents. 

 

Discussion 
Teachers responses showed that the factors that the that militated against students‟ 

compliance with e-learning for qualitative education and sustainability include poor 

budgetary allocations to the education sector, illiteracy of many parents, erratic/epileptic 

power supply, poor infrastructures in the schools, due to lack of facilities in the schools' 

students were not taught the use of online in learning, several families are poor and do not 

have computers /laptops in their homes, many teachers are not ICT compliant and cannot 

give what they don‟t have, many teachers are not ICT compliant and cannot give what they 

don‟t have and many parents due to poverty could not buy data for online learning 

respectively. This is in line with Aboderine Kumuyi's (2013) finding which revealed that 

there were shortages of e-learning tools and the few ones used were not adequately used. 

This is also in agreement with Aboderin (2015) investigation that the major challenges 

included lack of enough computers, shortage of internet facilities, students‟ lack of access to 

e-learning facilities and tools, high cost of software, and erratic power supply. In the same 

vein, Asogwa (2011) found that the major challenges for optimizing e-learning are lack of 

requisite skills, the teachers are not as skilled and thorough in the understanding, operation, 

and applications of the packages as they are supposed to be. These findings confirm 

Ilechukwu (2013), which revealed that the greatest challenges for effective utilization of e-

learning by teachers include the unwillingness to change to the new method of computer 

literacy among teachers and students. 

The findings of this study also  revealed that the solutions to students‟non- 

compliant to e-learning in secondary schools are that the Government should increase 

budgetary allocations to 26% recommended by UNESCO, compulsory in-service training 

and retraining through seminars, symposia, workshops, conferences) for teachers on how to 

operate computers, reorientation of students‟ attitude towards the seriousness of e-learning in 

schools, students should be allowed access to e-learning facilities, procurement of e-learning 

facilities and there should be uninterrupted electricity supply to schools. This is tandem with 

The findings agree with the findings of  Sundarajan (2005) as cited in Shraim and Khlaid 

(2010) that teachers should have adequate training for computer education. This agrees with 

Agboola (2006) who found that training and confidence were of practical importance in 

predicting both the adoption of e-learning and readiness for it. This is in agreement with 

The Intuition 
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Vaughan (2007) that teacher encouragement and timely responses seem to be significant to 

enhance learners‟ motivation and interaction. 

 

Conclusion 
The study examined e-learning for qualitative education and sustainability  in 

secondary schools in Nigeria. The factors that militated against students compliance with  e-

learning in secondary schools  include poor budgetary allocations to the education sector, 

illiteracy of many parents, erratic power supply, poor infrastructures, due to lack of facilities 

in the schools' students were not taught the use of online in learning, poverty of parents, 

many teachers are not ICT compliant etcetera. The solutions to the challenges of e-learning 

in secondary schools range from an increase in budgetary allocations, compulsory in-service 

training and retraining of teachers through seminars, symposia, workshops, conferences) on 

how to operate computers, reorientation of students‟ attitude towards the seriousness of e-

learning in schools, allowing students free access to e-learning facilities, procurement of e-

learning facilities to uninterrupted electricity supply to schools among others.   

  

Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this study, the underlisted recommendations are made: 

1. The government should increase budgetary allocation to the education sector. 

2. The government should embark on a massive computer literacy training programme 

for teachers and learners at all levels. This should be accomplished through in-

service training of teachers, workshops, seminars, and conferences. Training would 

help teachers on the use of the internet would help them do their job effectively. 

3. Schools should be well equipped with online gadgets so that children from poor 

homes can learn in schools.  

4. Parents should be  mass literacy education on the importance of e-learning. 

5. Access to e-learning should be made free to enable children of poor parents to 

participate. 

6. Non-governmental organizations should help in providing e-learning infrastructures 

to schools. 

7. The government should provide digital libraries in secondary schools. Each digital 

library should have a server for storage, retrieval, uploading, and downloading of 

information.  
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Abstract 
The researchers investigated the influence of peer inclination on curbing social 

vices among youths in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara states with a view to providing 

appropriate counselling interventions. The researchers employed descriptive 

research design with a total population of 4,472,948 from Sokoto; 3,934,003 from 

Kebbi and 3,960,981 from Zamfara. The sample sizes of 50 parents and 50 youths 

from each state were deliberately selected (100 participants from each state); with 

total number of 300 respondents. The instrument was titled ‗Influence of Peer 

Inclination on Curbing Social Vices among Youths Questionnaire‘ (IPIQ) designed 

by the researchers. The instrument went through content/face validation and found 

significant to the study. It was however subjected to test re-test method of attaining 

test reliability and it yielded 0.75 through Pearson Product Moment Correlation 

statistics as reliability index which was considered reliable enough for this study. 
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Descriptive statistics was used and the data was analyzed for final results. One of 

the findings was that peer inclination is a factor in making an individual to engage 

or not engage in banditry and its activities in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara. And 

Government at all levels in collaboration with Counselling Association of Nigeria 

(CASSON) can sensitize and educate parents on the techniques and skills of 

parenting through Radio stations, TV stations, social media and during social 

gatherings such as wedding and naming ceremonies. 

 

 

Peer inclination refers to association of an individual to a particular group of 

individuals who are of the same age; the same type of occupation or the same social class 

(Ganth & Kadhiravan, 2017). This means that, peer inclination is an affiliation of an 

individual to a particular group whom the individual shares common characteristics with 

them and they are in most cases living together and spend much time interacting and 

learning from one another both positive and negative behaviours. However, social vices are 

bad habits or immoral activities being practiced by the people in the society. In other words, 

they are bad traits, unhealthy and negative behaviours that are against the morality of a 

society and frowned at by members of the society (Kanipus & Gorman, 2004). Thus, vices 

like prostitution, indecent dress, robbery, cultism, banditry, drug abuse, thuggery, rape, pre-

marital sexual activities, gambling, smoking etc. are the common examples of social vices in 

Nigeria.It is against this background that, the researchers intend to examine the influence of 

peer-inclination in curbing social vices among youths in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara states.  

 

Statement of the Problem 

The issue of social insecurity in this country is highly alarming to the extent that any 

time one can fall victim of such situation. There are many cases, for long, of banditry, 

kidnapping, robbery, cultism, drug abuse, political thuggery, indecent dressing, prostitution, 

rape and general pre-marital sexual activities in mostly western part of Nigeria, which in one 

way or the other affect the social, economic, educational wellbeing and health of Nigerians. 

These cases have started transferring from such places to northern part of Nigeria especially 

Sokoto, Kebbi and Zmafara states. In consideration of frequent and incessant killings now 

particularly in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara states and mostly people involved in such vices 

are youths, the researchers intend to find out how peer inclination help to curb banditry, 

political thuggery, drug abuse as some of the social vices that are peculiar to the youths of 

these states with a view to providing counselling intervention to parents and youths in 

Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara states.   
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Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of this study are: 

1. To find out the influence of peer inclination in curbing banditry among youths in Sokoto, 

Kebbi and Zamfara States. 

2. To find out the influence of peer inclination in curbing political thuggery among youths in 

Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara States. 

3.  To find out the influence of peer inclination in curbing drug abuse among youths in Sokoto, 

Kebbi and Zamfara States. 

Research Questions 

The following questions are to guide the researchers in data collection for the study: 

1. Is there any influence of peer inclination in curbing banditry among youths in Sokoto, Kebbi 

and Zamfara States? 

2. Is there any influence of peer inclination in curbing political thuggery among youths in 

Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara States? 

3.  Is there any influence of peer inclination in curbing drug abuse among youths in Sokoto, 

Kebbi and Zamfara States? 

 

Literature Review 
Studies of this nature may not help the readers and even the researchers if certain 

concepts and terms are not relatively defined and discussed. In view of this fact therefore, 

the researchers reviewed the following with a view to helping the readers as well the 

researchers to have an insight of the concepts they are working on. 

 

Concept of Peer Inclination 

Peer inclination refers to association of an individual to a particular group of 

individuals who are of the same age; the same type of occupation or the same social class 

(Ganth & Kadhiravan, 2017). This means that, peer inclination is an affiliation of an 

individual to a particular group whom the individual shares common characteristics with 

them and they are in most cases living together and spend much time interacting and 

learning from one another both positive and negative behaviours. 

 

Concept of Social Vices 

Social vices are bad habits or immoral activities being practiced by the individual in 

the society. In other words, they are bad traits, unhealthy and negative behaviours that are 

against the morality of a society and frowned at by members of the society. Social vices 
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include drug abuse, thuggery, cultism, sexual abuse, examination malpractice and are 

common among Nigerian youths. 

Social vices affect the society as a whole and the individual in particular. The 

mental, physical, academic, moral aspects of an individual are negatively affected. Youths 

divert their time to these vices instead of being serious with their personal and more 

important businesses. 

 

Some Common Types of Social Vices 

There are some social vices that are more common in the society especially in the 

northern part of Nigeria as identified by (Abubakar, 2011; Pew, 2014; Aiyeyika, 2010).   

Drug Abuse: This is regarded as taking of drugs without the prescription of competent 

medical practitioners, adjusting the dosage of drugs to suit our medical conditions contrary 

to prescriptions; and or taking of substances that affect physical, social and psychological 

well-being of those concerned. Drug abuse is not only immoral but also harmful to self and 

others. It may also be referred to as consumptions of drugs for reasons other than medical 

treatment or in quantities that exceed the requirements of such treatment. 

Thuggery: This is referring to violent behaviour in which people fight and attack others the 

problem of football, elections/politics etc. The violent, criminal acts that are associated with 

thugs and/or the fashion, manner of speaking, and demeanor associated with them. 

Banditry: This is used to refer to acts of robbery and violence in areas where the rule of law 

has broken down. It is mostly practice by robbers, especially those who rob at gunpoint or 

operate with guns, terrorize people, cheat, exploit and confiscate their belongings including 

women and children. This group of people is well armed with sophisticated weapons and 

they normally operate in villages that are far from the urban cities so that when they finish 

their operations they will have their exits through bushes and island surrounding the villages 

of the victims.   

Cultism: This is a ritual practice by a group of people whose membership, admission, policy 

and limitation formalities as well as their mode of operations are done in secret and kept 

secret with their activities having negative effects on both members and non-members alike. 

Cult members display lethal and expensive weapons ranging from knives to pistols which 

they use in terrorizing members of the community thereby making life unbearable in the 

society. This is as a result of video film watch and browsing immoral phonographic and 

polluting sexual contents. These and other attitudes amiable from the use of internet are what 

Daniel called Gains and Pains of internet among youths. 

Rape: Rape is a heinous act performed when one party wishes to exact complete power and 

control over another. The definition of rape, according to the Rape, Abuse and Incest 
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National Network in Abubakar (2011) is a forced sexual intercourse, including vaginal, anal, 

or oral penetration. Penetration may be by a body part or an object. Rape is often known as 

"sexual assault" or "sexual abuse," particularly in the law. However, sexual assault and 

sexual abuse are defined more broadly whereas the term rape specifies intercourse. Threats 

of violence or weapons may be used during rape but in about 8-out-of-10 cases, nothing but 

physical force is used. Weapons or threats are not required for an act to be considered rape. 

It is important to know that either gender can be the perpetrator or the victim of rape. 

Additionally, both heterosexual and homosexual rapes take place both inside and outside of 

relationships. 

Pre-Marital Sex: Pre-marital sex is a sexual activity practiced by people who are unmarried. It is 

sexual relations between two people prior to marrying each other. It can be any sexual relations a 

person has prior to marriage. Historically, premarital sex was considered a moral issue which was 

taboo in many cultures and considered a sin by a number of religions. But since about the 1960s, it 

has become more widely accepted especially in western countries. 

According to a study conducted by Pew on global morality cited in John and Catherine (2003), it found 

that premarital sex was considered particularly unacceptable in “predominantly Muslim nations”, such as 

Indonesia, Jordan, Pakistan and Egypt, each having over 90% disapproval, while people in Western European 

countries were the most accepting with Spain, Germany and France expressing less than 10% disapproval.   

Indecent Dress: This is another form of social vices among youths in Sokoto, Kebbi and 

Zamfara. It is generally agreed that human beings as social animals are blessed with high 

degree of intelligence. One of the things that our mental ability allows us to, is ability to 

cover our nakedness.The materials used to carry out this coverage is called dress (i.e cloth), 

while the act of covering is dressing. Therefore, decent is the quality of being or appearing in 

a respectable and polite dress. That is putting on something (clothes, shoes, etc.) in order to 

appear decent and not appearing in a behavior that is thought to be morally offensive. That is 

putting on cloth that shows parts of the body that are usually offensive. In most of the 

societies nowadays youth have different forms of dressing which are indecent and contribute 

to the low rate of discipline in the society. These forms of dressing as identified among 

youth include: 

Indomie/Hand Spaghetti =  Half tops that expose more than half of the breast region 

and the navel. 

Net = Tops made with net which expose the inner wear like brazier and the body. 

Off Shoulder = Tops that expose the shoulder and some parts of the breast. 

Tube = Tops that cover only the breast region, exposing the stomach and shoulder regions. 

See my Navel / Belly =  Tops that expose mainly navel region and upper pubic hairs. 
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Show Back =  Tops with no hand but have tiny ropes that are tied round the neck and are 

open at the back. 

My Bra is Cute = Tops with very tiny hands that expose the brazier. 

Look but don’t Touch =  Tops that expose three quarters of the breast, usually worn with 

the type of brazier that pushes up the breasts some times to reach the neck level. 

See me through/ Show Glass =Transparent wears that expose the inner body showing the 

complexion of the body. 

Hot Midi/ Skin Tight = Very tight long skirts that reveal the exact contours of the buttocks 

with slits on both sides. 

Micro/Miniskirt = Extremely short skirts that stop many inches above the knee. 

I am aware Jeans = Jeans trousers that expose some parts of the buttocks and even the line 

of the buttocks. 

Millennium Trousers = Trousers made with light materials and worn showing all contours 

of the buttocks including the line of the buttocks. 

 

Causes of Social Vices 
It is very rare to find a society void of social vices. This depicts that they are present in every 

society being it rural or urban. However, these vices are created and introduced by the 

following factors as identified by Abubakar (2011): 

1. Peer Pressure 

2. Broken Home 

3. Lack of Parental Care 

4. Unemployment 

5. Drop Out  

 

Methodology 
The study employed a descriptive survey research design involving parents and 

youths from Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara states with total population of 4, 472, 948; 3, 934, 

003 and 3, 960, 981 respectively (FRN, 2019). Therefore, in the first place, 100 parents and 

youths were deliberately selected from each state making total number of 300 participants. 

This is because of the assertion of Olayiwola (2007) that, deliberate sampling technique is 

characterized by the use of judgment and deliberate effort of the researcher to obtain 

representative sample from a study population especially if it is not feasible or necessary to 

use the entire population due to logistic and economic factors .Moreover, Achara (2001) 

opined that, to overcome the problem of cost and loss of participants due time lag that 

researcher rarely study the entire population; rather a sample is drawn from the population 
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and conduct the study. Therefore, based on these assertions the researchers considered it 

valid to select 100 participants from each state in as much as it can provide the information 

or data required in the study. 

However, in selecting the respondents to the questionnaire, accidental sampling 

technique was employed in the selection of 50 parents and 50 youths in each of the three 

state visited. This is also in consideration of the assertion of Salawu (2009) that accidental 

sampling can be used when your subjects are not easy to reach then a researcher can 

conveniently use the available people that he can easily reach and they can serve the 

purpose. 

The instrument is researchers‟ designed questionnaire titled “Influence of Peer 

Inclination on Curbing Social Vices Among Youth Questionnaire” (IPIQ). The instrument 

went through series of scrutiny by experts in Test and Measurement in the Department of 

Educational Foundations, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto which made it to have both 

content and face validity. A test retest was employed using different set of parents and 

youths from Kano state in order to obtain the reliability index of the instrument. During the 

process, 50 parents and 50 youths were given the questionnaire to fill; after an interval of 3 

weeks, same respondents were given the same questionnaire to respond. The responses were 

finally correlated using Pearson Product Moment Correlation Statistics and a reliability 

index of 0.75 was obtained which was sufficient enough to make the instrument reliable. 

During the data collection 4 research assistants were employed to collect data. After which 

descriptive statistics was used and analyzed the data for the final results.  In other words, 

simple percentages and mean were used to answer research questions. 

 

Results 

The results of the study are shown in two levels below. The first level was the 

general or demographic data of the respondents across the three states such as participants‟ 

sex, marital status, age, and state of origin. In the second level, it was the main data collected 

on the influence of peer inclination on curbing social vices among youth in Sokoto, Kebbi 

and Zamfara States. 
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Level One: Demographic Data of the Participants across the Three States 

Table 1: Sex of the Respondents 

Sex      Frequency    Percentage 
Male                                                178                                                                   59% 

 

Female                                           122                                                                    41% 

Total                                          300                                                                        100% 

 

The above table shows the sex of the respondents i.e. the male and female who participated 

in the study across the three states. The result indicates higher number of male respondents 

with about 60%. This indicates that, male participated more and expressed their opinion in 

the study than their female counterpart of both parents and youth who were the target 

respondents. 

 

Table 2: Marital Status of the Respondents 

Marital Status   Frequency      Percentage 
Married                                   150                                                                        50% 

 

Single                                      150                                                                        50% 

Total                                             300                                                                        100% 

The table above shows the marital status of the respondents across the three states. Although, 

the percentage is 50% for both married and single respondents. This is not unconnected with 

number of parents (married) and youth selected from each state. That is 50 parents and 50 

youth from the three states, each. Thus, the result indicates 50% for both across the three 

states. 

 

Table 3: State of the Respondents 

State                                           Frequency            Percentage 

Sokoto                                            100                                                                        100% 

Kebbi                                              100                                                                        100% 

Zamfara                                          100                                                                        100% 

Total                                            300                                                                        100% 

The table above indicates state of origin of the respondents. Each state has a deliberate 

representation of 100 participants (50 parents and 50 youth) which gives the total percentage 

of 100 for each state. The number is felt adequate to give the information required regarding 

the influence of peers towards curbing those social vices among youth in the affected states. 
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Table 4: Age of the Respondents 

Age                                 Frequency            Percentage 

18-27                                             35                                                                        12% 

28-37                                             127                                                                      42% 

38-47                                             106                                                                      35% 

48 and above                                  32                                                                        11% 

Total                                             300                                                                   100% 

The table above indicates the age ranges of the respondents across the three states. From the 

result it can be seen that, respondents of age range between 28-37 with 42% participated 

most in the study followed by 38-47 with 35%. Overall, 77% of the respondents are within 

the ranges of being a full parent or full youth. This indicates the maturity level as well as 

parenthood of the respondents to participate in this study.  

 

Level Three: Influence of Peer Inclination on Curbing Social Vices across the States 

Table 5: Mean Score of the Influence of Peer Inclination on Curbing Banditry among 

Youth in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara States 
S/

N 

Statement  S

A 

A D S

D 

N 4 3 2 1 E

x 

𝑿  Decisio

n 

1 Associating with people who 

always want to confiscate people‟s 

property influences one to engage 

in banditry activities  

24

0 

60 - - 30

0 

96

0 

18

0 

00 00 11

40 

3.

8 

Influen

cing 

2 Having a disciplined and God-

fearing friend influences one to be 

responsive and merciful to people 

24

0 

60 - - 30

0 

96

0 

18

0 

00 00 11

40 

3.

8 

Influen

cing 

3 Aggressive and hostile friends 

teach one how to cheat people and 

intimidate people 

20

0 

10

0 

- - 30

0 

80

0 

30

0 

00 00 11

00 

3.

7 

Influen

cing 

4 A shy, responsible and mannered 

person teaches one how to 

intimidate people, attack them and 

confiscate their possessions 

30

0 

- - - 30

0 

12

00 

00 00 00 12

00 

4.

0 

Influen

cing 

5 Associating with people who do 

not have work doing influences 

one to engage in banditry activities 

20

0 

10

0 

- - 30

0 

80

0 

30

0 

00 00 11

00 

3.

7 

Influen

cing 

6 Associating with corrupt peers 

prevents one from involving into 

banditry activities  

30

0 

- - - 30

0 

12

00 

00 00 00 12

00 

4.

0 

Influen

cing 

The table above shows the influence level of peer inclination on curbing banditry across the 

3 states. The results reveal that, peer inclination is very critical in making an individual good 
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or otherwise. In this case, peers have a good role in making an individual not engage in 

banditry activities.  This is evident when look at the mean score of each item measuring peer 

inclination on curbing banditry which is more than 2.5 as the cutoff point for judging 

whether the peer inclination is influencing or not influencing. Thus, from this result, peer 

inclination is a factor that influence one to engage or not engage in banditry activities. 

 

Table 6: Mean Score of the Influence of Peer Inclination on Curbing Thuggery Among 

Youth in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara States 
S/

N 

Statement  S

A 

A D S

D 

N 4 3 2 1 E

x 

𝑿  Decisio

n 

1 Having friends that are thugs 

influences one to involve into 

thuggery activities  

16

0 

11

0 

30 - 30

0 

64

0 

33

0 

60 00 10

30 

3.

4 

Influen

cing 

2 Following boys of politicians 

during campaigns and rallies 

cannot influence one to be thug  

30

0 

- - - 30

0 

12

00 

00 00 00 12

00 

4.

0 

Influen

cing 

3 Associating with drug abusers 

influences one to involve into 

thuggery activities 

20

0 

10

0 

- - 30

0 

80

0 

30

0 

00 00 11

00 

3.

7 

Influen

cing 

4 Following friends to attend 

political meetings of any kind 

teaches one thuggery activities 

30

0 

- - - 30

0 

12

00 

00 00 00 12

00 

4.

0 

Influen

cing 

5 Enjoying spraying of money by 

politicians with friends do not 

influences the acts of thuggery  

30

0 

- - - 30

0 

12

00 

00 00 00 12

00 

4.

0 

Influen

cing 

6 Following friends who wear 

political party identity such as t-

shirt, facing cap, carrying banners 

and fosters can teach one thuggery 

activities   

30

0 

- - - 30

0 

12

00 

00 00 00 12

00 

4.

0 

Influen

cing 

From the above table, the result reveals influence level of peers from Sokoto, Kebbi and 

Zamfara on curbing the thuggery activities among youth in the states. In almost all the items 

measuring peer inclination‟s influence on curbing thuggery among youth in the states, none 

is below 2.5 which indicates peer inclination‟s influence on peers in a bid to control the 

practice of thuggery among them. In other words, peers have a significant role in making 

themselves disciplined and law abiding and shun a way from social vices such as thuggery. 
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Table 7: Mean Score of the Influence of Peer Inclination on Curbing Drug Abuse 

among Youth in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara States 
S/

N 

Statement  S

A 

A D S

D 

N 4 3 2 1 E

x 

𝑿  Decisio

n 

1 Associating with a friend who 

takes cigarette can influence one 

to be involved in drug abuse 

2

7

0 

3

0 

- - 3

0

0 

1,0

80 

9

0 

0

0 

0

0 

1

1

7

0 

3

.

9 

Influen

cing 

2 Dissociating with a friend who 

takes Marijuanacannot prevent 

one from involving into drug 

abuse 

2

4

0 

6

0 

- - 3

0

0 

96

0 

1

8

0 

0

0 

0

0 

1

1

4

0 

3

.

8 

Influen

cing 

3 Associating with a friend who 

does self-medication can 

influence one into drug abuse 

practice 

1

6

0 

1

1

0 

3

0 

- 3

0

0 

64

0 

3

3

0 

6

0 

0

0 

1

0

3

0 

3

.

4 

Influen

cing 

4 Having a friend who does not 

take alcohol can prevent one from 

involving into drug abuse 

3

0

0 

- - - 3

0

0 

12

00 

0

0 

0

0 

0

0 

1

2

0

0 

4

.

0 

Influen

cing 

5 Associating with a friend who 

takes drugs indiscriminately can 

influence one involve into drug 

abuse 

2

0

0 

1

0

0 

- - 3

0

0 

80

0 

3

0

0 

0

0 

0

0 

1

1

0

0 

3

.

7 

Influen

cing 

6 Avoiding a friend who is always 

in smell of smoke on breath and 

clothes can prevent one from 

involving into drug abuse 

activities  

3

0

0 

- - - 3

0

0 

12

00 

0

0 

0

0 

0

0 

6

0

0 

4

.

0 

Influen

cing 

The above table presents the influence level of peers on curbing the practice of drug abuse 

among youth in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara states. This is evident looking at the mean score 

(above 3.0) of each item measuring the influence of peer inclination on curbing the menace 

of drug abuse. The results show great influence of peer inclination in preventing and 

discouraging drug abuse among youth in the states. Thus, selection of good friends assists in 

discouraging drug abuse practice among youth. 

 

Summary of Findings 

1. Peer inclination is a factor in making an individual to engage or not engage in banditry 

and its activities in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara. 

2. Peer inclination is a factor in making an individual to engage or not engage in thuggery 

and its activities in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara. 
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3. Peer inclination is a factor in making an individual to engage or not engage in drug abuse 

and its activities in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara. 

 

Counselling Intervention 

Counselling is a professional discipline practiced by professionals and 

psychologists. This study investigated the peer inclination on curbing some social vices such 

as banditry, thuggery and drug abuse among youth in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara states. The 

variables involved in this study both dependent and independent are issues of counselling 

and counselling intervention. 

The finding of the study, in the first place, indicates that, environment and peer 

group in particular have their own role to play in terms of child socialization. 

Psychologically, after home, peer group or age mate is the next agent of socialization of a 

child. This category of people makes a significant impact on the life of an individual 

morally, socially, educationally and it is very hard to change more especially at adolescence 

stage at which the individual is in critical stage – full of surprises and the individual is 

gradually leaving behind the period of protective childhood and is becoming independent, 

capable of going out to fend for him or herself. It is a period characterized by rapid physical 

growth, changes in the child's physique and the maturing of primary sex characteristics. It is 

mysterious, boisterous, turbulent, venturesome and very unpredictable stage. This period 

needs a gentle push. If you push off too soon, you hurt yourself. 

Thus, a professional counsellor has an ample knowledge, skills, techniques and 

theories that can be used to intervene and handle such an individual more especially in 

selection of good friends and running a good life relationship. Every professional counsellor 

is exposed to, especially marital counsellor, certain ways of choosing a good friend such as 

friend with similar values, a friend with common goals, a friend who can bring balance in 

areas where you are weak, a friend that encourages and motivates you, a friend with similar 

interests, a friend that has thirst for knowledge, a friend that can celebrate your success, a 

friend who is “get it” people, a friend of give-and-take etc. all these are issues of counselling 

which a professional counsellor can adequately communicate to our youth so as to have 

good friends and behave in an accepted way of life in one‟s society.  

Therefore, with this kind of information to be given to our youth, they will greatly 

change to better life and avoid social vices in the society. Counsellors, Government and 

Parents have to put hands together, each contribute its own quota with a view to assisting 

this category of people (youth) to have the required information, knowledge and training that 

will make them useful members to themselves and society at large. 
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Recommendations 

1. Peer inclination is a factor in making an individual to engage or not engage in banditry 

and its activities in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara. The individuals should be made to be aware 

of engaging with bad friends in their doings, especially in the act of indiscipline and other 

forms of social behaviors.    

2. As the finding indicates, peer inclination is a factor in making an individual to engage or 

not engage in thuggery and its activities in Sokoto, Kebbi and Zamfara. Thus, government at 

all levels in collaboration with Counselling Association of Nigeria (CASSON) can sensitize 

and educate parents on the techniques and skills of parenting throughRadio stations ,TV 

stations, Social Media and during social gatherings such as wedding and naming ceremonies 

against the menace of all thuggery activities. 

3. A radio programme can also be sponsored by a philanthropist, community or any NGOs in 

which youths can be sensitized and educated on best selection of good benefits of running a 

good life. 
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Abstract 
This paper explored creative education and entrepreneurial skills: The senior 

secondary school agricultural science curriculum as a sine-qua-non for sustainable 

national development. The concepts of creative education, entrepreneurial skills, 

curriculum, senior secondary school agricultural science curriculum and 

sustainable national development were discussed. The paper also discussed 

harnessing creative education and entrepreneurial skills for higher productivity and 

the reasons for harnessing creative education and entrepreneurial skills were 

highlighted. Furthermore, the paper turned at the roles of senior secondary school 

agricultural science curriculum in entrepreneurship development and how creative 
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education and entrepreneurial skills through the senior secondary school 

agricultural science curriculum could ensure sustainable national development. The 

paper concluded by saying that the duo of creative education and entrepreneurial 

skills has the potency for ensuring sustainable national development in a nation. 

The paper then recommended that students should avail themselves of every 

opportunity to learn creativity and entrepreneurial skills for better mindset, 

teachers to seek all avenue to be effective at teaching creativity and entrepreneurial 

skills, teachers should research more on how to make every classroom encounter 

with students a creative teaching and learning opportunity, etc.  

 

Keywords: Creative education, entrepreneurial skill, curriculum, sustainable national 

development 

 

 

Being creative is a trait that is desired by all people in all works of life. It enables 

one to turn out solutions to problems in different situations, particularly, challenging ones. It 

comes from the word create which means to make something or develop, bring into 

existence etc. The term creative is an adjective of the original term create and it simply 

modifies the capacity of an individual to develop or produce something skillfully and 

uniquely from the known previous ways or forms (Hornby, 2010). And most times when a 

person is creative, he or she is described as an embodiment of creativity. The foregoing seem 

to be presenting creativity as a skill needed to do something better than the normally known 

pattern or that which is possibly known and acceptable to the society. Therefore, creativity 

bears some level of semblance with bringing innovation into an act/art and practice of 

carrying out an activity and especially because education is amenable to dynamism as 

orchestrated by the changing nature of the society, a lee way to show that creativity in 

education or creative education is permissible, most importantly because education is the 

transmission of a people‟s culture from one generation to another.  

In the above guise then, creative education could be conceived as an approach 

driven towards skillfully transmitting a people‟s culture from one generation to the next 

based on the current trend, needs of the society, its sustainability and aspirations of the 

people. Creative education may also be perceived as that new approach for a people‟s 

cultural evolution; it is a process, hence, skill is a basic component of the term creative 

(Gabora, 2017). The description above depicts a situation where a new way of doing, acting 

or otherwise precedes from an existing manner an operation of practice takes place; that 

means that no creativity can happen without a pre-existing condition, in this case, no creative 

education can take place without an already prevalent educational practice, otherwise the 
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idea of creativity would be lost. Creative education then is pointing at carrying out education 

in a manner that would capture what the society needs now and where the world is going, an 

idea that opens up some new challenges that may be peculiar to the present age among 

which unemployment stands out and it happens to have driven nations of the world to 

embrace entrepreneurship which is of course a skill that is taught and learnt through creative 

education.  

To be entrepreneurial simply means to have the abilities and competencies needed 

for entrepreneurship. That is to say that the acumen for entrepreneurship in a person or what 

it takes for one to be referred to as an entrepreneur or be entrepreneurial is observable in the 

individual in question. The observable attributes, so talked about are the skills that are 

characteristics of being entrepreneurial; a combined, conglomerate of technical, management 

and personal skills. These sets of skills are not exhaustive particularly because due to 

creativity new skills emerge at interval of times. Skills here could represent acquired 

knowledge, attitudes and values put together innovatively to achieve set objectives. This 

may be why Boulet (2015) sees skill as the competence and potential use which knowledge 

acquired previously in a creative way is applied to solve a problem at hand. It seems that 

creative education and entrepreneurial skills present themselves to be inseparable 

considering that the senior secondary school age of a student is when fundamental and 

intermediate learning and practice is developed by young people in school and of course a 

time that much of the skills they would need for life is develpoed, then, it becomes 

imperative to have exposure to creative education that is loaded with entrepreneurial skills.  

According to FRN (2013), the senior secondary school is an educational level just after basic 

education, the knowledge gained and the skills acquired makes the individual to fit in more 

into the society than what is obtained with graduates of basic education, this suggests 

according to Amadioha and Akor (2019) that the coverage of curriculum content here would 

be wider in scope and deeper in integration with other areas to allow the recipient to be more 

useful to himself and the society after leaving school, the second angle to it may be that 

because it is possible that some of the graduates at this level of the senior secondary school  

may never have access to higher education, it then becomes necessary to give them proper 

training in skills that is rounded and one subject through which this could be achieved is the 

Agricultural Science. 

Okorie (2001) stated some outstanding objectives of the senior secondary school 

Agricultural Science Curriculum content as it relates to this discourse include: enable 

students acquire basic knowledge and practical skills in agriculture, to enable students 

integrate knowledge with skills and to prepare and expose students to occupations and 

opportunities in the field of Agriculture. The objectives stated above show that the 

Harnessing Creative Education and Entrepreneural Skills for Higher Productivity through the Senior 

Secondary School Agricultural Science Curriculum for Sustainable National Development -  

Samuel Welekwe Amadioha, Ph.D; Victor Ojorka Akor and Christy Graham Nsiegbe 
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Agricultural Science curriculum in the senior secondary school would not only be able to 

make students develop entrepreneurial skills but does have the capacity to ensure sustainable 

national development particularly if the contents delivery is effectively done by curriculum 

implementers. Sustainability is perceived as a way of ensuring that what is at hand stands the 

test of time, that is, that whatever a people have be preserved over a long period of time 

perhaps in one or many forms. While sustainable national development deals with a people 

preserving their heritage countrywide. It is perceived that sustainable national development 

was what the Nigerian nation had in sight when developing the National Policy on Education 

and it considered factors like: a free and democratic society, a just and egalitarian society, a 

united, strong and self-reliant nation, a great and dynamic economy and a land full of bright 

opportunities for all citizens as her national goals (FRN, 2013). Every society exists and 

always pushes for sustainability. This is the main reason why the people‟s culture has 

continued to be transmitted from one generation to the other otherwise many societies would 

have been extinct by now but for sustainable development and of course sustainable national 

development.  

This research work is coming in pursuant of solving the problems facing senior 

secondary school students of Agricultural Science who come out of school without acquiring 

the needed skills or enough skills, the students thereby become unemployable and unreliable, 

considering the skills they possess is not adequate to overcome challenges posed to the 

nation and forcing a crack on sustainable national development leading the nation to sit on 

the edge of collapse and the future bleak without an assurance of continuity for the economic 

and social development with a bad image of senior secondary leavers. Thus, the question 

may be, what should the nation do to come out of this problems? Perhaps with creative 

education that is fully packed with entrepreneurial skills, school leavers may find usefulness 

in the society, hence, the need to do this study on creative education and entrepreneurial 

skills: The senior secondary school Agricultural Science Curriculum as a sine-qua-non for 

sustainable national development in Nigeria. 

 

Conceptual Framework: Creative Education   

To be creative is a feature that is unique with people in different spheres of life. It is 

a characteristic that is possessed by an individual which enables the person to develop 

specific solutions to specific problems or apply some general solutions to specific problems 

that perhaps defies such generally known problem with some level of dexterity. It could also 

be observed with a group of learners put together or who come together to design an 

approach that is geared towards solving problems that concerns them or that of their learning 

process in which they are engaged. Creative persons‟ or groups‟ output usually challenge the 
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status quo and more often than not a new approach of development would emerge from what 

is done or being done.  

According to Tsai (2015) creative education has to do with techniques brought into 

teaching, thinking and learning in order to enhance support for what has been on ground, 

thereby, leading to the development of new insights in already available educational 

arrangements. It could be deduced from here that creative education is a dimension of view 

towards teaching, and/or thinking pattern as well as learning from different perspective in 

order to possibly select for use the most viable approach that could produce the best results 

obtainable. Patston (2017) sees creative education from the angle of learning and conceives 

it as that which is indicative of learning in a better way, particularly, that which puts into 

consideration the individual personalities of the students such that they learn better and 

perform or achieve higher in their academic pursuits. Creative education is also seen as that 

education that develops in the students the capacity for character trait and value creation 

where their potentials are maximally grown or nurtured (Lee, 2013). The perspective of this 

definition is that of teaching, this leaves the teacher with the responsibility of being the one 

to initiate the idea of creativity in education in their students and of course the credit goes to 

him/her. Creative education has been perceived as an advantageous educational practice in 

that it brings fun in learning, permits freedom of expression. Creative education is an 

embodiment of four main features which are imagination, purpose pursuit, originality and 

value judgment (CL, 2020). These guarantees emotional development, growth of thinking 

competence, boosts problem solving skills, allows for improvement of focus and attention in 

the learner, enhance learners‟ communication capability etc. The characteristic features of 

creativity education shows that it could build a student up for entrepreneurial skills that 

would be relevant in the day to day dealings of the learner in the wider society.     

 

Entrepreneurial Skills 

If a skill has been described as a combination of intangible characteristics desired in 

an individual in other to permit him/her to perform specific roles, then entrepreneurial skills 

is that set of abilities and competence required for one to be or become an entrepreneur. 

Entrepreneurial skills are those skills needed for a person to start a business and possibly 

manage it. There are certain skill sets required of that person, hence, it is the entrepreneurial 

skills which a learner may have acquired from creative education that can foster 

entrepreneurship in the learner. The concept entrepreneurial spans from entrepreneurship, an 

educational process geared towards a learning pattern that develops in the receiver the 

needed skills for self-reliance and for adjustment to the world of work (Amadioha & Akor, 

2018). The description above shows that entrepreneurship and indeed entrepreneurial skills 
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could only be developed from creative education since what is learnt in one hand is utilized 

to solve problems on another hand.   

This is because entrepreneurship thrives on existing structural methods and 

knowledge required to build a new business endeavour and considering that due to economic 

challenges in the nation, it becomes imperative that the senior secondary school curriculum 

pursues this through agricultural science, a practical subject.  

Agricultural science is a subject that encourages  „‟learning by doing‟‟ in its 

practice, the basis for which students needed all the learning in order to become productive 

members of the society, producing food and other agricultural products for themselves  and 

the society at large. Here, skills for farming, manufacturing or processing are acquired and 

by virtue of the students‟ exposure to entrepreneurship through classroom interaction 

entrepreneurial skills are also learnt and developed (Wordu & Akor, 2019). This is because 

through agricultural science, the senior secondary school learner could become an industry 

person, business person, agriculturist covering lots of branches, research assistant, farm 

superintendent etc. All these may be possible because that individual gave himself wholly to 

creativity learning in agricultural science and developing entrepreneurial skills that of course 

would be impossible without a curriculum that is functional.  

 

Concept of Curriculum     
Curriculum could be described as all the learning that a learner gets under the 

guidance of the school. This definition presents a picture of the curriculum being the 

interface between the school and the society, sewing neatly the purpose of the connection for 

both institutions to be relevant to each other, even though, that their continual relevance to 

each other is dependent on how much behavioural change takes place in the life of the 

learner and concurrently the society. This is why Amadioha & Akor, (2019) see curriculum 

as a tool for facilitating teaching and learning and for bringing about the positive change 

needed in the learner for his betterment and even for the betterment of the society in general. 

This presents the curriculum as a powerful instrument that can transform the thought, 

ideologies and total person of one that is exposed to it, a reason that would have made 

Chuka-Okonkwo and Onukwugha-Opara in (Amadioha & Akor, 2019) to say that the object 

of curriculum could serve these purposes; develops cognitive processes, as technology, for 

self-actualization, as a consummatory experience and for academic thinking. The purposes 

so mentioned that the curriculum could serve distinguishes it from any other planned 

document since it could change everything about a nation in a twinkling of an eye and still 

guarantees the sustainability of the change.  
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Sustainable National Development   

Sustainable development is that development which can stand the test of time 

without degeneration. According to Shah (2008), it is that type of development that does not 

just consider today‟s situation but also mindful of how future generations could stand on 

existing development to advance. This means that issues of depletion is one of the 

difficulties that sustainable development fights. Hence, sustainable national development 

could now be conceived as the development of a nation that is progressive and does not 

mortgage the future for the sake of the present. Munassinghe (2004) sees it as a process that 

allows for people and societies to seize available opportunities to better themselves over a 

period of time, yet, ensuring situations that would permit for resilience and tenacity for 

further development in the future. The inference that could be drawn from here is that while 

it is important to enjoy development for today, attention is also being called to create 

allowance that even in the future the generation that would be on earth could still enjoy the 

earth. Boyi (2013) added that sustainability calls for equity for the utility of resources of all 

forms both now and in the future, and in fact of human life. And considering Nigeria as a 

nation that is blessed with much resources, it ought to be careful in the way she makes 

development plans in a manner that would also permit future benefits as dreamed. 

Therefore, the idea of creative education and entrepreneurial skill: The senior secondary 

school agricultural Science Curriculum as a sine-qua-non for sustainable national 

development in Nigeria should be a welcomed course.  

 

Harnessing Creative Education and Entrepreneurial Skills for Higher Productivity    

Creative education from the foregoing discourse has been accepted as consequential 

on entrepreneurial skills development and use, mostly because every entrepreneurial 

endeavour require creativity to be brought in as a way to achieve the needed results. So the 

idea of harnessing creative education for entrepreneurial skills for higher productivity 

becomes necessary. Basically, it is vital that a blend of creativity and entrepreneurial skill is 

harnessed for higher output. According to (Caramela, 2017), it is often observed that people 

value intelligence more than creativity but the fact remains that what distinguishes one level 

of intelligence from another is the degree of creativity that is brought in considering that 

intelligence in any area of life is subjective, therefore, creativity adds flavour to ones level of 

intelligence, thereby setting the individual apart as unique in the application of intelligence 

and perhaps creativity. For Patterson (2018) creativity is one of the major attribute of an 

entrepreneur, it means that the skill  for problem solving has to be nurtured in the 

entrepreneur, appearing as creative education and leading to good entrepreneurial skill, a 
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mindset that is required in the business world. Below are some reasons for harnessing 

creative education and entrepreneurial skills for higher productivity.  

1. A blend of creative education and entrepreneurial skill increases productivity of users 

(Caramila, 2017).  

2. It puts into full use the dormant potential of individuals applying creative education and 

entrepreneurial skills.  

3. It leads to innovative and ground breaking discoveries tending to new perspective on issues.  

4. It fosters critical thinking in people.  

5. It can bring about new inventions. 

6. It allows gap for further researches 

7. It leads to new inventions, technology and scientific approaches not known before 

 

Roles of Senior Secondary School Agricultural Science Curriculum in 

Entrepreneurship Development   

The Agricultural Science Curriculum for the senior secondary school has a lot of roles to 

play in bringing about entrepreneurial skills development in learning based on the following:   

1.  It prepares the learner to own a farm and advance in that direction, thereby lending itself to 

vocational agricultural practice (Deekor, 2019).  

2. It allows for job creation and generation. This permits the practice not to just have the 

learner engaged in agriculture but to also be able to engage others (FBKP, 2016). 

3. It facilitates economic renewal of the community. The idea here is that while money is spent 

and it goes out of the community because of the people purchasing goods they do not 

produce, the farmers also rake in money through agricultural produce and products sales.  

4. It facilitates inter-community relationship through marketing and sale of agro-products.  

5. Develops independence and comparative advantage for those involved (Far & Rezael 

Moghaddan, 2019).  

 

How Creative Education and Entrepreneurial Skills through Senior Secondary School 

Agricultural Science Curriculum Ensures Sustainable National Development   

This can only be achieved if the right approaches towards achieving it are set in motion. So 

to achieve it, the following steps may help guarantee sustainable national development.  

1. The agricultural science curriculum should be used as a tool for guiding learners on how to 

safeguard natural resources in their environment.  

2. The agricultural science curriculum should teach how to process harvested produce and 

prevent product from being wasted.  
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3. The agricultural science curriculum should encourage knowledge sharing among those who 

cultivate or process one type of product.  

4. The agricultural science curriculum should teach the learners how to value and maintain 

resources in their territories (FF, 2017).  

5. The agricultural science curriculum should educate people on how to make their produce and 

product attractive for marketing and sales.  

6. The agricultural science curriculum should teach how learners can use social protection 

instrument to their advantage and for higher productivity (FAO, 2018).  

7. The agricultural science curriculum should teach how the ecological capacity of the domain 

could be enhanced for further production (WSSD, 2002).  

 

Conclusion  

The discourse of this write up has clearly shown that creative education and 

entrepreneurial skills are interwoven for real sustainable national development to be 

observable  in a nation like Nigeria, mostly beginning with individuals who when they are 

creative it robs off on their social life, economy, affecting the ecosystem and even the 

political landscape of their environment. Therefore, blending creative education and 

entrepreneurial  skills sure has an unimaginable benefits that would be released into the 

country which include capacity for enhanced  well-being of the people as well as reduction 

in the spate of insecurity, ecological enhancement and protection etc.  

 

Recommendation  

The following are the recommendations supporting the research work: 

1. The students should avail themselves of all opportunities to learn creativity and 

entrepreneurial skill for them to have better mindset.  

2. Teachers should seek and advance methods that would bring about their being effectiveness 

at creative education and entrepreneurial skills development of their student.  

3. Teachers should research more on how to make every of their classroom encounter with 

students a creative teaching and learning opportunity.  

4. Education stakeholders should help facilitate creativity development in students through the 

provision of facilities that would enhance the thinking pattern of students and the teaching 

process for teachers.  

5. Curriculum designers should incorporate such means that would permit creativity in teaching 

and learning whenever the opportunity for curriculum revision comes up.   
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Abstract 
University Education is the only tool to drive and achieve sustainable national 

development in Nigeria.  It was set up to produced skilled manpower in the country 

and boost the economy locally and internationally thereby increasing her gross 

domestic products (GDP).  For the public universities in Nigeria to achieve this, 

they need tactical, vigorous, innovative and creative administrators to be able to 

manage the universities human, material and other resources available at his/her 

disposal effectively and efficiently so that the goals and objectives of university will 

not be abused or thwarted.  The aim is to fill the gap of the universities in Nigeria 

and the industries to be able to solve the problems within the society and the 

nation‘s economy. The objective is to produced skilled manpower that will work in 

these industries in order to boost the economy for sustainable national development. 

The purpose of it is to see a country that is self- reliant and independent which can 

meet the needs of the society now and the near future for sustainable national 

development through proper management of the university. The achievement of 

sustainable national development through the management of university is thwarted 

by; lack of funds, infrastructural facilities, inadequate teaching facilities, non-

conducive environment amongst others. It was concluded that, seasoned and trained 

managerial skilled  university administrators who have knowledge about what it 

takes to manage a university, such as being creative and innovative, and  people 

who can drive the system to achieve its  goals and objectives that has been set, to 

attain sustainable national development now and in the future to come,  are 

empowered to manage such institutions. Suggestions were made, that it is through 

education and proper management of university education that sustainable national 

development in Nigeria can be achieved. Organizations like the university system 

cannot function without adequate fund , therefore, the Federal, and state, 
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governments and other stake holders of University in Nigeria should  see University 

as a state of emergency to inject  more funds, also there should be provision of 

adequate  infrastructural  facilities if really Nigeria want to attain sustainable  

national development, where their refined products  can compete globally. 

 

Keywords: Creative, University Education, Educational Management, Sustainable National 

Development 

 

 

            Education has been identified as an essential tool for achieving sustainability through 

improvement on the quality of basic education, re-orientation on existing educational 

programmes to address sustainable development, developing public awareness and 

understanding and providing training for all sectors of private and civic society (Omirin and 

Adeyemi, 2008). Creative University Educational Management therefore is an essential 

condition for the attainment of sustainable national development. Again, principally, 

education functions as a means of socialization and social control. It helps to encourage the 

young to develop into” good citizens” and prepares people for employment and for 

productive contributions to society (Quartey, n; Ololube and Egbezor, 2012).  The federal 

Government of Nigeria  (2012) worried about the incessant complaints of poor funding of 

public institutions of learning advised  University  managers through  the  National  

University Commission (NUC)  to explore various  ways of generating ten percent (10%) of 

their expected revenue from within and outside their institutions towards solving their 

financial related problems rather than depending almost entirely on subsidization by 

Government. Nwagu (2010) is of the view that Nigerian government over the years has not 

met the United Nation Educational, Scientific and cultural organization (UNESCO) 

recommendation of 26% of the total budget allocation to education on yearly basis. Many of 

the Nigerian universities now engage in different commercial ventures (hotels, printing 

press, petrol stations, books shops) and consultancies. The performance of such sometimes 

conflicts with the primary objectives of university education which centers on teaching, 

learning and research.  The situation put the management of universities under undue stress ( 

Nwadiani and Oforegbu,2005). Therefore, a good university administrator or manager has to 

arm oneself with good managerial skills, be able to cease opportunity, analyze it and, take 

decisions.  He/she should be able to properly manage available resources  and implement the 

programmes  in the organization so as to achieved the goals  instead of depending solely on 

the government for financial  assistance. The administrators have to look inward to generate 

other income to augment with the state or federal government subvention. The aim of 
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creative university educational management in Nigeria entrepreneurship is to fill the gap 

between the universities and the industries so as to solve the problems of the economy and 

the society. The objective of creative university educational management entrepreneurship is 

for the institutions to achieve the objectives of producing skilled manpower who will man 

the industries in the society to boost the economy now and the near future.  University 

education is the only motivational force behind society or nations for economy growth and 

sustainable national development to be achieved.  The purpose is to develope innovative 

skills, ideas, risk takers to create changes and confident of producing graduates with job 

foresight and job creativity. Many universities have embraced the entrepreneurship 

education, but there are no fundamental changes in the teaching and learning process of 

entrepreneurship education (Nwekeaku,2013). The double jeopardy seems to exacerbate the 

challenges facing the system. This has resulted to excessive inadequacy of infrastructure and 

facilities for teaching and research which is a clog in the wheel of effective administration of 

Nigerian universities (Aina,2002).The researcher is of the view that proper management of 

university education will be relevant in solving the nation‟s problems for sustainability , in 

the sense that it will give them free hand and opportunity to think creatively and grow  in 

any environment they find themselves, more so, it will be beneficial to the society and the 

needs of the nation at large for sustainable national development. 

 

Entrepreneurship Education 

          Anyebe (2017) sees entrepreneurship education as an educational program that 

provides the students with knowledge, skills and motivation needed to start up small and 

medium scale businesses.   Azih 2012) observed that entrepreneurship education is the kind 

of education put together to build the learner with entrepreneurial skills that will enable such 

begin a business enterprise and the procedure with taking care of the business.  Kailani, 

Balami and Datong (2017) asserted that entrepreneurship education is a form of education 

that makes it possible for students to possess marketable skills and translate them to self-

employment. Ojerifo (2013) noted that entrepreneurship education is a functional 

educational process that provide the youth graduates with adequate training that will enable 

them to be creative and innovative in identifying novel business opportunities in their future 

chosen careers.  Izedonmi and Okafor (2010) argued that entrepreneurship education is 

centered on developing youths with the passion and multiple skills. It is targeted towards 

reducing risks associated with entrepreneurship thought and guides the firm successfully via 

its initial stage to the majority. Ezugoh (2017) reasoned that entrepreneurship is one of the 

trade subjects introduced in secondary school and technical school curriculum to provide 

students with the prerequisite skills and competences to effectively operate and function well 
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in business and the world of work.  Ogundele, Akingbade and Akinlabi (2012 emphasized 

that entrepreneurship education as a purposeful intervention by an educator in the life of the 

learner to impact entrepreneurial qualities and skills to enable the learner to survive in the 

world of business.  Similarly, Kentan and Envin (2010) are of the view that entrepreneurship 

education is an educational discipline that prepares people especially youths to be 

responsible, enterprising individuals who become entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial thinkers 

that contribute to the economic development and sustainable communities. Entrepreneurship 

education is the kind of education put together to build the learner with entrepreneurial skills 

that will enable such begin a business enterprise and the procedure with taking care of the 

business (Azih,2012).Olorundare and Kayode (2014) opined that entrepreneurship objectives 

are to develop in graduates‟ skills, entrepreneurial orientation and attitude to prepare for 

their businesses as well as their vocational and professional lives after their formal 

university.  

 

Entrepreneurship    

       Obierika and Nwanehokor (2011) scruntly said that entrepreneurship is a process of 

synthesizing and building something of value from nothing, the creation and distribution of 

something of value and of great importance to individuals, persons, groups, organizations 

and the society at large. Today, entrepreneurs (the author of entrepreneurship are the 

lifeblood of economies all over the world. Even in command economies like china, 

entrepreneurs are valued for their contributions to the economy and encouraged to innovate, 

to compete with companies around the world (Hur,2018). Bette and Ajayi (2012) pointed out 

that entrepreneurship and innovation are known as vital driving force of economic growth, 

productivity and employment in these days of global competitiveness among the nations of 

the world. 

 

Education 

  Ariguzo and Nwaneri (2018) are of the view that education is the fulcrum for the 

realization, full promotion and improvement of a nation. It empowers people to harness their 

potentials and fulfill their roles as members of the society.  The general understanding of the 

concept of education is that this is the process involving instruction and training, by which 

people learn to develop and use their mental, moral and physical developments to become 

useful to themselves and the society (Agina-Obu, 2018) 
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Entrepreneurship and Economy Growth  

OECD (2003) noted that policies to foster entrepreneurship are essential for job 

creation and economic growth.” Osunde (2014) opined that researchers and practitioners in 

the field of entrepreneurship development need to move from best practice to best fit. In 

other words, they should support the appropriation of ways that best fit innovation-

characterized entrepreneurship development that brings about technical progress through 

capital -saving, efficient production techniques and higher level of output or economic 

growth. In the same vain Ada (2012) opined that it is a tool for self- development and the 

development of the society. It provides knowledge, skills, and attitudes.  Adediran and 

Olabode (2017) sees education as a major force in economic, intellectual, social and cultural 

empowerment. He further indicated that education has the capacity to bring out character 

and attitudinal change, as well as reshape human potential for desired development.                                                                                                                                

 

Management 
Okwori (2011) observed that management is the coordination of all the process of 

planning, organizing, directing and controlling in order to achieve the organization 

objectives. Enyi (2013) indicated that management involves the various processes a teacher 

uses to harness and utilize available resources to achieve effective teaching and learning in 

the classroom. 

Management can be seen as the process of getting things done through people, It is 

the guidance, leadership and control of the efforts of a group of individuals towards a 

common goal, (Akinyele,2008). Similarly, Chiaha (2013) posits that management involves 

the need to get things done in order to achieve set objectives through the use of available 

human as well as material resources. Ogbonnaya (2013) rightly put it that management 

involves guidance, leadership, and control of efforts of a group of people towards achieving 

the educational goals which will lead to the overall development of the learners and the 

entire society. The author view management as involving planning, organizing, directing, 

coordinating, directing, controlling, and all what it takes to achieve the organizational goals 

at a minimal cost at a greater productivity. 

 

Educational Management 

For educational managers or administrators to succeed in university educational 

management, the administrators need some basic skills to succeed such as the conceptual 

skills, human relations skills and professional skills. Where it is properly harnessed and 

utilized, the administrator is bound to achieve its target set of goals and objectives. Egboka, 
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Ezeugbor and Enueme (2013) in their study noted the following as managerial skills of 

educational manager. 

1. Ability to create and motivate a healthy school culture for continual improvement in quality 

education. 

2. Ability to work as a team with other individuals in the school system to achieve set goals. 

3. Ability to modify their practice and school structure to accommodate policy expectation. 

4. Ability to ensure that curriculum leader opportunities are created for staff. 

5. Ability to actively and improvement of students‟ achievement. 

6. Ability to involve staff in decision making.  

 Educational management is the process of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling 

school employees and activities and using all available resources to reach stated educational 

goals (Agi and Adiele, 2009). Akpakwu (2012) asserted educational management as the 

ability of the educational manager to judiciously utilize the human, material, financial and 

time resources towards the efficient and effective achievement of the objective of the 

education institution. what is left is the modalities for the enhancement of the utilization of 

the said resources for optimal benefits of recipients and the nation, to ensure sustainable 

development and security.  Nikam (2010) noted that management of education is the process 

of planning, organizing, directing and controlling activities of an institution by utilizing 

human and material resources so as to effectively and efficiently accomplish the functions of 

teaching, extension work, and research cited in Ololube (2017).The researcher is of the view 

that, of all the definitions given, it can be deduced that the attainment of the educational or 

organizational goals is to be done in an effective and efficient manner. In this case, the 

university administrators are not left out in effectively and efficiently managing whatever is 

at his/ her disposal, be it human and material resources and other activities targeting at 

achieving the objectives and goals of the university at the barest minimal cost and 

maximizing productivity.  

 

The Purposes/Objectives of Educational Management 

 Akubue (2009) is of the view that the purpose of management is to achieve the 

purpose of Education. The purpose / objectives of educational management give direction on 

how the university administrator will perform his/ her duties. Nikam (2010), said the purpose 

and objectives of educational management include: 

1. Educational management helps in the achievement of the institution‟s objectives. Hence, it 

ensures institutional effectiveness. 

2. It improves the planning, organizing and implementing of an institution activities and 

processes. 
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3. It helps to create, maintain and enhance a good public image of the institution. 

4. It helps in the appropriate utilization of human resources (teaching staff, non- teaching staff 

and students). 

5. It enhances the efficiency of the institution; it helps to attain institutional goals with minimal 

cost and time. 

6. It facilitates the optimum utilization of infrastructural facilities (playground, building, 

equipment, library, etc,) 

7. It prevents the duplication of work. 

8. It enhances job satisfaction among staff members and satisfaction with the institution among 

students. 

9. It helps staff and students to manage their interpersonal conflict, stress and time effectively. 

10. It improves interpersonal communication among members of the school/college. 

11. responsibilities more effectively. 

 Peretomode (2012) identified the functions of a manager which are applicable to 

educational managers to include: 

12. Setting objectives or using available resources. 

13. Formulating plans for achieving these objectives. 

14. Identifying the activities to be perform. 

15. Organizing these activities into groups. 

16. Defining the tasks to be performed in each group. 

17. Grouping the tasks into jobs. 

18. Staffing the job with people. 

19. Initiating work activities. 

20. Providing incentives to stimulate productivity. 

21. Setting controls to measure achievement of objectives. 

22. Taking remedial actions if objectives are not being met. 

 

Sustainable Development 

           Tomori (2013) rightly puts it that development implies modernization of society. It 

entails the conversion of a peasant society into an industrial one and means a change in the 

whole way of life, in expectations and motivations and even physical environment. On the 

other hand, Sen (2013) maintained that  development is a process of expecting the real 

freedom that people enjoy; that development requires the removal of major sources of 

unfreedom, poverty, as well as tyranny, poor economic opportunities as well as systematic 

social deprivation, neglect of public facilities as well, as intolerance or over activities of 

representative state. Wikipedia (2020) defines sustainable development as development that 
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meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their needs. Idris (2013) indicated that sustainable development process is dynamic and 

can only make impact through actions taken to achieve human centered development. Also, 

Ugoh (2008) posits that continued sustainable development is only possible or assured when 

a greed and indeed concrete steps are taken to raise the level of literacy in any society. In 

line with Ugoh,  Agih   (2016)  rightly put it that, education for sustainability is the practice 

of learning how to achieve global and local sustainable  communities through the constant 

provision of desirable educational needs to  people of young generation such that will be 

meaningful in their future aspiration. Ebuara (2015) asserted that sustainable development is 

the socio- economic development of people in meeting their basic human rights needs 

without compromising environmental conservation and protection so that the earth resources 

will be able to meet the needs of the present and future generations.  There are 17 sustainable 

developmental goals, these are, 1. No Poverty, 2. Zero Hunger, 3. Good Health and well-

being, 4. Quality Education 5. Gender Equality, 6. Clean Water and Sanitation, 7. Affordable  

and Clean Energy,  8.  Decent Work and Economic  Growth, 9. Industry, Innovation and  

Infrastructure, 10.Reduced Inequalities, 11. Sustainable cities and Communities, 12. 

Responsible Consumption and Production, 13. Climate Action, 14. Life Below Water, 15. 

Life on Land, 16. Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions, 17. Partnerships for the  Goals. Our 

concern for this paper is on goal NO. 4. Where the university administrators will manage the 

university education to attain quality university education that will refine the raw materials 

(students) and turn out to the society as finished products of creativity to take over the 

society, the economy of the world now and in generations to come. Aliwa (2016) asserted 

that, sustainable development is lasting socio-economic, political, technological 

advancement capable of bringing qualitative education, gainful employment, maximum, 

security, free, fair, credible transportation elections, provision of socio amenities, good 

governance, rule of law and respect for gender equality. In agreement, Aliwa, Unachuckwu 

(2014) stated that through education the individual citizen is fully equipped to contribute 

meaningfully to the socio-economic development of his nation. The researcher is of the view 

that Education for sustainable development is education for now and future generations to 

come. 

 

 

Sustainable National Development 

    Munasinghe (2004) opined that Sustainable national development is a process of 

improving the range of opportunities that will enable individual humans and communities to 

achieve their aspirations and full potential over a sustainable period of time while 
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maintaining the resilience of economic, social environmental systems. In all nations, Nigeria 

inclusive, education remains the instrument for effective national development. 

Development is championed through education, which is often assumed to have significant 

influence. Education entails the enlightenment of people in their ways of pursuit in life, 

Development is associated with a positive change in the condition of either individual 

groups, communities or even a country as a whole (Umoh, 2005).  Umunadi (2010) 

emphatically said that such knowledge will adequately equip the students to be more 

effective in the 21
st
 century Nigeria, characterized with science and technology and raise a 

generation of people who can think for themselves and respect the dignity of labour and 

equally propel its citizenry into blossom economic. Age (2015) identified some objectives 

which sustainable national development is expected to realize: Increase capital income and 

employment, promoting human welfare satisfying basic needs; protecting the environment.  

Considering the path of future generation, achieving equipping between rich and poor and 

participation on a broad basic in development and decision making is important. 

 

Problems: 

The problems identified are: 

Lack of funds: The administration of entrepreneurship education in Nigerian university is 

presently faced with challenges of inadequate entrepreneurship lecturers, curriculum content, 

lack of workshop, lack of equipment laboratories and inadequate funding (Ebong and 

Nwakudu, 2017).  The financial challenge facing university education in Nigeria is gross 

under funding which could be linked to undue reliance by Government for funds by 

university managers ( Eragbe,2014).   

Lack of planning: Most administrators in the university do not have the pre-knowledge of 

managerial skills in such time, they are not able to achieve the objectives and the goals of the 

institutions set for, there is a saying that he who does not plan is planning to fail. Okonkwo 

(2004) is of the view that planning enables the educational managers to highlight the 

constraints of time, people and materials for effective attainment of the objectives. 

Ineffective Leadership: Most university management are employed due to nepotism and 

political compensation. Owing to this phenomenon there is no effective leadership to 

manage the affairs and resources available to such institutions. Instead, decisions taken are 

teleguided by godfathers. 

Inability to generate funds: Due to poor leadership, the management of these institutions 

are not able to think out of the box.  Resources available are not being utilized to engage in 

proper research that could lead to breakthroughs which in turn will be added advantage to 
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the society and corporate bodies, thereby generate funds for the institution.  All that is done 

is wait on government for subventions. 

Corruption: - Like what is obtainable in other sectors of the society, the university system 

is also bedeviled with corrupt practices.  The little fund that is available to the institutions are 

not being utilized properly but channeled to other uses that is not beneficial to the university. 

 

Conclusion 

The university administrators in Nigeria have to be creative and have basic skills of 

management and what it takes to be an administrator in management of Nigerian 

Universities in other to achieve the set goals of university Education.  The idea of using 

wrong person in the right position is a serious problem as this will bring about inefficiency 

and low productivity in the system and the set goals and objectives would not be achieved. 

Issues of corruption, mismanagement, poor funding, lack of planning, lack of infrastructures 

and among others were identified.  Suggestion proffered on how university administrators 

can manage university education in Nigeria to attain sustainable national development, is 

that there should be functional Educational curriculum that will be designed to care for the 

needs of the society and the national economy now and the future so as to attain sustainable 

national development. 

 

Suggestions 

The following suggestions to above problems were proffered: 

Research.  There is strong need to engage in meaningful research to bring about changes in 

the society and the country at large.  This will in turn bring about goodwill, and subsequently 

attract grants from notable bodies, such as Ford foundation to mention but a few. 

Fund generation.  The aftermath of meaningful research and good leadership will enable 

the management of the university to engage in entrepreneurial ventures that will generate 

funds to meet the needs of the institution. 

Effective leadership.  This will bring about innovative policies and incentives within the 

university that will be of immense benefits to the staff and student population.  Lecturers 

needs to be promoted as at when due, and salaries paid promptly. 

Discipline:  Corruption needs to be fought and brought to a standstill.  People found wanting 

needs to be probed and when found guilty adequate punishment is meted accordingly.  This 

will serve as a deterrent to others. 

Proper Planning.  The need for proper planning needs not be overemphasized.  Proper 

planning will enable the university allocate available funds adequately to each department. 
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Effective planning will enable the management to do a proper budget in line with the needs 

of the institution. 

 

23. There should be a functional Educational curriculum that will be designed to care for the 

economic and social development of the nation for sustainability.  

24. Entrepreneurship Education should be properly managed from the primary to the university 

level as part of their course no matter their discipline.  
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Abstract 
The paper dwelt on; effective management of technical education for sustainable 

development and national security: the Nigerian experience. Important concepts 

embedded in the work were extensively discussed. They include; education, 

management, technical education, development, sustainable development and 

national security. The benefits of technical education and the challenges facing 

technical education in Nigeria were given elaborate attention. The causes of 

insecurity and the effects of insecurity in Nigeria were thoroughly ventilated. The 

writers lamented that Nigerian‘s technical education and indeed the entire 

education sector is comatose. Insecurity has indeed taken over the entire landscape 

what with Boko Haram insurgency, herdsmen menace, kidnaping, violent armed 

robbery and incessant banditry. The writers submit that the Nigerian State is indeed 

on a precipice. The writers as a way forward recommended amongst others; 

increased funding in the education sector to the tune of at least 26% of annual 

budget as recommended by UNESCO, declaration of emergency in the education 

sector and technical education in particular amongst many other recommendations. 

 

Keywords: Education, management, technical education, sustainable development. 
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 Every society both ancient and modern, through purposeful leadership continuously 

strive in pursuit of a better life for its citizens. The better life comes in form of quality 

education, healthcare, agriculture, general infrastructure. The list is endless. Of all the 

aforelisted, education seems the most vital and strategic as it drives every facet of any 

nation‟s economy; be it health systems, improved agricultural production, conducive 

business environment and general infrastructure. Education (formal and informal) makes all 

the difference between man and lower animals. It remains the most potent instrument for 

social change. 

 

Concept of Education 

 Education is the process through which worthwhile values, beliefs, norms and 

attitudes of a given society are transferred from the older to the younger generation. It is the 

process which facilitates the acquisition of knowledge, skills, values, beliefs, habits and 

norms (Chukwu, 2020). In the words of Akani (2012) education is an instrument of positive 

change which empowers its recipients to be creative and become change agents useful to 

themselves and the society at large. Education is a veritable instrument in the development 

of human persons. When individuals are empowered through functional education, they are 

better equipped to; live better and ordered lives, understand their interests and vocations, 

have a zeal to succeed amidst odds and have better focus and desire to put into profitable 

ventures the skills and knowledge acquired (Offor, 2013). To be able to achieve its purposes, 

education at any level (primary, secondary, technical and tertiary must not just be 

qualitative, but functional. In espousing the essence of education, Rousseau in Chukwu and 

Nnaji (2018:298) avers that: 

 
We are born weak; we need strength, helpless, we need aid, foolish, we need reason. All 

that we lack at birth, all that we need when we come to man‘s estate is the gift of 

education. This education comes to us from the education of men, what we gain by our 

experience of our surrounding is education. 

 

Socrates (470-399BC) maintains that; the only good is knowledge conferred through 

education, while the worst of evils is ignorance. From the forgoing, it is obvious that 

education (whether formal, informal, general or technical education) is life itself and an 

indispensable instrument for the development and transformation of both individuals and 

nation states. 
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Concept of Management 

 Different scholars see the concept of management from divergent perspectives. 

What is very clear however is that management involves; people, coordination of group 

efforts including materials resources for the achievement of predetermined objectives. 

Drucker cited in Chukwu and Nnaji (2018) argue that management involves administering 

and coordinating resources effectively and efficiently in an effort to achieve organizational 

goals. Daft in Unachukwu (2014) submits that management is the attainment of 

organizational goals in an efficient and effective manner through planning organizing, 

leading and controlling organizational resources. 

 Contributing, Bhagwan and Bhushan in Sule (2016) maintains that management is 

the process of directing and facilitating the work of people organized in formal groups to 

achieve a desired goal. Bateman and Snell cited in Chukwu and Nnaji (2018) assert that 

management is the process of working with people and resources to accomplish 

organizational goals. 

 The foregoing postulations clearly indicate that achieving organizational goals is not 

possible without effective and efficient management process. Effective efficient and result 

oriented management of technical education for sustainable development and national 

security in Nigeria becomes absolutely germane and compelling.  

 

Technical and Vocational Education 

 According to Federal Republic of Nigeria, FRN (2004:29-31) technical and 

vocational education is used as a comprehensive term referring to three aspects of the 

educational process involving, in  addition to general education, the study of technologies 

and related sciences and the acquisition of practical skills, attitudes, understanding and 

knowledge relating to occupations in various sectors of economic and social life. Technical 

and vocational education which is given in technical colleges, monotechnics, polytechnics 

and universities is further understood to be; 

1. an integral part of general education; 

2. a means of preparing for occupational fields and for effective participation in the world of 

work; 

3. an aspect of lifelong learning and a preparation for responsible citizenship; 

4. an instrument for promoting environmentally sound sustainable development; 

5. a method of alleviating poverty. 

The goals of technical and vocational education in Nigeria include to: 

1. provide trained manpower in the applied sciences, technology and technical levels; 
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2. provide the technical knowledge and vocational skills necessary for agricultural, commercial 

and economic development; 

3. giving training and impart the necessary skills to individuals who shall be self reliant 

economically. 

It is unambiguous from the above that education, indeed technical education is the 

most potent instrument for societal growth and development. There is a distinct dissimilarity 

between what obtains in the living standards of the citizens in the first or advanced world 

and what obtains in underdeveloped third world countries particularly in Africa, including 

Nigeria. The advanced countries including; USA, Japan, Britain, France, Germany, 

Australia, Israel and Canada including the emergent Asian Tigers (Malaysia, Indonesia, 

Singapore and Taiwan) are characterized by advanced health systems, technology driven 

agricultural production, very conducive business environment, guaranteed security for the 

citizenry, advanced and reliable information systems. The list goes on and on. It is the strong 

technical education systems of these countries that ensured they are ready for the challenges 

of today and tomorrow. 

 Conversely, our dear Nigeria and other developing and underdeveloped nations 

especially in Africa are pervaded by very poor health systems, primitive agricultural 

production, very hostile business environment, high levels of insecurity (Boko haram, 

herdsmen menace and banditry in Nigeria), erratic information systems very poor power 

supply and general poor infrastructural facilities. The list is indeed endless. The very poor 

technical education systems in Nigeria and other third world economics has ensured that life 

in these countries remain short, cruel, brutish, hopeless and a survival of the fittest. Low life 

expectancy and high rates of migration are equally features of these countries. Nigeria and 

her ilk are evidently not ready for the challenges of the 21
st
 century and beyond. 

 

Benefits of Technical Education 

 Technical education is the education which provides special practical knowledge of 

technologies and skills to the beneficiaries. The major aim of technical education is that it 

makes its beneficiaries or students skilled and technically fit for the industries. Some of the 

benefits of technical education include: 

1. It creates excellent opportunities for career and employment. 

2. It impart the knowledge strongly from the basics to advanced and modern technologies for 

the budding technical aspirants. I am certain this is what Enugu State College of Education 

(Technical) is doing. 

3. Technical education promotes independent and self learning. 
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4. Technical education tunes the student effectively and increases his potential especially for 

the world of work. 

5. Technical education is not about writing and passing exams, but infuses in the student or 

beneficiary the technical bias thereby making him or her ready for the challenges of today 

and tomorrow. 

6. It offers good opportunities for employment and quickly turns the beneficiaries from job 

seekers to employers of labour. 

7. It makes the student self dependent. I know many students of Government Technical, Enugu 

who are training themselves and even helping the family economically with their earnings. I 

don‟t know whether this is equally the case with the students of Enugu State College of 

Education Technical (ESCET). 

8. It helps greatly in reducing the scourge of unemployment. 

9. Those who are in the conventional institutions writing and passing examinations that have 

little relevance in the modern world economic order most often end up unemployed and 

frustrated. This is not the case with beneficiaries of technical education. 

10. Technical education ensures the development, progress and prosperity of nations (Mehdra, 

2020:5-6). 

It is very important to state that technical education is most often far cheaper than general 

education. This is because courses in general education take longer years with far expensive 

tuition. Parents should take note of this glaring fact. 

It is clear that technical education is the way to go and very indispensable in this day and 

age. It is equally and clearly too an important component of sustainable development for 

nations. 

 

Challenges Facing Technical Education in Nigeria  

 Enormous challenges stand in the way of technical education in Nigeria from 

achieving its set goals. Such challenges include: 

1. Inadequate funding: We all know how important money is in the life of individuals, groups, 

organizations and governments. Due to poor funding, these technical institutions lack the 

requisite infrastructure and equipment that will enable them to excel. Such infrastructure and 

equipment include; classrooms, offices, functional libraries and laboratories. In the absence 

of these facilities, these institutes often churn out half-baked graduates who cannot perform 

in the workplace. 

2. Inadequate facilities: Very often these institutes lack enough spaces for laboratories not talk 

of the equipment itself. In many instances, even when the equipment is available, the 

conducive environment to mount them for use becomes an issue and they are left to rot in the 
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rain and sun. Such scenarios are always embarrassing and an eye sure. Meanwhile the 

students and staff who are supposed to use such needed equipment are the ultimate losers. 

3. Brain drain: This refers to migration of qualified technical teachers out of the country in 

search of greener pastures. Bassi cited in Okoye and Arimonu (2016) reported that 45% of 

Nigerian professionals including technical educators left the shores of our country. Why? In 

search of better livelihood of course. Sad indeed.  

4. Poor staff motivation: This is a major challenge facing technical education and education 

generally in Nigeria. Very often the meagre salaries and emoluments of these teachers are 

not paid for months. They work with outdated equipment which are very often not available 

at all. Staff promotion hardly comes as and when due. The work environment very often is 

not just unfriendly but hostile. Staff dedication becomes a scarce commodity under these 

circumstances. You can now tell me how stated objectives will be achieved under such 

circumstances. These staff members who have varying family challenges to cope with pay 

little attention to their primary responsibility in the classroom and laboratory to hustle for 

their children‟s school fees, house rent, medical bills and most importantly feeding. 

President Buhari promised special scale for teachers in his independent day broadcast 2020. 

It is important to remind ourselves that many states of the federation have not implemented 

the N30,000 minimum wage approved by the federal government. Many states are equally 

owing their teachers a backlog of salary arrears. Where minimum wage is implemented, it is 

often haphazard. 

5. Corruption: Corruption has become a hydra-headed monster bedeviling every facet of our 

national existence, including the technical education sub-sector. A greater percentage of 

budgetary allocations to the technical education sector and education generally very often 

their way into the private pockets of corrupt officials at the ministry, board and school levels. 

In cutting corners, refurbished equipment are bought instead of new ones budgeted for. Such 

equipment breakdown even before being put to use. In building classrooms and offices, 

contractors do shoddy jobs that never stands the test of time. These perpetrators are often 

never visited with appropriate sanctions because they are connected in high and low places. 

The culprits are even rewarded with more juicy contracts and appointments and the vicious 

cycle persists.  

6. Skewed Value System of Nigerians: In our country today, too much emphasis is placed on 

university education and qualification not minding whether the holder possesses the requisite 

knowledge and skill. This is not the case in advanced countries whether skill and 

competence is what matters. In Nigeria‟s public service at both federal and state levels, 

graduates of technical education are often discriminated against and their career growth and 

prospects stunted. For this reason, most parents prefer university education and certification 
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to technical education (Nworlu – Elechi in Okoye & Arimonu 2016). Remember the raging 

controversy as it concerns the holders of B.Sc and HND certificates. The wrong value 

system of present day Nigerians, has ensured that it is only he with the cash that matters. 

Integrity no longer counts. The get rich quick syndrome has been raised to new heights and 

corruption has become a normal feature of the daily existence of Nigerians. It‟s really 

pitiable. 

7. Lack of Political Will: Nigeria is no doubt blessed super abundantly. I doubt if there is any 

nation on the planet more blessed than Nigeria in terms of human and material resources. 

Lack of the will to do what is right on the part the weak, corrupt and highly incompetent 

political leadership especially at the centre has ensured that square pegs are almost always 

put in round holes. Nepotism, religious sentiments, tribalism and other social ills has created 

inscrutable cleavages within the polity. These sentiments count more in appointments 

instead of competence. 

8. It is cardinal to point out that the curriculum of technical education in Nigeria which is based 

on foreign cum colonial model that is not suited to our environment is equally a major 

challenge. 

From literature thus far, it clear that Nigeria as a polity is sick, our educational system and 

technical education sub-sector is on life support. Can this system help the nation achieve 

sustainable development in any way? Your guess is as good as ours. 

 

Sustainable Development 

 We must at least have a grasp of the concept of development before delving into the 

broader sphere of sustainable development. 

 Development as espoused by Mbonu and Njoku (2017) is essentially a continuous 

process of generating and allocating resources for achieving greater socially satisfying 

needs. Development is a dialectical phenomenon in which the individual and the society 

interact with their physical, biological and inter-human environments, transform them for 

their own betterment and that of humanity at large through their knowledge of education. It 

involves comprehensive change or transformation in cultural, educational, economic, social 

and political fields. Development is seen as that process by which the adaptation capacity of 

any unit is increased. Development is an overall social process dependent upon the outcome 

of man‟s effort to deal with his natural environment which will involve going beyond the 

immediate situation and thinking of controlling their environments on a firm and continuous 

basis. 

 Nations the world over, have been striving to achieve sustainable development 

through initiating and instituting programmes to improve the way things are done. 
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Sustainable development calls for constant effort to initiate programmes and executing them 

for the overall interest of the people. The world commission on Environment and 

Development cited in Chukwu, Agada and Eze (2017:62) posits that: 

Sustainable development is development which meet the needs of the present generation 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It is a 

systematic concept relating to the continuity of economic, social, institutional and 

environmental aspects of human society as well as non-human environment.  

The concept of sustainable development was originally introduced at the first earth 

summit held in Stockholm, Sweden in 1972. Gathered in Sweden, representatives of 

government and non-governmental organizations identified education as fundamental to the 

successful achievement of sustainable development. However, little progress has been 

achieved since then, necessitating the injection of a badly needed urgency in 2005 when the 

United Nations adopted a decade of education for sustainable development. 

 In furtherance of the above, the adoption included the integration of the principles, 

values and practices of sustainable development into all aspects of education and learning. 

The idea is that such an input will create a more sustainable future in terms of environmental 

integrity, economic viability and a just society for present and future generations. 

 The purpose of sustainable development is to provide a means of configuring 

civilization and human activity so that society, its members and economics are able to meet 

their needs and express their greatest potential in the present, while preserving bio diversity 

and natural ecosystems. Planning for the ability to maintain this sustainable development 

emphasizes a desirable future state for human society in which living conditions and 

resource use meet human needs without undermining the sustainability of natural systems 

and the environment so that future generations may also have their needs met. 

 United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) cited in 

Chukwu, Agada and Eze (2017) highlighted the principles underlying sustainable 

development to include; intergenerational equity, gender equity and equality, just and 

peaceable societies, social tolerance, environmental preservation and restoration, poverty 

alleviation and natural resource conservation. The listed principles must be reasonably 

achieved before sustainable development can add value to the lives of the people. 

 From the foregoing, it is safe to say that sustainable development is all 

encompassing, cutting across all aspects of development, not a single or two year affair, but 

affects development at the present time, while ensuring that future development is not 

undermined. This would be an explanation to why countries strive to improve the standard of 

living of their citizens by ensuring that life enhancing projects are initiated to meet the 

present needs and also laying solid foundations whereby the needs of the future can also be 
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effectively met. Sustainable development is anchored on democracy, good governance, 

security, employment, social cohesion, quality health care, human rights and justice for all. 

 

National Security 

 The news of the brutal murder of the very Reverend Father Paul Offu on August 1, 

2019 sent down shivers down our spines. This happened barely five months after the 

decomposing body of Fr. Clement Ugwu was discovered in a bush barely one week 

following his kidnap. Many other cases of rape, kidnapping, murder has since been recorded 

in our dear Enugu State, still regarded amongst the safest states in Nigeria. 

 The herdsmen are on rampage across the country, killing, maiming, rapping and 

kidnapping at will with almost nothing being done in checkmating their nefarious activities. 

Killings in genocidal proportions are ongoing in southern Kaduna. Katsina, Mr. Presidents 

home state and other Northern states are not safe. The Kaduna-Abuja highway has become a 

no go area, just like many other highways across the land. Boko Haram has taken over the 

North East in pursuit of their so called statehood, the caliphate. 

 Truth is, there is uttermost and palpable fear in the land. Life has become so cheap 

in Nigeria that deaths of any kind hardly make news any longer. Nigeria is indeed on a 

precipice and something urgent needs be done. 

 The issue of security has been topical since primitive times. Audu, Lukeman and 

Mohammed (2014) argue that since the end of the cold war, there appears to be a shift from 

viewing security from state-centric perspective to a broader view encapsulating; human 

security, human rights and national development. 

 Iredia cited in Joshua, Ibietan and Azuh (2016) posit that national security is the 

capacity of a state to overcome challenges confronting her. He added that national security is 

not limited to military might, defence or law enforcement; it covers basic dimensions like 

job, water and food security. Any individual or any nation that cannot feed and/or shelter 

himself or feed and/or shelter its population is vulnerable and insecure. Any nation 

characterized by spiraling unemployment, inflation, high levels of tribalism, religious 

bigotry, moribund educational system, and beggarly infrastructure is insecure. 

 National security is equally seen as a state or condition in which the most cherished 

values of a country and the people are permanently protected and continuously enhanced. 

The concept of security also denotes the condition or feeling of safety from harm or danger. 

It also implies the defence and protection of values acquired. Security has to do with 

freedom from danger or threat to a nation‟s ability to protect and develop itself, promote its 

cherished values, legitimate interests and enhance the wellbeing of its citizens. Internal 

security implies freedom from danger to life and property. Security is any mechanism 
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devised to alleviate the most serious threat that prevent people from pursuing their cherished 

values and interests. 

 From the aforesaid, it is easy to deduce that insecurity implies a state of vulnerability 

to attacks, danger or threats to a people, their properties, esteemed principles and the 

inability of the nation to protect its citizens. Alemika cited in Joshua et al (2016) postulated 

that insecurity can be classified into several dimensions. The most significant dimensions 

are: 

1. Physical insecurity: Violent personal and property crimes. 

2. Public insecurity: Violent conflicts, insurgency and terrorism. 

3. Economic insecurity: Hunger, poverty, unemployment, homelessness. 

4. Social insecurity: Illiteracy, ignorance, ill health, malnutrition, lack of clean water, 

discrimination and exclusion. 

5. Human right violation: Denial of fundamental rights by state and non state actors. 

6. Political insecurity: Denial of good and social democratic governance. The dimensions of 

insecurity as highlighted above are interwoven and cannot be treated in strict isolation. Anan 

cited in Joshua et al (2016:3661-3662), in this wise argues that: 

Today we know that security means far more than absence of conflict. We know that lasting 

peace requires a broader vision encompassing areas such as education, health, democracy 

and human rights, protection against environmental degradation and the proliferation of 

deadly weapons. We know that we cannot be secure amidst starvation, that we cannot build 

peace without alleviating poverty, and that we cannot build freedom on the foundation of 

injustice. These pillars of what we now understand as the people centred concept of human 

security are interrelated and mutually reinforcing. 

The foregoing altruistic, time tested postulation is not just apt, but lays bare the fact that 

security engenders, quality (technical) education and sustainable development. Conversely, 

good and quality education including sustainable development, cannot thrive in an 

atmosphere characterized by insecurity. Condoleeza Rice, former secretary of State of the 

United States of America asserts that, quality education of a nation is a direct function of a 

countries national security. This relationship springs from the role education plays in proving 

the knowledge base for technological training. In the main, education, technical education is 

as important as national security. The Boko Haram insurgency has become a festering sore 

because the Nigerian military is fighting 21
st
 century Islamic military insurgency with 19

th
 

century military education. 
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Causes of Insecurity in Nigeria  

 The causes of insecurity in Nigeria include: 

1. High rates of unemployment and poverty. Nigeria has been rated the poverty capital of the 

world by the United Nations 

2. High rates of illiteracy among Nigerians 

3. Ethnicity and religious differences 

4. Corruption and unethical practices by Nigerians especially the political elite 

5. Porous borders 

6. The synergy between national security and democratic rule 

7. Lack of maximization of the security budget 

8. Terrorism 

9. Rapid population growth 

10. Poor economic policies by the various governments 

11. Struggle for resources and land 

12. The very wide gap between the rich and the poor 

13. Lack of accountability and good governance. 

 

Effects of Insecurity in Nigeria 

 These include: 

1. Brain drain: Flight of badly needed professionals who seek employment outside the country. 

2. Low foreign direct investment 

3. Unemployment  

4. Underdevelopment  

5. Poor image of the country among the committee of nations 

6. Heightened secessionist agitations 

7. Diversion of scarce resources from areas of need 

8. Large-scale devastation of property including individual homes, places of worship and 

farmlands (Omolumen and Audu, 2014), 

 

Technical Education, Sustainable Development and National Security: The Nigerian 

Experience 

 It was former president, General Olusegun Obasanjo who recently opined that 

Nigeria currently possesses all the characteristics of a failed state. Who are we to disagree 

with him with all that stares us in the face today. A retired General and a two time Head of 

State. He should know far better than most of us do. However watching closely, the state of 

affairs in the polity, even the uniformed will fully agree with the retired General. 
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 Our educational system is ailing; occasioned by poor funding crumbling and 

ramshackle infrastructure and facilities, low staff and students motivation and morale, 

ceaseless strike actions, including the so called quota system that discards merit in place of 

mediocrity. The list is endless. In case we do not know, the Nigerian government budget for 

education was less than 7% of total estimate for this 2020 fiscal year. This is far removed 

from at least 26% UNESCO recommendation on budget to education for developing 

countries, including Nigeria. Let‟s not forget that Nigeria still has well over 10million school 

age children out of school. The situation in the education sector is indeed appalling. Let‟s not 

forget too that the Academic Staff Union of Universities has been on strike since the 23
rd

 of 

March 2020 struggling to salvage our public universities from total collapse. Our public 

primary and secondary schools has since crumbled. 

 Nigeria scores very low in sustainable development. This is occasioned by an 

appalling educational system, health sector that is not working, terrible infrastructure and 

facilities, poor transport systems and an alarming security situation. Desertification is still a 

big problem, coupled with gas flaring and other sources of environmental degradation. 

 On security, the security situation in Nigeria has become so horrific that Nigeria is 

now being placed in the same league with such failed states like Somalia, Libya, Central 

African Republic (CAR), Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria. What a pity. Nigeria ranks 16
th
 in the 

list of most dangerous countries on the planet. Since 2015 till date, Nigeria has been rated by 

the World Terrorism Index (WTI) as the third most impacted country in the world by 

terrorism. Only Afghanistan and Iraq ranks above Nigeria. It is very embarrassing that our 

dear country ranks worse than Syria, Yemen, Somalia and Libya. According to Global 

Conflict Tracker, Boko Haram insurgency has claimed about 37,500 lives since 2011 and 

displaced about 2.5 million. The figures could be far higher. There is no end in sight to the 

carnage as it looks like the insurgents are taking the battle to the soldiers instead of the other 

way round. Large parts of the North East has become no go areas as the insurgents decimate 

both armed soldiers and civilians at will as reported daily in the media. 

 Reports indicate equally that most primary and secondary schools especially in rural 

Borno State are not functional. The humanitarian crises in the North East is indeed alarming 

and the destruction in infrastructure is unprecedented. Book Haram is rated by the United 

Nations as the world‟s deadliest terrorist organization. The very bad news indicate that ISIS 

and ISWAP has joined the fray in Nigeria. There is serious cause for concern. 

 

 

Conclusion 
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 Education, technical education is the very to technological growth and development 

of nations especially developing economies like Nigeria in this 21
st
 century. When the 

various governments lay more emphasis on qualitative technical education with more youths 

benefitting, it means more youths will graduate from schools with skills, with many 

becoming employers of labour instead of job seekers. With this scenario, the insurgents will 

have less recruits. It is a well known fact that it is the idle mind that turns the devils 

workshop. 

 

Recommendations  

1. The various governments in the country should ensure that they set aside at least 26% of 

their annual budgetary allocations to education. This by extension, flows to the technical 

education sub sector. 

2. Emergency should be declared on Nigerian‟s education system with massive rejuvenation in 

infrastructural facilities. 

3. Special grants should be offered to technical instructors and teachers in all the schools to 

motivate them to give out their best in terms of teaching, learning and transfer of skills.  

4. Constant training, retraining and inservice education must be made available to these 

teachers in technical order to constantly expose them to the latest in classroom pedagogy. 

5. The various governments in the country should build more technical schools, colleges and 

universities, and ensure they are well equipped with well qualified highly motivated teachers 

and instructors. These schools will without doubt be churning out highly skilled graduates 

who are agents of sustainable development. The graduates will equally be highly skilled in 

various disciplines; auto mechanics, refrigeration, computer software and hardware etc. 

Instead of being job seekers these graduates will in no time become employers of labour 

contributing to national economic development and growth. 

6. Courses on environmental sustainability should form part of the curriculum of technical 

education in technical colleges, polytechnics and colleges of engineering and technology in 

the various universities. 

7. Security education should equally be integrated into the curriculum of at all levels in the 

country. 
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Abstract 
The vision of education for sustainable development is a world where everyone has 

the opportunity to benefit from quality education and learn values, behaviour and 

lifestyles required for a sustainable future for positive societal transformation. This 

study examined sustaining development through language education as a means of 

fostering Nigeria. A 16-item questionnaire was drawn on what contains how 

language can sustain development in Nigeria; a purposive sampling technique was 

employed in gathering information and analyzed through chi-square (x
2
). The 

findings reveal among others that language is a major promoter of national 

development as the x
2
 cal < obv i.e. 00 < 1.00. Hence, it is recommended that the 

learning of language especially indigenous languages should be encouraged and 

the federal and state governments should sponsor programmes or seminars 

motivating the learning of the languages more than before. 

 

Keywords:  Repositioning, Language, Instrument and Sustainable Development. 

 

 

Language is one of the most important attribute of humanity, language is so vital in 

a man‟s life that there is hardly any situation where it is not involved. It is a vehicle of 

power, a means by which we control, create and preserve culture (Daniels, 2003). Language 

is an important tool in education. Adegbite in Chidi-Ehiem (2015) opines that, “language can 

be described as a system of sounds or vocal symbols which human beings use to 

communicate experiences. It is a special characteristics. Language is the most important 

factor in identifying who is who, where one comes from, what one is made of, ones culture 

and tradition. It is a vehicle which is used to impart knowledge and so a vehicle of thought, 

culture and communication. It has a dual function; as a subject on the curriculum as well as a 
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medium of instruction. Ijeoma in Nwaubani (2007), stated the basic function of language as 

follows: 

Language facilitates the acquisition and  

1. Exchange of information and ideas 

2. It identifies wants and needs 

3. It is a means of self identification 

4. Language is social interaction 

5.  It is a means of expressing feelings and emotions 

It is therefore a social function that permits the individual to become an interacting member 

of the society. Language is the pivot around which every activity rotates hence it is an 

instrument of public relations, medium of imparting knowledge, means of national and 

political interaction and a gateway to sustainable development in Nigeria. 

The essence of language to man‟s life is not hidden because it is an important aspect of his 

development. Wall work in Daniels (2005), language is used: 

6. as a social regulator 

7. for ceremonial purposes  

8.   as an instrument of action 

9. To keep records 

10. To convey orders and information 

11. To influence people 

12. To enable self-expression 

13. To embody and enable thought 

If we consider the above, it becomes obvious that no human society can exist 

without language. It therefore means that language is seen as instrument of economic and 

political power. 

Our country, Nigeria is a country of many languages in order to sustain development 

in the country, the numerous languages should be acknowledged and their roles appreciated. 

Language is a social function that permits the individual to become an interacting member of 

the society. Bamgbose in Nwubani (2007) opines that language not only serves as a means 

of communication and self expression, it also make cooperative effort and joint action. It 

therefore, no doubt makes possible social co-operation, social cohesion and interaction of the 

members of a community for the purpose of overall social development. 

According to Mgbodile in Chidi-Ehiem (2015), language is the chief means of 

generating, maintaining and transferring culture and civilization. He stresses that man learns 

to walk, to climb or swim. Consequently, language is the bedrock to nation building. For 

Aziza in Chidi-Ehiem (2015), language is the most important tool with which society is 
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organized and it is hardly possible to talk of national development without including the 

language with which the people formulate their thought, ideas and needs. This means that 

every human action revolve around language. 

Through the instrumentality of language a group of people can promote peace 

required for sustainable development, harmony, protection of the environment and the 

personal fulfillment of each human being (Nwubani, 2007). 

If this nation is to achieve a sustainable national development, there should be a 

review of the national language. Language is the glue that holds the society together; it is the 

vehicle of unity and the windows for seeing reality. 

Development is a process that creates growth, progress, positive change or addition 

of physical, economic, environment, social and demographic components. 

It is the systematic use of scientific and technical knowledge to meet specific 

objectives or requirements. It is also a process of economic and social transformation that is 

based on complex cultural and environmental factors and their interactions (Business 

dictionary). 

Sustainable development can be defined as the structured principles that have been 

conceived to meet the expectations of human development. It is also seen as development 

that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their own needs.  

Sustainable development is the organizing principle for meeting human development 

goals while simultaneously sustaining the ability of natural systems to provide the natural 

resources and ecosystem services based upon which the economy and society depend 

(Wikipedia, 2014). 

 

The study 

It is believed that language is the essential facilitator in the development and growth 

of a given nation. This expresses hope for sustenance of development in Nigeria but it is 

quite unfortunate that Nigerians regard the indigenous language that are supposed to serve as 

an instrument for development in our nation as incomplete. In the education sector, Nigerian 

languages are being accorded an inferior status both the elites and the illiterates opt for 

English language, which exposes their wards to the foreign culture that under rate its foreign 

users. How then can the development be sustained in this country of ours when our own 

language is neglected. 

 

Research Questions 

1. What is the relationship between language and sustainable development in Nigeria 
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2. To what extent does lack of knowledge of indigenous language influence the 

sustainable development in Nigeria? 

3. To what extent does language responsible for sustainable development?  

Research 1: What is the relationship between language and suitable.  

 

Table 1: Mean and Standard Deviation Response of Respondents  
S/N Items x  SD Dec 

1. Language is an instrument of action that can lead to 

development  

2.95 1.10 GE 

2. Language is a vehicle for impacting knowledge for 

sustainable development 

2.61 1.20 GE 

3. Language fosters the understanding of sustainable 

development  

2.75 0.99 GE 

4. Without the language, it will be difficult to convey the 

information and ideas of sustainable development  

2.68 1.25 GE 

 Overall 2.75 0.83 GE 

 

 

Table 1: This shows that each of the items 1,2,3, and 4 indicates that language is the major 

instrument for impacting knowledge for sustainable development to a great extent. The 

overall mean score of 2.75, implies that the two colleges of education in Imo State are of the 

opinion that language fosters the understanding of sustainable development to a great extent. 

The standard deviation (range 0.83-2.25) indicate that the responses do not vary so widely.  

 

Research Question 2: To what extent does lack of knowledge of indigenous language 

influence sustainable development in Nigeria.  

 

Table 2: Mean and Standard Deviation of Respondents. 
S/N Items x  SD Dec 

1. Without indigenous language sustainable development will 

not be achieved   

3.12 1.05 VGE 

2. Sustainable development will be better understood with 

indigenous language  

2.50 0.89 GE 

3. Without indigenous language, people will be less concern 

about sustainable development goals.  

2.89 1.31 GE 

 Overall 2.62 0.69 GE 
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Table 2: This shows that lack of knowledge of indigenous language influence sustainable 

development in Nigeria. Item 1 indicates that without indigenous language, sustainable 

development will not be achieved to a very great extent. On the other hand, items 2 and 3 

shows that without indigenous language people will be less concern about sustainable 

development goals to a great extent. The standard deviation (range 0.69-1.31) indicate that 

the responses do not vary so widely.  

 

Research Question 3: To what extent can language be responsible for the sustainable 

development. 

 

Table 3: Mean and Standard of the Respondents 
S/N Items x  SD Dec 

1. To convey information and direction on sustainable 

development 

2.11 1.27 GE 

2. As an instrument of action on sustainable development 2.55 1.34 GE 

3. As a means of charting the course for the attainment of 

sustainable development.  

2.83 1.12 GE 

 Overall 2.37 0.79 GE 

 

Table 3: This shows that language can be responsible for the sustainable development in 

Nigeria to a great extent. The overall mean score of 2.37 implies that language is means of 

charting the course for the attainment of sustainable development. The standard deviation 

(range 0.79-1.34) indicate that the response do not vary.  

In the light of the above, the study seeks answers to the following hypothesis. 

1. There exists no significant relationship between language and sustainable 

development in Nigeria. 

2. Lack of knowledge of indigenous language will not significantly influence the 

sustainable development in Nigeria. 

3. Language is not responsible for the sustainable development in Nigeria. 

A survey research method was used in determining the effectiveness of language as a viable 

instrument of sustaining development in Nigeria. A total of forty lecturers and forty students 

were drawn from the two colleges of education in Imo State. 

 

Instrument 

 The researcher used a self developed questionnaire the language education 

assessment questionnaire (LEAQ) which consists of 4-items. The respondent were required 
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to indicate on a 4-point scale, the extent the language can sustain our development in Nigeria 

using to very Great extent, (VGE), to a great extent (GE), to a less extent (LE) and to a very 

less Extent (LE).  

The samples validity and reliability were ensured via test-re-test method conducted 

previously. Data collected was analyzed using chi-square test. 

 

Discussion 

 Data in tables 1, 2 and 3 showed that language is a veritable tool for the sustainable 

development. It fosters the understanding of sustainable development and as well very 

difficult to convey the information and ideas of sustainable development in Nigeria to a very 

great extent. This result implies that for the teachers of the languages especially the major 

Nigerian language like their science education counterparts to teach effectively incentives 

should be provided for them in schools in Nigeria. The implication of finding could be that if 

incentives are not adequately provided for the teachers they would not be motivated to teach 

and impact effectively and this might in turn affect the language education, especially 

indigenous language as an instrument of promoting sustainable development in Nigeria. 

Hence finding agrees with the observation of Epuchie (2008) when he noted that there is a 

significant relationship between the existence of incentives to teachers and the quality of 

their product.  

 

Results  

Result on language as the source of sustenance of development in Nigeria.  

Hypothesis 1: There exist no significant relationship between language and sustainable 

development in Nigeria. 

 

Table 1: Analysis of Respondents 
N x  SD X

2
 df Table value P<0.05 

6 71.83 5.84 0.000 5 1.000 Significant  

     

 Table 1 shows that, the mean and SD is given as 71.83 and 5.84 respectively. The x
2
 value 

is 0.000 at degree of freedom of 5 at p < 0.05 while the table value is given as 1.000 which 

means that the x
2
 calculated is less than the observed value hence there exist significant 

sustainable development in Nigeria. 

 

Hypothesis 2: Lack of knowledge of indigenous language will not significantly influence 

the sustainable of development in Nigeria 
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Table 2: Analysis of Respondents       
 N x  SD x

2
 df Table value P<0.05 

5 38.00 32.02 .600 3 .896 Significant  

 

Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation is 38.00 and 32.02 respectively. The x
2
 value 

is 600 at degree of freedom of 3 at p < 0.05 while the table value is given as .896 meaning 

that the x
2
 calculated is less than the observed value, hence the lack of knowledge of 

indigenous language significantly influence the promotion of the sustainable national 

development in Nigeria. 

 

Hypothesis 3: Language is not responsible for the sustainable development in Nigeria.  

 

Table 3: Analysis of Respondents       
 N x  SD X

2
 df Table value P<0.05 

3 62.00 9.89 .000 3 1.000 Significant  

 

Table 3 indicated that the mean and the standard deviation given as 62.00 and 9.89 

respectively. The x
2
 value is given as .000 at degree of freedom of 3 at p < 0.05, while the 

table value is 1.000 which means that the x
2
 calculated is less than the observed value, 

hence, language is responsible for promotion of sustainable development in Nigeria. 

From the foregoing, it is obvious that lack of the knowledge of one another‟s language in our 

country hinders the sustainable of our development as shown in table 2. 

In addition, according to UNESCO, language is important because “through 

language people communicate, share meaning and experience their sense of individual and 

community identity. Loss of language and culture is frequently accompanied by large human 

and social costs, including poverty, poor health, drug and alcohol abuse, family violence and 

suicide. 

Language is a communication tool and powerful means to disseminate knowledge and ideas. 

But lack of interest in the promotion of the indigenous language has been a long time 

problem in our society with the result that policy-makers and federal and state government 

are yet to device means for the actualization for the usage of indigenous language in our 

daily activities in our country which will boost unity and national development. 

 

Conclusion  

The findings of this study have shown that language is the key elements of 

communication since there is no development without communication; we can state that 
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language has a particularly important function in the achievement of the sustainable 

development. Recognizing the profound importance that people place on their language is a 

core insight for tackling poverty and hunger. It is an important part of the move away from 

“top down” models of development that have been shown not to work and towards 

participatory development models, which often do. 

 

Recommendations 

 It is recommended from the findings that a child‟s language is closely associated 

with its natural identity, there is therefore need for re-orientation by the educational sector 

seeing themselves as vanguards of Nigerian development which entrenched in their 

language. It is also pertinent that programmes be sponsored on radio, television and 

newspaper to help in promoting and encouraging the languages. The tradition games of these 

languages should also be encourages which would help in strengthening the spread and as 

well motivate others to learn them. Instructional materials, books, well equipped libraries 

and other resource materials should be made available to the language teachers. Government 

should provide incentives in form of allowance and special salary scale for language teachers 

especially Nigerian language teachers in the field. 

Finally, the language experts should organize seminars, conferences, workshops, 

symposiums and as well as sent on government sponsored regular training to update their 

knowledge that will help in the promotion of the indigenous languages in Nigeria. 
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Abstract 
Female masculinity is an expression of male gender traits in females. These 

masculine traits in female characters have received little attention from scholars all 

over the places, Nigerian literary writings inclusive,when compared to their focus 

on the socio cultural constructs of females as weak, soft and inferior. This paper 

examined different ways by which some female protagonists in selected plays of 

Osofisan express related masculine attributes with a view to determining the 

existence of masculinity features in them. The paper adopted Nussbaum‘s model of 

Liberal Feminist theories. Two of Osofisan‘s drama texts were purposively selected 

based on their thematic affinities for revolutionary attributes in females. These 

include Morountodun and Other Plays (MT) and Red is freedom Road (RED). Data 

were subjected to literary analysis. These females engage in diverse forms of era-

bound masculinity clues to control people and situations. The clues include dress 

code, voice act, assertiveness and body language. In dress code (transvestism), 

Titubi (MT) engages in a psychological warfare-fashioned disguise to suppress 

warlords in their aggressive states. Voice act (mannerisms, persuasions) are subtly, 

but effectively used by both protagonists. Ibidun (RED), uses persuasions with 

doggedness to subvert men. Titubi (MT) andIbidun (RED), use Assertiveness clues 

(persistence and revolutionary qualities to transform the lives of their people. Body 

language clues are displayed by  both  protagonists to entrap people to succumb to 

their wills. Titubi‘s (MT) use of beauty, courage and determination quell the 

militant peasants, making the riotous society peaceful. These semiotic features 

establish the era-bound differential exhibition of female masculinity in the dramatic 

works of Osofisan 

 

.Keywords: Female masculinity, Nigerian plays, Literature and gender, Masculinity clues. 
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Literary writers make use of language to create potent and  influential words and 

ideas  in their literary creativities. Since writers are human beings fashioned out of  the 

creator‟s image, they are naturally gifted to be creative by nature. They are then  creative 

people who „create‟ with words, which, acording to Ezeigbo,( 2008:1)  can heal, condemn, 

destroy, encourage and convict. In the hands of a writer, words can do a lot of things! And 

since literature is a field which privileges clarity of expression and competence in the use of 

language, especially in literary discourse, writers use their creativity to instruct and entertain 

people and establish literary traditions that become factual and have remained undeniable 

facts in the society, nowadays. 

It is therefore, expedient to say that “words are palm oil with which yams are   

eaten”(Achebe). Language, therefore, becomes the vehicle through which literature delights 

as well as instructs, and  an indispensable tool to the creative artist and literary critic, who 

must have a facility for words as Ezeigbo, further amplifies. With the creative abilities 

vested on these contemporary writers, the last couple of decades have prominently featured 

matters concerning women and gender issues worldwide.  

The concept of gender in feminist writings and other sociological discourses became 

popular in the early 1970s. In simple terms, gender explains the differences between men 

and women in social terms as men, and what a man can and cannot do, and as women, and 

what a woman can or cannot do. Therefore, gender is an analytical category that is socially 

constructed to differentiate the biological difference between men and women. The term 

gender is also used to describe the differences in behaviour between men and women which 

are described as masculine and feminine (Pilcher and Whelehan 2004:56).  

Feminist writings focus on this aspect and claim that these differences are not 

biological but social constructions of patriarchal society. Some theorists suggest that the 

biological differences between men and women also result in their mental and physical 

differences. They argue that biologically, men are physically and mentally superior to 

women. Other theorists suggest that the biological difference between men and women are 

exaggerated. The differences are socially constructed by the patriarchal system of society by 

which men are described as superior to women. 

Infact,  the general assumptions in Western culture and in post-independence 

African societies have been hinged on the fact that women are perceived, regarded and 

treated as inferior, weaklings and powerless when social and cultural issues relating to the 

society are raised. Women,too believed that they are sidetracked and severed from other 

social structures of life, such as culture, politics and administration. This notion stemmed 

from the fact that masculinity, one of the operative  concepts in  gender studies, has  become 

the paradigm for measuring social ideals and qualities relating to being superior, strong, 
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assertive, reasonable and brilliant.These  are some of the attributes ascribed to being 

„masculine‟ and attributable to „men‟. However, the opposite and negative variables, such as 

weak, inferior, soft and unreasonable, are mistakenly accorded women such that they are 

regarded as being „feminine‟ and female‟. 

Scholars of Western and Nigerian literatures like Galford (1988), Dorkin (1989) and 

Chinweizu (1990:9)  and Halberstem, (2001:15), addressed this, claiming that “women are 

slaves and men are masters” and “all housewives are being economically exploited; all 

working women are oppressed”. Halberstaim, (2001:18) reiterates that feminist literary 

critics believe that women have been treated and perceived as men‟s inferiors for a long 

time, focusing  on the socio-cultural constructs of females as weak, soft, inferior and 

voiceless. They also affirm that as time evolved, there have been lots of changes as women 

are not better or worse human beings than men. If and where there are differences, such are 

apparent, and are only products of cultural and social conditioning of the society, which lead 

to the division of human traits into femininity and masculinity that invariably complicate 

human relationships. Many other scholars posit that women have equal and powerful status 

in the society,believing that, „the definition of womanhood is  not always  biological  or   

sexual and that there are socio-economic  points and levels where women ceased to be  seen  

as  women, but are  officially  and  spiritually designated  as  men.  

In other words, there are situations where women exercise authorities that are quite 

binding on their subjects as men  do. These facts erase any doubt as to whether female 

masculinity and its exercise by women,‟ the history of a male identified women in power‟ 

and also the  male femininity trait which could be found in man, which this paper identifies 

as masculine attributes in women and feminine in men, are in existence.   

 

Objectives 

The objectives of this  paper are, among others to: 

i.  Examine  diverse ways by which female protagonists in the selected  plays express          

related   masculine attributes in determining the existence of masculinity features in them. 

ii. Establish the existence and practice of differential modes and means of female 

masculinity traits by the female protagonists as created in the plays. 

iii      Contribute to the efforts to search for the ideal ways of adding a newer definition to 

gender ideology, as relates to the concepts of masculinities and femininities as cross-

gendered variables found in both genders, sex differentiations notwithstanding.   
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Statement of the Problem 

 Much has been said in favour of the fact that women are weak, inferior and would 

not even hurt a fly. Some critics even hold  that, in as much as all human beings are created 

equally by the same „being‟, definitely, they share same traits, since the same blood and 

veins run through them. They begin to see that women are not better or worse human beings 

than men, and that any perceived differences are merely products of cultural and social 

conditioning of the society. 

However, masculine traits in female characters have received little attention from 

scholars of Western and Nigerian literary writings when compared to their focus on the 

socio-cultural constructs of women as highlighted above. Therefore, there is need to properly 

investigate the artistic„originality‟ and „expressiveness‟ of female masculinity aesthetics in 

Femi Osofisan‟s Morountodun and Red is the Freedom Road in the light of the difference in 

opinions shared by different scholars above. It is historical that  there are powerful women in 

the societies in question  whose traits correspond in status to men‟s and who equally wield 

some forms of masculine power and authority within their  societies. As such, the paper 

reiterates the fact that women do exercise the masculinity inherent in them without 

necessarily going through conventional but subtle means, and in their female-bodied 

characters. The paper attempts to proffer solutions to the research questions raised thus. 

 

Research Questions 

The following  questions served the focus of the paper: 

1. Do women exhibit masculine attributes similar to or different from the men? 

2. How does  dress code express masculinity in the physical turn out of the 

protagonists in the texts? 

3. What are the testing agents that voice-act express related  masculine traits  in the  

utterances of the female protagonists created in the plays? 

4. What are  the different means by which these female protagonists engage in 

assertive-related masculine attributes? 

5. How do body language features in the protagonists  reflect female masculinity traits? 

6. Of what relevance are the features of female masculinity created and exhibited by 

these female protagonists to gender issues in  contemporary society? 

 

Purpose of the Study 
This study presupposes that it is possible for masculinity, the construct which has 

almost invariably been ascribed to men, to be exhibited by women. Such masculinity may, or 

may not take a different form from the masculinity exhibited by men.  
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The purpose of this paper is to identify indicators of female masculinity traits exhibited 

either through behaviours, actions and words by women to influence others such as: dress 

code, voice act, assertiveness and body language clues in selected drama texts of Femi 

Osofisan.  However, the paper emphasised the fact that masculinity is merely a socio-

cultural concept and a behavioural trait, which does not mark gender or sex but could be 

found in individual, irrespective of gender. This study is hinged on the fact that everybody  

is equally created both male and female and the notion that human beings intrinsically 

possess a foundational core (essence), typically associated with „Humanism‟, which sets 

them apart from other animals. This implies that men and women share and can exhibit 

equal traits besides performing similar gender roles, as informs by the playwright whose 

creativity nature is to use his work to instruct and entertain people and establish a literary 

tradition that becomes factual and  remained undeniable point in the society, nowadays. 

 

Scope and Delimitation of the Study  
The concept of masculinity may be looked at from diverse perspectives, depending 

on each scholar‟s perception of the ideology.  However, this paper focused on the expression 

of male gender traits in women, a type of female masculinity, which emphasises masculine 

characteristics that may be displayed in a person, who does not appear in any way male. And 

which debunks the usual fundamental claims by the womenfolk, that women are naturally 

powerless and are oppressed by men within the society; that women are subservient to men 

at home and all housewives are exploited and subjugated.  

The paper concentrated on four specific areas through which female masculinity 

traits are exemplified: voice art, dress code, assertiveness and body language  (where the 

female protagonists under study, Titubi and Ibidun, exhibit their autocratic powers to 

achieve their desires in the selected texts). 

 

Research Methodology 

The paper adopted Derrida‟s Deconstruction theory, which states that binary 

oppositions relating to gender identities could be reversed, displaced and hierrechies 

overturned to change social attitudes and perceptions of people  for implied meanings. It was  

library-based, whereby journals, books, periodicals and other scholarly website information 

were  employed to underpin the philosophical elucidation of the primary dramatic texts.  

It analyses  expressions of female masculinity traits in the texts  through the various contexts 

of dress code, voice act, assertive tendency and body language. 
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Analysis of Osofisan’s Morountodun and Red is the Freedom Road 

 Here, an attempt is made to analyse the selected plays with the aim of bringing out 

some of the features of female masculinity as exhibited by the female protagonists  

examined.  

Writers generally draw from their environments, from the past and the present in the 

course of writing their texts.  This is why a brief consideration of osofisan‟s background,his 

artistic vision and ideology shall be touched before analysing his plays. 

Femi Osofisan was born on 18
th
 June, 1946. He had his early education at 

Government College, Ibadan and subsequently his university education in Nigeria, Dakar 

and Paris.Osofisan, a professor of Drama and Theatre, is a versatile, energetic and 

committed writer.  His drama gives voice to the down-trodden people, especially 

women of the society and presents the common and the oppressed  who become assertive in 

their quests to advocate for social change. Most of his drama is energised, full of positive, 

revolutionary ideologies and fall back on histories which have a common storyline with the  

local  histories. He  reworks most of these histories, myths and legendary past as in his Red 

is the freedom road and Morountodun, in order to revise, reinterpret and challenge such for 

the benefit of his contemporaneous age. He tries to reconstruct history, radicalise myths and 

legend to become appropriate „vehicles‟ to bring his ideological vision into reality (Obafemi, 

2001:164). 

Thus, in Osofisan‟s drama, the immediate and relevant problems of the society are 

rehearsed and shown before the audience. Through this, his drama becomes a means of 

showing the society‟s need for change and liberation, and to show how either men or women 

have always and can still challenge any act of tyranny or oppression within the society just 

to allow for equal treatment of both sexes through the collective endeavor of the people. 

In appreciating the fact that women are positioned as underprivileged and have been 

culturally intimidated within the Nigerian society, Osofisan still  recognises their ubiquitous 

power and strengths in exercising some pronounced degree of control and power over their 

destinies(Olanrewaju, 2014:105) Osofisan also gives us a vision of a new and progressive 

society with militant, masculine women who share equal traits with men.  By so doing, he 

thus sees the new society where old prejudices crumble, giving way to reconciliation and 

equality of gender where females‟ militant actions become visible and acknowledged. .  His 

work is preoccupied with female masculine characters that are concerned with radical, 

forceful, as well as revolutionary traits. The characters are those who stand firmly in their 

quest for social change and to assert their masculine will, not minding the outcome.In his 

work, women share equal status with men and are usually determined to transform people or 

collaborate with them in the quest for transformation in the society. .An evidence of this is 
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shown in Morountodun which prominently featured women whose commitement to active 

participation in the cause of the society are as valid and critical to its success as the men who 

physically take up arms to defend it (Ajayi,1996), cited in Olanrewaju, 2014:138). 

 How most of his women in the plays portray masculine traits in them to dethrone 

and debunk patriarchal subjugation and discrimination under the hegemonic rule of the 

society of their time shall be examined. Thus, in our analysis of Osofisan‟s plays, we 

highlight the radical stance of the heroines, their rejection of patriarchal marginalisation and 

intimidation and how his women portray the masculinity in them, deconstructing the 

established male paradigms of power, toughness and militancy. 

 

Dramatic works of Femi Osofisan 
 For the sake of brevity, our references shall be limited to two play texts of this great 

playwright of note: He shows how unequal powers were challenged in the past even by 

females and thereby justifies the fact that use of power in any form does not reside with just 

a sex but in both to achieve justice and equity among people. This is the case with 

Morountodun and Red is the Freedom Road where the heroines use their powers to bring 

sanity to reign even within the then patriarchal society. Thus, in the analysis of Osofisan 

selected plays, radical concept of female heroism is highlighted. 

 It focuses on dress code; disguise variables, as clue to expressing female masculinity 

in the plays. Attention is also given to voice act; persuasion variables as expression of 

related masculine attributes. It further examines assertiveness clue in form of persistence, 

coercion, control and dominance variables as means of exhibiting female masculinity . 

Equally, it considers body language clues in form of gestures, aesthetics and flirtatious 

outlook to exhibiting masculine traits in the selected plays. 

 

Dresscode clue: (disguise/impersonation)  in Morountodun (MT ) 

           Let me also wear. Such deliberate disguises  

           Rats, coat, Cow skin, crossed staves in 

           a field   behaving as the wind behaves.  

                        (T S Eliot -The Hollow Men). 

 

Osofisan sets his stories within real and familiar surroundings in which  people‟s beliefs are 

easily recognised by those who are accustomed with the terrains within which those stories 

are situated.  Also, some of Osofisan‟s stories are based on daily matters that are much 

relevant to the socio-cultural order of the Nigerian society. These are stories fashioned out of 
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the cultural practices that obtain where male intimidation and subjugation are the order of 

the day.  

The female protagonists in his plays challenge the convention about chauvinistic 

power of the males to  always arrest any situation and refuse to accept the supremacy of men 

over others in a  given situation. (Ajayi,1996), in Olanrewaju, 2014:139), reitrates the fact 

that the playwright “pays tribute to, and gives recognition to the silent-behind-the-scene 

roles that women have always played in national, social, political or economic struggles”. He 

employs disguise as a means of exercising female masculinity  but his females do not engage 

in cross-dressing in the physical mode but do that psychologically, as in case of Titubi who 

does disguise psychologically to become Morountodun- a Moremi personified.  

Morountodun, which literally means „I have found something of substance‟, is a 

play based on the Moremi myth. Moremi is a legendary Queen of Ile Ife. During one of the 

internal wars waged against the Yorubas by the Igbos, the queen abandoned her royalty and 

infiltrated the Igbo camp to seek victory for her people. Similarly, Osofisan recreates this 

Moremi myth, linking it with  the historical 1969 Agbekoya revolt which involved the 

Yoruba farmers‟ protest against the then government‟s excessive exploitation and 

connecting it with Titubi.   

In MT, Titubi, the daughter of Alhaja Kabirat disguises psychologically,  as if she 

were Moremi, and she is unconsciously assuming the name and the status of the  renowned 

Moremi, the legend of Ile Ife, who at one time undertook the missionary journey into the 

enemy‟s territory. Titubi sees herself performing similar role of first protecting her class 

though she later becomes sympathetic to the peasants‟ oppresive state of being. Her disguise 

dimension here is through the process of „conscientization‟ through which she undergoes a 

radical change to cast off a self-centered and selfish status. She metamorphoses into an 

aggressive and manly role in order to support the peasants and repress oppression and 

intimidation. She undergoes a psychological disguise by gallantly taking a step forcing her 

way into the arena where men fear to tread in oder to crush the peasants‟ revolt which has 

led to fracas in the town. Shegoes to the market place with hired thugs and the inscriptions 

on the placards shouting: “Down with Agitators! Wipe out the insane lovers of poverty! 

crush the peasant revolt” ( 7). 

 To further exercise the masculinity in her,  Titubi, out of curiosity and bravery, goes 

on an adventure into the peasant farmers‟ camp, volunteering to go and arrest the peasants‟ 

leaders through espionage. That is, it requires Titubi engaging in a psychological warfare-

fashioned disguise journey, similar to Moremi‟s, to suppress those warlords in their 

aggressive states: 
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Titubi: Suppose I do volunteer? Suppose I offer to fight the peasants? I will do it Mama, one 

woman did it before.    (26)     

  

 Here, Titubi undergoes an ideological transformatory disguise under the assumption of 

Moremi‟s integrity and status other than her real self. Nkiruka, (2011:14), further emphasises 

this point:   

Titubi‟s projected success on the spy mission is predicated on her sexuality as a female. She 

is daring but her qualification for the job emphasises not her intelligence, but her  personality 

as a  sexual object. 

 

Body language clue in (MT); Use of beauty, courage and determination 
Aesthetics, according to Effiong  (2004:102), “is the study of the mind and emotions 

in relation to the sense of beauty.” Aesthetics, therefore, has to do with being beautiful from 

the psychological perspectives where it concerns the study of mind and emotions. It can be 

noted that drama has a lot in common with the issue of aesthetics, of beauty. Osofisan values 

aesthetics in his works, as well as in his heroine, In MT, Titubi takes a bold step infiltrating 

the farmers‟ camp in an attempt to capture their leader – Marshal. This she does by extolling 

the charming power in her heroic sense of adventure; her virtue cum the effective use of her 

beauty, courage and determination put together into quelling  all the fierce looking warlords 

at the battle field and turning the riotous society into a peaceful one. In Titubi‟s strong desire 

to be the modern day Moremi, she uses her beauty, having been encouraged by the role 

Moremi played with her beauty to capture the militant Igbo warlords. Titubi further believes 

that her physical appearance would  be a trap to bewitch the peasant‟s mighty warrior 

without any controversy. And without mincing words, her beauty casts a spell on the mighty 

man of valour as Marshal confesses: 

 We have met your parents.We have been to the house from which your manners 

were furnished.We have  grown to cherish you, and that is enough. Therefore,  I pluck her 

from the storehouse of beauty and   tenderness, she is the goddess  of  beauty  herself. I name 

her  Morountodun.(75) 

Very unlike the flirtatious look used by some of the other western heroines to entrap 

men, Titubi‟s natural beauty coupled with her elegance and virtues cast the spell on her 

beholders; Marshal and Bogunde. Bogunde seems to be the only one that is able to discern 

the real beauty of Titubi from its pretentious power. This he does by declaring publicly that 

people should not try to be influenced by her  beauty as general Marshal has already been 

bewitched, thus declaring Titubi as the goddess of beauty herself. Bogunde, at first takes 

Titubi‟s real beauty as mere supposition and warns that women are cunning and dangerous 
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and could disguise to be beautiful just to achieve their ambitious plans as it happens at the 

end. 

 From the above, it could be discovered that women have their unique ways of 

achieving their objectives and enforcing powers without necessarily going tough as men 

would. So without much stress or flexing of the muscles, Titubi is able to quell the fiery fire 

burning and  creating serious tension in the society, when men, like the Superintendent, have 

been reluctant and jittery to take such bold steps. Titubi, eventually uses all her attribute, 

saesthetics, courage, persistence and determination to suppress both the militant warlords 

and the aggressive peasants. At the end, the riotous society becomes pacified and peaceful. 

Definitely, females are heroic and could activate the masculine attributes in them to  play 

prominent roles as shown in some of plays examined in the study. Most of these females are 

naturally endowed with militant and revolutionary traits like the males. 

 

Assertiveness /Voiced clues in: Red is the Freedom Road (RED) 

Women display assertive tendencies by being persuasive and persistent in subtle, 

respective and confident manners. An average assertive woman does this with a smile, with 

self confidence and an assured posture.   In „the assertive clues‟ we clarify the masculinity in 

the female characters who choose to assert themselves in love, through either dominant, 

persuasive, persistent,control or coercive means and by engaging in societal wars single 

handedly or in company of others.  

From the above facts, Red is the Freedom Road (RED) portrays a good example of a strong-

willed and heroic protagonist who exhibits female masculinity traits inherent in her to 

achieve what the husband could not. The above concurs with what Lindsay and Miescher 

(2003:53) observe  that African women, and in particular Nigerian women, have been known 

right from the beginning of their existence to occupy a variety of leadership roles in their 

societies. Women and men have always coexisted to complement their societal needs. In 

some cases, a system of joint sovereginty exists whereby leadership roles are shared between 

the leader and his female counterpart. In a system of this kind, women‟s powerful traits are 

acknowledged as equally as the men‟s. 

  So, in the  Nigerian society, gender becomes flexible and fluid, allowing women 

active participation in the progress of the society. This heroic status of women has always 

been noted as it happens when Ibidun in Red takes a bold and assertive decision to gear up 

her husband, Akanji to step out boldly and lead other captives to regain their freedom from 

the oppressive king.  Ibidun tries to incite Akanji, her husband, to militantly set other 

slaves free from their incarceration. In this play, the playwright appreciates Ibidun‟s 

constructive and revolutionary qualities as she is determined to assist the husband in 
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transforming the life of those who have been wickedly captured into slavery by an 

oppressive king of the clan. 

 In RED, Akanji and all the men are regarded as „ordinary slaves‟ in bondage. And 

since slaves have no freedom, they too have entertained no thought of being free, until 

Ibidun, who is endowed with revolutionary qualities, intervenes by spurring the men into 

fighting their way out of captivity. While this is going on, one of the soldiers disreputably 

addresses her as slave and instantly, without controversy, Ibidun vehemently fights against 

the insult metted on her by the soldier. Ibidun defies the hungry-looking faces of the soldiers 

and fiercely protests the derogatory name “slave-woman”. She looks straight into the man‟s 

eyes and calls him to order while seeming to doubt Akanji‟s sanity:  

 

2
nd

 soldier: You were alone. 

Akanji: I am not alone but see (gestures towards Ibidun) 

1
st
soldier: (insulted) That is only a slave, son of thunder, a woman and only a 

slave. 

2
nd

 soldier: Not a person to be counted where men are speaking. 

Ibidun: Do you stand there while they say all that to me? Akanji, do you bear insult to your 

wife? 

Akanji: (To his wife) Keep quiet! (To soldiers) forgive me….I understand. 

Ibidun:  You understand! Akanji are you well? What has happened to you?... Has Soponno 

visited my house? Isn‟t this my husband?... 

  

 Ibidun  knows and sees herself a real woman and not a slave that would not talk or 

have any say in the society. She would rather call a spade a spade, not shovel. So in her 

troubled state of mind, she believes in the liberal tradition‟s value of individual freedom 

andequal civil rights for women as public citizens. Akanji, like any other man, a male 

chauvinist, may not have been bordered but has only been too jittery and cowardly, not 

wanting to be associated with his wife. Until this strong woman asserts herself and boldly 

gears Akanji back to action. Ibidun, in her masculinity power, openly scolds and disgrees 

with Akanji‟s inactiveness and feminine disposition: 

So you sell your own people for power? No, I can‟t believe it!  You‟ll serve a man who lay 

waste your   homeland… Who killed  your   father? Enslaved your people… for what?......... 

You are no longer my husband.   

I could kill myself. 

     (119) 
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 At the King‟s palace, Ibidun‟s mother in-law is apportioned her own insult of  being 

tortured too as  nobody, not even her son, Akanji, is able to save her. Ibidun further 

demonstrates her masculinity as this courageous woman never keeps silent when all other 

slaves do so. The masculine trait in her spurs her to radically reject and denounce the 

oppressive and tyrannical leadership of the King. It is this action taken by Ibidun that alerts 

other solders to beware of the impending revolution that would eventually rid their town of 

all oppression and usher in peace: 

 

1
st 

Soldier: First, you have the revolution, the revolt, or the coup d‟etat. The killing, to 

end all killings, oppression to punish oppression.  Detention to banish detention. And every 

one prepares for peace. 

2
nd

 Soldier: Yes, darkness will fall.    

       (133) 

 

1. Here, Ibidun calls her husband, a warrior, back to his senses as he promptly saves the 

situation. The exhibition of female masculinity here stems from the fact that Ibidun does not 

see any difference between herself and Akanji especially when the problems on ground need 

to be instantly solved. Prompt actions have to have been taken by Akanji, a warlord, but 

because the feminine attribute in him overshadows his inherent masculinity traits at the 

moment, his wife assists in gearing him up. Ibidun is not rude here but coordinating all the 

senses in her to save Akanji from the psychological destruction tphat is imminent from 

slavery effect. Ibidun‟s action agrees with what Squires (1999) in Nussbaum, (2000:62), 

calls formal equality which does not recognise women‟s reality and experience as different 

from men‟s. It denotes that women have the same opportunities in life as men, including the 

ability to participate in public sphere of influence. Ibidun further recognise s the fact that 

both  of them may have different needs and preferences, but at the moment, freedom for all 

matters and should be taken as a matter of urgency. The rights, opportunities and 

responsibilities of individuals will not depend on whether they are born male or female.  

Human beings, men, women, are universal categories with sound reasonings (Nussbaum, 

(2000: 62). Reason, she says, overcomes the existing forms of power which is  one  of  the  

Post-modern  discourses which   are  (all)   deconstructive   in  that  they  seek  to  distance 

people  from   and  make them sceptical  about  beliefs  concerning knowledge,  power,  and   

the  self.It is on this premise that Derrida‟s deconstruction theory hinged on the fact 

that„binaries are not fixed or static but fluid‟ as they can be challenged or changed  while the 

list goes on. It is the idea of believing one opposition as having primacy over the other that 

Derrida challenges through deconstruction.  He is of the opinion  that reversing the 
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opposition in the hierarchical order opens new opportunities for new meanings, the new 

meanings being the direct result of new thinking, new way of doing or undoing the text. This 

will only be made possible with the consciousness that the relationship between binary 

oppositions is unstable.  It also engages in “pulling down” textual structures, recognising that 

any human statement has “a multitude of responsibility for meaning that the simplest 

statement may be hard and thus interpreted in a variety of ways”(Dobbie, 2009:156). In 

other words, a given text has several irreconcilable and contradictory meanings. The text has 

no fixed meaning but only what we invent and choose to believe. 

 Accordingly, Akanji suddenly becomes charged: 

 (Now mad) Stop!  Stop, you‟ll kill her! 

 Enough  I  say!  Idiot, give me that whip,  

 and  taste   it  yourself!  

 

Akanji immediately responds to the wife‟s  alarm even though he is not compelled to do so. 

Such is as effective as an unavoidable influence an average woman may have over her best 

half. Equality in genders does not mean sameness of action but that each of them has the 

ability to do similar things, having the same opportunities in life. 

Ibidun demonstrates her masculinity when she gallantly rebuffs Akanji when the latter wants 

to explain all his past hidden inactive actions to her. She wants to handle Akanji and be sure 

he realises his passivity and behaves properly. 

   

      Akanji: Wait, Ibidun, wait! I am Akanji, your husband. 

      Ibidun: (slaps him) whose husband? Repeat that only  

    once, and, dear commander not all your forces  

   will save you from my nails.     (127) 

 

 What stresses the idea of female masculinity here is the fact that Ibidun sees herself 

sharing equal reponsibilities with her husband as she warns him not to go further in his 

explanation of his strange actions towards all the maltreatments meted on them by their 

captors. It is evident here that females exercise autocratic power, a kind of female 

supremacy, indirectly to oppress, to orientate anybody, anytime. Here, Ibidun acts mainly 

based on the belief that women share the same opportunities in life as men such as the ability 

to actively feature in the public sphere. This agrees with the liberal feminist idea that this 

oppressive measure could go a long way in destabilising even a hard-hearted man from 

making a concrete decision. Akanji advises that Ibidun be taken away to avoid being hurt or 

beaten by him.  
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 Osofisan does not hesitate in extolling the virtues of doggedness, determination and 

perseverance in any of his characters irrespective of their sex. In Red is the Freedom Road, 

the playwright cherishes the fact that it is only through determination that social justice can 

be achieved. Based on this,  that Ibidun, the iron lady, is seen to have doggedly held on to 

her decision not to succumb to the society‟s hegemonic humiliation or subjugation right 

from the beginning even at the risk of death. Although in the Nigerian society, women have 

not been associated with powerful decisions yet they wield considerable authority, however 

subtle. This makes masclinity wielded by females to be highly influential. This is evident in 

the mother power that, Akanji‟s mother on her death bed, and her subsequent death, bring to 

bear on him and which troubles his conscience when he learns that he has lost his mother 

and the unborn child through his carelessness: 

 The child is dead!  Mother you too. The world is narrow, nowhere to hide from   

pain. …O mother where are you now… My people will you forgive me, when the tale is 

told? ... Give me tonight… one night only and all will be well. 

 

From the textual analyses of the selected texts, an attempt has been made to use some of the 

clues of masculine attributes in the protagonists while blending such with Derrida‟s theory, 

believing, that texts are flexible and therefore subject to as many interpretations as possible. 

Through the analyses of the selected texts, various hierarchies displayed have been 

reconstructed. For instance, we have identified the traditional binary opposition such as 

power and powerlessness, masculinity and femininity for women and men. But such notion 

has been reconstructed in our belief  that equal traits are accorded both male and the female, 

the rich and the poor, „the haves‟ and „the havenots‟- men and women everywhere. 

From the examination of Osofisan‟s texts, the main concern has been to extend to women 

the same rights and privileges that men have, by identifying areas of unequal recognition and 

treatment and eliminating such to allow for appropriate reformation and transformation of 

ideas within the society.  

Osofisan expresses through his plays, a kind of egalitarian society where there is equal 

opportunities for all: men, and women, irrespective of status. He, therefore, engages in using 

literature as a weapon of social change and of awakening in the people, a sense of liberation 

and equality of sexes . Some of  his women are portrayed as forceful militant, progressive as 

well as radical characters who stand firmly behind their counterparts to advocate for social 

change, especially equal treatment of individuals, irrespective of the gender. Thus the paper 

also imbibes the Liberal feminist‟s notion of equality, according to Bryson (1992), as cited 

in Olanrewaju, (2014:25)  is  a state or condition of being the same, especially, in terms of 

social status -legal or political. 
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These playwright‟s works were examined using female masculinity clues of dress code, 

voice act, assertiveness and body language; a proof that masculinity or femininity is not 

gender tied but is a matter of societal identity as either males or females could be so 

identified and behaved either way. 

The study established that females have their unique ways of putting the masculine traits 

inherent in them into action without raising much dust but such traits command equal 

obedience and respect in spite of subtleness employed. 

Females in the plays display all the masculine attributes of dress code, voice act, 

assertiveness and body language clues but engaged largely in assertive tendency clues.  

The findings reveal that female protagonists in the texts studied exhibited masculine traits. 

Though, different from  the conventional format, they all put up radical intimidating traits 

that earned them their desired will 
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Abstract  
Education is a fundamental human right and the bedrock of any society. Education 

liberates, makes people make informed decision, and enhance general socio-

economic development. However due to limited environment within educational 

institutions, population explosion and lack of commitment by government, literary 

level is low in most developing countries, Nigeria inclusive. Most students seeking 

admission into higher institutions in Nigeria, are turned down due to limited space 

with these institutions. Hence, Nigeria is left with high level of low literacy rate. E-

learning is the intentional use of networked information and communication 

technology in teaching and learning, and is seen as the delivery of training and 

education through networked interactivity and distribution technologies. E-learning 

involves online learning, virtual learning, distributed learning and web-based 

learning. The aim of e-learning in higher education is to create a center and 

conducive environment where lecturers and students can interact through teaching 
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and learning online by the web, internet etc. This learning strategy can be employed 

for open and distance learning between lecturers and students, thereby increase 

enrolment in higher educational institutions. With e-learning, more student within 

and outside these institutions can become more educated and thus increase literacy 

level in the society. A highly educated society translates to highly productive 

society. When all productive sectors of an economy witness a qualitative and 

qualitative increase in output, the nation can be said to have experienced socio-

economic development. It was therefore recommended that government at all levels 

should reemphasis e-learning in schools, provide e-libraries in various campuses, 

towns/cities and also train and retrain teachers on computer and e-learning among 

others. 

 

Keywords: Education, low literacy rate, e-learning, socio-economic development, 

population explosion, highly productive society. 

 

 

 Education in a general sense is a form learning in which the knowledge, skills, 

values, belief and habit of a group of people are transferred from one generation to the next 

through storytelling, discussion, teaching and research. Education may also be seen as 

formal or informal transmission of information from one person to another. Onyebuenyi, 

Mbah and Odeluga (2017) posited that it takes place through instructional designs and the 

guidance of the teachers, but learners may also educate themselves. Any experience 

therefore that has affirmative effect on the way one think, feel or acts and the experiences 

may be considered to be education. Onyebuchi (2015), averred that formal education is the 

type of education that takes place in the school setting, where people from different ethnic 

background come together and have common interest, values and ideas which enhance 

effective socialization, while informal education can be seen as the learning that goes on in 

daily basis without formal programme of instructional system. Formal educations exist at 

different levels which include; Basic Education, secondary and tertiary education. Education 

helps people to realize their full human potential and take their place in societies as 

productive, responsible and democratic citizens. 

 Developments in information and communication technologies (ICTs) have 

impacted all sectors. Education through which human resources are developed in recent 

times depends on technology for its effectiveness (Twinsle, 2015). Hence different 

information and communication technologies (ICT) have been integrated into the education 

system in order to achieve the desired output in the learners, one of which is e-learning. ICT 

in Education is an instrument per excellence which a nation can rely upon to bring about 
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self-reliance. In higher education, application of ICTs in the form of e-learning is already 

changing teaching and learning processes. There are many pedagogical and socio-economic 

factors that have driven higher learning institutions to adopt e-learning. These include 

greater information access, greater communication, synchronous learning, increased co-

operation and collaboration, cost effectiveness, pedagogical improvement through 

stimulation, virtual experiences and graphical representations. Thus both trainers and 

learners can choose more appropriate application which are flexible in time, in phase, 

personalized, reusable, adapted to specific domains and more cost-effective (Aboderin, 

2015). 

 Different Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have been integrated 

into education in order to achieve the desired output in the learners. Makhanu (2010) 

describes Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) as technologies that are 

used to create, manage, communicate and distribute information. To Adeyemo (2010), ICT 

refers to a broad range of activities and equipments including tools and applications, which 

are available and accessible through computers, the internet, telecommunication and micro-

electronic tools. 

 E-learning as an aspect of ICT is relatively new in Nigeria educational system. It is a 

departure from the conventional approach in curriculum implementation. The main purpose 

of e-learning is to transform the old methods and approaches to curriculum implementation 

and not to silence the curriculum or to extinguish or erase the contents of the curriculum. 

According to Offorma (2002), curriculum implementation is the planning and execution of 

the contents of curriculum in order to bring about certain changes take place. The primary 

purposes of implementation are to achieve the objectives of instruction and achieve and 

transfer of knowledge. Smeer as cited in Akpan (2008) observed that there is a great link 

between the curriculum and ICT, and that there are three major areas that technology can 

influence learning as follows: 

1. Presentation, demonstration and the implementation of data using productivity tools. 

2. Use of curriculum-specific application as educational games, drills and practice, 

stimulations, tutorials, virtual laboratory visualizations and graphics, representations 

of abstract concepts, musical composition and expert systems. 

3. Use of information and resources on CD-ROM, online encyclopedia, interactive 

maps and atlases, electronic journals and other references. 

 E-learning therefore is an instructional medium that permits alternative approaches 

to curriculum implementation in an ICT age. 

 E-learning which is learning through the use of electronic means is also regarded as 

the acquisition of skills and knowledge using electronic technologies like computer and 
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internet based courseware, local and wide area networks. Aboderin (2015), sees e-learning as 

the use of information communication technology to enhance and/or support learning in 

tertiary education. The aim of e-learning in higher education is to create a center and 

conducive environment where lecturers and students can interact through teaching and 

learning on line through the web and internet etc, thus it facilitates learning between 

lecturers and students, in so doing bridges the gap between lecturers and students and thus 

offer possibilities of open and distance learning.  

 According to Hessabring and William (2011), e-learning is one of the fastest 

growing technologies in the world and has contributed to the growth sustenance of 

education. E-learning in education therefore is an instrument for excellence that a nation can 

rely upon to bring self-reliance. Open/Distance online learning is becoming increasingly 

popular as it opens up learning by allowing the learner to interact first hand with learning 

regardless of distance. It allows a use/reuse material methodology whereby many learners 

could have access to the same material either at the same free or different times without 

change. E-learning in education is the wholesome integration of modern telecommunication 

technology and ICT resources, particularly the internet, into the education system.  

 Education is not only a social service, but a transformative act which is fundamental 

to social and personal development. This is because when there is access to education, there 

is an increase in social, economical and political awareness. The main role of education is to 

widen people‟s horizon, thereby helping to shape their destinies. Thus every citizen of 

Nigeria, deserve to have a measure of literacy that will make them functional to themselves, 

with the result that economic benefits will accrue to them and hence improved living and 

sustain the economy of the nation. Benefits of human derived from literacy apart from ability 

to read and write or numerate include improved health, increased political participation, 

improved self-esteem, economic empowerment, creativity, critical thinking and reflection. 

Hence, education helps people to realize their full human potential and take their place in 

society as productive responsible and democratic citizens. Hence Murray and Donegan 

(2003) posited that human competencies that are established from learning culture could 

contribute to the competitiveness of the enterprise. 

 

Concept of E-learning 

 Information and Communication Technology (ICT) refers to a whole range of 

facilities or technologies involved in information processing and electronic 

telecommunication and if handled with skills and expertise can be utilized for effective 

achievement and realisation of its potentials in both education and socio-economic 

development of Nigerian society. ICT centered education covers the use of computers and 
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other electronic devices to process information, online self learning packages, interactive 

CDs, satellite, optical fibres technologies (IT), hardware and software (Akudolu, 2002). ICT 

holds out the opportunity to revolutionize pedagogical methods, expand access to quality of 

educational system (World Bank, 2002). E-learning is electronically supported teaching and 

learning. It is electronic devices or in internet that is used to support learning process. It is 

the use of electronic technology to access educational curriculum outside the traditional 

classroom. E-learning involves the use of internet, computer, video-among others. 

 Horton (2005) as cited in Torruaim (2012), defined e-learning as the use of internet 

and digital technologies to create experience that educate our fellow human beings. To 

Olaniyi (2006), e-learning is all about learning that occurs at the computer using internet. It 

makes knowledge accessible to those who need it, when they need it, anytime, and anywhere 

the need it. E-learning system involves a systematic process of planning, design, 

development, evaluation and implementation to create an online environment where learning 

is actively supported (Fasola et al. as cited in Akude, 2015). It involves the use of electronic 

media, including even the traditional distance learning system that employ television (TV) 

and radio broadcasting. 

 The introduction of computer and other ICTs) into education is very important in 

this information age, as it assists in shifting the traditional classroom practices into a 

computerized classroom of information through e-learning. Olarunsola (2007) averred that 

the need for utilization of ICT as a basic tool for teaching and learning concept can never be 

overemphasized. In contemporary teaching and learning environment, electronic computer 

aided materials are used to ensure that learners are properly trained on this information age - 

this is usually referred to as electronic learning (e-learning). Electronic learning has been 

advanced as a mode of electronic machines and media to facilitate learning. E-learning 

therefore refers to a concept that covers a variety of applications, processes and learning 

methods. Pence (2007) posited that e-learning is the use of information and communication 

technologies to facilitate access to online and electronic based teaching resources and to 

provide students with collaborative environments and tools. 

 Electronic learning process is possible even with a substantial amount of the 

instruction is offered by somebody far from the students (Ezeil, 2017). To Muhammad, 

Asmo, and Munnaza (2015), e-learning is described as open learning characterized by 

independent learning that is elastic in nature, thus it refers to using electronic facilities 

application and process to learn. Muhammad et al posited that e-learning application and 

processes include web-based learning, virtual classrooms and digital collaboration. 

Instructional content is delivered to the learners via internet, intranet, extranet, satellite, 

television and CD-ROM with multimedia capabilities. 
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 In contemporary setting, e-learning is a generic term for all technologically 

supported learning using array of teaching and learning tools as phone bridging, audio and 

video tapes, teleconferencing, satellite transmissions, and the more recognized web-based 

training or computer aided instruction also commonly used in school system. As the world is 

entering into third millennium, education via internet, intranet or network represent great and 

exciting opportunities for both educators and learners in schools to migrate to digital age. 

Alarifi (2003) noted that the internet and World Wide Web and search engines have made 

the computer a dynamic source in education, providing a new and interactive means of 

overcoming time an distances in reaching learners. The benefit of e-learning is not limited to 

distance learning and instructional delivery perspective only. Onyebuchi (2015) posited that 

the importance of e-learning in education is to enhance the quality of education by 

increasing the learners‟ motivating and engagement, facilitating the acquisition of basic 

electronic skill and knowledge and by enhancing teachers‟ pedagogical competency in the 

occupation. One of the key advantages of employing e-learning in teaching and learning is 

that it uses internet and digital technologies to create experience that could lead to the 

development of electronic digital process skills. In teaching students, e-learning is an 

instructional media that permits alternative approaches to curriculum implementation, 

learning difficulties and teachers challenges, aids the understanding of difficult concepts in 

school curriculum, creates opportunity for the testing of facts and theories even outside the 

school environment through its digital learning platforms. 

 E-learning is an innovative education process where, Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure is used as an interface between the learner 

and the instructional content. It mostly involves the use of computer technology in creating a 

virtual learning environment. E-learning in higher education facilitates learning between 

lecturers and students, it therefore bridges the gap between lecturers and students. The goal 

of e-learning strategy in higher education is to create an environment where learning 

activities are taken online. Whereby lecturers provide web-based contents and design online 

learning activities. E-learning employs the use of technology to communicate information 

over long distance between lecturers and students. According to Muhammad et al. (2014), 

electronic mail (e-mail), news groups, chat rooms and video conferences can be intensively 

used for educational purposes and thus offers possibilities for open and distant education 

(ODE).  

 Web-Based Learning Environment (WBLEs) offers inspiring possibilities in 

teaching. WBLEs are often used to refer to a combination of face to face and online learning. 

Online discussions, information distribution via WBLEs are opportunities for students to 

learn from one another through exercises, jointly treat the topics to be learnt, evaluate 
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information and learn new things. E-learning programs are saved on the internet/intranet and 

can be accessed anytime, anywhere, regardless of the computer platform, as long as the user 

has subscribed to an internet service provider (ISP). A virtual learning environment (VLE) is 

a web-based platform for digital courses of study, usually within educational institutions. E-

learning technology is a partnership or collaborative approach in education where the use of 

the first and second order learning innovations in the virtual learning environment such as 

the blogs, and social networking sites have proved the theoretical views that learning best 

takes place within technology-supported environments where learners individually and 

collaboratively consume and create content (Bork, 2003). According to Archer, Garnson and 

Anderson (1999) as cited in Popescu (2011), as a result of the increased integration of 

internet and web-based communication technology (e-learning), higher education has moved 

into a third decade of change on how courses and programmes are designed and delivered. 

 Electronic learning has as well provided opportunities where student groups are no 

longer confined to those within proximity, as schools can easily connect to ensure learners 

join online affinity group and easily get mentorship from the world‟s top experts in any area 

of learning. The technology of e-learning has thus offered endless possibilities in enhancing 

educational experiences, expanding academic opportunities and developing critical 

employment skills (Weller, 2007). The technology of e-learning has freed the learner from 

being constrained for traditional learning environments as also evidenced by augmented 

reality, where digital information arrives on mobile phones to student, who are in a real-

world environment outside of school. 

 These students have greater access to learning especially at the higher institutions of 

learning. Ribiero (2002), posited that in e-learning programme, computer which is one of the 

elements of information and communication technology (ICT) becomes one of the 

indispensable element of instructional delivery in schools, hence students who have access to 

networked computers have the opportunity to experience a more flexible learning processes 

than students who do not have access to networked computer. 

 E-learning and of recent e-teaching has become a new paradigm and a new 

philosophy in the education sector and is gaining ground as a complimentary means of 

instruction in schools especially in institution of higher learning students in higher institution 

now gain access to course materials outside the school and then reduced the problem of time 

and money associated with transportation in search of lecture resources or material. E-

learning has also helped to tackle the problems of shortage of skilled manpower in schools. 

Expansion of the internet and related technological advancement have improved access to 

higher education and has produced sustainable incentive for universities (Volery, 2002). 
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Govindasamy (2003) averred that many fulltime and part time students now have access to 

degree courses from any location and can study at the location that suits their need. 

 According to Bassey and Ibuot (2013), e-learning involved the used of information 

technology for the purpose of students learning and it ranges from word processing to on the 

screen testing. The author further posited that, e-learning is the use of information 

technology for any learning related activity and serves as the most valuable mechanism in 

the business of measurement and evaluation of students work. Similarly to Hessabring and 

Williams (2011) averred that e-learning is one of the fastest growing technology in the world 

and his come out with ideas of solving day to day problems through the means of available 

technologies and provides benefits to both learners and teachers in teaching and learning. 

The authors stated that these technologies have brought to our school and society certain 

advantages which includes improvement of good teaching/learning method, the quality of 

life style and way of improving student‟s achievement. In collaboration with this Shahabadi 

and Uglan (2014), stated that e-learning is made of synchronous and asynchronous learning. 

Synchronous mode of e-learning is a learner-centred process that allows live, real-time (and 

usually scheduled), facilitated instruction and earning-oriented interaction, while 

asynchronous mode of e-learning can be defined as a learner-centred process which uses 

online learning  resources to facilitate information sharing, regardless of the constraints of 

time and among network of people. However, synchronous and asynchronous e-learning 

activities are simultaneously needful for effective integration of e-learning into curriculum 

implementation and specifically into instructionally delivery (Davidson, 2014). 

 Iguisi (2002) note that technological advancement and breakthrough remain the 

hope of motivating students to learning in this information age, but the extent of utilization 

of e-learning in teaching have become a thing of worry. Some schools lack the facilities and 

some teachers according to research findings prefer traditional pedagogical approaches to 

instruction. The use of outdated instructional aids and negative perception on the use of e-

learning by teachers has effected it utilization in the implementation of curriculum content. 

Also, Nigeria still experience a lag in implementation and this continues to be the major 

challenges facing access to ICT facilities in most Nigeria institutions. Schools in Nigeria 

have yet to extensively adopt ICT facilities for teaching and learning. Effort geared towards 

integration of ICTs into school system have not had much impact. Hence Aragba-Akpore 

cited in Ezeugbo (2008) maintained that Nigeria were steadily adopting the technology on 

ground, but much progress has not been made in their understanding of the tool. Problems 

such as poor policy, project implementation strategies and poor information infrastructure 

militate against these efforts. 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of E-learning; According to Guragain (2016), there are 

advantages and disadvantages of e-learning viz: 

 

Advantages of E-leaning 

1. It reduces the need to travel longer distances or away from home to get desired 

education. 

2. It is a convenient way of learning things as it can be accessed anytime, anywhere 

and on self-demand. 

3. It is a self-placed private learning system and is mostly flexible for learners. 

4. It uses the media resources, thus making it easy for learners to understand. 

5. It is reputable as the content is stored in storing devices and each time the learners 

accessed, the same content can be repeated. 

6. It is easier to tract the progress of learners in the e-learning system. 

7. The content of learning materials is consistent for all users regardless of the location 

or time of accessing. 

 

Disadvantages of E-learning System 
1. It lacks face to face interaction that students in the normal classroom would get. 

2. Lack of strict guidelines may demotivate students and lead to dropouts from the 

learning process prematurely. 

3. It is sometimes difficult to measure reliability of the placed learning systems. 

4. Slow internet connections or server problems may make the learning process 

frustrating. 

5. It may take some learning time just to understand the learning system. 

6. Students may feel isolated due to lack of social interaction. 

7. Real-time interaction may not be available at the time of need for students, which 

can be frustrating. 

 

E-learning and Sustainable National development 

 Fry (2010) sees e-learning as the delivery of training and education through 

networked interactivity and distribution technologies. In the opinion of Ojwany (2012), e-

learning is the intentional use of networked information and communications technology in 

teaching and learning. Ojwany posited that e-learning comprises a lot more than online 

learning, virtual learning, distributed learning, networked or web-based learning. The aim of 

e-learning on higher education therefore is to create a center and conducive environment 

where lecturers and students can interact through teaching and learning online through the 
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web, internet among others. Hence this learning strategy can be employed for big distance 

learning between lecturers and students, thereby increase enrolment of students, and increase 

literacy rate of the citizens and indirectly increase national development. 

 The sole aim of SDG4 is to ensure inclusive and equitable education and promote 

lifelong learning opportunities for all (UNSC, 2016). Major progress has been made in 

access to education, however, access does not always mean quality of education, or 

completion of school. UNSC duether stated that currently, 103 million youths worldwide 

still lack literacy skills, and more than 60 percent of those are women. Hence the aim of 

SDG4 is to ensure that, by 2030, all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality 

primary school and secondary education and beyond. 

 Education is a fundamental human right and the most important instrument of 

change in any given society. Education is also the transmission of a society the way of life to 

the younger generation. It involves the tradition and culture as well as the development in 

the society. Hence education brings forth literacy. With the population explosion being 

presently in developing countries, Nigeria inclusive, the traditional method of education 

cannot be able to accommodate students seeking knowledge, thus e-learning is the precursor 

as in accommodating many more students into the higher education system, and thereby 

bring forth more educated citizens. 

 To Oladapo (2005) as cited in George, Atare and Ekpu (2019), the role of literacy 

cannot be over-emphasized. Oladapo averred that the role of literacy in the development of 

any society is necessary and indispensible for economic, social, political technological 

growth and advancement of any nation. The author posited that without literacy, 

development only limps on one leg. 

 According to the Federal Government of Nigeria (FGN), the Nigeria philosophy of 

education is based on the development of the individual into a sound and effective citizen; 

the provision of equal access to educational opportunities for all citizens of the country of 

the primary, secondary and tertiary levels both inside and outside formed school system 

(FGN, 2013). The United Nation Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation 

(UNESCO) (1992) as cited in George, Atare and Ekpu (2019), regarded literacy as a human 

right, and an essential ingredient for achieving equity, and development. In collaboration of 

this view, Aderinto et al. as cited in Moore and Greg (2005) stated that literacy creates 

condition for the acquisition of critical consciousness of the contradictions of society in man 

lives. 

 National development could be referred to as the overall development of a collective 

socio-economic, political and religious advancement of a country or nation (Lawal & 

Oluwatunyin, 2001). Lawal and Oluwatoyin further stressed that national development can 
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be achieved through developing planning which is based on collective strategies mapped out 

by the government of that country. Sustainable national development therefore means 

development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs (United Nations General Assembly 1987, p. 43 as cited 

in Robert, Thomas & Anthony, 2005). Robert et al averred that sustained development is 

often referred to as the marriage of economy and ecology, that is, the ecological balance. 

Hence, sustainable national development simply means using all tools at our disposal to 

promote the well-being of the people. 

 

Conclusion 

 With the overcrowded classroom environment in most Nigerian higher educational 

institutions and failure of many of those seeking admission into these institutions due to the 

overcrowded natures of those places, e-learning provides a pathway to gaining admission 

into these institution and thereby increase the level of literacy in the country and bring forth 

more educated citizens. Since education is the bedrock of any society, this will translate to 

increase awareness in the economic productivity and sustainable national development. 

Hence, reinforcing e-learning by the government and related agency is obviously the 

precursor for sustainable national development. 

 

Recommendations 

1. Facilitators of e-learning should identify the instructional goals of learners. 

2. Facilitators of e-learning should identify relevance necessary technical support and 

appropriate e-learning technologies. 

3. Appropriate e-learning software should be selected and installed in computers for 

learners. 

4. Relevant training on the use of selected software for e-learning should be organized 

for teacher and learners. 

5. Facilitators of e-learning should ensure regular review of adapted e-learning 

technologies. 

6. Educational institution should make e-learning available in their various campuses. 

7. Government at all level should e-learning compliance by establishing e-library in 

their towns and cities for easily accessibility to internet. 

8. Regular power should be made available at all times. 

9. Instructors should be trained and retrained on computers and e-learning 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of Academic Self Efficacy 

training on academic achievement among Off-task students in Bayelsa State. Quasi 

experimental design was adopted by the researcher. Two research questions and 

two hypotheses guided the study. The population was all SS1 Students in Yenagoa 

Local Government Area of Bayelsa State, with a total number of 11,164. The 

population of the sampled schools was 802, a total of one hundred and fifty (150) 

Off-task students were identified. Reliability of 0.86 was established through test-

retest with the Off-task instrument, Academic self efficacy and student academic 

achievement test. Research questions were answered with the mean and standard 

deviation (SD) Hypothesis 1, was analysed with the t-test while hypothesis 2 was 

analysed with Ancova. The results shows a significant effect of Academic Self 

Efficacy training on Off-task students based on their academic achievement. From 

the findings it is recommended among others that teachers should report any off-

task behaviour to the counsellor. Academic self-efficacy training should be part of 

the counselling units in schools. The work has been able to contribute to knowledge 

by identifying that off-task students can be identified in our schools. Academic-self 

efficacy training can be used to solve off-task behavioural problems.  

 

Keywords: Academic Self Efficacy, Academic Achievement, Training, Off-Task, 

Counseling 

 

 

The desired goal of every parent, care giver, government and private parastatals is to 

ensure quality education that will boost the academic development of every individual which 
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will consequently enhance the growth and development of the nation. However much of the 

efforts put in place by the well meaning individuals mentioned above may be truncated by 

students through their academic performances. Sometimes academic failure is experienced 

among students. Some of the time, academic failure can be caused by off-task behaviour. An 

off task student is one who is not doing what the teacher expects him/her to be doing at that 

particular time (Hub 2010). They could either be talking to a friend, or fooling around. The 

student is actually not doing his/her class work and also is not paying attention to the teacher 

while the teacher is teaching. Baker (2007) describes students as being off task, when they 

are not concentrating on the particular assignment given to them but rather conversing with 

peers about other subject matters. Graesser, Chipman, King, Mcdaniel and D‟ Mello (2007), 

identified students who indicate off-task behaviour with head movement in the teaching and 

learning environment. According to them, head movement correlates with off-task 

behaviour. This implies that students tends to move to the side in a way of avoiding a 

learning skill, they could also frown or smile. To them, frowning does not appear to be a 

good predictor of being on-task or being in a desirable learning state. A smile on the face 

does predict off-task behaviour and undesirable state of learning, when students probably 

moved and talked with friends while they smiled.  

    Mc Daniel, D‟ Mello, King, Chipman, Tapp and Graesser (2007), indicated laughter as 

another variable displayed by off-tasks students. According to them laughing with friends is 

desirable in general. This can however change to be undesirable when it pulls the learner 

away from the learning task, changing them to be off-task.  

    Graessar et al (2007) also noted these characteristics as they are peculiar with off-task 

students in the teaching learning environment they are: laughing with a friend, very focused 

but on other software, angry, quarrel with friends zoned out, or sleeping while learning is 

going on.  

Academic Self efficacy has a role to play in the educational development of an individual.  

 

    Self-efficacy plays a critical role in educational achievement, compared with students who 

doubt their learning capabilities. Those who feel efficacious for learning or performing a 

task participate more readily, persist longer when they encounter difficulties and achieve at a 

higher level (Adeyemo 2008; Aremu and Ogbuagu 2005, Covington, 2000). 

    Zimmerman (2002) has it that ample evidence during the past two decades demonstrates 

that there are strong and positive influence of efficacy belief on various aspects of student 

motivation and achievement.     

Adeoye (2010) conducted a research  on self-Efficacy as determinants of academic 

achievement in English language among students in Oyo State Senior Secondary Schools 
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with a total of 270 participants. It was discovered that those in the self efficacy training 

group performed ( X=33.38) better in there achievement than those in the control group. 

(X=27.89). 

 

When students are off-task it becomes unrewarding and frustrating with unsatisfactory 

results. This may be quite hazardous for the individual and the society at large. It is believer 

that when these off-tasks students are given Academic self efficacy training, they may 

become  on-tasks students whose academic lives will change for the better. The resultants 

effects will also be enormous as successful students will turn out to be great citizens of the 

country that will eventually enhance the growth and development of the country.  

 

Statement of the problem 
A lot of work is being put in place to ensure an effective, productive and smooth 

running of the teaching and learning environment in order to produce a positive oriented 

output educationally. However some mal-adaptive behaviours in the system have sometimes 

made it difficult to achieve this aim. One of such is off-task behaviour.  

Baker (2007) described students as being off-task when they are not concentrating 

on the particular assignment given to them but rather conversing with peers about other 

subject matters. Wright (2010) also rightly noted this when he implied that “students who 

have chronic difficulties paying attention in class face the risk of poor grades and even 

school failure.” 

When students are off-task, then all efforts geared at producing educationally 

successful students that will at the long run produce great, intellectual citizens will become 

futile. The individual may also become frustrated and unfulfilled in life and may eventually 

become a drop out, a nuisance and threat to his immediate and external environment. This 

may not be too healthy for the growth and development of our nation. It is in the light of this 

that this work has been designed to train off-task students in Academic self efficacy. It is 

believed that this training will enable off-task students to be properly guided and be on tasks 

students to boost their academic lives which will be deduces from their academic 

performance.  

 

Purpose of the Study 
1. Examine the extent to which Academic self efficacy training affect the academic 

achievement of off-task students. 

2. Examine the extent to which off task students academic achievement differ when 

exposed to Academic self efficacy training as compared to the control group. 

Effect of Academic Self Efficacy Training on Academic Achievement among Off-Task Students in 

Seleted Schools in Yenagoa Bayelsa State - Dr. Ayibatari Blessed Enekeme 
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Research Questions  
The following research questions were formulated by the researcher to guide this study: 

1. How does Academic self efficacy training affect off task students‟ academic 

achievement as measured by their pretest and post test scores? 

2. To what extent do off task students‟ in Academic self efficacy training in the 

experimental and control group differ in their academic achievement as measured by 

their post test scores?  

 

Hypotheses 
1. There is no significant difference in the pre-test and post- test scores of off-task 

students exposed to Academic self efficacy training. 

2. There is no significant difference between the academic achievement of off-task 

students exposed to Academic self efficacy training in the experimental and those in 

the control group. 

 

Research Design 
    The study used a quasi experimental research design. The treatment design used in this 

research is pretest-post test design. In experimental design, the control of many intervening 

variables or factors which may arise from the subjects, the experimenter, the tools of the 

experiment, and other environmental factors is very paramount. Most or even all these 

factors or variables can be effectively controlled in experiments involving non-human 

beings. This situation is not totally feasible in studies involving human beings. Thus the term 

quasi-experimental is applied to a situation which is not purely experimental as in cases 

involving human beings (Nwankwo, 2006).  

 

Population of the Study 
The population of this study comprises of senior secondary school one (SSS1) students in 

Yenagoa local government area of Bayelsa State. There are 29 public secondary schools 

with a population of 11,164 SS1 students in Yenagoa local government area of Bayelsa 

State. The researcher used SS1 students because she assumed that the SS1 students are 

mature enough to know what is right and wrong for them to do. 

 

Sample and Sampling Techniques 
    The sample for this study consist of one hundred and fifty (150) students from senior 

secondary class one (SS1). Purposive sampling technique was used for selecting only SS1 

off-task students in mixed schools in Yenagoa. Then simple random sampling technique of 
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balloting was used to select 2 (two) public secondary schools from the 27 (twenty seven) 

mixed secondary schools. Out of the 802 students in these two schools selected, 150 were 

identified as Off-task students. Respondents from each school formed a group. Hence from 

the 2 schools, there were 2 groups (A, and B) selected. Group A was the experimental group 

while B was the control group. The 1
st
 is the experimental group (Academic self efficacy 

group while Group B is the control group. 

 

Instrumentation  
The instruments for data collection is firstly a ten item, 4 point scale inventory 

known as Off-task students inventory (OSI) designed by the researcher to identify off-task 

students.  The second is a structured Students Academic Achievement Test (SAAT) 

containing one hundred and fifty items objective test items designed by the researcher. It has 

three sections. Section one has 50 items on Mathematics, section B has 50 items on English 

language, and Section C has 50 items on Biology. The SAAT has a 4 option response set (A, 

B, C, D, E).     The third instrument Academic self efficacy inventory (ASEI) was adopted 

from Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy (2001) self-efficacy scale. A four point scale.  

 

The mean for the Academic self –efficacy inventory (ASEI) is 65. Thus, anyone below this 

point is classified as not academically efficacious.  

 

Results 
Table 1: Research Question 1: How does Academic self-efficacy training affect off task 

students‟ academic achievement as measured by their pretest and post-test scores?  

Mean and standard deviation of the difference in the pretest and post-test scores of students 

exposed to self-efficacy training 

Self-efficacy training N 
 

SD 

Pre test 50 28.56 11.117 

Post test 50 86.34 11.371 

 

Table 2: Research Question 2: To what extent does off task students‟ academic 

achievement differ between those exposed to self efficacy training and those in the control 

group as measured by their pre test and post test scores?  

 

Mean and standard deviation of the difference in the pretest and post-test scores of students 

exposed to self-efficacy training and those in the control group 

 

Effect of Academic Self Efficacy Training on Academic Achievement among Off-Task Students in 

Seleted Schools in Yenagoa Bayelsa State - Dr. Ayibatari Blessed Enekeme 
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Academic Self-efficacy  training Group 

N=50 

Control Group 

N=50 

 
 

SD 
 

SD 

Pre-test 28.56 11.117 30.40   9.670 

Post-test 86.34 11.371 32.10 19.653 

 

Table 3:  Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference between the pre test and post- test 

scores of off task students exposed to self-efficacy training on their academic achievement. 

T-test analysis of the pre test and post- test scores of off task students exposed to self-

efficacy training on their academic achievement. 

 

Self-efficacy 

training 

N 
 

SD df t cal t crit. Alpha 

level 

Result 

Pre test 50 28.56 11.117 98 25.692 1.960 0.05 Significant 

Post test 50 86.34 11.371 

 

Table 4: Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference between the academic 

achievement of off task students exposed to Academic self-efficacy training and those in the 

control group as measured by their pre test and post-test scores. 

 

Ancova summary of the difference between the academic achievements of off task students 

exposed to Academic self-efficacy training and those in the control group as measured by 

their pre test and post test scores 

 

Source Type III Sum of square df Mean Square F Sig 

Corrected Model 78082.656 2 39041.328 182.696 0.000 

Intercept 17428.750 1 17428.750 81.559 0.000 

Pretest 4533.216 1 4533.216 21.213 0.000 

Post test 76236.383 1 76236.383 356.752 0.000 

Error 20728.504 97 213.696   

Total  449512.000 100    

Corrected Total 98811.160     99    
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Discussion 

Academic Self- efficacy Training on Academic Achievement of Off-task Students from 

their Pre-test and Post-test 
The analysis on table 2; shows that post-test scores of off-task students exposed to academic 

self-efficacy training were more (  86.34, SD = 11.371) than their pre-test score of (

28.56, SD = 11.117).  

    Statistical analysis on table 3 shows that calculated t value of 25.692 is more than the 

critical t-value of 1.960 at a degree of freedom of 98. 

 

The decision was to reject the null hypothesis which states that there is no 

significant difference between the pre-test and post-test scores of off-task students exposed 

to self-efficacy training on their academic performance. The alternate hypothesis which 

states that there is a significant difference between the pre-test and post-test scores of off-

task students exposed to Academic self-efficacy training on their academic achievement is 

accepted. This result is also in line with that of Zimmerman (2002) and Bong (2002). They 

are of the opinion that academic self efficacy is strongly influential to academic 

performance. The second result of this study revealed that Academic self efficacy training 

had a positive influence on the academic performance of off-task student. Thus, counselors, 

teachers, psychologists etc should be acquainted with this kind of training so that they can be 

able to deal with students, off-task problems and make them on-task students. 

This sort of skill will enable students to have a strong sense of efficacy. People with 

a strong sense of assurance in their capabilities will approach difficult task as challenges to 

be faced rather than threat to be avoided. They will set meaningful and achievable goals for 

themselves and maintain a strong commitment to them. In the face of failure they heighten 

and sustain their efforts.  

    Thus from the fore going when a student and even off-task students trained in academic 

self efficacy, there is the tendency that such student will do better in his/her academic 

performance. 

 

The Effect of Academic Self-efficacy Training on Off-task Students in the 

Experimental Group as Compared to the Control 

The analysis of the items in table 6 indicate that the post-test scores of ( = 86.34, 

SD = 11.371) off-task students exposed to self-efficacy training were more than those in the 

control group. ( =32.10,SD = 19.653) their pre-test scores were ( = 28.56, SD = 

Effect of Academic Self Efficacy Training on Academic Achievement among Off-Task Students in 
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11.117) and ( =30.40, SD = 9.670) respectively for the academic self-efficacy. Training 

group and control group. 

 

Table 12 of the statistical analysis indicated that there was a significant difference 

between post-test mean scores for the experimental group (i.e those exposed to academic 

self-efficacy training compared to the control groups. F (1, 97) = 356.752, p<0.05. Thus the 

null hypothesis was rejected and the alternate accepted. This states that there is a significant 

difference  between the academic achievement of off-task students exposed to academic self-

efficacy training and those in the control group as measured by their pre-test and post-test 

scores. Adeyemo (2008) is also of this opinion.  

 

The importance of self-efficacy training on people compared to those that do not 

have, cannot be overemphasized. The training will help boost an individual‟s perception, 

reading habit which will consequently reflect in his performance in attainment of achievable 

goal(s). The exposure of the training has helped individuals to perform brilliantly more than 

their counterparts that never had the experience.  

 

Academic self efficacy training help boosted the academic achievement of off-task 

students, compared to those that did not get the training. The reason why this group 

performed better could be explained by the exposure of self efficacy skills of observation 

motivation self regulation attribution, goal setting and feedback. Academic self efficacy 

deals with an individual‟s strong determination to excel academically despite all obstacles. 

They approach threatening situations with assurance that they can exercise control, over 

them. Efficacious people, do not attribute failures to irrelevant factors but to insufficient 

effort by themselves or knowledge and skills that are deficient to them, but can be acquired 

through concerted efforts. This can produce personal accomplishment, reduce depression, 

stress and can enhance academic achievement (Bandura 2000). On the other hand, people 

that are not efficacious give up quickly in the face of difficulties and easily fall to stress and 

depression (Adeyemo 2007).  

The skills thus acquired can enable off-task students perform brilliantly in their 

academics. It quite imperative that counselors teachers psychologists etc get this training to 

enable of them function well in their professions. 

 

Conclusion 

The work discusses the effect of Academic self-efficacy training among off-task 

students. It was discovered that academic self-efficacy training had effect on the group that 
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was trained. It was also seen in the work, in the pre-test and post-test scores and also from 

the result of the experimentation and control. 

 

Recommendations 
1. Teachers should report any off-task behaviour to the counsellor.  

2. Academic self-efficacy training should be part of the counselling units in schools. 

3.    Teachers should liaise with consellors and report any off- task behaviour to the guidance 

counselors. 

4.    Teachers, students should meet counselor for counselling when they discover any defect 

in academic performance of off-task students; so that effective counselling will be given, to 

make them on-task student.  

5.    Government should make provisions for counselling centres both within the schools and 

outside the schools in order to render adequate counselling for people in need. 

6.    Counsellors, psychologists and teachers should be encouraged to work in schools 

without undue  influences, from principals, so that they can discharge their duties effectively 

to students and staff.  
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Abstract 
Educational establishments in Nigeria usually centered only on conventional 

learning methods, which adopt the typical physical student-teacher classroom 

interactions. Although there have been some academic systems incorporating e-

learning in the country, that has specifically been designed to cover distance 

learning at most. The unprecedented emergence of a fatal virus known as Covid-19 

has threatened the system of education globally as well as force education providers 

to switch to a virtual teaching and learning style spontaneously. This paper 

discusses the role of computer science education as a fundamental driver of e-
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learning in terms of designing, implementing, educating, training, securing and 

sustaining the e-learning platform. The paper also explores the best ways of 

repositioning computer education in order to improve in the areas of pedagogical & 

curriculum framework design, ICT infrastructure, funding, manpower training, 

proper deployment and compliance monitoring. It also showcases the current state-

of-the-art of e-learning in Nigeria, Innovative technologies that will aid e-learning 

deployment, security, compliance and control. Finally, recommendations and 

conclusions are made based on what is obtainable in the developed countries where 

e-learning is effective, which will usher in the best ways forward for revamping 

education to meet the needs and challenges of e-learning in Nigeria. 

 

Keywords: Revamp, E-learning, Education, Teaching, Learning, Computer. 

 

 

E-learning is not a recent trend in some parts of the world in the way it enhances 

education. Now it is being used by some institutions in Nigeria to facilitate distance 

education (DE) and lifelong learning. E-learning according to Eze, Chinedu-Eze, and Bello 

(2018), is the use of electronic technology to deliver applications for education and training, 

track the performance of learners and evaluate the progress of the learners. It can also be 

described as a creative approach to providing electronically facilitated, well-designed, 

learner-centric and interactive learning environments to anybody, anywhere, at any time 

through the use of internet and digital technology in relation to the principles of instructional 

design (Simpson, 2013). It is all about learning with the use of computers. In this era, 

computer-based learning is simply virtual ways to acquire knowledge via the internet or the 

offline CD-ROM, DVDor Podcast. The use of a web browser requires an online presence. It 

can be in Audio, Video or Audio-Visual form (Ananchenkova & Kuznetsov, 2016). 

E-learning applications and processes are distributed via the web, intranet/extranet, 

audio and/or video tape, satellite TV and CD-ROM (Mashhadi & Kargozari, 2011). 

E-learning tools and delivery methods expanded with the introduction of the 

computer and internet in the late 20th century. In the 1980s, the first MAC PC enabled users 

to have computers in their homes, making it easier for them to learn about specific subjects 

and develop computing skill sets (Ruparel, 2014) 

 

Brief Historical Development of E-learning 

In 1999, Elliott Masie first used the word "e-learning" in a technical context during 

Disneyworld's TechLearn conference. But the very first attempts at e-learning can be traced 

back to 1924, when the first electronic learning machine, the Automatic Teacher, was 
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created by Ohio State University professor Sidney Pressey. The PLATO is probably the 

most important invention in the online learning technology era. The PLATO is a computer 

system designed in 1960 by Donald L. Bitzer, and it has been revolutionary for its time (E-

student.org, 2019). 20 years before the advent of the internet, the PLATO network could 

accommodate a large number of users at its peak, and most of the best instructional software 

of the generation across several educational disciplines was developed on PLATO (Kats, 

2010; Rankin, 2018). 

 

E-learning Development in Nigeria 

In Nigeria, However, the development of e-learning started with the development of 

telecommunications that started in 1886 when the colonial government in Lagos and their 

home office in London developed e-cable connections to relay messages and get feedback. 

By 1893, all government offices in Lagos were provided with telephone service for easy 

communication, feedback and access, and later all other parts of the country were provided 

with telephone services. Another opener to distance education in Nigeria dates back to the 

formation of information exchanges as a means of preparation of Students for a general 

education certificate (G.C.E), a precondition for a London admissions Exam. The first native 

distance learning program was the Nigeria Broadcasting corporations English by Radio, 

which came after independence in 1960 (Media Nigeria, 2018).  

Originally, four private telecommunications providers (Mtel, Econet-Now Airtel, 

MTN, and Communication Investment Limited - CIL) were approved to provide the GSM 

communications. The license for CIL was later transferred to Globacom Nigeria (Bose, 

2013). According to Russon (2020) in BBC News, this advancement led to certification of 

more internet service providers, which led to improved access by Nigerians to the internet. 

In 2000 the country had less than 11 ISPs, but by 2006 these had risen to over hundred and 

many have been linked to the global network content via VSAT broadband link. 

 

Advent of E-learning in Nigerian Educational System 

In educational institutions, the commonest type of e-learning introduced is in the 

form of lesson notes on CD-ROM which can be played at learners‟ convenience (Aboderin, 

2015). Some schools have embraced the use of intranet infrastructure; nevertheless, due to 

constant power issues and higher cost of operating generating sets, this is not well managed. 

Many learners in Nigeria use cyber café, but a multimedia interactive cannot be done 

because there are people of diverse intensity on the net at the same time plus the bandwidth 

and traffic bottlenecks. Few universities, such as UI, O.A.U, UniBen, UniAbuja, UniLag and 

NOUN have proper e-learning facilities (Oludotun, 2020). The number appears quite small 

Revamping Computer Education through Sustainable and Secure E-Learning Innovations 

and Compliance - F. I. Okeke; C. E. Mbanusi; K. C. Okonkwo and I. C. Anyagafu 
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when compared to other parts of the world. The importance of e-learning in promoting 

educational delivery across the globe will only gain more significance. There is no doubt 

about the magnitude of responsibility shouldered by computer science education in fostering 

the virtual and digital forms of teaching and learning. ICT centers powered by computer 

science education departments are being institutionalised to forestall the long negligence of 

the role of the discipline as the driver of e-learning as long as content, capacity and 

sustenance are concerned (Mutula, 2010).    

 

The Importance of Computer Education as a Fundamental Driver of E-learning 

Recently, debates on the use of computers in the curriculum have moved to a much 

greater emphasis on computing and Computer Science, increasingly concerned with 

programming purposes and development, and core concepts of problem-solving and 

invention (Passey, 2016). Computers and computer technologies already have a background 

within education, and their roles in education is widely known. While the subject of 

computer science education appeared in some levels of education curriculum in the late 20th 

century, a very wide spectrum of in-depth research and innovative implementation was 

quickly pursued (Hubwieser, 2012).  

In 1962, the first departments of computer science were founded by Purdue and 

Stanford Universities in the U.S.A; the first Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in computer science 

was awarded by the University of Pennsylvania in 1965, also in the United States, according 

to Tatnall and Davey (2016). At the University of Belgrade, in Serbia, a robotic hand was 

created the same year. The introduction of computers into schools began after just a very 

short period of time; they can also be traced back to the 1980s or earlier, when single 

computing devices, initially executing programs from tape cassettes, were incorporated in 

schools in various countries worldwide (Caeli, & Bundsgaard, 2019).  

 

The Widening Gap in Computer Science Education  

Computational thinking skills and computer science expertise are needed in virtually 

every career area on the labour market. What's more, employment in computer science, IT 

and related fields reflect a wide and rising business field. By 2020, out of 9.2 million jobs in 

the scene related field, as many as 4.6 million are in computing. The fields of science, 

technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) will be computer-related according to the 

ACM (2019). According to the United States Agency for Labour Statistics, the overall 

average salary for employments in computer science and IT was $81,430 in 2015; however, 

for a Computer Science profession in Nigeria, the average monthly salary of a Computer 

Scientist is N198, 000 per month (Salahudeen, 2020).  
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The United States, however, is not on track to meet labour market demand in the fields of 

computing. Code.org estimates that the US will have 1 million more computer jobs to fill by 

2020 than eligible individuals. Meeting demand in these innovation-intensive fields would 

require that states broaden and diversify their college-graduate computing workforce 

considerably (Rainie & Anderson, 2020). Developing countries like Nigeria, as part of the 

global economy, will experience worse scenarios due to shortage of personnel, infrastructure 

and emigration of skills (Kushnir, Manzhula & Valko, 2013). In 2015 and 2016, the 

Commission on Computer Science and Information Technology of the Southern Regional 

Education Board in the US met to decide how states can help more youth - especially girls, 

black and Hispanic students, and students from low-income families - learn computer 

science, pursue exciting computing careers, and for some, begin journeys into those careers 

while in high school (Isaac, 2018).  

 

Ubiquity of Computer Education and Computer Technology Facilities 

The speed of change brought about by the new computer technologies have had 

significant effects on the way people live, study, work, and play across the globe. New and 

emerging computing technologies challenge the traditional process of teaching and learning, 

and the way education is deployed. Although an important field of science education in its 

own right, Information computer science education has a significant influence on all 

education areas (Kolade, 2011).  Seamless connectivity globally offers immediate access to a 

wide variety of data, which challenge assimilation and critical thinking skills.  Rapid 

communication, as well as increased access to computer technologies at home, at work and 

in educational institutions, may lead to learning being a truly life-long activity, an activity in 

which the rapid pace of technological advancement demands constant evaluation of the 

situation  in  teaching  and Learning processes (Meier, 2012).  

Specifically, Computer-based technologies improve teaching and learning through 

its creative, interactive, versatile and engaging content. It offers real individualized learning 

opportunities. Moreover, such technologies have the ability to improve, expand and broaden 

skills; to inspire and involve students in learning; to better link school experiences to work 

practices; helping to build economic prosperity for the workers of tomorrow (Oni, 2012); 

leading to progressive school changes; improving education and creating resources for 

school-to-world connections. Digital technology's omnipresence has led to rapid technical, 

social, political and economic change in a network culture organized around and powered by 

computer science technologies (Lane, 2019). The implementation of computer science 

policies, therefore, makes educational organizations more effective and profitable, thereby 

providing a range of tools to improve and promote the pedagogical practices of the teachers. 
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For example, e-learning is becoming one of the most popular ways of using computer 

technologies or ICT to provide on-and-off-campus education to students through online 

teaching hosted via web-based systems (Huang, Kinshuk & Price, 2016). 

 

Internet-Based Teaching and Learning is No More a Choice, But a Requirement 

Owing to the extreme outbreak of this global Covid-19 pandemic, a significant part 

of the world is in quarantine and hence many cities have turned into phantom cities and its 

impact can be seen in schools, colleges and universities. We may consider e-learning the 

panacea for the crisis. The Corona Virus has made schools turn from offline to online 

pedagogy design (Dhawan, 2020). This crisis would make the institutions, which previously 

were unable to adapt, embrace the new e-learning technology. This tragedy would show us 

the rewarding value of teaching and learning electronically. We can lecture a large number 

of learners at any time and in any corner of the world with the aid of the online teaching 

models. Every academic organization will have to scramble for various online pedagogical 

methods and strive to use technology more appropriately. Many universities across the world 

have digitized their operations entirely, recognizing this current situation's desperate need 

(Cathy-Li, 2020). 

In the midst of this turmoil, online learning emerges as a victor ludorum. Hence, at 

this point, the quality improvement of online teaching – learning is crucial. After the Covid-

19 outbreak, online education in academic institutions exponentially expanded. There was a 

change from conventional classrooms into e-classrooms overnight; that is, educators 

changed their whole pedagogical approach to addressing emerging learning dynamics and 

adjusting to changing circumstances. The question during this difficult period is not whether 

online teaching-learning methods can provide quality education, but how academic 

institutions should embrace online learning in such a massive way (Carey, 2020). 

 

Pre COVID 19 E-learning Preparedness in Developed Countries 

In the last century, we passed from the industrial age through the information age 

and now the knowledge age. The ability to acquire, assimilate, and apply the right relevant 

knowledge will become a crucial attribute in the next century. Training is the secret to 

making our full potential come true. In reality, our survival as individuals, organisations, and 

nations in the 21st century will depend on our ability to learn and apply what we have 

learned to our everyday lives (Oye, Salleh & Iahad, 2011; Mynbayeva, Sadvakassova & 

Akshalova, 2018). 
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The United Kingdom 

In the United Kingdom the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) has a code of 

practice, one aspect of which is collaborative implementation and scalable distributed 

learning (including e-learning). The UK has a long history of educational creativity. Their 

Open University and distance learning was a blueprint for many other institutions concerned 

with open and distance learning (ODL) (Clark & Barbour, 2015). The British Educational 

Communications and Technology Agency, established in 1998 and redefined in 2003 to 

support all four UK education initiatives, realizes the need to organize and share knowledge 

among states' initiatives Departments in their strategic ICT projects, promoting knowledge 

sharing to promote innovation and change, and adding coherence and cohesion to 

innovations around the UK. In February 2000 the UK Government launched the e-University 

programme (Uskov, Howlett & Jain, 2019). It is run by the Higher Education Funding 

Council for England, England's largest public higher education funder operating in 

collaboration with the UK's Higher Education Institutions and other HE funding agencies. Its 

goal is to develop a new vehicle to provide a higher UK production globally, internship 

preparation services. In the Higher Education sector, e-learning is now well known. E-

Learning is used in some way or another by all educational institutions of higher learning. 

This primarily includes the use of intranets, often using 'in-house' materials. Before the 

pandemic, E-learning was extending to post primary and primary schools (Coverdale-Jones, 

2012). 

 

The U.S.A 

Online education in the United States is no longer a trend, but mainstream. Of the 

18.2 million students enrolled in higher education in the fall of 2007, 3.9 million (21.4%) 

were enrolled in at least one online course. By fall 2010, the number of higher education 

students had risen to 21 million, and 6.1 million of those (29.0%) were enrolled in an online 

course (DiPerna & Shaw, 2018). This represents an 18.8% average increase in the number of 

students enrolled in online education during that time period. Between 2010 and 2012, the 

growth rate leveled out somewhat, showing an average annual growth of roughly 4.9%. Still, 

as of fall 2012, of 20.6 million higher education students, 6.7 million (32.5%) enrolled in 

online courses. That represents a staggering one-third of higher education students enrolled 

in online courses. With enrollments in online courses still growing and the realization that 

they are here to stay, educational institutions are challenged to meet the demand while 

continuing to provide quality education (ICEF Monitor, 2018). So, e-learning platform 

implementation, usage and compliance is high in the United States for both higher education 

and key stages. 
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E-learning Approaches, Components and Architecture 

E-learning Approaches 

There are two general approaches to e-learning: self-paced and facilitated/instructor-

led. Self-paced learners are alone and completely independent, while facilitated and 

instructor-led e-learning courses provide different levels of support from tutors and 

instructors and collaboration among learners. Often, e-learning courses combine both 

approaches, but for simplicity it is easy to consider the two separately (Raghavan, 2018). 

 

Self-paced E-learning 

 
 

Instructor-led and Facilitated E-learning 

 
(Ruby-Spencer, 2017) 
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E-learning Components 

Different types of e-learning components include: 

 

E-learning Content: E-learning content can include simple learning resources, interactive e-

lessons. Electronic simulations and job aids. 

 

E-tutoring, E-coaching, E-mentoring: Services which provide human and social 

dimensions can be offered to learners to support them through the learning experience 

(Tamm, 2019). 

 

Collaborative Learning: Collaborative activities range from discussions and knowledge-

sharing to working together on a common project. Social software, such as chats, discussion 

forums and blogs, are used for online collaboration among learners. 

 

Virtual Classroom: A virtual classroom is the instructional method most similar to 

traditional classroom training, as it is led completely by an instructor (Ghirardini, 2011). 

 

E-learning Architecture 
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The Grid Computing System: Grid computing is the use of widely distributed computer 

resources to break down larger problems into smaller, independent, often similar parts that 

can be executed simultaneously by multiple processors communicating via shared memory, 

the results of which are combined upon completion as part of an overall algorithm. 

Laboratory Station: A virtual laboratory is an on-screen simulator or calculator that 

learners use to test ideas and observe results. They allow the learner to “tinker” with 

laboratory equipment that behaves in almost the same way as it would in a real environment. 

Learners perform a series of experiments that yield authentic results (Lujara, 2010). 

STOU Regional Centers: These are Regional Centers for Students of Universities, which 

foster remote Education of the students with the aim of delivering facilities to grassroot and 

also maintain contact with students. They ensure that, though education instruction is self-

guided, students are not left without vital personal contact while pursuing their chosen study 

programs. Students can have Interactive and Collaborative work in a classroom manner 

via the Regional Centers (IGI Global, 2019). 

Distant Students via Mobile Internet Platform: Remote students who are on the go can 

hook up to the e-learning platform using their mobile devices. 

 

Functional Roadmap and Procedures for Revamping Computer Education for 

Sustainable E-learning Innovations in Nigeria 

Develop state computer science standards for Students at all levels 

1. Work in partnership with secondary and postsecondary educators, experts and 

industry leaders to develop computer science standards that include the essential 

concepts and practices students should master in school. 

2. Adopt standards-based, developmentally appropriate computer science curricula that 

appeal to diverse all learners. 

3. Require all high schools to offer students access to rigorous, standards-based 

computer science courses, such as Exploring Computer Science and Advanced 

Placement Computer Science Principles. 

4. Provide funding at the state, district and school levels to support expanded computer 

science learning opportunities in schools (Hismanoglu, 2011). 

 

Lay the Groundwork for Learning Computer Science 

1. Throughout the school period, integrate and teach the essential literacy skills that 

students need to master in computer science standards. 

2. Integrate and teach the essential math concepts and skills that students need to 

master.  
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3. Provide targeted interventions and readiness courses to students who need extra help 

for success in computing fields (Salehi, Shojaee & Sattar, 2014). 

4. Support students‟ academic and computer science teachers in designing 

interdisciplinary, project-based instruction and assignments that engage students in 

applying literacy, math and computational thinking skills to solve problems. 

 

Create clear pathways to computing careers. 

1. Charge a state career pathway advisory council with developing pathways that meet 

identified workforce needs in computing fields. 

2. Build career pathways consisting of four or more courses that connect seamlessly to 

postsecondary programs in high-demand career fields, such as cyber security, 

informatics and software development. 

3. Include computer science and computer science-related career pathways in state 

accountability and funding systems (Federal Ministry of Education, 2020). 

 

Prepare great computer science teachers 

1. Recruit teachers with the content knowledge, interest, passion and willingness to 

learn and explore computer science alongside their students. 

2. Create clear pathways to teacher certification and licensure to ensure that all 

teachers, regardless of their backgrounds, have the appropriate skills needed to teach 

standards based computer science and IT curricula (Yadav, Gretter, Hambrusch & 

Sands, 2016). 

3. Leverage federal, state, foundation and private sector funds to support intensive, 

ongoing professional development on computer science and IT  

 

Educate communities about computer science and computing careers 

1. Embed career advisement and exploration across all levels as a means of educating 

students, parents and communities about computer science and computing careers. 

2. Encourage employer partners to invest in the IT workforce of the future. 

3. Enact legislation to recognize communities that improve computer science education 

and meet workforce needs in computing fields (Google, 2019). 

 

Implement secure online exam systems with strong authentication schemes by ensuring 

that there is 

4. Secure Browsers which prevent exam candidates from opening other windows 
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5. Remote Proctoring (invigilating exams from a distance), which uses Image 

Capturing at intervals or Video Streaming for initial and continuous authentication 

6. Data Encryption that avoids unauthorized access to questions banks and result 

7. Audit Logging, where activities like Login, Logout, Exam Access, Question 

Navigation, Answer Responses, are recorded for future references 

8. IP-based Authentication & Authorization that restricts access and operations to 

specified IP addresses.  

  

Conclusions 

Digital divide challenges developing countries, notwithstanding the fact that all 

countries compete in the globalised market. In terms of computer/IT technology policies, 

infrastructure, content, capacity, manpower development, funding, implementation and 

compliance monitoring, Nigeria is at the crossroad of poor e-learning utilisation. It is a 

matter of national emergency, which needs the revamping of computer science education by 

proactive and continuous improvement in the area of funding, teacher education, stimulus 

package, infrastructure provision, students enrolment, pedagogical curriculum innovations, 

awareness creation and catch-them-young schemes. These will facilitate the repositioning of 

computer science education in playing its roles in building, deploying and sustaining e-

learning in the Nigerian realities of the new normal as necessitated by the global COVID19 

pandemic. 

 

Recommendations 

The government and other stakeholders will revamp computer education by helping to:  

1. Provide Strong funding base by budget increase and private donations  

2. Build free Digital learning management systems for education providers    

3. Facilitate the building of portable e-learning Systems for use on mobile devices    

4. Design systems with off-line functionality to cater for students without internet data 

5. Build Massive open online courseware and virtual classrooms in all neighbourhoods 

6. Build e-learning Products of self-directed and interactive e-learning 

7. Develop applications and support for Mobile Reading Software 

8. Platforms for collaboration with support for light video conversion and delivery 

9. Design and implement frameworks for developing interactive learning material  

10. Subsidise ISPs for students to access free internet and subscribe for data at low cost. 
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Abstract 
The study focused on graphic organizer on expository teaching strategy in economics 

education. The rationale for this study is to enhance the declining performance of 

students in economics education. Graphic organizer is a teaching strategy used to 

visualize the structure of knowledge, instead of describing all the concepts and their 

relationships in text. The study adopted the quasi-experimental design in the sense that 

the subjects were randomly assigned into groups. The study collected data both from 

primary and secondary sources. Three Colleges of Education were used for this study. 

Sample of four hundred (400) students were selected through the random sampling 

technique and were used for the study. The instrument used for this study was typed 

objective question tagged Economics Multiple Choice Test (EMCT). Analysis of 

Variance was used to analyze the data collected for the study at an alpha level of 0.05. 

Some recommendations were also made which amongst others include; Government 

should make adequate provision of graphic organizers instruments available in Colleges 

of Education to encourage the use of it in teaching and learning. Regular Seminars and 

workshops should be organized by the government for lecturers to keep them abreast 

with how to use graphic organizers in teaching and learning in Colleges of Education. 

The government should ensure regular equipping of Economics resource rooms with 

graphic organizer materials in the Colleges to make them easily accessible to the 

lecturers. 

Keywords: Graphic organizer, expository, teaching strategy, economics education 
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The rate of students‟ poor performance in Economics education is alarming and 

there is urgent need to find possible remedies to tackle this problem Onu, (2016). Poor 

performance amongst students is a situation whereby students perform far below average in 

their academic performance after being taught and evaluated. 

However one of the factors that cause this poor academic performance amongst 

students is the teacher and the methodology used in teaching and learning process. One of 

the methods the teacher can use for effective teaching and learning is the graphic organizer.  

A graphic organizer is a visual and graphic display that depicts the relationships between 

facts, terms, and or ideas within a learning task. Graphic organizers are also sometimes 

referred to as knowledge maps, concept maps, story maps, cognitive organizers, advance 

organizers, or concept diagrams. Graphic organizers come in many different forms, each one 

best suited to organizing a particular type of information.   

The use of expository, “talk and chalk” teaching method in our educational system is 

lagging behind the educational future expectations and desires. Hence the urgent need to re-

design the learning methods in the future to support this process, with focus on teacher 

education. The role of teacher training institutions in the process of educational innovation 

and the implementation of modern teaching methods is very important. The teacher training 

institutes provides the teachers of the future with the necessary teaching methods because 

teachers are the key figures in arranging learning processes.  

This research work intends to help in equipping the teacher trainers and the students 

in Colleges of Education with the knowledge and different ways of using the graphic 

organizer in teaching and learning process to help improve the academic performance of the 

students. The teacher trainers would be equipped with this knowledge by conducting 

workshops and in-house training while the students will be split into groups, one group being 

taught with the expository method while the other group will be taught using the graphic 

organizer. It is believed that the study will go a long way to improve the academic 

performance of the students in the Economics education.     

 

Justification of the Study 
1. To improve on the declining performance of students in Economics education. 

2. To help teacher trainers and students with the knowledge of how to organize information 

from expository texts and comprehend context area reading.  

3. Provide a useful tool for students to select, organize and recall relevant information.  

4. Provide the teachers and students with the necessary intellectual training, skills of thinking 

and critical analysis and the ability to diagnose problems and to be able to proffer solution 

which is the main thrust of the use of graphic organizer in the teaching and learning process. 
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5. Expose Economics teachers and would-be teachers to the use of this innovative teaching 

strategy (graphic organizer) for better results both in internal and external examinations. 

6. Help to improve the quality of economics and other social science teachers through the 

provision of instructional facilities like the overhead projectors which when combined with 

use of graphic strategies will aid retention of content learnt by the learner. 

7. Train teachers in economics and other social science subjects on how to develop graphic 

organizer from local content on every topic of the subject to be taught through  organized 

capacity building programme. 

8. Expose economics teachers on how to employ the use of graphic organizer teaching strategy 

to summarize their lessons and also to present and visualize the salient points in the lesson 

delivery. 

9. It will inform the stakeholders in our educational system of the need of inculcating this 

knowledge of the use of the graphic organizer in teaching and learning in the students who 

are being trained as would-be teachers. 

10. Enable student to learn faster and understand the lesson taught. 

11. Improve students reading and learning ability, this hitherto will improve their academic 

performances. 

12. To enable students to transfer thinking and learning skills to novel situations and content. 

 

Objectives of the Study 

The main purpose of the study is to evaluate the effects of graphic organizer and 

expository teaching strategies on the achievement of students in Economics in teacher 

training institutes with particular reference to Colleges of Education. The specific objective 

to achieve include, to ascertain the effect in the mean achievement test scores of Economics 

students using the graphic organizer and those taught using the old expository  or “talk and 

chalk” method. 

 

Expository Teaching Strategy and Economics Education 
Economics is an indispensable tool in understanding the complexities of the modern 

economy and myriad of other scientific development useful to mankind. Economics has 

contributed immensely to the personal and intellectual development of its recipient Adu 

(2012). It is one of the relevant subjects that qualify one for admission into higher 

institutions. Ogundape (2016) asserted that some of the secondary students conceive 

economics as a very complex subject whose comprehension requires a kind of judgement 

that is beyond their competence. He further contends that students believe that the subject is 

meant for those with high level of intellectual development. This belief often has negative 
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effects on students‟ academic achievement in economics. Adu (2012) corroborates this when 

he noted emphatically that despite the increase in students‟ enrolment for economics in our 

secondary schools their performance has not been good and that this trend has not changed 

even with the introduction of a new economics syllabus. Thus, there has been vigorous 

search for an instructional strategy that will improve the quality of economics instruction and 

subsequently students‟ learning and achievement in teacher training institutions in Nigeria.  

This, study, therefore, is a response to this challenge, and is faced with the problem of 

verifying the comparative effects of graphic organizer and expository strategies on the 

achievement of students in economics. 

Economics as a subject focuses on how available resources can be allocated in order 

to satisfy human wants. It is a discipline that deals on how human needs and wants can be 

satisfied with available limited resources, Adomgbor (2012). The introduction of Economics 

in the curriculum of Nigeria secondary schools is a welcome development since the subject‟s 

objectives include; 

1. To provide intellectual training, skills of thinking and critical analysis and the ability to 

diagnose problems and to be able to proffer solution; 

2. Preparation for vocational business career, i.e. understanding the vocational prospect of the 

subject such as banking, insurance, marketing, among other; 

3. Preparation for citizenship to foster cultural heritage and to appreciate the reward for dignity 

of labour. 

 

According to Ufere (2016) Economics as a subject is too abstract, too difficult for 

young people since it involves data analysis and statistical computations, hence it requires a 

mature mind of abstract thinking theoretical application and comprehension of the average 

student in the senior secondary level of education. As a result, Onu (2016) suggested the 

need for economics teacher to employ a teaching method that will simplify the curriculum, 

contents of Economics and create learning experiences that are related to the learners‟ 

everyday experiences. Expository method is teacher-centered method. It is a method which 

sees the teacher as a researcher of knowledge while the students are only passive in the 

teaching/learning process. Okoro (2014) notes that the expository method does not give 

attention to individual differences and that there is no-in-built mechanism to measure the 

level of students‟ interest in and appreciation of the lesson. 

The Place of Graphic Organizer in Economics Education 

Graphic organizer is spatial representation of concepts and their relationships that 

are intended to represent the knowledge, structures that human stores in their mind. 

According to Oke (2013) graphic organizers are two-dimensional representative of cognitive 
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structures showing the hierarchies and the interconnections of concepts involved in a 

discipline. 

Graphic organizers are divided into nodes and links. Nodes represent the concepts 

while links (lines) represent the relationship between concepts. Words are used to label the 

links in order to more explicitly, depict relationships. Once completed, the graphic organizer 

is a visual graphic that represents how the creator thinks about a subject or topic and its use 

in teaching and learning process cannot be over emphasised. 

It is also important to note that graphic organizer is also known as concept mapping. 

Concept mapping can be used to facilitate meaningful learning and also as an evaluation 

tool. According to Adu (2012) the merits of the use of concept mapping or graphic organizer 

include the following: 

1. Giving the students concept map before an assigned reading enables them to organize their 

reading. 

2. Concept mapping or graphic organizer has been found to reduce students‟ anxiety in learning 

situations. 

3. It helps to make learning easier because it helps students to see how the teacher organises the 

presentation of the concepts. 

4. Concept mapping or graphic organizer present learning concepts in sequence of stages and 

aid retention of the concepts. 

5. Concept mapping can be used to guide classroom discussion. 

 

Methodology 

Description of Sample  

The study population comprised of the students of three (3) different Colleges of 

Education, FCT College of Education Zuba, Niger State College of Education Minna and 

Nasarawa College of Education Akwanga respectfully. Simple random sampling technique 

using the ballot system was used to select the sample. The selected samples were divided 

into two (2) groups. One group was assigned the experimental group (graphic organizer); the 

second group (control) will be exposed to the (expository method). The study comprised of 

all the students in the three (3) different levels in Economics department: NCE I, NCE II and 

NCE III respectively.  

 

Sampling size 

The sampling size for the study is 400 respondents which is selected using the 

formula 

 n = [zα/2 σ ] 
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  E 

Where n = the sample size, σ = population standard deviation, zα/2 = is the known critical 

value 

E = is the minimum difference between the observed sample mean x and the value of the 

population mean µ 

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

The regular Economics teachers were trained and used for the study by the 

researchers to teach both the experimental and control groups. The teachers used the lesson 

notes prepared by the researchers to teach. The teaching was conducted during the normal 

school period using the normal timetable of the college. The pre-test was administered, the 

four weeks interval between the pre-test and post-test was enough to make students drop 

some traits they will exhibit during the pre-test thereby controlling test effect. The pre-test 

was administered to the subjects and their scores recorded. The experimental group were 

taught using the graphic organizer or concept mapping strategy while the control group were 

taught using the expository method. At the end of the teaching, which lasted for four weeks, 

the post-test was administered for the course. Scores for the pre-test and post-test for each 

group were recorded separately and were scored over hundred per cent (100%). 

 

Data analysis 

Data collection and analysis was collected via the administration of multiple pre-test 

and post-test to the sampled students. The Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to 

analyze the data collected for the study at an alpha level of 0.05 through the utilization of the 

statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS). The use of ANOVA is to partial out the 

initial difference of the research subjects, as sampling was done at the class level (intact 

classes were used) to establish if there is any variation in academic performances between 

students taught with graphic organizer method and those taught in the traditional expository 

lecture method. 

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, graphic organizers help the teacher to teach without stress and the 

learner to learn without stress too as it integrate both text and visual and has been 

scientifically proven to be an effective way of teaching and learning. When they are used in 

teaching and learning, they can be extremely useful for both teachers and students as they 

will make lessons more engaging, interesting and easily comprehensible. 
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The beauty in the use of Graphic organizers in teaching and learning is that it can be used in 

all grade levels in the schools, it has also been proven to be an effective learning tools for 

different kinds of learners, be they normal, gifted students or students with special needs. 

And with adult learners, graphic organizers also help to enable the connection between what 

they already know and newly acquired knowledge.  

 

Recommendations  

Based on the findings of the work, the researchers made the following recommendations: 

1. Government should make adequate provision of graphic organizers instruments 

available in Colleges of Education to encourage the use of it in teaching and learning. 

2. Regular Seminars and workshops should be organized by the government for lecturers 

to keep them abreast with how to use graphic organizers in teaching and learning in 

Colleges of Education. 

3. The government should ensure regular equipping of Economics resource rooms with 

graphic organizer materials in the Colleges to make them easily accessible to the 

lecturers. 

4. Lecturers are advised to encourage students to pay keen attention and to follow how the 

graphic organizers relate the concepts of a subject matter.     
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Abstract 
The study investigated the impact of human resource management on the 

development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. One 

research question was posed and two hypotheses formulated to guide the study. The 

population of the study consisted of all the 565 public secondary school principals 

in Rivers State. The sample of the study comprised one hundred (100) principals, 

which is about 17% of the population. Data collection was constructed using a 

structured questionnaire tagged ―Human Resources Management and Development 

of Quality Entrepreneurship‖ (HRMDQE). The research questions were answered 

using mean and standard deviation, while the hypotheses were tested at 0.05 

significance level, using independent t-test statistics for hypothesis 1 (one) and 

Pearson product moment correlation statistics for hypothesis 2 (two). The study 

revealed that there is a significant relationship between the management of human 

resources and the development of quality entrepreneurship. It also revealed that the 

extent to which human resources management carry out its duties towards the 

development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools is low. 

Among the recommendations made were that required skills and principles of 

management of human resources should be adopted to foster in the development of 

quality entrepreneurship in the state. Also there should be sensitisation on the need 

for entrepreneurship as well as adequate provision of facilities required f or it. 

 

Keywords: Human Resources, Management, Development and Quality Entrepreneurship.  
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Educational organisation as a social system performs varied social services to 

achieve both personal and institutional goals. The system is characterized by series of 

interdependent parts which are made of individuals, roles, formal and informal units, status, 

role expectancy patterns and physical environment which interact with other elements within 

and outside the organisation in search of goals. To attain these goals, there must be an 

effective co-ordination of activities of the overall system. Plans and policies must be 

instituted. Recruitment, training, organising, initiation of tasks, tasks definition, control, 

direction, implementation of plans and policies should be the paramount interest and utmost 

responsibility of a set of individuals. To this end human resource management becomes 

essential in educational field as it aims at coordinating the teachers and students to perform 

the set tasks. 

 Human resources are the people who make up the work-force of an organisation, 

business sector or economy (Odeh Simeon & Moze, 2018). It refers to the company 

department charged with finding, screening, recruiting, training job applicants and 

administering employee benefit programs (Kenton, 2019). Human resources in education 

include the teaching staff, non-teaching staff and students. The activities involved in 

gathering and co-ordinating these individuals for goal actualisation is human resource 

management (Nwosu & Maduike, 2016). 

 Human resources management is an integral part of the educational organisation, 

which consists of individuals with varied skills, knowledge, potentials, abilities, innovations, 

creativities and competences harnessed to achieve goals when actively managed. The human 

resource management in education revolves around the administrators of education. It is a 

complex and dynamic process which requires adequate, skilled manpower, capacity to 

harness, sustain, develop and motivate towards productivity. It is also an essential part of the 

organisation saddled with the responsibility of directing the affairs of the organisation. This 

is the reason human resources management could be adjudged the pinnacle for the 

development and success of quality entrepreneurship in the Rivers State Secondary Schools. 

Entrepreneurship as an all-important program for human and national development requires 

proper management of the human resources to achieve quality. 

Similarly, entrepreneurship is the act of creating a business or businesses, while 

building and scaling it to develop a profit (Ferreira, 2020). Obasan(2014),describes it as a 

process of creating new thing of value by devoting the necessary time and effort, assuming 

the accompanying financial, physic and  social risks and receiving the resulting rewards of 

monetary and personal satisfaction and independence. Entrepreneurship is an acquisition of 

skills for the creation of wealth, self-reliance and employment of others (Onmoya, 2011). It 

is the willingness and ability of an individual to seek opportunities in an environment and 
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ready to establish and run an enterprise successfully based on the identified opportunity 

(Maduike, Nwosu & Oputa, 2017). Based on the above scholars‟ perspectives, 

entrepreneurship is all about generation of wealth and development of both individuals and 

the nation‟s economy. It possesses the ability to empower one through job creation as it 

seeks investment opportunities and persisting to exploit such opportunities. This is to say 

that, all these powerful features of entrepreneurship can only be actualised through proper 

management of the human resources in education. This is because the success of any system 

of education is hinged on proper planning, efficient administration and adequate financing 

(National Policy on Education, 2014). Hence, the human resources managers of education 

should play active roles in instituting, fortifying and facilitating entrepreneurship education 

to equip teachers, students and the entire citizenry with skills that would make them self-

reliant. 

 

Statement of Problem 

 The poor quality of entrepreneurship education in Rivers State secondary schools 

has generated worries and agitation in the mind of the researcher. Despite the poor economic 

state of the country which has been constituted by mPono-economy, human resource 

managers of education have not made frantic effort towards the development of quality 

entrepreneurship in schools. The 6-3-3-4 system of education in Nigeria evolved for 

purposes of skill acquisition at the second stage of education to achieve the objectives of the 

National policy, which is to be self-reliant, develop great dynamic economy and create a 

land full of bright opportunities for all citizens. Unfortunately, this aim has been defeated 

due to neglect on the part of human resource managers. It is disheartening to note that 

entrepreneurship is created in schools without adequate facilities. In addition, the schools 

provided with such facilities have not integrated the students. Rivers State and the nation at 

large need entrepreneurship to salvage the scorching economic bite. This is why the interest 

of the researcher has arisen in this area to join in sensitisation of the need for 

entrepreneurship and the proper management of human resources for its quality 

development, in order to reduce over dependence on oil products and invest more in skill 

acquisition for economic stability. 

 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to determine the impact of human resources 

management on the development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary 

schools. Specifically, the study attempted to: 

Impact of Human Resource Development on the Development of Quality Entrepreneurship in Rivers 

State Secondary School - Nancy Nnebuihe Nwosu, Ph.D 
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1. Examine the extent human resource management carry out the duties towards the 

development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. 

 

Research Questions 

1. To what extent does human resource management carry its duties towards the development 

of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools? 

 

Hypothesis  

1. There is no significant difference in the perception of the male and female principals towards 

the duties of human resources management in the development of quality entrepreneurship 

in Rivers State secondary schools. 

2. There is no significant relationship between human resources management and the 

development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. 

 

Review of Literature 

Concept of Human Resources 

 Human resources are the life wire of every organisation and the most potent 

weapons used by administrators to achieve organisational goals. Okoli in Mugure (2012), 

adds that human resources are expertise in technical, mechanical, managerial, social and 

other areas potentially available for utilisation in the management of social and economic 

institutions. They are vital elements of every organisation and should be available in quality 

and quantity to help in the productive processes that ultimately lead to the realisation of 

goals (Armstrong in Gary, 2011). 

Human resources in education consist of the teachers, administrative staff and students who 

perform activities, duties and task to help management achieve their objectives. 

 

Management of Human Resources 

 The concept of management was derived from an Italian word “maeggare” implying 

to handle. Nwosu and Maduike (2015), posit that management is the formation and 

reformation of goals, scrutiny, planning, control, coordination, redeployment of resources, 

resolving conflicts, active leadership and evaluation of policies implemented. It is the 

utilisation of material and human resources for goal achievement. (Wikipedia,2013), 

identified the following management types for achievement of goals in the organisation; 

project management, human resource management, performance management, investment 

management, brand management, knowledge management, supply chain management, 
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information and information technology management, risk , fleet, event, property, financial 

and emergency management. 

 Judging from the above, managing human resources involves co-ordinating and 

directing the affairs of humans in the organisation towards the achievement of goals. It is 

concerned with obtaining and retaining staff, making decisions which serve personnel in the 

bid to discharge their tasks. In addition, Koko in Nwosu (2019), redefined human  resources 

management as the part of management that deals with people at work as regards to; 

1. Utilisation (recruitment, selection, training). 

2. Motivation (job design, fringe benefits, remunerations, consultation, participation 

negotiation, justice etc). 

3. Protection (working condition, welfare services, health and safety at work and 

implementation of appropriate). 

It is on this premise that Odeh, Simeon and Moze (2018), asserted that the availability of 

these variables in the right mix enhance the performance of management functions of 

deployment, effective load allocation, better supervision, active utilisation of human 

resources and active involvement of students in activity, better discipline management as 

well as lower case drop out in school among others. 

 

Entrepreneurship 

 Entrepreneurship is not a new concept. From the early 1980‟s in New Zealand and 

throughout the world, western government recognised that entrepreneurial orientation may 

lead to economic growth, job creation, international competitiveness and technological 

advancement. The concept of entrepreneurship could be viewed as the act of acquiring skills 

that make one independent and self-reliant. It is the capacity and willingness to develop, 

organise and manage a business venture along with any of its risks to make a profit 

(Business Dictionary, 2015). 

 

Roles of Human Resource Management in Developing Quality Entrepreneurship 

Quality could be referred to as a level of excellence, maintenance and improvement 

of standards. Quality of entrepreneurship may amount to its proper and effective 

management to attain a high level of productivity. As it were, the role of human resource  

management in the development of quality entrepreneurship in the secondary schools cannot 

be over emphasized, as it remains the mainstream in goal achievement. Building qualitative 

entrepreneurship would entail the application of principles of effectiveness, efficiency, 

empowerment, equity, sustainability, appropriateness, wellbeing and safety (Nwosu, 2019). 
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In line with the above assertion, it suffices to say that quality entrepreneurship development 

in the secondary schools revolves around the human resources management. The question is, 

what roles have the human resource management played in developing the quality of 

entrepreneurship in schools? Are the required man powers adequate? What about the 

training facilities, are they available? Has there been serious orientation and sensitisation on 

the need for entrepreneurship? What measures have they adopted to motivate and encourage 

the human resources (Teachers and students)? It is worthy to note that the above factors pin 

pointed are the core tools required by the human resource management to develop the 

qualities of entrepreneurship, therefore they should stand up to  the responsibilities they have 

been charged with. 

 

Entrepreneurship Education as a Tool for Quality Entrepreneurship 

Entrepreneurship education is that type of education and orientation that makes one 

bold and willing to utilize his skills, ability, capability and drive to identify and harness an 

investment opportunity through the judicious utilisation of available resources to achieve a 

given objective (Maduike, Nwosu & Oputa, 2017). It is perceived to be a major source of 

innovation, job creation, growth and a measure of country‟s economic health (Kirkley, 

2017). Entrepreneurship education is the purposeful intervention by an educator in the life of 

the learner to impact entrepreneurial qualities and skills to enable the learner to survive in 

the world of business (Uleanya & Gamede, 2017). 

From the foregoing, entrepreneurship education is the training of individuals on the 

acquisition of skills. It is aimed at facilitating economic growth and increasing talent within 

economies. It is that educative process that creates in the individual the ability and skills to 

become self-reliant to overcome the dynamic challenges posed by the harsh economy 

(Maduike & Maduike). It serves as a catalyst for economic growth and development as well 

as reduce high rate of poverty and empowers people to take advantages of opportunities for 

wealth creation, enthrone a system of incentives that reward hard work, discourage and 

condemn corruption (Unoma, 2016). 

This goes to show that entrepreneurship education is the ultimate in developing 

quality entrepreneurship in school since it inculcates in to the human resources the 

knowledge about the following: 

1. Need for entrepreneurship. 

2. The traits of risk taking, innovation, coordination of factors of production for the purpose of 

creating new products. 

3. Reduction of high rate of poverty and enhancement of economic Growth 

4. Empowering people to take advantages of opportunities for wealth creation. 
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5. Creating the spirit of self-reliance in the youths etc. These will increase the importance of 

entrepreneurship, thereby raising interests of individuals which will automatically impact on 

its quality. 

 

Methodology 

 This study adopted a co-relational design because it attempted to establish a 

relationship between human resource management and development of quality 

entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. The population of study consists of 565 

public secondary school principals from the twenty-three Local Government Areas of Rivers 

State. (Rivers State Schools Board, 2019 statistics). The sample of the study comprised one 

hundred principals (100) which is about 17% of the population. One research question and 

two hypotheses were formulated to guide the study. Data collection was carried out using a 

structural questionnaire tagged “Human Resource Management and Development of Quality 

Entrepreneurship” (HRMDQE). The research questions were answered using mean and 

standard deviation, while the hypotheses were tested at 0.05 significance level using 

independent sampled T-test statistics for hypothesis 1 and Pearson product moment 

correlation statistics for hypothesis 2. The face validation of the instrument was done by 

three experts, two from educational management and one from measurement and evaluation. 

To ascertain the consistency of the instrument, Cronbach alpha was used to calculate the 

reliability of coefficient at 0.78. 

 

Results: 

Table 1: Gender of the Respondents  

Gender  Frequency Percentage (%) 

Male 35 35 

Female 65 65 

Total 100 100 

 

Table 1 shows the gender of the respondents in which 35 principals are male while 65 

principals are females totalling 100 secondary school principals used in the study. The data 

is represented in the pie chart below: 
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Figure 1: Gender of the participants 

 

Research question one: To what extent does human resources management carry out its 

duties towards the development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary 

schools? 

 
S/

N 

ITEMS SA A D SD MEA

N 

DECISIO

N 

1 There is availability of good 

platform for training on skills 

like tailoring, fishery, poultry 

etc. 

5(20) 2(8) 73(146

) 

20(20) 1.92 Low extent 

2 There is adequate provision of 

training facilities and 

instructional materials for 

students and teachers in the 

school. 

20(80) 15(45) 45(90) 20(20) 2.35 Low extent 

3 The students are adequately 

trained on these skills. 

20(80) 10(30) 30(60) 40(40) 2.1 Low extent 

4 There is sensitization on the 

need for entrepreneurship 

education in secondary 

schools. 

20(80) 10(30) 40(80) 30(30) 2.2 Low extent 

5 The students are encouraged 

and motivated to embark on 

entrepreneurial training. 

20(80) 20(60) 40(80) 20(20) 2.4 Low extent 

Male

35%

Femal

e

65%

Gender of Participants
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6 The teachers are motivated 

with incentives to encourage 

them in the achievement of 

these exercises. 

_ _ 35(70) 65(65) 1.35 Low extent 

7 Training are organised for 

entrepreneurship teachers on a 

regular basis. 

10(40) 5(15) 40(80) 45(45) 1.8 Low extent 

 

8 Educational authorities 

organise conferences, seminars 

and talk shops for 

entrepreneurship teachers 

periodically. 

10(40) 8(24) 50(100

) 

32(32) 1.96 Low extent 

 

9 Exhibitions are organised by 

the educational authorities for 

teachers and students to 

showcase their talent and 

skills. 

_ _ 40(80) 60(60) 1.4 Low extent 

 

10 The skills instituted in schools 

are properly funded and 

supervised. 

10(40) 15(45) 40(89) 35(35) 2.0 Low extent 

 

 Grand Mean     1.95 Low extent 

 

 Above 2.5 criterion mean = High extent 

Below 2.5 criterion mean = Low extent 

  

 

 

Table 2 shows the extent to which human resource management carry out its duties towards 

the development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. Table 2 

shows that all the items have mean which are below the criterion mean of 2.5. Also, the 

grand mean of 1.95 is below the criterion mean. This shows that the extent to which human 

resource management carry out its duties towards the development of entrepreneurship in 

Rivers State secondary schools is low. 

 

Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference in the perception of male and female 

principals towards the duties of human resource management in the development of quality 

entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. 
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Table 3: Independent T-test of the difference in male and female principals’ perception 

towards the human resources management in the quality development of 

entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools 

Variable N Mean Standard 

deviation 

Df t Sig.(p-

value) 

Male 35 27.9 10.97 98 0.44 0.561 

Female 65 28.8 11.03    

a=0.05 

Table 3 shows the male respondents‟ mean=27.9, standard deviation=10.97 and the female 

respondents‟ mean=28.8, standard deviation=11.03, t=0.44 and p-value=0.561. Testing then 

hypothesis at the alpha level of 0.05, the p-value (0.561) is greater than the alpha value 

(0.05), this shows that there is no significant difference; hence the null hypothesis is 

retained. Conclusively, there is no significant difference in the perception of male and 

female principals towards the duties of human resources management in the development of 

quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. 

 

Hypothesis 2: There is no significant relationship between human resource management and 

development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. 

 

Table 4: Pearson product moment correlation of human resources management and 

development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. The table 4 

shows that the human correlation coefficient between human resource management and 

development of quality entrepreneurship is 0.64, this shows a positive relationship. Also, 

testing the hypothesis at 0.05 significance level, the p-value of 0.000 is less than the alpha 

value of 0.05, this shows a significant relationship between human resources management 

and development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. 

 

Discussion of Findings 

 The result of this study revealed that all the items have mean which are below the 

criterion mean. Also the grand mean of 1.95 is below the criterion mean. This shows that the 

extent to which human resources management carry out its duties towards the development 

of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools is low. This is in agreement 

with Nwosu (2019), who emphasized that building qualitative entrepreneurship will entail 

the application of the principles of efficiency, empowerment, equity, sustainability, 

appropriateness, wellbeing and safety. Also Koko in Nwosu (2019), identified that human 

resource management is the part of management that deals with people at work as regards to 
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utilization, motivation and protection. The finding is instructive to the government, 

educational authorities and principals, as a source of data to improving the management of 

human resources in the schools for development of quality entrepreneurship. 

 The findings of table 3 and 4 revealed that there is no significant difference in the 

perception of male and female principals towards the duties of human resources 

management in the development of quality entrepreneurship. They further revealed that there 

is no significant relationship between human resource management and development of 

quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. This is in congruence with the 

National Policy of Education (2014), which asserted that the success of any system of 

education is hinged on proper planning, efficient administration and adequate financing. 

Also activities involving gathering and coordinating of individuals for goal actualisation is 

human resources. The findings of this study are instructive to the human resources managers 

of education. The principals of secondary schools should understand that the concept of 

human resources management requires a mastery of human psychology, the structure of their 

needs, the initiating drives and sustaining forces of behaviour of employees in order to 

achieve goals. Based on these facts, the achievement of quality entrepreneurship will be 

accomplished if the necessary measures are put in place. 

 

Conclusion 

 This study investigated the impact of human resources management on the 

development of quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. It was 

established that human resources management has a serious impact on the achievement of 

quality entrepreneurship in Rivers State secondary schools. This is an indication that 

application of right management principles yields high productivity. Hence, the development 

of quality entrepreneurship in state secondary schools will require getting the right people, 

motivating and coordinating their activities as well as providing adequate facilities and 

training for them. 

 

Recommendations 

 Based on the findings of the study, the following recommendations are made: 

1. All the required skills and principles of management of human resources should be adopted 

to foster in the development of quality entrepreneurship in the state 

2. The government and educational authorities should create more awareness on the need for 

entrepreneurship 

3. Entrepreneurship should be established in the schools with the interest of students at heart. 

4. The skills introduced in the schools should be properly equipped. 
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Abstract 
We are in an era where E-Technology is taking over the educational space as many 

countries of the world have introduced e-learning into school but its usage is still in 

infancy stage in most developing countries like Nigeria. The use of e-learning 

enhances the quality of education, helping teachers to do their job more effectively 

and have effectively raised students‘ interest in learning. This study seeks to 

investigate the effect of meeting the needs and challenges of e-learning with the aim 

of improving students‘ writing skills through the use of concept mapping strategy in 

Nigeria. The study reviewed and examined relevant literatures; seek to employ 

secondary sources like journals, books (including E-books), and newspaper in 

generating data. Findings revealed: acute shortage of e-learning materials such as 

on-line/internet-connected computers, e-mail facilities, multimedia television, 

multimedia computer and digital library. The few available ones such as off-

line/ordinary computers, scanner, printer and ready-made courseware are not 

utilized because the teachers lack the knowledge and skills of computer application. 

The only material identified as available and in use is the telephone.  The paper 

recommend that government should embark on a massive computer literacy training 

nation-wide for teachers and learners at all levels, all classrooms and auditoriums 

should be connected to the internet in order to enhance web-based instruction and 

that teachers should take into account learners‘ needs, wants, expectations and 

cognitive abilities.   

 

Keywords: Concept mapping, Writing skills, E-Learning  
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The current wide spread of mobile devices and wireless technologies have brought 

an enormous potential to e-leaning in terms of pervasiveness, ubiquity, personalization, and 

flexibility. On the other hand, due to increased globalization and internationalization in 

recent decades, English has become the lingua franca of the world in the 21
st
 century due to 

its widespread use in academia, electronics, commerce, and technology (Spolsky & 

Shohamy cited in Mojtaba & Mahsa, 2018). It is widely spoken at a useful level by over 1.75 

billion people-a quarter of the world„s population (Mark, 2013). In Nigeria, English is not 

only used as a medium of instruction but as a language of administration, law, commerce 

and religious activities, and it is also an official language. For learners of English all over the 

world, including Nigeria, writing is the most difficult skill (Hoewisch, 2001). Among the 

four language skills which are: listening, speaking, reading and writing, writing has proved 

to be the highest order skill (Beck, 2011).  

Despite the fact that students are motivated to learn writing, they write with much 

difficulty, and the achievement is critically low (Brent cited in Mojtaba & Mahsa, 2018). 

Negari (2011) observed that writing is widely recognized as one of the most challenging 

skills for students to master. It requires consistent effort and regular practice to develop a 

certain proficiency level to give way to one‟s thoughts and ideas in a logical order. Omar 

(2015) opined that writing is one of the most important skills that teachers must concentrate 

on as it leads to better thinking and communication and is never left ignored in language 

learning process because it is as important as reading, speaking and listening; but it requires 

consistent efforts and regular practice to develop certain proficiency. Tan (2012) indicated 

that writing well unlocks the door to advancement in virtually any field of study a learner 

might select in the future. Chappell in Hamisu (2017) considered that writing is a crucial job 

skill, which help the learner understands how knowledge is recognized in any specified field.   

Teaching approaches and strategies have been featured as one of the major factors 

contributing to the low level of English achievement. Piccinin in Hamisu (2017) indicated 

that dominant traditional teacher-centred (TTC) approach to teaching English did not 

produce effective results and make it impossible for learners to acquire the level of 

competency required for success. In order to facilitate learning the English language for 21
st
 

century learners, Lee (2002) suggests that teachers should integrate information technology 

(IT) into their classes. McCormick cited in Hamisu (2017) claimed that (IT) can assist to 

diversify, develop and improve the pedagogical relation of teaching and learning. But 

Walker, Shippen, Alberto, Houchins, & Cihak (2005) are of the opinion that it is difficult to 

teach writing without using direct instruction and that even with direct instruction, writing 

requires that students draw on many skills at the same time.  
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The traditional methods of teaching writing skills seem to be ineffective and many studies 

according to Omar (2015) proved that. For example, Khalil (2002) found that most of the 

mistakes made by the non-native speakers of the Arab learners are in writing especially in 

sentence formation, usage and mechanics of writing are due to such traditional methods. 

Sturm and Rankin-Erickson cited in Negari (2011) state that parts of the students‟ difficulties 

in writing are related to difficulties in applying various cognitive strategies. Flower and 

Hayes cited in David (2009) suggest that there is need to develop effective strategies for 

managing the writing process by writers in order to avoid cognitive overload. In this respect, 

Nobahar, Amir and Masud (2013) observed that  

In recent years, there has been a great body of research on the effect of strategy 

training on language learning …Strategy training has been applied to language learning 

skills such as reading, and listening... However, little has been done on writing and speaking. 

This is also true in Nigeria, as most studies/researches pay more attention to reading 

comprehension and listening skills. Based on this assumption, this study seeks investigate 

the effect of meeting the needs and challenges of e-learning for improving junior secondary 

school students‟ writing skills through the use of concept mapping strategy in Nigeria. 

E-learning is a modern way of teaching many facets of educational endeavors, 

including reading and writing skills of both native and non-native speakers of English. It is 

described by most scholars as access to learning experiences via the use of some technology 

(Benson cited in Hamid & Kangani, 2018). It refers to instructional environments supported 

by the Internet which comprises a wide variety of programmes that use the Internet within 

and beyond school walls to provide access to materials as well as facilitate interaction 

among teachers and students.  

Generally speaking, concept mapping has been used as a tool for learning and 

teaching. It is revealed that it helps in various aspects; Novak and Cañas (2008) opined that 

concept mapping helps learners learn, researchers create new knowledge, administrators to 

better structure and manage organizations, writers to write, and evaluators assess learning. In 

teaching and learning, concept mapping is a visual representation of the relationships 

between concepts and ideas which help students to organize and structure their thoughts to 

understand or discover new information (Muhammad, 2015). 

 

Concept Mapping (CM) 

The idea of concept mapping was originally derived from cognitive theory which 

sprang out of Ausubel‟s assimilation theory (Novak and Cañas, 2006). According to this 

theory, the key determinant of an individual‟s learning was his/her previous knowledge. This 

theory took learning as most productive and meaningful when connecting prior knowledge 
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with new information. That is, the acquisition of new knowledge hinged upon what was 

already known. Novak developed the notion of concept mapping in the 1960s, in an attempt 

to represent visually the structure of information (Novak cited in Hamid & Kangani, 2018). 

In his view, concept maps were techniques for visualizing the relationship among different 

concepts (Novak, 2010), Stoica, Moraru, & Miron (2011) assert that, a concept is the 

regularity in objects or events designated by specific label… and diagrammatic 

representations which show meaningful relationships between concepts in the form of 

propositions.  

In effect, CM is emphasizing organization and instruction of the knowledge that 

helps meaningful learning and the creation of powerful knowledge frameworks that not only 

permit utilization of the knowledge in new context, but also retention of the knowledge for a 

long period of time (Novak & Gowin cited in Hamid & Kangani, 2018).  Concept mapping, 

as a learning strategy is a visual representation of an individual's knowledge structure on a 

particular topic as constructed by the individual; it is assumed to be an excellent exercise for 

the promotion of creative thinking and identification of new problem- solving methods 

(Nagiri, 2011).  

Ibrahim (2014) reported three different investigations of the students‟ attitudes 

towards the use of concept mapping as a strategy to improve language learning skills, 

Chularut and DeBacker (2004) and Sabbaghan and Ansarian (2013) all found that most of 

the students generally showed satisfaction with using concept mapping in their language 

learning. They concluded that the use of concept mapping boosted the students‟ attitudes, 

motivation, and engagement in EFL teaching and learning. 

Earlier, concept mapping involve manual drawings but advances in computer 

applications, new software was developed for drawing concept maps. Cañas, Hill, Carff, 

Suri, Lott, Gomez, Eskridge, Arroyo, & Carvajal (2004) asserted that just like how a word 

processor held up the job of writing text, technology eased the production of concept maps. 

In their analysis, greater tools allowed for executing bigger representations for composite 

fields, and for involving more people in the creation of the maps. The application of concept 

map tools flourished in quantity and quality via the Web, multimedia, and Internet. Novak 

and Cañas (2010) described new concept map tools as engines for knowledge creation. 

Using computerized concept maps could generate new ideas that could be easily and rapidly 

manipulated and adapted. Anderson-Inman and Zeita in Ibrahim (2014) commended the 

easiness of editing computer-assisted concept maps because they allowed for rapid 

manipulations.  

Concept mapping as graphic representations have numerous benefits. Ranging from 

helping learners brainstorm and generate new ideas, organize and represent their thoughts to 
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further understand information and discover new relationships, scaffold for cognitive 

processing, summarize and organize previous learning, maintain collaboration, consolidate 

educational experiences, develop critical thinking, defy long-held ways of thinking, boost 

learning achievements and interests (Dansereau, and Hall, cited in Tseng, 2012). 

 

The Concept of Writing 

Writing is the one of the basic skills of the English language. It is generally 

considered one of the most difficult skill among the four language skills for many learners of 

ESL/EFL learners because of its complexity in spelling, pronunciation, vocabulary and 

grammatical structure. Even native speakers feel difficulty in showing a good command of 

writing (Johnstone, Ashbaugh, & Warfield, 2002). It is a form of communication that allows 

students to put their feeling and ideas on paper, to organize their knowledge and beliefs into 

convincing arguments, and to convey meaning through well-constructed text (Rao, 2019). In 

its most advanced form, writing expression can be as vivid as a work of art. The English as 

second language (ESL) teachers include writing skills in the syllabus because this is an 

essential element for students' academic success. (Kellogg, 2008) because writing helps to i) 

reinforce the grammatical structure, ii) enhance the students‟ vocabulary, iii) and assist other 

language skills such as reading, listening and speaking. Writing success has multifarious 

purposes at school level. Since writing is considered the productive skill, the English 

language learners (ELLs) find it more complex skill. While the ELLs start writing, they have 

to follow two important features of writing, i.e., coherence and organization. In this regard, 

the teachers of English should always teach the learners how to write paragraphs and essays 

with good coherence and proper organization. 

 

The Advantages of Writing Skills   
Writing has many advantages for both individual student and group of students. 

Writing as observed by Rao (2019) develops the learners‟ critical thinking and they will be 

able to stockpile their ideas. It also helps them recover their ideas by bringing back their old 

and almost forgotten memories. It also clears their mind and makes them to feel the need to 

vent and speaks their minds in order to get their point across. It also helps the students 

analyze things and look at them from a different point of view and will be able to draw 

parallels between situations and fictional events and those that happened in their real life. 

Students also improve their verbal as well as written skills and while writing, they carefully 

select the right vocabulary and grammatical structure. Moreover, their writing will be more 

elegant, concise and eloquent than their actual speech since they have enough time to think 

and select the appropriate vocabulary and grammatical structure.  
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The Role of Concept Mapping Strategy in Improving Students’ Writing Skills 

According to the theorist of concept mapping, meaningful learning facilitates high-

level learning and occurs when students learn by self-discovery (Chei-Chang, Li-Tze, Li-

Chu, & Yu-Min, 2017), which is often characterized by new information linked to an 

existing cognitive structure, making strong connections to the current concept structure. 

Concept mapping is a useful instructional strategy that facilitates meaningful learning. Based 

on Ausubel‟s theory, a key determinant of meaningful learning is the framework of relevant 

concepts or propositions that an individual possesses (Chiou, 2009). In the learning process, 

learners absorb new knowledge and connect it to relevant concepts or propositions they 

already possess; this new knowledge then becomes intertwined with their cognitive 

structure. When connection strength is adequate, students will be successful (Schau & 

Mattern, cited in Chei-Chang, Li-Tze, Li-Chu, & Yu-Min, 2017). Hence, instructors must 

help students develop skills for making connections between new knowledge and existing 

knowledge and as such, considered one of the effective strategies in teaching writing skill 

(Rahman & Ambreen, 2018).  

This is because concept mapping represents the relationship of ideas connected 

around central theme (Deshatty & Mokashi, 2013). Thus, it is an effective tool in helping the 

students to organize information for writing by associating ideas, linking concepts and 

developing thinking skill by establishing logical relationship with ideas (Buzan, 2010). 

Concept mapping strategy may be utilized to initiate knowledge former to composing and to 

frame students‟ memory in all stages of the writing process by supporting students to 

perceive word, concept, and group relationships. Rahman and Ambreen (2018) observed that 

concept mapping strategy has been used in a diverse of classroom presentations for 

vocabulary development, study skill improvement, reading comprehension, and prewriting 

organization. 

Concept mapping give the students an opportunity to think about ideas and their 

connections to the subjects being studied and the meanings of different terms enable them to 

organize and learn effectively, store and retrieve the learnt material more efficiently. 

Vanides, Yin, Ruiz-Primo, Ayala and Shavelson (2005) present two ways that concept 

mapping can be conducted while teaching students writing. First is to teach the students the 

construction of concept maps by the students themselves about the unit to be studied and the 

second is the use of teachers‟ made concept map for the introduction of unit, definition of 

terms and the interrelationship of different concepts. Whatever the application of concept 

map is, either constructed by students or by teachers help students to understand and 

internalize the scope of learnt material and to comprehend how different aspects and key 

points are integrated to make a whole unit connected. 
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Literature notifies that the benefits of concept mapping for information organization, 

learning assessment, comprehension of communication and understanding of a text (Keles, 

2012). There is an ample verification for the usefulness of the utilization of concept mapping 

strategy in teaching writing skills. Research revealed that concept mapping strategy in 

teaching writing help students to: 

1. Organize ideas and understand the written information easily 

2. Develop ideas effectively by making writing an easy process and  

3. Develop understanding and elaborating topic easily 

For example, Ojima (2006) applied concept mapping as an instructional strategy for 

development of writing at its planning stage and findings revealed in English class that, the 

learners produced better results with the help of concept mapping. Same results were also 

shown by (Fahim & Rahimi, 2011 & Kyoko & Hiroko, 2011). Pishghadam & Ghanizadah 

(2006) observed and reported some problems in writings of students which include 

organization and sequencing of ideas, strong thesis and relationship between ideas. As these 

problems are addressed at planning stage, the stage occupies an important role to support 

learners in organization of ideas, setting of objectives and construction of linkage between 

concepts. The concept mapping thus can be used as visual representation of ideas in a 

creative way at different stages in writing development. 

 

The Concept of E-Learning 

E-Learning is a term that encompasses a broad array of content and instruction 

methods, and that has come to mean a new model of education involving revised curriculum, 

infrastructure, teacher professional development, textbooks, and exams to provide students 

with technology and“21st century skills” such as creative problem solving. A particularly 

useful aspect of ICT in education includes accessing the enormous amount of educational 

resources on the Internet and online libraries. The networking of teachers, students and 

others can also produce a lively community sharing information, ideas and strategies. 

(Olson, Codde, deMaagd, Tarkelson, Sinclair, Yook and Egidio, 2011). 

E-learning in learning and education refers to the use of modern technologies such 

as computers, digital technology, networked digital devices (e.g. the internet) and associated 

software and course ware (Wikipedia in Olutola & Olatoye, 2015). Parks (2013) suggested 

that “e-” should refer to “everything, everyone, engaging and easy” in addition to 

„electronic‟. Developments in internet and multimedia technologies are the basic enablers of 

e-learning, with consulting, content, technologies, services and support being identified as 

the five key sectors of the e-leaning industry (European Commission, 2000).  
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Regardless of the educational level or stage e-learning can be adopted, used or applied in the 

education for effective teaching and learning. E-learning is a learner-controlled, self-paced 

education environment where the learner has authority over the learning environment; 

thereby allowing learners to work at their pace, convenience (Eke, 2011). E-learning can be 

defined as the online delivery of information. It can also be defined as integrating learning 

with technology (Okah-Edmon, 2010). It is instruction delivered through purely digital 

technologies such as CD ROM, the internet and private networks (Landon and Landon, 

2010). Another definition of interest is tele-education that goes by a number of terms 

including e-education, distant learning, distributed learning and online learning that uses 

various forms of IT like chatrooms, video-conferencing, e-mails and the internet (Hagg, 

Cunning & Dawkins, 2000). E-learning can also be defined as the online delivery of 

information for the purpose of education, training or knowledge management (Turban, King, 

Lee, Liang, & Turban, 2010).  

Furthermore, the United Nation Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) gave an inclusive definition of e-learning as mobile learning in 2011. Akubuilo 

cited in Okah-Edmon and Ogedebe, 2014, views e-learning as comprising all forms of 

electronically supported teaching and learning. He contends that e-learning is to brick wall 

classroom learning, what mobile phone is to analog fixed telephone line. To him, whereas 

the block wall classroom is situated at a place where teachers and students physically meet 

and interact, e-learning is diffused, capable of taking place anywhere and anytime, without 

face-to-face interaction between the teacher and students. E-learning for the purpose of this 

study can be defined as a web-based/online technology for the purpose of teaching and 

learning. 

 

Advantages of E-Learning 

Advantages of e-learning technologies according to Bhuasiri, Xaymoungkhoun, Jeung 

and Cigenek (2011) include: 

1. Increase in accessibility to information, 

2. Better content delivery, 

3. Personalized instruction, 

4. Content standardization, 

5. Accountability, 

6. On-demand availability, 

7. Self- pacing, 

8. Interactivity, 

9. Confidence and 
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10.  Increased convenience 

 

The above advantages of e-learning are based on the benefits it provides to 

stakeholders in educational sector. 

Bhuasiri, et al, (2011) noted that, in developing countries e-learning is still in its 

infancy and early adoption stage and the countries experience challenges unique from 

developed countries. 

 

Challenges of E-Learning in Nigeria 

Datuk and Ali (2012) opined that in order to enhance the effectiveness of e-learning 

in Malaysia, there are many challenges that needs overcoming which are: Awareness, low 

adoption rate, bandwidth issue and connectivity, computer literacy and digital divide and 

lack of quality e-content. Anene, Imam & Odumuh (2014) observed that there are many key 

factors that hamper the successful implementation of ICT in developing countries especially 

Nigeria, however, only a few will be mentioned:  

Poor technical infrastructure: The technical infrastructure needed for e-learning is not 

highly developed, which means that phone-lines and Internet connections are unreliable or 

slow due to narrow bandwidth. Most users access the Internet in cyber cafes, with shared 

bandwidth, thus slow Internet connections, as not everyone has a personal computer or 

laptop. Our problem is further worsened by the lack of adequate power.  

Financial restrictions: The cost of ICT equipment can be a limiting factor with regards to 

reaching a broad target audience and making sure that everyone can afford this service. Also 

misappropriation of funds has added to the ongoing problem.  

Lack of computer literacy: It has been found that low computer literacy level is a critical 

factor that affects the acceptability of ICT/e-learning by students and teacher in educational 

institutes. Furthermore the lack of ICT training for teachers and lecturers makes it hard for 

them to provide digital content, even when provided with all necessary infrastructures.  

Inappropriate teacher training: Unsuitable teacher training programs fail to engage 

teachers in using ICT in the preparation of their lessons. Teachers are the foundation to 

educating our pupils but times have changed and their lack of new knowledge / material has 

an immense effect on student learning.  

Internet connectivity: The cost of accessing the internet in Nigeria is still on the high side. 

Hence, some students find it a challenge to afford. Aduke (2008) suggested that the 

government should make Internet connectivity a priority for higher education to be able to 

leverage on the promises and opportunities ICTs present.  
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Energy related problems: irregular and frequent interrupted power supply in Nigeria is a 

perennial problem affecting almost every aspect of the economy, including education. Ajadi, 

Salawu, & Adeoye (2008) observed that it‟s been a major setback for technological 

advancement in the country. Most rural areas in Nigeria are not even connected to the 

national grid. The consequence of this is that students residing in such areas may find it 

difficult to use ICT effectively. 

Limited expertise: There are few technical staff in most Universities but almost non in 

secondary schools to maintain the current system. Lack of, or inadequate trained personnel 

are a challenge to the use of ICT in higher institutions.  

 

Conclusion 

The goal of e-learning is to enhance learning and efficiently deliver knowledge but 

has not come to substitute the physical classroom learning since face to face contact is 

necessary for learning or impacting knowledge on students. As a medium of instruction, e-

learning is found to be result oriented in the use of concept mapping strategy for effectively 

teaching and improving students‟ writing skills. This is because, concept mapping strategy 

concentrate on main concepts, establishing logical connection among ideas and organizing 

them based on constructed maps and as such, shows unity and coherence of ideas, 

development, organization and critical thinking.   

 

Recommendations 

Based on the conclusion, the study recommends that: 

Teachers should incorporate concept mapping strategy in their classes as a brainstorming 

exercise. 

Prior to any use of concept mapping, teachers should give particular emphasis to the 

students‟ computer ability lest this hinders effective utilization of these maps and e-learning. 

The use of different learning strategies in writing by students should be encouraged through 

raising their awareness of the importance of such strategies in improving the quality of their 

writing.  

The government of Nigeria should embark on a massive computer literacy training program 

nation-wide particularly for teachers and learners at all levels, either through in-service 

training of teachers, workshops, seminars, and conferences.  

For students computer education should be a compulsory subject at all levels.  

All classrooms and auditoriums in Nigeria should be connected to the internet in order to 

enhance web-based instruction.  
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Videophone, teleconferencing and multimedia systems e.g. multimedia computers and 

multimedia projectors should be provided in adequate quantities by the government of 

Nigeria for effective e-learning in secondary education.  

Teachers in Nigeria should be motivated and encouraged to develop and use multimedia 

courseware and software relevant to teaching and learning.  

The government of Nigeria should provide digital libraries in every educational institution. 

The library is the highest reservoir of knowledge and no educational institution can do 

without it. Ensure that each digital library has a server for storage, retrieval, uploading and 

downloading of information.  

The government of Nigeria should employ technologists and technicians to take care of 

internet facilities and equipment and to carry out routine repairs within education facilities.  

The government should set up standby generators and uninterruptable power supplies (UPS 

devices) to tackle the problem of epileptic or inconsistent power supply in order to support 

the use of electronic equipment for e-learning.  
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Abstract 
Entrepreneurship is observed as a means to improve the business development and 

economic sustainability. Teaching entrepreneurship education in institutions of higher 

learning is aimed at developing skills in business development for the students in 

preparation towards life after school. Economy now is facing recession and do not move 

or develop as expected, which leads to total standstill. The paper looked into the role 

and position of entrepreneurship in economic development, how countries embraced 

and developed entrepreneurship education and in their institutions of higher learning 

and entrepreneurial programmes across all ages. Results indicated that teaching 

entrepreneurship from elementary level have positive impact on young ages to think of 

establishing and own their business than to be employed. Private entrepreneurial 

development centres play vital role in helping children to attain their dream in social 

development by building into them the skill and mindset in business. It is paper 

imperative for country to develop, there must be economic tools that will keep industrial 

sector moving and to achieve this, small and medium scale industries must be in place to 

aid the economy in developing.  There is need for local communities to assist young 

children in entrepreneurial skill development through workshops and seminars during 

holidays. 
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Education is the key to all forms of development in all respect of human life. It is 

imperative to note that the role of education in human advancement is a key issue that cannot 

be contended. Nakpodia and Ifakachukwu (2012) posited that “education as the aggregate of 

processes through which an individual acquires knowledge, values, attitudes and all other 

forms of behaviour that are of positive value to the society”. Quality education offers hope 

and the promise for a better living. There is no stronger foundation for lasting peace and 

sustainable development than a quality education provided by well trained, valued, 

supported and motivated teachers.  

Reflection on the quality of teacher can be seen in Finland education system. 

Monitoring teacher education programmes for example in Finland by the Higher Education 

Evaluation Council is heavily research-based, with a strong emphasis on pedagogical content 

knowledge. To attain the required status of teacher education, students spend a full year 

teaching in a school associated with their universities before graduation. This approach as 

contain in Finland Overview (2014), thus 
Teacher quality in Finland is not the result of an unmatchable culture, but rather of a 

specific highly integrated system of policies and structures that other nations can emulate to 

produce a culture that is no less supportive of teachers and no less likely to result in superior 

student performance. 

 

However, the quality of both education and teacher could be attainable if the 

economy is stable and the required budgetary provision must satisfy all education sub-

sectors including teacher education programme.    

 

What is Comatose Economy?  

Economy according to Encarta English dictionary (2009) is the prudent management 

resources to avoid extravagant expenditure or waste. The term comatose is from a Greek 

word kōmat of the 17
th
 century meaning “deep sleep”. According to Encarta encyclopedia 

(2009) comatose means “something in a coma” or “unable to function”. Similar to this 

meaning is from online English Living dictionaries added “extremely lethargic” “sluggish” 

while online Cambridge dictionary defined comatose in two ways; American way as 

“unconscious unable to wake up”, while in British way is defined as “very tired or in deep 

sleep”. The Free Dictionary relates comatose to state of inactive, “inactivity or dormancy”. 

In any form, comatose is a term describing a situation of malfunctioning or inactivity. 

Perceiving the situation from socio-economic state being in Nigeria today, the economy is 

some how not appreciative looking or considering the trend of events from global 

perspective. While economic recession is a global phenomenon, but in Nigerian situation 
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other factors aggravated the problem, which include unemployment, lack of business 

knowledge, fear of failure, lack of entrepreneurial mindset. All these culminated into 

economic sluggishness in Nigerian situation.  

 

Shortcomings in Economic Development 

Most often business begins with minor transaction and grow with time. However the 

survival and sustainability of the business depends on the ability of the person running be 

ready to face the challenges involved. Nigeria, according to Global Entrepreneurship 

Monitor (GEM) in Afolabi (2015) is “empirically identified as one of the most 

entrepreneurial countries in the world”.  This assertion followed the opinion of Latinwo and 

Ogechukwu (2010) that “all communities making up Nigeria such as Egbas, Ijebus, Ekitis, 

Igalas, Kanuris, Ijaw, Edos, Hausas and Fulani etc have their own philosophical thoughts of 

business and management. Such thoughts cut across the processes of behaviours, systems 

and contingencies”. Despite this opportunity available, yet there are a lot of short comings 

with sustainability of business due to lack of proper organization especially among small and 

medium scale businesses. This observation is what Nwachukwu in Afolabi (2015) posited, 

that “dearth of requisite managerial skills and capacity……bureaucratic bottlenecks and 

inefficiency in administration, lack of incentives discourage rather than promote SME 

growth”. .all these setbacks rested with low entrepreneurial skills arising from inadequate 

educational and technical background for many SME promoters. These are contributing 

factors that keep small and medium businesses lagging behind in the same respect and 

created lukewarm attitude the by the target group. Unless more efforts are put in place to 

make the youth economically innovative through entrepreneurship education, the Nigerian 

economy will remain comatose. The education system should be refocused through 

paradigm shift from curriculum content from the traditional or conventional approach to 

entrepreneurially innovative. Korakakis (2014) believed that “what is missing in many 

elementary and secondary curriculums are courses that will teach students to solve future 

problems, collaborate with others, take calculated risk and learn from failure” i.e. 

entrepreneurial skill. The entrepreneurial outfit is more than preparing on how to buy and 

sell but “autonomy, leadership, creativity, initiative, perseverance, self-confidence, sense of 

responsibility and solidarity” (Korakakis, 2014) that are tools for economic development and 

sustainability (Smith, 2010).   

There is strong connection between entrepreneurship and economic growth, 

Audresch and Kielbash (2004) posited that knowledge and pro-market government policies 

have a significant influence on economic growth, Todaro and Smith (2008) conservatively 

related economic growth to supply in labour and capital while government policy influence 
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entrepreneurial growth, which Smith (2010) concluded that “some government policies can 

increase entrepreneurship, and that entrepreneurship is influenced by at least one of the 

traditional factors of economic growth”. By doing so, there is no way to isolate 

entrepreneurship from market neither to place a barrier between economic progression and 

entrepreneurial skills. This could be seen from the research carried out in 2010 by Charney 

and Libecap of the Kauffman Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership. They asserted that 

“entrepreneurship education contributed to the growth of firms especially smaller emerging 

firms. On average, emerging companies that were owned by or employed entrepreneurship 

graduates had greater than five times the sales and employment growth than those that 

employed non-entrepreneurship graduates”.    

 

Teaching of Entrepreneurship Education for Entrepreneurial Development 

Considering the needs of entrepreneurship as a programme, one could certainly 

argue that Nigeria is undergoing transformation in the educational system and envisage 

quickly implementation of entrepreneurship education in full swing in a country that now 

has an economy that not only dwindling but comatose.  

The question asked by academics is whether entrepreneurship training has impact in 

making good entrepreneur; however research result has answered this. Shane (2010) 

reported that studies by researchers at the University of Arizona, US and other institutions 

have found that people who have received entrepreneurship education perform better at 

running their own businesses. Despite this result, Lorz (2011) reported that entrepreneurship 

education has less impact on entrepreneurial development directly especially on start-up 

business by grandaunts from Scottish universities. In conclusion, the view given by 

Thombson in Lorz (2011) can clear the mix-up of whether entrepreneurship education do or 

do not have impact on business development. He viewed it developing entrepreneurial 

education is all about instilling entrepreneurial intention which he defined as "self 

acknowledged conviction by a person that they intend to set up a new business venture and 

consciously plan to do so at some point in the future". This definition is indicating that 

entrepreneurship education is to build the skill and preparedness in oneself towards venture 

initiation and development.  So the learning content or curriculum should focus on such 

outcome rather than discussion on business making ventures and their rudiments. Thus 

teaching entrepreneurship can help students to identify and act on unique venture 

opportunities using a through observation, fieldwork, and understanding value creation 

across multiple stakeholder groups. 

The entrepreneurship curriculum should reflect the environmental needs socially and 

economically and this can move education forward. Entrepreneurship education teachers 
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need to develop their professional skills. High quality teachers are the hallmark of any 

education system. This will bring high performance and the status of teachers will improve 

and to the large extend the results of the implementation of specific policies and practices in 

entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial environment, growing young people who go into 

business are getting professional training to the highest prestige in their lives.  

It is equally important that creating entrepreneurial environment direct has major 

impact on the successful market output. It is on this basis that our institutions need not only 

provide the training alone but making the environment to reflect the expected outcomes. 

This is to say since at this material time not much is done to fully establish entrepreneurship 

education at primary or secondary levels, nor our tertiary institutions are offering full time 

courses in entrepreneurship with the objective of training students in business setting and 

mindset to embark into market with aim of elevating the pressure on office jobs. In this 

respect these institutions have task that must be accomplished. By this entrepreneurship-

based learning does from the get-go teaches students how to recognize opportunities and 

how to act on them. This is not a skill easily forgotten when properly implemented into 

different facets of an educational curriculum. 

In order to have entrepreneurial university, the stakeholders need to be involved who 

happen to move the business sector and political system in particular (Blenker, Dreisler and 

Kjeldsen 2006). Keeping these stakeholders with university will brings about progressive 

learning consciously developing in consideration of the objectives and target groups. 

Similarly, practical knowledge is linked with theoretical reflection, professional and personal 

development and capacity for self organization. However, considering the university, public 

and business sectors are key players in economy drive, in which Blenker et al (2006) opined 

that “the necessity for closer relationship between the three parties” in order to meet the goal 

in market economy of a nation to get the needed capacity in thinking in new configurations 

of five growth drivers, which include innovation, entrepreneurship, human resources, 

information and communication technology and globalization. 

To this end, Blenker et al (2006) suggested to develop “entrepreneurial university” 

with the task of enhancing these key drivers in the development of entrepreneurship and 

learning developmental processes for the creation of framework for an innovative and 

entrepreneurial society with entrepreneurial individual who through a constant learning 

process can lead to producing knowledge that can be transformed into innovation. With this 

in view, the objective is to make higher institutions to play a highly central part in this 

innovative and entrepreneurial process. In this respect, there is need to apply a new 

perspective in the role of higher institutions on the learning objectives they should comply 

with. This also entails new requirements to the implementation of the most advantageous 
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learning processes. Similarly Tomkins-Berg and Miller (2015) identified short comings with 

teaching of entrepreneurship in institutions as outlined by Stephan Chambers of the Skoll 

Foundation, which include  

1. Programmes have loose definitions of context and goals  

2. No opponent to EET programs exist  

3. A lack of research using methodologies that truly identify the effect of an 

intervention  

Together with these problems, Tomkins-Berg & Miller (2015) reported that Bill of 

Martin Trust Centre for MIT Entrepreneurship and Kaufmann Foundation noted that “there 

are worries of teaching only one model of entrepreneurship, focusing primarily on high-tech, 

fast-growth companies, and pushing students toward competitions and ventures prematurely 

or inappropriately”. Notwithstanding the way out for effective teaching of entrepreneurship 

must be viewed from the points made by Tomkins-Berg & Miller (2015) that “in order to 

start making sense of the entrepreneurship education and training (EET) world, we need to: 

1. Identify the outcomes that EET programs are trying to achieve  

2. Figure out if the outcomes match what other programs with similar characteristics, 

context and participants are trying to do  

3. Find a way to evaluate the impact of the intervention  

4. Better understand if for whom and under what context that impact is created  

Careful study of these needs, one can foresee where the programme is focusing; providing 

entrepreneurial mindset that have entrepreneurial ambition for foster towards initiating, 

developing, sustaining and the perseverance to face all risks in business.  

 

Entrepreneurship Education and Economic Development 

It is obvious that for the economy to move, more is needed to enhance the tools that 

move it. Such tools involve proper training in business development through 

entrepreneurship education. Institutions of higher learning in most countries including US 

and Europe have recognized the impact of entrepreneurship education to business initiation, 

development and sustainability.  Research results over a period of time have indicated links 

between providing entrepreneurship education and promised economic growth, generating 

employment opportunity and enhancing economic development at large (Sirelkhatim and 

Gangi, 2015). Lacking this entrepreneurship training has lagged business development 

among school leavers in Pakistan as not much attention is given to entrepreneurship 

education by the policy makers and government in the past. Such attitude towards 

entrepreneurship in the past has affected the entrepreneurial attitude and intentions of people 
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in Pakistan which is just 23% as per Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) report on 

Pakistan (Hussain, 2015).  

Researches have shown correlations between entrepreneurships education to 

entrepreneurial intention. According to Hussain (2015) three relationships were established 

from these researches, thus: 
First, entrepreneurship education helps the students to learn and identify new business 

opportunities. Such knowledge leads to enhance the number and innovativeness of 

opportunities which are linked with the technology, secondly positive association between 

social desirability and entrepreneurship career intention and thirdly, through 

entrepreneurship courses one get knowledge about starting new business venture in a better 

and faster way the that result in more value from the identical opportunity 

 

These are factors that will lead to acquisition of skills and competency needed and 

help students in perceiving new feasible venture. Even though there is some disagreement on 

the teaching of entrepreneurship in schools leading to entrepreneurial intention, nevertheless 

Lo in Hussain (2015) opined that “there is limited agreement on the variables which are the 

basis of individual decision of starting a new venture. Majority of studies on entrepreneurial 

education and intentions focused on general impact of entrepreneurial education on intention 

and measured the entrepreneurship intention before or after entrepreneurship course or 

program”.  

From the foregoing reason, Matley in Lorz (2011) foresaw the impact of 

entrepreneurship education to socio-economic and political infrastructure of a nation. The 

belief behind this assertion is that entrepreneurship is a promoter of economical development 

and therefore, entrepreneurship education is an instrument for stimulating entrepreneurial 

activities. To this respect, stimulating entrepreneurial mindset should start at an early age 

upon which development continues not necessarily after acquiring certain level of education. 

This assertion followed that of Glangchai (2013) that “for many kids who want to be 

business owners, they have to wait until college to get a formal education in running their 

own enterprise, but it does not have to be that way. In fact, it probably shouldn‟t be that 

way” rather provide them with entrepreneurial tools at a young age can help them realize 

their dreams. These tools include self-confidence, autonomy, a strong work ethic, ambition, 

empathy, “an internal locus of control” and greater sense of self-control and higher self-

esteem.  Glangchai (2013) concluded that “developing entrepreneurial competence in 

adolescence increases the likelihood that those individuals will be successful as adults, and 

one study found that developing entrepreneurial skills as a teenager is a greater determiner of 

progress than having a doctorate degree (PhD)”.  Meaning that entrepreneurial orientation at 

tender age will serve as preparatory ground for future entrepreneurs. It is paramount  schools 
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both primary and secondary have to inculcate the spirit of business mind set through 

entrepreneurship programmes both in formal class setting and at workshop and seminars 

outside class during holidays/vacations  in order to meet the aspiration of entrepreneurial 

society. This will help in building the capacity needed with the children to grow to adult 

stage as full entrepreneurs or entrepreneurship providers/promoters.     

 

Conclusion  

Economic development goes with market mobility and the mobility needed can be 

obtained if the entrepreneurs who provide the services have the mind set, skill, perseverance, 

initiative in taking opportunity to create required or develop or improve existing business 

outfit. These are tools that entrepreneurship education is gearing toward providing in 

schools. Where these tools are lacking, the economy will be comatose or inactive, sluggish. 

Hence teaching entrepreneurship in traditional classroom setting can not offer the skills and 

other needed tools alone. Hence, there is need the curriculum to include excursion/field trip, 

symposium where professionals, entrepreneurship providers, business managers and 

business modeling by students as means of assessment. Similarly there is need for children 

to be groom from early age in order to grow entrepreneurially.  

 

Recommendations 

It is obvious that entrepreneurship education change or provide a preparatory ground to 

students during school life. Based on this, the following recommendations can bring 

desirable changes toward resuscitating comatose economy. 

1. Teaching entrepreneurship education should go beyond traditional classroom method, it 

should include, excursion/field trip to companies, industries etc. 

2. Lecture series should be in the curriculum to be delivered by seasoned entrepreneurs, 

entrepreneurial providers etc. 

3. Students should prepare feasibility report of live business outfit to be assessed by experts in 

entrepreneurship outside their institutions of learning. 

4. Private entrepreneurial development centers should establish to argument governments‟ 

owns.  
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Abstract 
The study investigated the lecturer‘s perception on strategies for revamping Home 

economics Education in colleges of Education for meeting the needs and challenges 

of e-learning. Three research questions and three Null hypotheses guided the study. 

The study was conducted in two colleges of Education in Anambra state that offer 

Home economics Education. The population of the study comprises of 22 Home 

economics lecturers. The instrument for data collection was structured 

questionnaire constructed using four point scales. Data collected from the study 

was analyzed using mean to answer the research questions while the hypothesis was 

tested at .05 level of significance using t-test statistics. The results revealed that 

area of Home economics that needed e-learning includes food and Nutrition, 

clothing & textile floriculture Horticulture e.t.c. challenges facing the use of e-

learning in Home education includes among others lack of fund, High cost of e-

learning facilities, poor ICT policy strategies for revamping Home economics 

Education to meet the needs of ICT includes adequate funding, training & 

retraining of Home economics lecturers e.t.c. the study recommended among others 
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that there is need for Government to fund education adequately, colleges to 

purchase generating sets for light key words: Lecturers, strategies, Home 

economics, e-learning, challenges.  

 

 

The introduction of information and communication technology into the world has 

influenced all aspects of education. Education today has become a large global market with 

aggressive players in place for countries willing to invest in ICT. The result is the 

involvement of countries around the world to use ICT as a great tool to improve and update 

the educational sector that will benefit the younger generation. According to Okeke (2017) 

ICT have powered the level of education in the world so much that teaching can take place 

from distances through on-line services. Thus the emergence of the internet learning is called 

e-Learning. E-learning comprises all forms of electronically supported learning and teaching 

involving the computer and network which enabled transfer of skills and knowledge 

(Wikipedia, 2011).  

Hedged and Hayward (2004) defined e-learning as an innovative approach for 

delivering electronically mediated, well- designed, learner centered and interactive learning 

environment to anyone, any place by integrating the internet and digital technologies. 

ICT in education is the wholesome integration of modern telecommunication particularly the 

internet into the education system. With ICT in schools education is made more productive 

by making instructions more powerful more scientific and real. It gives room for 

independent and individual study. ICT‟s are applied in many fields of education including 

Home economics education. 

 Home economics is the dynamic field of study whose primary aim is the 

improvement of the lives of individuals, families and the society at large. (Nwankwo, 2003) 

stated that Home economics is concerned with using and managing human and material 

resources for the benefit of individuals, family, society including rural households in order to 

maintain its relevance Home economics must continually and consistently evolve new and 

effective ways of enhancing family welfare and helping rural household to cope with new 

emerging challenges in the society. 

The use of e-learning in any nation depends on the computer technological awareness in the 

country. According to Aleburu (2005) it is obvious that the use of ICT in education is yet to 

be embraced by Nigerian Educational institutions. The new innovation in teaching and 

learning process in most schools is still a dream yet to be realized. ICT has not been fully 

integrated into the curriculum of higher institution Oleidibie (2011) opined that Nigeria 

schools lack internet facilities. The implications of this are that students and teachers will not 
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be able to come together for lectures, tutorials and on-line interactions across geographical 

locations. Also most teachers in our schools have not been trained on the use of ICT 

facilities, few of them may be trained only to appreciate the use of which will be inadequate 

for them to apply in teaching and learning process.  

 ICT opens the door to all kinds of new educational opportunities to both teachers 

and students. The use and application of technology teaching and learning process must be 

given the priority it deserves to ensure that Nigeria achieve its vision 2020 on Education 

through ICT, there should sufficient attention given to ICT in schools. 

In Nigeria, teachers, students and lecturers in our school system must be inducted to develop 

the needed skills in the use of ICT to enhance e-learning. In order to use e-learning in 

teaching and learning, some efforts must be made to revamp our educational system to meet 

up with the challenges of e-learning.  

 

Statement of the Problem  

Utilizing e-learning in Home economics Education offer numerous benefits in 

enriching the quantity and quality of teaching process in Home economics Education. 

Despite the prevalent nature of e-learning through ICT, the mastery of skills required to 

effectively function in a knowledge based economy has not been attained as a result of 

erratic power supply, lack of skills by teachers & students amongst others. 

During the Covid-19 lock down a lot of schools, higher institution embarked on e-

learning. The research observed that most of the students and lecturers were not ICT 

Compliance, most of them do not have ICT facilities to access the website of their schools, 

some that have ICT were faced with problems of poor power supply,  even some were 

staying in areas where there are no internet services. The researcher‟s interaction with the 

students indicates that most of the students do not even receive the lecture materials through 

the internet. This becomes a worry to the researchers, and the researchers demand it 

necessary to find out the lecturers perception on the strategies for revamping Home 

economics Education in Colleges of Education to meet up with the needs and challenges of 

e-learning.  

 

Purpose of Study 

The main aim of the study is to find out the strategies for revamping Home 

economics Education in colleges of Education for meeting the needs of e-learning. 

Specifically, the study intends to:  

1) Find out the areas of Home Economics Education that need e-learning 

Lecturers Perception on Strategies for Revamping Home Economics Education for Meeting the Needs 

of E-Learning in Nigeria - Assumpta Amaka Okoye; Uzoma Ifechukwu Okoye and 

Ifeyinwa Bessie Chidolue 
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2) Determine the challenges of e-learning in Home Economics Education.  

3)  Find out the ways of revamping Home Economics Education to meet the needs of e-

learning. 

 

Research Questions 

The following questions guides the study 

1)  What are the areas of Home Economics Education that need e-learning?  

2.  What are the challenges of e-learning in Home Economics education? 

3.  What are the ways of revamping Home Economics education to meet the needs of 

e-learning?  

 

Hypotheses  

The following hypothesis guides the study  

1. There is no significant differences between the mean responses of male and female Home 

Economics lecturers on the areas of Home Economics that need e-learning.  

2. There is no significant difference between the mean responses of male and female Home 

Economics lecturers on the challenges of e-learning in Home Economics education.  

3. A significant difference does not exist between the mean responses of male and female 

Home Economics lecturers on the ways of revamping Home Economics education to meet 

the needs of e-learning.  

 

Methodology  

Survey research design was adopted for the study survey research design according 

to Olaitan, Ali, Eyo and Sonade (2001) is a plan, strategy and structure that the investigator 

wanted to adopt to obtain solution to research problems using questionnaire in collecting, 

analyzing and interpreting data.  

The study was carried out in two Governments owned Colleges of Education in 

Anambra State that offer Home Economics Education. The population of the study 

comprises of 22 Home Economics Education lecturers in the Colleges of Education namely: 

Nwafor  Orizu College of Education and Federal College of Education (T) Umunze.  

The entire population was used for the study because it was manageable.  

A structured questionnaire was used for data collection. The instrument contained 33 

letters. The instrument was divided into three sections (A,B and C) Section A sought 

information on the areas of Home Economics Education that need e-learning, Section B 

dwelt on the challenges of e-learning in Home Economics Education, while Section C was 

on ways of revamping Home Economics education to meet the needs of e-learning. The 
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instrument was based on four-point rating scale of Strongly Agree (4), Agree (3), Disagree 

(2) and Strongly Disagree (1). The instrument was face validated by three experts. Two 

experts from Department of Home Economics and one from Department of Measurement 

and Evaluation, both from  Federal College of Education (T) Umunze. Their corrections and 

criticisms were used to produce the final draft of the instrument. A reliability of the 

instrument was conducted using Cronbach Alpha and the reliability coefficient yielded 0.84. 

Data Collection was done by the researcher. All the copies of the questionnaire were filled 

and retrieved representing 100% return rate. 

Mean and Standard Deviations were used for answering the research questions when 

based on the four point scale, only items with mean 2.50 and above was regarded as agree 

while any item with mean less than 2.50 was regarded as disagree. The standard deviation 

was used to determine the closeness or otherwise of the opinions of the respondents from the 

group data the t-test of significant difference between two independent means were used.  

 

Table 1: Mean Responses of Respondents on the Areas of Home Economics that need 

E-learning 

S/N ITEMS X SD REMARK 

1.  Food and Nutrition  3.41 0.52 Agreed 

2.  Home Management 3.33 0.79 Agreed 

3.  Clothing and Textile 2.91 0.44 Agreed 

4.  Child Development  3.05 0.66 Agreed 

5.  Hospitality 

Management  

3.16 0.55 Agreed 

6.  Soap Making  2.98 0.90 Agreed 

7.  Home Gardening  3.42 0.67 Agreed 

8.  Indoor and Outdoor 

decoration 

2.78 0.75 Agreed 

9.  Interior Decoration  2.98 0.55 Agreed 

10.  Horticulture 3.06 0.91 Agreed 

11.  Floriculture 3.22 0.82 Agreed 

12.  Food Preparation  3.20 0.49 Agreed 

Grand X & SD 3.13 0.67 Agreed 

All the items in table 1 above had mean values above the cutoff point of 2.50 and were all 

agreed by the respondents as the areas that need e-learning in Home Economics education.  
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Table 2: T-test Comparison of Mean Ratings of Male and Female Home Economics 

Education on the Areas of Home Economics that need E-learning 

Gender X SD N Df t-cal t-Hab P Decision 

Male 3.51 0.55 2 20 0.48 1.96 0.05 Do not 

reject 

Female  3.49 0.61 20     Ho 

 

t-test analysis revealed that t calculated of 0.48 is lesser on t-crit of 1.96 at 0.05 level 

significance. Therefore Null Hypotheses was not rejected. Therefore a significant does not 

exist between the mean responses of male and female Home Economics lecturers on areas of 

Home Economics that need e-learning.  

 

Table 3: Mean Responses of Respondents on the Challenges of E-learning in Home 

Economics Education 

N = 22 

S/N ITEMS X SD REMARK 

1.  Lack of fund 2.92 0.86 Agreed 

2.  Poor supply of power  3.10 0.75 Agreed 

3.  Problems of lecturers 

resistance to e-learning  

2.98 0.82 Agreed 

4.  High cost of e-learning 

facilities  

3.00 0.50 Agreed 

5.  Non challant attitude of 

Government Towards e-

learning  

3.15 

 

3.18 

0.87 Agreed 

6.  Lack of Rural 

connectivity  

2.83 0.51 Agreed 

7.  Lack of ICT facilities 

for e-learning  

2.99 0.42 Agreed 

8.  Poor ICT policy 

Implementation strategy  

3.34 

 

0.62 Agreed 

9.  Inadequate educational 

software  

3.33 0.74 Agreed 

10.  Lack of interest on part 

of students on e-

3.41 0.53 Agreed 
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learning  

11.  Lack of skills to fully 

utilize e-learning 

technology  

3.25 0.65 Agreed 

12.  Lack of review and 

updating of existing ICT 

Curricular  

3.13 0.78  

Agreed 

13.  Inadequate educational 

software in Home 

Education  

3.17 0.96 Agreed 

14.  Grand X and SD 3.41 0.81  

All the items had mean values above the cut-off point of 2.50 and was all agreed by the 

respondent 

 

Table 4: t-test Comparison of Male and Female Home Economics Education on the 

Challenges of E-learning in Home Economics Education  
     t- t- P decision 

Gender  X SD N Df cal Tab  Do 

Male 3.24 0.69 2    0.05 Not 

    20 0.10 1.96  Reject 

Female 3.19 0.44 20     HO2 

Table above revealed that t- calculated of 0.10 is lesser than t- critical of 1.96 at 0.05level of 

significance this shows that the null hypotheses which states that there is no significance 

differences in the mean responses of male and female home economics lecturers on the 

challenges of e-learning on Home economics education was not rejected. 

 

Table 5: Mean Responses of Respondents on the Ways of Revamping Home Economics 

Education to Meet the Needs of E-learning 
S/N  X SD Decision 

1 Adequate funding of home economics education 3.36 0.41 Agreed 

2 There is the need for research and development in e-

learning  in Home economics 

2.92 0.85 Agreed 

3 Functional ICT facilities should be provided in schools 2.97 0.55 Agreed 

4 Training and retraining of lecturers on e-learning 3.12 0.67 Agreed 

5 Home economics education curriculum to be modified 

to integrate the use of ICT 

2.88 0.70 Agreed 
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6 Training the students on the use of ICT Facilities  3.24 0.78 Agreed 

7 Provision of adequate ICT manpower in schools  3.06 0.91 Agreed 

8 Regular workshops and seminars on ICT for Home 

lecturers 

3.89 0.88 Agreed 

 Grand X & SD 3.18 0.72 Agreed 

All the items had mean values above the cut-off point of 2.50 and were all agreed by the 

respondents. 

 

Table 6: t-test comparison of male and female home economics education lecturers on 

the ways of revamping Home Economics Education to meet the needs of e-learning 
     t- t- P decision 

Gender  X SD N Df cal Tab  Do 

Male 3.15 0.65 2    0.05 Not 

        Reject 

Female 3.13 0.51 20 20 0.04 1.96  HO3 

Table 3 revealed that t-calculated of 0.04 was lesser than the t-calculated of 1.96 at 0.05 

level of significance, therefore the null hypothesis which stated that a significant differences 

does not exist between male and female home economics lecturers on the ways of revamping 

home economics education to meet the needs of e-learning was not rejected. 

 

Discussion 

The findings of the study according to the research questions, T revealed that the 

area of home economics education that needs e-learning includes food and nutrition, clothing 

&textile, horticulture, floriculture, food preparation etc. 

This findings were in line with what Aleburu (2005) stated that areas of home 

economics such as food & nutrition, clothing & textile needed e-learning. The t-test of 

significant differences revealed that no significant differences existed between the mean 

responses of male and female home economics lecturers on the areas of home economics 

Education that need e-learning answers to research question 2 revealed that challenges of e-

learning in Home economics includes lack of  fund and poor supply of power, problems of 

teachers resistance to e –learning, non-challant attitude of Government towards e-learning  

etc. This dings are in line with what Onwukwe (20.6) who stated that funding is one of the 

challenges facing the integration of e-learning in Education. Also kischener and slinger 

(2012) pined that power supply in Nigeria is very epileptic and are not conductive for ICT 

operation. Olelewe (2017) opined the many places especially rural areas are not connected 
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with the internet. It is very different for schools located in such areas to have access to e-

learning facility. 

T-test analysis recreated that a significant differences does not exist between the 

male and female Home economics lectures on the challenges of e-learning in Home 

economics Education. 

Research question 3 was designed to find out the ways of revamping home 

Economics education to meet the challenges of e-learning in Nigeria results of the study 

revealed that such way includes adequate funding of  Home Economics education, 

encouraging research and development in e-learning in Home economics, provision of 

functional ICT facilities, training and retraining of lectures in  e-learning, Home economics 

education curriculum to be modified to integrate the use of ICT, training of the students on 

the use of ICT facilities, etc. these endings are in line with what Olubie (2017) stated that 

schools and colleges should be adequately funded, this will enable the schools to man ICT 

facilities. Also Akpodiete (2012) opined that there is the need for full integration of ICT into 

the curriculum of schools. These will help to capture the interest of teachers and students to 

e-learning. The author went further to state that ICT should be an integral component of the 

curriculum for all teachers training institutes in Nigeria including Faculties of education 

Deboye (2011) opined that there is the need for respective authorities in the colleges to 

ensure adequate supply of electricity in schools. This can be achieved through alternative 

power supply like generating set. Okolo  (2011) opined that the government while providing 

electricity in the rural and urban areas, link up these rural and urban areas  with 

telecommunication facilities to facilitate transactions  t-test  analysis revealed that a 

significant differences does not exist between the male and female Home economics 

education lecturers responses on the ways of revamping Home economics education to meet 

the needs of e-learning.      

 

Conclusion 

This paper tries to look at the lecturers‟ perception of revamping Home Economics 

Education in College of Education for meeting the needs of e-learning in Nigeria. The areas 

and challenges of e-learning in Home Economics was explored while ways of revamping 

Home Economics to meet the needs of e-learning are posited. However, it is strongly 

observed that the journey of Nigeria in imbibing e-learning is so far; therefore, this paper 

explores ways of making e-learning possible in Nigerian Colleges of Education to enhance 

teaching and learning 
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Recommendations 

Based on the findings of the study, the following were recommended. 

1. Training and retraining of teachers on ICT (e-learning). 

2. There is the need for the Government both at local, state and federal level to properly fund 

education. 

3. The federal Government should set up in partnership with interested private entrepreneurs a 

vibrant computer technology industry to make the technology more affordable to all. 

4. Adequate efforts should be made by the colleges to raise fund for the purchase of standby 

power generating set. 

5. The government should provide an enabling environment for students to buy their own 

laptop by subsidizing the cost. This will enable the students to buy and use them for their 

studies. 
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Abstract 
This paper titled E-learning and religious Education in Nigeria: A case study of 

Christianity and Islam focuses on the benefit of E-learning in Religious education in 

Nigeria. The paper sees E-learning as the use of any electronic media including 

wireless to aid the process of teaching and learning. The concept of e-learning has 

being employed to enhance the process of teaching and learning either in the formal 

or non-formal classroom situation. In this regard, teacher and students of religious 

student in the two major  
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Globally, there is a revolutionary impact on educational development as a result of 

increasing embrace of ICT awareness in this 21
st
 century and the effect on the transformation 

of communities is laudable such that most developed countries achieve this feat by exploring 

the massive potentials for transformation, technological advancement and instructional 

process through the use of ICT.  

E-learning, utilizes electronic technologies to access religious education curriculum 

outside of a traditional classroom. It refers to a course, program or degree delivered 

completely online. There are many terms used to describe learning that is delivered online, 

the internet, ranging from distance education, to computerized electronic learning, online 

learning, internet learning and many others. We define e-learning as a programmme that is 

specifically delivered via the internet to somewhere other than the classroom.  It is 

interactive in that one can also communicate with the teacher or other students in the class. 

As the case maybe, it is delivered live, where the learner can “electronically” raise his hand 

and interact in real time and sometimes it is a lecture that has been pre-recorded. There is 

always a teacher interacting and/or communicating with the learner and grading his 

participation, assignments and tests. E-learning has been proven to be a successful method of 

training and this type of education has become a way of life for many citizens in different 

religious tradition.  

E-learning can provide access to quality learning content for instance, moral 

education in Christianity and the teacher. The importance of E-learning in different religious 

traditions of the world especially nowadays that teaching and learning emphasizes on 

modern or educational technologies cannot be overemphasized especially now that 

technology has been embraced. 

In our   religious education today, there are many applications available for   

religious education through online means both web, and mobile. To maximize this benefit, 

the religious organization must design specific policies on how this should be implemented 

and sustained at each level of religious bodies. 

 

Meaning of E-Learning 

An acronym for information and communication technology. Hornby (2010) defines 

ICT as “the study of the use of computers, the internet, video and other technology.   In 

another respect, it “is often applied in relation to the use of cell phones, digital music, high 

definition television, digital cameras, the internet, cable TV and other items that have come 

into common use for some times now.” Another definition is given by Bell (2001) as a 

“learning, thinking, communicating, creating, representing and research.” Summarily, it 

involves the development and use of technology to process information and aid 
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communication. However, e-learning refers to the use of the internet and ICT corroborated 

by Adu et al (2013) posits that Electronic Learning (e-learning) is an electronic delivery and 

administration of learning opportunities and support via computer network and web-based 

technology.  

The purpose of this paper is to appreciate the place of e-learning as well as 

examining the trends, issues, challenges and prospects of applying e-learning in religious 

education in Nigeria in particular and the wider world in general. The paper adopts a 

historical and phenomenological approach in the discussion. It notes that e/learning has 

helped in no small way to improve the standard of teaching and learning of religious studies. 

The study concludes that e/learning should be made more accessible and affordable to 

enhance religious education in Nigeria. 

 

Theoretical Framework Overview   

In dealing with moral issues, three different approaches can be adopted. (Kohlberg 

and Mayer 1972). The Inductive Approach, Romanticist Approach (Raths, Harmin and 

Simon 1966) and the Cognitive-structural Approach. According to these scholars, the 

inductive approach embraces the teaching of a prescribed set of values, morals which serve 

as the core of the Religious education curriculum. The Romanticist approach does not 

encourage the provision of a prescribed set of morals and values and as a result, advocates 

moral relativism. The cognitive-structural approach advocates the use of reasoning and 

decision-making processes to determine what is morally good or bad. These three 

approaches to moral education have their defects, the inductive approach seemed to be most 

appropriate for the Religious education since it advocate for specific content in the 

curriculum. The other two approaches are relativistic in nature. As a result, the inductive 

approach has been used in teaching moral education; it was observed by Nwankwo (2006) 

that during the pre-colonial and the colonial periods that there was a shift of focus from the 

inductive approach to the Romanticist approach and the cognitive-structural approach to the 

teaching of moral Religious education.   

 

Understanding Islamic Education  

Education is sacrosanct to a nation‟s economic growth, human development, 

peaceful coexistence, social justice and equity as well as the spiritual and religious guidance 

of the society. In tandem with this assertion, Muhammed (2018:230) remarks that: 

Islam as a religion enjoins its adherents to seek useful knowledge from cradle to grave. 

Islamic studies on the other hand trains the sensibility of students in such a manner that 
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their attitude to life, approach to all kinds of knowledge and decisions are all regulated by 

the value of Islam.  

In this regard, efforts have been made by Muslims to contribute meaningfully to 

human development, world civilization and culture (Adeyemi; 2006:) thus Islamic education 

has effect on the intellectual and spiritual growth of the Muslims.  

It is pertinent to know that whereas Islamic studies refer to the academic subject 

offered in a formal school setting, Islamic education is the totality of the upbringing of an 

individual within the content and context of Islam (Abubakar: 2014). It encompasses human 

development, equity, social justice and religious harmony. It is wholistic and “transcends the 

classroom setting” because it embraces both formal and informal education. 

  

Brief History of Islamic Education in Nigeria 
The history of Islamic Education in Nigeria is synonymous with the history of Islam 

in Nigeria due to the fact that Islam establishes its own form of education whenever it goes 

(Balogun, 1982). In the non- Arab world, the history of the teaching of Arabic paved way for 

the history of the spread of Islam and Islamic Education (Davidson, 1990), thus the 

elementary Arabic schools in Nigeria were known as Qur‟anic schools where both Arabic 

and Islam were taught together. The pupils graduate from the elementary Arabic school after 

being able to memorize the Qur‟an by rote (Fayose, 1995) to the higher school where the 

rudiments of Islam required to bring the student to the level of absorbing the content and 

context of Islam are taught, with focus on Islamic faith while the only reference and 

foundation is Allah, the Merciful, Creator and only God, besides whom there is no other.   

The first Qur‟anic School was established in the 11
th
 century in the place of Kanem Ummi 

Jilmi of Old Bornu when he converted to Islam while Fafunwa (1995) opined that Islam 

came to the Hausa land of Nigeria in the 14
th
 century through the traders and scholars from 

Mali and other African cities, citing Adeyemi (2016):  

During the reign of Yaqub (1452 C.E-1463 C.E), some Fulani scholars migrated to Kano, 

bringing with them books on Islamic theology and jurisprudence. It was during this period 

that Muslim scholars from Timbuktu came to Kano to teach and preached Islam. Al-Maghili, 

a famous scholar, later went to Kastina which had also become a centre of Arabic and 

Islamic learning during the fifteenth century. Many scholars emerged from this centre…. It 

was this Arabic and Islamic Education which gave cultural prestige to Islam.  

 

In the early days, the Quranic schools were usually held outside the Mosque unlike 

these days where they have structures of theirs and according to Umar (2000) between 1976 

and 1996, Islamic education began to experience tremendous growth and graduated from 
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sitting on the mats outside the Mosques or houses into benches at Modern Islamic schools. 

He added that Arabic and Islamic studies were taught alongside western education subjects. 

Some of the school later established were, Arabic Teachers College, Jos, 1976; Al-Iman 

International Schools, Jos, 1982; College of Islamic Studies, Bauchi road, Jos, 1986; 

Tasheed Private Schools, Old Airport road, Jos, 1983; Al-Hilal Secondary School, Rikkos, 

Jos 1996 etc.  

On the tertiary level, many Nigeria Universities have programmes in degrees at 

various levels like the Post Graduate Diploma (PGD), Bachelor of Arts (B.A), Bachelor of 

Arts Education (B.A Ed), Master of Arts (M.A), Master of Arts Education (M.A. Ed), M. 

Phil and Doctor of Philosophy    (Ph. D) in Arabic and Islamic studies. Some of these 

tertiary Institutions include Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, University of Lagos, Ibadan, 

Ilorin, Kano, Sokoto, Maiduguri, Bayero-Kano and Ekiti State University.  

 

Canham and Ozigi (1979) asserts that to regard Islamic education in Nigeria as a 

sort of fossilised relic of glorious but irrelevant past is to misinterpret history. (Cited in 

Adeyemi (2016).  

Fafunwa (1995) explains that:  
Within the ranks of the Orthodox Muslims, a number of organizations sprang up at the turn 

of twentieth century to develop western derived education within a Muslim context. One of 

the most dynamic and the largest of these organizations was the Ansar-ud-deen society 

which was founded in Lagos in 1923….. In 1937, the Ansar-ud-deen was introduced to 

Ibadan and it later built schools there…. The environment of the schools by then was kept 

Islamic so that Muslim children could gain Western Education without parents being 

concerned about Christian proselytization. With the embracing of western education, the 

Arabic and Islamic teachers can now be exposed to ICT as a tool for continuous and up to 

date reference for better teaching performance.  

 

Challenges of E-Learning in Islamic Education 

Ogeri Chukwu (2016) remarked that e-Learning is expected to improve pedagogy as 

the barrier between students and their teachers are removed paving way for personal 

interaction at the comfort of their homes without face-face physical presence, however, 

Musa (2012) laments that despite the various technological breakthrough in various fields, 

much has not been achieved in transforming digitally, the process of instruction in Islamic 

studies resource searching due to inaccessibility of ICT facilities. Citing Resnick (2005) who 

posited that:  
In most places where new technologies are being used in education today, the technologies 

are used simply to reinforce outmoded approaches to learning. Even as scientific and 
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technological advances are transforming agriculture, medicine and industry, ideas about 

and approach to teaching and learning remain largely unchanged in developing countries. 

 

Even when these ICT facilities are readily available, some of the Islamic teachers are not 

digitally-knowledgeable, and when knowledgeable and skilled the in-adequate power supply 

which are irregular and frequently interrupted are disturbing factors and major setback to the 

performance of these ICT facilities. Many rural arrears in Nigeria lack access to the National 

grid coupled with incessant vandalization of the cables and other materials, whereby the 

large populations of those interested in Islamic education in the rural arrears are forced to 

abandon such dreams unless there is the means of moving to the urban cities.       

 

Benefits of E-Learning in Islamic Education 
E-Learning, though an aspect of ICT revolution in Nigeria is still struggling for 

relevance in the Nations educational system, however, it is beneficial to Islamic Education 

due to the introduction of flexibility in the pedagogy of Islamic education. It saves time and 

money as the student can learn from the comfort of his home, making learning more 

effective. It enables both Muslims and non-Muslims surf the internet to improve one‟s 

vocabulary and knowledge of the Qur‟an, updating and transfer of knowledge, effective 

research due to numerous research and references with ease and the web-based facilities 

allow the research for more educational information. It also creates an avenue with others for 

profitable networking amongst colleagues in order to share ideas and personal experiences 

and knowledge of the Islamic faith (Musa 2012:3-5).  

 

Some Islamic Education Web-Sites  

http://www.uga.edu/islam/  

http://www.arabacademy.com/  

http://etext.lib.virgina.edu/koran.html. 

http://www.stgbrown.edu/webs/qiran-broswer/  

http://www.bbcarabic.com  

http://justthink.org/curriculum/english-as-a-second-language/  

http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com/public/about.html.  

http://wellcomedigitallibrary.blogsport.com/2011/04/arabicmanuscripts-online-fihrist.html. 

(Etubi 2009:6) 
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E-Learning and Moral Education in Christianity 

E-learning is learning utilizing electronic technologies to access educational 

curriculum outside of a traditional classroom. It refers to a course, program or degree 

delivered completely online. There are many terms used to describe learning that is delivered 

online, the internet, ranging from distance education, to computerized electronic learning, 

online learning, internet learning and many others. We define e-learning as course that are 

specifically delivered via the internet to somewhere other than the classroom where a 

Professor is teaching. Maiyo (2015) It is not a course delivered via a DVD or CD ROM, 

video tape or over a television channel. It is interactive in that you can also communicate 

with your teacher, Professor or other students in your class. Sometimes it is delivered live, 

where you can “electronically” raise your hand and interact in real time and sometimes it is a 

lecture that has been pre-recorded. There is always a teacher or professor interacting and 

communicating with you and grading your participation, your assignments and your tests. E-

learning has been proven to be a successful method of training and education is becoming a 

way of life form many citizens in Christianity denominations.  

Education technology is connected with the cover, teaching theory as well as 

learning theory. 

E-learning can provide access to quality learning content for moral education in 

Christianity and the teacher (the pastors improve data management processes for Christian 

fellowship and Christian worship.  

The importance of E-learning in Christianity education especially nowadays that 

teaching and learning emphasis on modern or educational technologies cannot be 

overemphasized especially now that technology has been embraced. 

In our Christian education today, there are many applications available for Christian 

education through online means both web, and mobile E-learning system. The Christian 

organization must design specific policies on how this should be implemented and sustained 

at each level of Christian denomination. 

 

E-Learning in Christianity 

E-learning refers to learning by using electronic modes like online education. The 

development and spread of E-learning are seriously breaking down traditional barriers like 

geography and social electronic status. In the future, E-learning in Christian education will 

enable students of the bible to receive moral instruction from pastors anywhere in the world. 

The most talented pastors will use technology to deliver their moral teaching to their 

followers all over the world without having a physical contact with them. 
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E-learning can occur in or out of the church building. E-learning in Christian education is 

suited to distance learning and flexible learning, but it can also be used in conjunction with 

face to face teaching. The impact of E-learning in Christian education depends on a myriad 

of factors. The benefit of E-learning is that Christians can access a religious website to gain 

more knowledge on Christian values anywhere at any time. Christians can post in moral 

values and their contributions will also help the younger Christians to develop Christian 

values as well. Illechukwu & Ugwuozor (2014) this has been a huge impact on the evolution 

of computer usage and the integration of newer technologies in Christian education. The 

internet has become one of the most important communications channel offering the 

prospect of collaboration and communication. The Christian conceptualized education in a 

process of developing and cultivating (whether physically or mentally or morally) one‟s 

mental activity or senses, the expansion, strengthening, and discipline of one‟s mind, faculty 

etc. the forming and the regulation of principles and character in order to prepare and fit for 

any Christian calling or Christian business by systematic instruction. The emergency of ICT 

revolution has affected the development of Christian education in our secular or Christian 

institution of learning as these has been relative awareness of the vital role of information in 

Christian moral building. The importance of Christian education to human beings cannot be 

overemphasized globally, Christian education is considered as a human transferring agent 

toward moral building which should be accorded to all Christian no matter his or her 

denomination in fact that is why a lot of Christian denomination consider Christian moral 

education as a fundamental Christian right. 

 

Moral Education during the Pre-Colonial Period  

The study of moral education could be traced to the pre-colonial period when the 

subject formed an integral part of traditional African education. Before the advent 

of Western style education, the people of African in general had their own African form of 

education which Christian education absolved. Oyelade (2015) stated the goals of traditional 

African educated.  

1. To develop character,  

2. To develop child‟s latent physical skills.  

3. To develop a sense of belonging and to participate actively in family and communities affair  

4. To acquire specific vocational training and to develop a health attitude toward honest labour  

5. To develop intellectual skills 

6. To inculcate respect for elders and those in position of authority. 

7. To understand, appreciate, and promote the cultural heritage of the community at large. 
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It is on this note that education generally aims at the development of the cognitive, 

affective, and the psychomotor domains of the learner. In other words, it aims at the total 

development of the individual. The above goals satisfy the three domain of educational 

objective, as contained in Utsey (2008) namely cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. 

Traditional African Education aimed at initiating young ones and ushering them into 

adulthood, to lead very responsible lives in their communities.  

The curriculum for African moral education covers the things in the social 

environment. Children were made to learn about how to build good social relationships. This 

could be done using appropriate greetings and responses, how to show appreciation to 

people, how to show respect for elders and people in authority and how to subordinate 

individual interests to societal interest (Occiti 2006) all these helps to promote moral and 

value education among Christian during and before the advent of formal education. 

 

Moral Education during the Colonial Period  

During the colonial era, moral education continued to be active. This time the school 

took over the teaching of the subject from the home. Certain educational policies affected the 

teaching of African moral education. During the colonial era, the religious morality was 

enforced and this led to the use of inductive approach in teaching moral education. In the 

school curriculum, religious instruction was used to teach moral education, and the content 

was exclusively based on Christian moral. Bible passages were used to indoctrinate pupils 

Ofori-attah (2006).  

The based mission followed the pioneering role by the European merchants by 

establishing their first schools in other to carry out their missionary work and build the moral 

life of the Christians. Religious education was part of the school curriculum, and it was use 

to teach moral education to children. 

The colonial government also adopted the basel mission educational policy and 

enlarged the teaching of moral education.       

 

Education and E-Learning  

It is obvious today that Christian are undergoing a constant change necessitated by 

electronic learning and the information communication technology (ICT) revolution, which 

has as well resulted in the increasing complexities in Christian knowledge expansion. In the 

same vane there is a great change in the Christian educational system in that what is being 

taught now transcends the moral extolled by dominations all over the word. It is difficult to 

see domination without a channel television projector and other information gadgets. 
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William, Teresa, Hartnea and Erieh (2004) in Keagon and Awah (2013) suggest that 

Christian educational institutions and its various faculties/departments will need to change 

their curriculum every two or three years in order to ensure that the content of their teaching, 

research and community service reflects the rapidly advancing frontiers of scientific 

knowledge. This has necessitated the internationalization of Christian education, not just in 

one denomination, all over the denominations based on the benefit or moral benefits 

derivable. 

The upsurge of the e-learning have caused the Christianity to readjust their service 

delivery pattern, it has made Christian teachers, leaders to prepare to inculcate biblical moral 

information otherwise known as preaching because the audience are with their handset to 

browse the topic. UNESCO (2009) rightly acknowledged that educational institutions have 

become the agencies for dissemination of knowledge and societal moral values and 

increasingly becoming international in character.  

Kpakol (2002), observes we are seeing dramatic changes in the way we 

communicate, the way we travel, the way we shop, the way we work, the way we do 

literally. This is not an accident of some sort. No one should be afraid of these new 

technologies. No one should be afraid of E-learning. It has not come to consume you. It has 

not come to consume you. It has come so that you can consume more. 

Simon (2002) the scholar observed that E-learning is a process about people 

merging, throwing away certain blockages and barriers, thereby forging unity that have 

never been seen in history. 

The major goal of E-learning is the achievement of millennium development goals. 

(M.DGs) which target significant human development progress in all parts of the globe. To 

achieve the MDGs education system including Christian education must be revolutionalized 

both in content and instructional strategies as well as the professionals to enable them 

discharge the relevant teaching through e-learning.  

Apologun (2005) in Etuk (2007) observed that e-learning agenda is firmly rooted in 

internationalization of issues and programmes such that they cut across national boundaries. 

E-learning demands that Christian education in this 21
st
 century must strive to ensure 

accurate learning, provide well conceptualized, designed and implemented biblical and 

moral teaching, biblical research programme, Christian community engagement that would 

enable Christians to think critically and analytically gather and process empirical data and 

engage in sustainable production of moral and good value. 

 

Conclusion  
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The term E-learning has many complex components (religion, economic, political, 

socio-cultural, demographic environmental and technological); all aspects having depending 

on educational systems particularly moral education and the society at large. As in all 

emerging trends worldwide, there are positive effects of e-learning which have been 

buttressed in this paper. However, some negative effects too that the Christian leaders in 

moral education need to be aware of and take necessary precaution so as not to dwell on 

them.    

 

Recommendations 

The relevance of e-learning in the pedagogy of Islamic education cannot be over 

emphasized. Therefore, education in the 21
st
 century Nigeria depends on the synergised 

efforts of all stakeholders Islamic education, Based on this study, the following 

recommendations are proposed:  

1. The students‟ should be motivated to arouse their interest in studying religion,    as 

this may lead to showing desire in the method to be used via e-learning. 

2. Stakeholders should endeavour to make adequate provision of trained man power 

and required facilities. 

3. Only qualified instructors via training should be allowed to teach, thus on-the-job 

training on ICT should be mandatory.  

4. The instructors must be friendly to the learners and utilize suitable pedagogical 

method to keep the training interesting.  

5. The students should be motivated to constantly peruse the various religious web-

sites while the sites should be upgraded at short intervals with due attention to 

upgrading the old articles.  
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Abstract 
Creative education opens entrepreneurs and occupational health practitioners and 

indeed all stakeholders in businesses to critical thinking and critical reasoning; 

leading to creativity and innovations.  Entrepreneurs are people who start and own 

businesses. The growth of entrepreneurship determines the growth, dwindling or 

stagnation of national economies. New businesses create new and more jobs. New 

ideas are introduced and problems are solved in better ways. Entrepreneurs are 

known for embracing risk, having big ideas, and making major innovations that 

change how other businesses are run. True Entrepreneurs are identified by their 

mental picture or vision that is capable of transforming the society‘s collective 

quality of life. Obviously, this cannot be achieved without appropriate workplace 

health. Occupational health practitioners share the same skills with entrepreneurs. 

The ability to identify health hazards, specific agents, their route of entry or contact, 

the risk level, determination of controls and strategies, the buy-in of workers on 

controls and implementation. All these are products of creative education and 
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critical thinking. In other words, creative education or knowledge allows seamless 

understanding and creative implementation of set goals. For Nigeria to march 

towards progressive, dynamic and sustainable economy, all hands must be utilized 

to provide creative entrepreneurial and health education, training and development 

for the general populace. It was therefore recommended that deliberate policies to 

initiate and effectively implement creative education in entrepreneurship and 

occupational health and safety at all levels of education should be put in place, also 

entrepreneurial and occupational health education should be enshrined in the 

Nigerian school curriculum, right from primary to tertiary 

 

Keyword: Creative Education, Occupational Health, Health Education, Entrepreneurs, 

Dynamic and Sustainable Economy  

 

 

 The rapid increase in industries and commercial activities especially in the 

developing countries have continued to expose workers to numerous health hazards, 

occupational diseases and industrial accidents leading to an alarming rate of injuries, 

morbidity, disabilities and death. The new concept of occupational health and safety 

education emphasized the need for individualized approach to health and safety especially in 

the workplace. Industrialization is indispensable to the economic growth of every nation, 

Nigeria inclusive. Industrial and commercial activities contribute immensely to the 

development of nation‟s economy. Industrialization is synonymous with the citing of various 

categories of industries both productive and service-oriented. In an attempt to facilitate the 

process of production and rendering services, people are hired to work in industries either to 

produce or render services. 

 Work is meant to be a means of economic survival and sources of satisfaction, 

happiness, social status and companionship but can also result in stress, dissatisfaction and 

threat to workers health and wellbeing (Achalu, 2000). According to World Health 

Organization (WHO) as cited in Amanze and Agu (2014), many employees are either 

maimed or killed on daily basis as a result of exposure to workplace hazards and not heeding 

to safety practices as laid down by the establishment. This usually leads to loss of man 

powers, litigation, poor corporate image of the establishment and loss of productivity. 

 The word occupation health education is coined out of three different words, 

occupation, health and education. Occupation is a person‟s usual or principal work or 

business, especially as a means of earning a living; vocation; hence it is any activity in which 

a person is engaged (Dictionary.com, 2020), while health is according to the World Health 

Organization (WHO, 1948) is a state of complete physical,, mental and social wellbeing and 
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not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. Health therefore is an ever evolving state of 

mind, body and relationships perceived by an individual, a family, a group of a community 

for self in a particular time, space and context. Education in a broad sense is a means of 

imparting knowledge. The knowledge could be in different ways, such as systematic or 

organized, structured and unstructured but must lead to acquisition of knowledge, skills and 

values, attitudes, beliefs by learners. It inspires, changes, reproduces people and shapes 

them. Education therefore remains a social process in capacity building and maintenance of 

society for decades. It is a weapon for acquiring skills, relevant knowledge and habits for 

serving in the changes. 

 Occupational health deals with all aspects of health and safety in the workplace and 

has strong focus in primary prevention of hazards. The health of the workers has several 

determinants, including risk factors at the workplace leading to cancers, accidents, 

musculoskeletal diseases, respiratory diseases, hearing loss, circulatory diseases, stress 

related disorders and communicable diseases among others. Employment and working 

conditions at the formal or informal economy embrace other important determinants – 

including, working hours, salary, workplace policies, concerning maternity leave, health 

promotion and protection provision among others (WHO, 2020). According to Gupta (2013), 

about 45% of the world population and 58% of the population over 10 years of age 

constitute the global workforce and their contribution sustains the society economically and 

materially. Thus the occupations are crucial preconditions for productivity, socio-economic 

and sustainable development. Conclusively, occupational health and its services are provided 

to protect and promote the health of the worker. A healthy worker is a major factor for 

sustainable and economic development. Occupational health education therefore is that 

knowledge, skills, attitude, beliefs and values passed on to the staff in workplace, for 

protective, promotion, and safety practices while in the workplace for their health and 

wellbeing for high productivity and sustainable growth. 

Entrepreneurship according to Hisrich et al. (2009), is the act of being an 

entrepreneur and the willingness or ability of an individual to seek out investment 

opportunities in an environment and be able to establish and run an enterprise successfully 

based on the identified opportunities, so as to meet the ever changing needs of the society. 

Hence it is a process through which individuals identifying opportunities of unmet needs, 

plan and organize for all business venture through the use of resources to create, develop and 

implement solutions to problems and to meet people‟s need. 

Education and entrepreneurial skills are twin imperatives in the development of any 

nation. These two imperatives revolve around the learner who acquired or is aspiring to 

acquire the knowledge and the skills of these disciplines. However, the learner cannot attain 
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this feat without good health; andthis is where occupational health plays a critical role. A 

nation without healthy citizens with entrepreneurial skills and healthy workplace is bound to 

groan under the weight of underdevelopment. 

 

Concept of Education/Creative Education 

 Education is the bedrock of any development. Leonard (1967) said, that to learn is to 

change and education is the process that changes learners behaviour to a positive direction. 

Adiele (1972) defines education as the process undertaken through teaching and learning or 

a desirable change in human behaviour towards a better existence. Similarly Ukeje (1973) 

viewed education as that process of education which occurs whenever any influence 

produces a change in the physical and mental beaviuour of the learner. 

 However the 21
st
 Century definition of education emphasizes the technological 

domain of education which is the ingredient for faster growth and development of nations. 

Hence Zolfaghari et al (2019) says that education must provide at its cure the modern 

technology which aims to improve educational practices because technology facilitates 

learning process and increases performance of the educational system. Tabotnip (2010) 

defines education as the process of acquiring knowledge that begins from birth to death. The 

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary (2015) views education as the process of teaching or 

learning especially in a school or college. According to Wikipedia, Education is the process 

of facilitating learning or the acquisition of knowledge or skills, values, beliefs and habits 

(Wikipedia.org). 

 Education is a life-long process of acquiring skills that enables the individual to be 

useful to himself/herself and the society in general. Ebeigbe (2014) as cited in Ebeigbe et al. 

(2017) opines that education is a continuous process that creates in an individual the 

competence to function academically, occupationally, politically, socially and morally. Thus 

education is a means by which the individual acquires the skills and knowledge which makes 

it possible for him/her to function effectively in the society. Similarly, Ukeje (2001) sees 

education as a process of transmitting, preserving, developing, and advancing the culture of 

the people. According to Ukeje, the essence of education therefore is morality and value 

transmission. The author posited that education means changes in behaviour that is desirable 

and acceptable in the society in which the individual finds himself/herself. This means that 

education is important to the normal, the disable and the handicapped persons. Education 

therefore is the process which helps the whole man to grow. 

 Combs and Ahmed as cited in Ebeigbe et al (2017) posited that there are three forms 

of education: formal, informal and non formal education. Informal education refers to the 

education received thorough experience, exposure to the environment at home, at work or 
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play, examples are from families and friends, from travel, mass media, books, newspapers 

among others. It is not organized. Formal education refers to highly institutionalized, 

chronologically graded and hierarchically structured educational system which starts from 

primary school to university levels. Non-formal education refers to organized systematic 

educational activity carried on outside the framework of the formal system to provide 

selected types of learning to particular sub-groups in the population. It includes agriculture 

extension and farmers training programmes, occupational skills among others. 

 Education provides the basic knowledge and skill required in today‟s dynamic 

society of changing values and attitudes. It equips the individual with some measure of 

stability and confidence in dealing and interacting with others. Education frees the 

individual‟s mind from the enslavement of superstition, ethnicism and narrow-minded view 

which retard development. Hence from all sides, education provides basic ingredients for 

sustainable national development, as an educated citizenry is seen to be more productive, 

economically, more satisfied, politically and contributing to national wealth and stability. 

Education therefore is highly rated in the national development plans because education is 

the most important instrument of change and any fundamental change in the intellectual and 

social outlook of any society has to proceed by an educational revolution (FGE, 2004, 8). 

 Education is also seen as the tool that facilitate economic, social, political and 

technological advancement and diversification in all human societies. Education is widely 

accepted as a leading instrument for promoting economic growth and development of human 

resources in any economy, as it imparts appropriate skills, capacities, values, knowledge, and 

attitudes which can be used in the transformation of individuals, communities and the world 

at large. 

Creative education exists when learners are able to use imagination and critical 

thinking (and reasoning) to create new and meaningful forms of ideas where they can take 

risks, be independent and flexible. Instead of being taught to restate what was learned, 

learners try to develop their capability to find various solutions to problems (Oklahoma State 

University, 2020). King (1992) affirmed that “the function of education is to teach one to 

think intensively and to think critically. Intelligence plus character - that is the goal of true 

education”. 

When thoughts and initiative result in creative actions and innovations, creativity 

occurs. It is also the ability to create through the relation of previously unrelated ideas or 

things; the application of a person‟s mental ability and curiosity to discover something new. 

It also involves the introduction of something new; the development of new course of 

actions, methods, devices, products, and services for useful purposes. However, the spate of 

increasing interest in creative education has necessitated the quest for these critical thinkers 
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and innovative minds to solve complex problems in businesses, health, science, politics and 

other subjects. 

 The contemporary education demand is novelty, creativity, and global integration of 

knowledge, research, critical and analytical thoughts. Fast social changes are creating 

uncertainty and complexity in the society. To prepare the youths to cope with the present 

situation demands in them, the needs to develop analytical and critical thinking, 

entrepreneurial skill and attitude that would make them more flexible and innovative to 

handle with certainty these complexities at national and global levels. This calls for the 

redesigning of curriculum, textbooks, teaching methodology and pupil‟s literature, formal 

and non-formal educational systems. It has been demonstrated by researchers that creative 

learning develops innovation and stimulates learning (Adesina, 2014). 

 

Concept of Occupational Health/Occupational Health Education 

 Occupational health is an aspect of public health. Its basic objective is to ensure that 

health and wellbeing of individuals in any form of occupation are protected, maintained and 

promoted. The goal of occupational health and safety programmes is to foster a safe work 

environment and as a secondary effect to protect co-workers, family members, employers, 

customers, suppliers, nearby communities and other members of the public who are 

impacted by the workplace environment (International Labour Organization (ILO)) as cited 

in Amanze and Abu (2014). 

 Asuzu (1994) submitted that occupational health are programmes that are engaged 

upon aiming to attain and maintain the highest possible level of health and safety of all 

people who are engaged in any type of work whatsoever. In support of this, Achalu (2000) 

posited that occupational health is the study of the factors or conditions influencing the 

health and wellbeing of workers not only in the workplace but also at home with the aim of 

promoting health. Similarly Afuewelu as cited in Amanze (2002) viewed occupational health 

as the sum total of all activities and programmes that are engaged upon, aiming to attain and 

maintain the highest level of health and safety of all genre of workers in all occupations, 

through the approach of disease prevention, general safety assurance including the 

manipulation of the work environment to make it conducive to the average man‟s 

physiological make up. 

Occupational healthdeals with the knowledge of the promotion and maintenance of 

the highest degree of physical, mental and social well-being of workers in all occupations by 

preventing departures from health, controlling risks and the adaptation of work to people, 

and people to their jobs (Kopias, 2001). Thus, for any sustainable development to take place 

there must be a healthy workforce with sound entrepreneurial skills. 
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 However, the World health Organization (WHO)/ILO as cited in Amanze and Agu 

(2014) defined occupational health as the promotion and maintenance of the highest degree 

of physical, mental and social wellbeing of workers in all occupations, by preventing 

departure from health, controlling risks and adaption of work to people and people to their 

job. International Labor Organization (ILO) and World Health Organization (WHO) in their 

shared common definition, emphasized that  “occupational health should not only include 

occupational diseases and accidents but all health aspects of man at work, the adjustment of 

work to man and of each man to his or her job” (International Labour Organization, 2004). 

Giving support to these, Achalu (2009) described occupational health and safety as a state in 

which a worker is able to function at an optimum level of well-being at the worksite; 

reflected by higher employee productivity, an increase in attendance, a reduction in worker‟s 

compensation claims and an increase in longevity in employment status. 

It is worthy to note here that, the World Health Organization (WHO) policy has, since the 

foundation of the Organization, included elements for occupational health which 

demonstrates the necessity for occupational health information to be disseminated to all 

stakeholders in any business or enterprise. Numerous key documents of WHO, the 

Constitution, Alma Ata Declaration, Health for All Strategy, the General Programmes of 

Work and several resolutions of the World Health Assembly have all emphasized the need to 

protect and promote health and safety at work by preventing and controlling hazards in the 

work environment and by promoting health and the work capacity of working people. These 

can only be achieved through creative occupational health education. Basically, occupational 

health is a preventive activity, aimed at identifying, assessing and controlling hazardous 

factors at the workplace to reduce risk of harm to health to - as low as reasonably practicable 

(ALARP); to ensure a healthy work environment and healthy workforce. However, such 

activity cannot be carried out with primary health care competence alone, but with 

specialized occupational health competence and knowledge of workplace hazards (e.g. 

knowledge on chemicals, physical, biological, ergonomic and psychological hazards) and 

real health needs (WHO, 2015). 

Workplace health hazards are usually investigated under two broad headings, viz: Health of 

subjects within the workplace (workers), commonly described as – Health Risk Assessment 

(HRA) and Health of subjects outside the workplace (neighbours and passers-by), commonly 

described as – Health Impact Assessment (HIA). This exercise involves a lot of creative 

thinking, reasoning and analysis by occupational health and safety experts in conjunction 

with entrepreneurs and workers. 
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Health Risk Assessment (HRA) 

This deals with the adverse health effects of workplace hazards on workers or 

employees as predisposed by their work activities or daily tasks in their establishment or 

enterprise. It should be noted that, every task, performed by the worker or employee has 

inherent hazards. Workplace hazard and its effect on workers is the major reason for the 

practice of occupational health and safety. Every human being performs some type of job or 

task everyday without the knowledge that every task has inherent hazards. Although work 

provides many economic and other benefits, a wide array of workplace hazards also present 

risks to the health and safety of people at work. 

In the context of Occupational Health (OH) “Hazard” connotes “harm” which 

generally describes the direct or indirect degradation (temporary or permanent) of the 

physical, mental, or social well-being of workers. For example, repetitively carrying out 

manual handling of heavy objects is hazardous. The outcome could be a musculoskeletal 

disorder (MSD) or an acute back or joint injury. Risk assessment is required in modern 

occupational and safety health legislation, hence entrepreneurs should also keep in mind that 

risk management requires that, risk be managed to a level which is as low as is reasonably 

practical (ALARP), such as (i) Hazard is anything (including condition) that has the ability 

to cause harm. Examples are chemicals, bacteria or other microorganisms, excessive heat or 

extreme cold, radiation; just to mention but a few and (ii) Risk on the other hand is the 

chance or probability (high, medium or low), that somebody could be harmed by these and 

other hazards, together with an indication of how serious the harm could be (HSE, 2015).  In 

carrying out health risk assessment, the following steps are usually adopted, viz: (i) Identify 

the hazards,(ii) Decide who might be harmed and how, (iii) Evaluate the risks and decide on 

remedies (controls) (iv) Record significant findings and(v) Review the assessment and 

update if necessary. 

One of the most important aspects of HRA is accurately identifying the potential 

hazards in the workplace. Cherrie, Howie and Semple (2010) stressed that, a good starting 

point is to walk around the workplace and think about any hazards (walk-through survey). In 

other words, what is it about the activities, processes or substances used, that could cause 

harm to the health of the worker? It is obvious that when one works in a place every day it is 

easy to overlook some hazards, so here are some tips to help identify the ones that matter, 

viz: (i) Manufacturers' instructions or material safety data sheets (MSDS) for chemicals 

and equipment are checked as they can be very helpful in spelling out the hazards and 

putting them in their true perspective. (ii) Workshop or facility’s accident and ill-health 

records are examined - these often help to identify the less obvious hazards. (iii) Non-

routine operations (e.g. maintenance, cleaning operations or changes in production 
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cycles)are taken into account when considering workplace hazards and (iv) Long-term 

hazards to health (e.g. high levels of noise or exposure to harmful substances)should also 

be considered. 
 The participation and involvement of workers in all aspects of risk assessment, 

communication and management is very crucial as well as considering the risks from their 

perspective, – those who carry out the task or work can easily identify the hazards. 

Communication must be clear and open, - one that gives as much information as possible to 

all levels of the enterprise, including the workers, as well as the supervisors, the workers' 

representatives and managers. Effective communication on hazards and controls help to 

close the gap between perceived and actual risk and supports the development of safe 

practice (Oluwagbemi, 2007). Participation in policy formulation and strategic planning (e.g. 

HRA) allows for ownership of decisions, outcomes and full responsibility for 

implementation. By so doing, one is sure that what is proposed to be done will work in 

practice and won't introduce any new hazards (HSE, 2014).   

 

Health Impact Assessment (HIA) 

Health impact expresses the adverse health effect any entrepreneurs‟ tasks or 

activities could possibly impact on the third party.  That is those who have no business with 

the enterprise, but by chance are exposed to the by-product of the establishment such as 

polluted air, noise or environmental degradation or contamination. Such people may include 

passers-by or neighbours.  

Entrepreneurs should as a matter of necessity and responsibility imagine (at first 

instant) what hazards from the workplace can reach and affect the neighbours or passers-by. 

Is it high noise, excess generator fume or other chemicals, radiation, sewage contaminants? 

All these are determined by the workers, based on the tasks they perform.It takes a critical 

mind and creative education as imperative to figure out this. With the assistance of 

occupational health and safety experts, this could be resolved; and controls to prevent, 

eliminate or reduce the effects to as low as reasonably practicable put in place; but this 

process must be initiated by the entrepreneur.  

 

Concept of Entrepreneur/Entrepreneurship  

 Folahan and Omoniyi (2006) defined entrepreneurs as the individuals who cause 

change to take place, have bright ideas, suggest different ways of doing things and never 

contented with the status quo. Hisrich (2011), Onu and Ochiaka (2011) sees an entrepreneur 

as a person who own, manages and assumes final risk in business venture. This according to 

Hisrich et al. (2009) implies that an individual must have business, vision, opportunity, 
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mission, strategy and resources. In support of this, Hisrich (2011) submitted that the 

entrepreneur perceives an opportunity and exhibits biases in taking the decision to exploit 

the opportunity. The entrepreneurial opportunities according to the author includes, 

designing actions to develop business plan, acquiring the man, financial and other required 

resources and to being for its success or failure. 

 Okoye and Akenbor (2010) posited that becoming an entrepreneur means more than 

just getting a business and special training in knowledge and skills acquisition. Thus 

entrepreneurship requires learnable set of skills and knowledge. Gray and Balmor (2001) 

identified these learnable set of skills to include, entrepreneurial skills, business skills, 

technical skills, genetic skills and accounting skills. Entrepreneurs are the characterized by 

vision, creativity, drive, vitality, courage and confidence to act on new opportunities, 

adaptability to change conditions and situations through innovation and implementation. 

 The entrepreneur is seen as the innovator who implements changes within markets 

through the carrying out of new combinations such as introduction of new techniques of 

production, reorganization of an industry and innovation (Freel, 2009, in NUC, 2017). The 

developing entrepreneurial skills and talents among youths are important to sustain the 

economy of any nation and advantage in a global economy that is competitive and catalysed 

by innovations. Entrepreneurial development leads to economic, political and social 

development. 

 Onuoha (2007) defines entrepreneurship as the practice of starting new organization 

or revitalizing mature organizations particularly, new business in response to identified 

opportunities. Thus, entrepreneurship is about self reliance on employment, in creativity and 

in taking risk. It is also the engine fueling innovation employment generation, economic 

growth and welfare. Entrepreneurship is the process of bringing together creative and 

innovative ideas and comparing them with management and organizational skills in order to 

combine people money and resources to meet and identify need and thereby create wealth 

(Abdulkadir, 2011). Cohen and Winn (2009) on their part averred that entrepreneurship is 

the examination of opportunities to bring into existence, future goods and services that are 

discovered, created and exploited by people and with attending economic, psychological, 

social and environmental consequences. 

 Entrepreneurial skill is a key driver of any economy. Wealth and a high majority of 

jobs are created by small businesses started by entrepreneurial skills which play a vital role 

in economic development through the creation of utilities and generation of employment 

within a short period. Entrepreneurial skill is the capacity to harness the quality, quantity and 

combination of resources that are consistent with profit making under risks and uncertainty. 

It is a driving force of change and innovation introducing opportunities to achieve efficient 
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and effective performance in both public and private sectors of the economy. Through 

entrepreneurial skills, one seeks for investment opportunities, establishes and run an 

enterprise successfully. The spirit of entrepreneurship is a pre-requisite to an entrepreneurial 

society and culture. This spirit is required for the overall economic growth of any nation 

especially development ones. 

 

The Concept of National Development 

 Development connotes advancement of skills, process of output, progress, growth 

and change. It is also a growth in structure and in functions.  It is the growth of production 

and income of a nation. To Ekejiuba (1985), development is a process of transformation in 

which the individual and society, creatively interact with the environment which has finite 

nonrenewable resources, with a view to improving their quality.  Hence the focus in 

education settles on the process of transformation in which the individual as a part of the 

society creatively interact with the environment with a view to improving quality of life. It is 

the transformation of society and economic structure (Ebiegbe et al., 2017). 

 Development embraces changes that would improve the human element, who in turn 

would improve their society, social institutions and per capital income. Umoru (2012) 

defines development as growth plus changes which involve material, mental, psychological, 

physical and instructional innovations. National development is the maximization of the 

potential of the total environment of a nation‟s economic, physical, political, and human 

resources for the settlement of the citizens. Development therefore is about self-reliance in 

any aspect of national life. It needs the acquisition of special skills by citizens for 

exploitation of the nations and natural resources for societal improvement thus it is a change 

by which the entire social system turns away from a condition of life widely perceived as 

unsatisfactory condition of life and makes its materially and spiritually better. 

 

Education, Entrepreneurship Skill, Entrepreneurship Education, Occupational Health 

Education and Sustainable National Development 

The entrepreneur is often referred to as the agent of economic, technological and 

social systems (Ogundele and Olayemi, 2004). The formal processes of equipping the 

entrepreneur with necessary insight and skill are through formal education (with informal 

education equally playing a role), entrepreneurial training and development. Education is 

considered formal if the process of learning takes place in school, college or university with 

approved standard curriculum. While the informal consist of our day-to-day learning outside 

the classroom from conversations, experiences, information based on norms, traditional arts 

and culture.  The purpose of education is to broadly develop the individual as well as the 
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society. However, Udo-Aka (1987) considers education as involving the acquisition of broad 

knowledge and development of basic mental capacity. This places the burden of education 

on formal school system. Hornby (1974)described development as gradual expansion 

through progressive stages of growth from within. By deduction, development therefore, 

implies „transformation‟; which is very significant in any consideration of entrepreneurship 

education and development. 

Okaka (1990) observed that, to be successful, entrepreneurs need to possess certain 

qualities in addition to technical skills and knowledge concerned with owning a business; 

such skills however, are acquired through organized creative education, training and 

development. These skills include: (1) Development of entrepreneurial spirit, characteristics 

and personality (2) Development of technical, technological and professional competencies 

needed for productive work employment (3) Development of enterprise-building and small 

business development, capabilities to initiate and start one‟s own business or self 

employment and (4) Development of managerial capability to run the business and other self 

employment activity successfully (Rao et al.,1990). The end products of this will be mass 

turnout of creative agents of development - technologists, innovators, scientists, engineers, 

accountants and technicians who are entrepreneurs in their own rights and well armed to 

push the nation to higher level of sustainable development, as demonstrated by some 

developing countries such as Taiwan, Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia among others, that have 

developed and equipped their human assets with orientation and capacity for spontaneous 

responses to opportunities and challenges in their environment. This has placed their 

economies as the fastest growing and developing ones in the world presently; turning their 

economies to very dynamic ones for national development.  

For a nation to produce great and dynamic and sustainable economy, all hands must 

be utilized to provide creative entrepreneurial education, training and development for the 

general populace in order to acquire the following 28 vital and necessary entrepreneurial 

skills - time managements, entrepreneurial self development, managing change for 

competitive success; decision-making, human resources environment of business; helping 

people to learn; team building; project management, re-engineering or business process 

redesign; total quality management, organizational development, corporate excellence and 

people skills. Others are: leadership, delegation and counseling, subordinate development, 

information technology, re-engineering entrepreneurship ventures, managing information, 

employee empowerment, conflict management, negotiating and communication skills; 

innovation and creativeness, planning, organizing skills among others. Learners must be 

taught how to apply these skills in solving the problems of society. They must also be 
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introduced to the various occupational areas in their local environment (Ogundele and 

Abiola, 2012). 

Aside from 28 skills areas already listed, Ogundele and Abiola (2012) advocate that 

there are other skills development, necessary for Nigerian entrepreneurs; these are - cultural 

adaptation, managing knowledge for organization success, creating participatory 

organization, quality customer service, job specific technical transfer of knowledge, human 

relations skills and managing one‟s health - physical, mental and social. This is where 

occupational health education comes in as an integral aspect in business development. These 

skills must be developed in Nigerian entrepreneurs so that, they can face effectively, the 

challenges of globalization and other environmental factors, which will lead to sustainable 

national development. In order to be productive and succeed in contributing to national 

development, entrepreneurs should make sure that every employee knows how to work 

safely and without risks to health. As an entrepreneur, giving the workers the right health 

and safety information, instruction, training and necessary competence is not only a legal 

duty but can also contribute to the success of the business. 

It is the responsibility of the entrepreneurs to: Carry out safety and health risk 

assessment of the workplace; Provide information that is easy to understand and follow, so 

workers are aware of the hazards and risks they face, the measures in place to control the 

risks, and how to follow any emergency procedures; Give clear instructions so that, everyone 

working for an entrepreneur knows what they are expected to do; Provide adequate health 

and safety training that is relevant and effective. This should take place during work hours 

and must be provided free of charge; Provide an appropriate level of supervision, which is 

particularly vital for new, inexperienced and young workers; and Provide the necessary 

protective equipment – either personal or general. 

The most successful economies have demonstrated that, workplaces designed 

according to good principles of occupational health and safety are the most sustainable and 

productive. Furthermore, ample experience from countries illustrate that a healthy economy, 

high quality of products or services and long-term productivity are difficult to achieve in 

poor working conditions with workers who are exposed to health and safety hazards (WHO, 

1994). The available scientific knowledge and practical experiences of enterprises and 

countries which have achieved the best results in the development of occupational health 

indicate the value of several principles. These principles are common denominators in 

occupational settings that have shown the best results in health, safety, social relations and 

economic success. Enterprises with such occupational settings are also the most stable in 

times of crisis. 
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Health at work and healthy work environments are among the most valuable assets of 

individuals, communities and countries. Occupational health is an important strategy not 

only to ensure the health of workers, but also to contribute positively to productivity, quality 

of products, work motivation, job satisfaction and thereby to the overall quality of life of 

individuals and society (WHO 1994) 

 

Conclusion 

Entrepreneurship is the bedrock of economies of any nation. It is the tool that set 

nations apart or differentiate their levels or growth and development. This has been 

demonstrated by the economic progress and development of other developing countries such 

as Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea among others. For entrepreneurship to succeed and 

produce the desired national development, all hands must be on deck to educate, train and 

empower prospective entrepreneurs (especially the youth) in entrepreneurial skills. This 

must be done through creative education. It has been established that entrepreneurial skills 

without adequate knowledge of occupational health and safety cannot guarantee and sustain 

entrepreneurial success. A healthy workforce is a veritable factor in all successful 

businesses. As the workplace is a hazardous environment, replete with occupational health 

and safety hazards, information and education on health and safety hazards must be in place 

and readily available to workers for their safety management.  

Entrepreneurial skills have been acknowledged worldwide as a potent and viable 

tool for self employment, job and wealth creation for national development. Hence it is a 

means of producing literate, healthy and self-reliant citizens that could create wealth of 

human development. A healthy workforce is a productive workforce. A productive 

workforce drives the economy and sustains development of any nation. Health at work and 

healthy work environments are among the most valuable assets of individuals, communities 

and countries. Occupational health is an important strategy not only to ensure the health of 

workers, but also to contribute positively to productivity, quality of products, work 

motivation, job satisfaction and thereby to the overall quality of life of individuals and 

society. A positive work environment makes employees feel good about coming to work, 

and this provides the motivation to sustain them throughout the day with healthy minds and 

emotions resulting in high productivity. 

 

Recommendations 

1. Creative education and critical thinking should form part of Nigeria‟s school curriculum 

2. Schools curriculum from primary to tertiary should be reviewed to include entrepreneurial 

and occupational health studies 
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3. The federal government of Nigeria should create an ideal national body to be responsible for 

the formulation and implementation of ideas and policies towards the promotion of 

entrepreneurship, health and safety of the workforce.  

4. Federal government should redesign textbooks, teaching methodology and pupil‟s literature, 

formal and non-formal educational systems to incorporate and reflect creative learning and 

critical thinking. 

5. Governments at all levels should train and retrain teachers and instructors to acquire skills in 

the art of creative teaching and learning. 

6. Government at all levels should reduce unemployment through empowerment of 

entrepreneurs and teaching them entrepreneurial skills by regular seminars/workshops. 
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Abstract  
The study investigated the repositioning of higher education through innovations in 

Rivers State, Nigeria.  Two research questions and two hypotheses guided the study. 

The study adopted the descriptive survey research design.  The population of the 

study consisted of 5,970 (1,616 lecturers, 4,354 postgraduate students) respondents 

of Rivers State University and Ignatius Ajuru University of Education.  The 

stratified random sampling technique was adopted to obtain the sample size of 997 

(162 lecturers, 835 students) respondents.  A validated self-structured 10-item 

instrument tagged ―Repositioning Higher Education Through Innovations 

Questionnaire‖ was used for data collection. The questionnaire was structure using 

the four point modified Likert rating scale response pattern of Very High Extent 

(VHE), High Extent (HE), Low Extent (LE), and Very Low Extent (VLE). A 

reliability index of 0.79 was obtained using Pearson r. Mean and standard 

deviation was used to answer the research questions while z-test was used to test the 

hypotheses at 0.05 level of significance. Out of the 997 copies of questionnaire 

administered, only 984 copies were retrieved constituting 99% retrieval rate.  The 

findings of the study revealed among others that to a high extent, ICT and 

TETFUND as educational innovations can enhance the repositioning of higher 

education in Rivers State.  It was recommended among others that the Rivers State 

government should take a cursory view of the forms of innovation to adopt in order 

to enhance the repositioning of higher education in the state, the government should 

adequately fund educational innovation agencies/programmes and provide reliable 

statistical data in order to effectively promote the repositioning of higher education. 

 

Keywords: Repositioning, Higher Education, Innovation, Information and Communication 

Technology, Tertiary Education Trust Fund, Rivers State. 
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Innovation is critical in repositioning higher education in Nigeria.  Innovating and 

transforming the higher educational system of a country is a function of government.  A 

responsive government through different innovation programmes and policies tries to bring 

changes and improvements in her tertiary institutions of learning across the country (Abali, 

2018).  Repositioning higher education in the country, however, does not come about just 

because the government in power decided it wants a change.  There must be an event which 

inform her that the present system of education is either not achieving or is incapable of 

enabling the achievement of developmental goals.  Once that decision is made, what remains 

is the attempt to carefully identify not only why the old system can no longer be continued in 

the present form, but also how to provide a more acceptable alternative.  Therefore, 

repositioning higher education in Nigeria may evolve in response to changing political and 

economic circumstances and so are the measures that need to be put in place from time to 

time (Aina, 2009). 

Within the context of this study, the term „repositioning‟ is used to mean 

„reforming‟. Repositioning or reforming refers to change that is made to a social system, an 

organization, etc in order to improve or correct it.  It is to improve a system, an organization, 

a law etc by making changes to it (Hornby, 2010).  The road-map to repositioning or 

reforming the Nigerian higher educational system lies within the context of structural 

changes (Abali & Suanukordo, 2015).  The Nigerian nation cannot afford to lag behind 

modernity in this digital era.  Therefore, for the country to be in tandem with modern trends, 

it must initiate planned changes in her higher educational system (Abali, 2018). 

The concept „innovation‟ is derived from the Latin word „innovatus‟ which means to 

alter or to make change (Abali, 2018).  Hornby (2010) avers that innovation is a new idea; 

way of doing something that has been introduced or discovered.  Nduanya in Bassey (2009) 

asserts that innovation is any thought behaviour or thing that is new because it is 

qualitatively different from existing forms.  It is any idea, practice, or material artifact 

perceived to be new by the relevant unit of adoption (Zaltman & Lin in Bassey, 2009).  

Agabi (2002) opines that innovation is positive planned and specific changes that are 

initiated to facilitate the achievement of some defined goals.  Mkpa and Izuagba in Anekwe 

and Abe (2015) point out that innovation is the invention, which involves the creation of 

something new.  It is a specific change or alteration in education that in initiated to facilitate 

the achievement of a predetermined goal.  It is a strategy for intervention in a national 

reform that modifies organizational structure (Anyaogu, 2015). 

The introduction of ICT in education, in recent times, is a technological innovation.  

For a nation to be in tandem with modern trends in this digital era, it should be able to boost 

of a viable and functional ICT driven education, especially in this fast changing world where 
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globalization is the order of the day (Abali, 2018).  Globalization has made it necessary the 

use of ICT, as ICTs such as e-mail, cellular telephone and teleconferencing enable people 

share knowledge without having to be in the same place.  It is, therefore, required of 

everyone to have ICT competence to survive in this technology-driven age (Bema & 

Uwaezuoke, 2011; Ogbuechi & Olawolu, 2011 in Abali, 2018). 

According to Kundishora in Abali, Nabie and Dike (2019), ICT is a generic term 

referring to technologies that are used for collecting, storing, editing and passing on 

information in varied forms.  Sarkar in Abali (2018) avers that ICT is the varied collection of 

technological gears and resources, which are made use of to communicate, generate, 

distribute, collect and administer information.  ICTs are tools and processes to retrieve, store, 

organize, manipulate, produce, present and exchange information through electronic and 

other automated means (Abali, 2018).  Ejesu (2015) avers that ICT provides higher 

interactive potential for users to develop their individual, intellectual and creative ability. 

ICT brings greater efficiency in schools as communication channels are increased through 

the use of e-mail and discussion groups.  The regular uses of ICT in different curriculum 

subjects have beneficial motivational impact on students teaching and learning (Elmo, 2014). 

Camilus (2015) asserts that the introduction of ICT has enhanced the access to 

library and research materials.  Therefore, lecturers/teachers are trained to develop 

competencies of carrying out effective searches on the web and other electronic database in 

order to enhance the performance of their professional work role; lecturers in higher 

institutions are made to acquire ICT skills in database management and web applications, 

web navigation, e-mail management skills, window explorer skills, and others.  Oyenike 

(2010) opines that ICT tools have been proven to be of importance in teacher professional 

development as quality in education is dependent on teachers‟ competencies; which are 

achieved through accessing online journals, joining discussion forums, down loading lesson 

ideas and plans, exploring teacher resources, and keeping of records.  Anyaogu (2015) posits 

that obtaining research findings in any subject area through the internet and e-learning has 

not only brought about qualitative improvement in what is taught in the classroom but has 

also encouraged personal and professional advancement. 

As an educational innovation in teaching and learning, ICT has enhanced the 

reformation of the educational system by increasing the engagement and motivation of 

learners; by ensuring learners‟ acquisition of basic skills; and by facilitating the training of 

teachers (ICT Advantages & Disadvantages, 2011).  ICT Advantages & Disadvantages 

further avers that ICT enable people have access to current student and school data at 

anytime and anywhere and brings about higher quality lessons through collaboration 

between teachers in planning of school resources.  According to Egu, Ememe and Njoku 
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(2011), ICT has the potential for improving the problem-solving skills in students, as it is 

possible for students to browse the internet to source materials or information with which to 

do their assignments or research work using current and high quality materials retrieved 

online. 

There have been several commissions, committees and panels set up by the Federal 

Government of Nigeria over the years to examine and recommend ways and means of 

adequately financing higher education in the country.  The Longe Commission Report as 

cited in Nwangwu (2001, p. 116) identified the following as viable sources of funds for the 

rehabilitation, restoration and consolidation of higher education: revenue allocation from the 

Consolidated Fund (Federal Account); a higher education tax (2%) imposed by government 

on all profits declared by companies operating in Nigeria; the annual budgetary allocations 

to education by Federal and State Governments from which higher education will receive its 

share; internal institutional revenue generation through business ventures; partial recovery of 

academic costs through fees, etc; funds from Alumni Associations; private sector 

contributions; and voluntary agency contributions and donations from philanthropic 

individuals.  

Onyeike (2015) posits that the Nigerian government established TETFUND under 

the TETFUND Act in 2011 with a view to repositioning the higher educational system.  This 

agency of the government is charged with the responsibility of directing, organizing, 

monitoring, and disbursing tax generated revenue solely for public tertiary institutions of 

learning.  Onyeike reiterates that the disbursed funds are used in providing and maintaining 

physical infrastructure for teaching and learning; instructional materials and equipment; 

research and publication; academic staff training and development; and other critical and 

essential projects agreed by the Board of Trustees capable of improving the quality and 

maintenance of standards in the public tertiary educational institutions across Nigeria. The 

structural composition of TETFUND is such that the funds generated from education tax are 

utilized to improve the quality of tertiary education; promoting creativity and innovative 

approaches to educational learning and services, in line with international standards. 

 

Statement of the Problem  

Citizens across Nigeria have raised the issue that the country‟s higher educational 

system has, in the contemporary period, experienced quantitative expansion but the problems 

facing the nation have remain unresolved.  Despite the critical position of the higher 

educational system to the development of the Nigerian economy, its potential in enhancing 

the attainment of the nation‟s national goals is frequently thwarted by changes arising from 

the pressures and demands of the political, economic, cultural, scientific, and technological 
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environments with their attendant challenges.  This calls for the repositioning of the higher 

educational system which can only be achieved through a deliberate process of educational 

innovations in the area of structure, curriculum and methods. 

 

Purpose of the Study   

The main purpose of this study was to investigate the repositioning of higher education 

through innovations in Rivers State.  Specifically, the objectives were to:- 

1. Examine the extent to which Information and Communication Technology (ICT) as an 

innovation can enhance the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State. 

2. Determine the extent to which Tertiary Education Trust Fund (TETFUND) as an innovation 

can promote the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State. 

 

 

Research Questions  

The following questions were posed to guide this study: 

1. To what extent can information and Communication Technology (ICT) as an innovation 

enhance the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State? 

2. To what extent can Tertiary Education Trust Fund (TETFUND) as an innovation promote 

the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State? 

 

Hypotheses  
The following hypotheses were tested in this study at 0.05 level of significance: 

1. There is no significant difference in the mean responses of lecturers and students on the 

extent to which Information and Communication Technology (ICT) as an innovation can 

enhance the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State.  

2. There is no significant difference in the mean responses of lecturers and students on the 

extent to which Tertiary Education Trust Fund (TETFUND) as an innovation can promote 

the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State. 

 

Methodology 
The study adopted the descriptive survey research design.  The population for the 

study comprised 5,970 (1,616 lecturers and 4,354 postgraduate students) respondents of 

Rivers State University (RSU) and Ignatius Ajuru University of Education (IAUE).  The 

sample size for the study consisted of 997 (162 lecturers and 835 students) respondents from 

the two universities, representing 10% of the population.  The stratified random sampling 

technique was adopted in obtaining the sample size.  A validated 10 – item self-designed 
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instrument tagged “Repositioning Higher Education Through Innovations Questionnaire 

(RHETIQ)” was used for data collection.  The reliability of the instrument was determined 

through test-retest technique.  The responses were collated and analyzed using Pearson 

Product Moment Correlation coefficient which yielded a reliability index of 0.79.  997 

copies of questionnaire (lecturers 162, students 835) were administered by the researcher to 

the respondents with the aid of two research assistants, out of which 984 copies (lecturers 

160, students 824) were retrieved, constituting 99% retrieval rate.  Mean and standard 

deviation were used to answer the research questions while z-test was used to test the 

hypotheses at 0.05 level of significance.  Any value from 3.50 – 4.00 was regarded as Very 

High Extent (VHE), 2.50 – 3.40 was regarded as High Extent (HE), 1.50 – 2.49 was 

regarded as Low Extent (LE), and 0.50 – 1.49 was regarded as Very Low Extent (VLE).  A 

null hypothesis was accepted if the calculated z-value was less than the critical z-value of 

±1.96, and rejected if the calculate z-value was greater than the critical z-value of ±1.96. 

 

Analysis of Data and Results  

Research Question 1: To what extent can Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) as an innovation enhance the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State? 

 

Table 1: Extent to which ICT can Enhance the Repositioning of Higher Education in 

Rivers State  
S/N Questionnaire Items  Lecturers 

(N = 160) 

𝑿 𝑳            𝑺𝑫𝑳 

Remarks  Students 

(N = 824) 

𝑿 𝑺           𝑺𝑫𝑺 

Remarks  

1. By providing higher 

interactive potentials for users 

to develop their creative 

ability, ICT can enhance 

repositioning of higher 

education.  

2.82 0.98 High 

Extent  

3.15 0.99 High 

Extent  

2. Through ICT teachers are 

trained to develop 

competencies of carrying out 

effective searches on the web 

and this can enhance the 

repositioning of higher 

education. 

2.91 1.04 High 

Extent  

2.92 1.12 High 

Extent  

3. Through ICT learners‟ 

motivation and engagement in 

the learning process is 

increased and this can 

2.82 1.17 High 

Extent  

3.15 0.99 High 

Extent  
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enhance the repositioning of 

education. 

4. By enabling people to have 

access to current student and 

school data, ICT can enhance 

the repositioning of higher 

education. 

3.23 0.93 High 

Extent  

3.09 1.04 High 

Extent  

5. ICT brings about higher 

quality lessons through 

collaboration between 

teachers in planning of school 

resources and this can 

enhance the repositioning of 

higher education  

3.18 1.08 High 

Extent 

3.15 0.00 High 

Extent  

6. By bringing greater efficiency 

in schools as communication 

channels are increased 

through the use of e-mail and 

discussion groups, ICT can 

enhance the repositioning of 

higher education. 

3.29 0.67 High 

Extent  

3.14 0.67 High 

Extent  

 Grand Mean/DS 3.04 0.98  2.10 0.97  

Source: Field Survey, 2020. 

Table 1 revealed that items with serial number 1 – 6 have mean values that fell within the 

range of high extent.  Therefore, with a grand mean of 3.04 for lecturers and 3.10 for 

students, it was evident that lecturers and students agreed to a high extent that ICT as an 

innovation can enhance the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State.  

 

Research Question 2: To what extent can Tertiary Education Trust Fund (TETFUND) 

promote the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State? 
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Table 2: Extent to which TETFUND can promote the repositioning of Higher 

Education in Rivers State   
S/N Questionnaire Items  Lecturers 

(N = 160) 

𝑿 𝑳             𝑺𝑫𝑳 

Remarks  Students 

(N = 824) 

   𝑿 𝑺             𝑺𝑫𝑺 

Remarks  

7. By disbursing funds used in 

providing and maintaining 

physical infrastructure for 

teaching and learning, 

TETFUND can promote the 

repositioning of higher 

education. 

3.08 0.95 High 

Extent  

2.91 1.04 High 

Extent  

8. By disbursing funds for 

procuring of instructional 

materials and equipment in 

schools, TETFUND can 

promote the repositioning of 

higher education. 

3.09 1.04 High 

Extent  

2.92 1.12 High 

Extent  

9. By providing funds for 

conducting researches and 

publications, TETFUND 

can promote the 

repositioning of higher 

education. 

3.18 1.08 High 

Extent  

2.85 1.07 High 

Extent  

10. Funds disbursed by 

TETFUND are used for 

academic staff training and 

development and this can 

promote the repositioning of 

higher education. 

3.27 1.01 High 

Extent  

2.92 0.95 High 

Extent  

 Grand Mean/SD 3.16 1.02  2.90 1.05   

Source: Field Survey, 2020. 

Table 2 revealed that items 7 – 10 have mean values that fell within the range of high extent.  

Therefore, with a grand mean of 3.16 for lecturers and 2.90 for students, it was evident that 

lecturers and students agreed to a high extent that TETFUND as an innovation can promote 

the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State. 
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Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference in the mean responses of lecturers and 

students on the extent to which ICT as an innovation can enhance the repositioning of higher 

education in Rivers State. 

 

Table 4: Z-test Analysis of Difference Between Lecturers and Students on the Extent to 

which ICT can Enhance the Repositioning of Higher Education  
Respondents  N 𝑿  SD DF Level of 

Sign. 

Z-Cal Z-Crit. Decision  

Lecturers 160 3.04 0.98 982 0.05 -0.23 ±1.96 Ho1 

Students  824 3.10 0.97     Accepted  

Source: Researcher‟s Analysis, 2020 

 

Table 4 showed that the z-test statistics calculated and used in testing the hypothesis stood a 

- 0.23 while the critical z-value stood at ±1.96, using 982 degree of freedom at 0.05 level of 

significance.  Since the calculated z –value was less than the critical z-value; hypothesis 1 

was therefore accepted by the researcher, which indicated no significant difference. 

 

Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in the mean responses of lecturers and 

students on the extent to which TETFUND as an innovation can promote the repositioning 

of higher education in Rivers State.  

 

Table 5: Z-test Analysis of Difference Between Lecturers and Students on the Extent to 

which TETFUND can Promote the Repositioning of Higher Education    
Respondents  N 𝑿  SD DF Level of 

Sign. 

Z-Cal Z-Crit. Decision  

Lecturers 160 3.16 1.02 982 0.05 2.94 ±1.96 Ho2 

Students  824 2.90 1.05     Rejected  

 Source: Researcher‟s Analysis, 2020 

Table 5 showed that the z-test statistics calculated and used in testing the hypothesis stood at 

2.94 while the critical z-value stood at ±1.96, using 982 degree of freedom at 0.05 level of 

significance.  Since the calculated z-value was greater than the critical z-value, hypothesis 2 

was therefore rejected by the researcher, which indicated a significant difference. 

 

Discussion of Findings   

The discussion of findings of this study was done under the following sub-heads: 
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ICT for Repositioning Higher Education  

On the extent to which ICT as an innovation can enhance the repositioning of higher 

education in Rivers State, the findings of this study revealed that by providing higher 

interactive potentials for users to develop their creative ability, ICT can enhance the 

repositioning of higher education.  This discovery is in tandem with Ejesu‟s (2015) assertion 

that ICT as an instructional technology provides higher interactive potential for the users to 

develop their individual, intellectual and creative ability.  The study also discovered that 

through ICT teachers are trained to develop competencies of carrying out effective searches 

on the web and this can enhance the repositioning of higher education.  In support of this 

finding Camilus (2015) opined that the introduction of ICT has enhanced the access of 

library and research materials.  Therefore, teachers are, trained to develop competencies of 

carrying out effective searches on the web and other electronic database in order to enhance 

the performance of their professional work role.  Lecturers are made to acquire ICT skills in 

database management and web applications, web navigation, e-mail management skills, 

windows explorer skills, and others. 

The findings of this study further revealed that through ICT learners‟ motivation and 

engagement in the learning process is increased and this can enhance the repositioning of 

higher education.  This finding conforms to the assertion of ICT Advantages & 

Disadvantages (2011) that as an educational innovation in teaching and learning, ICT has 

enhanced the reformation of the educational system by increasing the engagement and 

motivation of learners.  Agreeing with ICT Advantages & Disadvantages, Egu, Ememe and 

Njoku (2011) opined that ICT has the potential for improving the problem - solving skills in 

students, as it is possible for students to browse the internet to source for materials or 

information with which to do their assignments or research work using current and high 

quality materials retrieved online. 

The findings of the study also revealed that by enabling people to have access to 

current student and school data, ICT can enhance the repositioning of higher education; and 

ICT brings about higher quality lessons through collaboration between teachers in planning 

of school resources and this can enhance the repositioning of higher education.  

Corroborating these findings, ICT Advantages & Disadvantages (2011) averred that ICT 

enable people have access to current student and school data at anytime and anywhere and 

brings about higher quality lessons through collaboration between teachers in planning of 

school resources.  The findings of the study equally revealed that by bringing greater 

efficiency in schools as communication channels are increased through the use of e-mail and 

discussion groups, ICT can enhance the repositioning of higher education.  Elmo (2014) 
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supported this finding when he asserted that ICT brings greater efficiency in schools as it 

increases communication channels through the use of e-mail and discussion groups, and that 

the regular uses of ICT in different curriculum subjects have motivational impact on students 

teaching and learning. 

 

TETFUND for Repositioning Higher Education  

On the extent to which TETFUND as an innovation can promote the repositioning of 

higher education in Rivers State, the findings of this study revealed that by disbursing funds 

used in providing and maintaining physical infrastructure for teaching and learning; by 

disbursing funds for procuring of instructional materials and equipment in schools; by 

providing funds for conducting researches and publications, TETFUND can promote the 

repositioning of higher education; and funds disbursed by TETFUND are used for academic 

staff training and development and this can promote the repositioning of higher education.  

These findings are in line with Onyeike‟s (2015) assertion that the structural composition of 

TETFUND is such that the funds generated from education tax are utilized to improve the 

quality of tertiary education; promoting creativity and innovative approaches to educational 

learning and services, in line with international standards.  TETFUND disburses funds in 

providing and maintaining physical infrastructure for teaching and learning, instructional 

materials and equipment, research and publication, academic staff training and development, 

and other critical and essential projects capable of improving the quality and maintenance of 

standards in the public tertiary educational institutions across Nigeria. 

The findings of this study revealed in Table 4 that there was no significant 

difference in the mean responses of lecturers and students on the extent to which ICT as an 

innovation can enhance the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State.  The researcher 

posits that the lack of significant difference in the lecturers and students responses was 

attributable to the absence of contradictions of the lecturers‟ and students‟ vision and 

attitude.  Furthermore, the study revealed in Table 5 that there is significant difference in the 

mean responses of lecturers and students on the extent to which TETFUND as an innovation 

can promote the repositioning of higher education in Rivers State.  The researcher averred 

that the presence of significant difference in the lecturers and students responses was 

attributable to the difference in status and political consciousness between lecturers and 

students. 

 

Conclusion  
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and Tertiary Education Trust 

Fund (TETFUND) to a high extent can enhance or promote the repositioning of higher 
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education.  Today, ICT provides higher interactive potentials for users to develop their 

creative ability and TETFUND disburses funds used in providing and maintaining physical 

infrastructure for teaching and learning in public higher institutions of learning across 

Nigeria. 

 

Recommendations  
Based on the findings of this study, the researcher therefore recommended the following: 

1. The Rivers State government should take a cursory view of the forms of innovation to adopt 

in order to enhance the repositioning of higher education in the state. 

2. The government should adequately fund educational innovation agencies/programmes and 

provide reliable statistical data in order to effectively promote the repositioning of higher 

education. 

3. Educational managers and administrators should ensure that faculty is trained to have ICT 

competence in order to carry out effective searches on the web, which will enhance their 

instructional delivery and improvement in higher education standard. 
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Abstract  
Repositioning is the process by which transformation occurs in an organization 

through innovation. Repositioning university education is the process of changing 

the perspective of education at the university level. University education is an 

important contribution to the growth and development of a nation in terms of 

human resource development and boosting the nation‘s economy. The aim of it is to 

make their university products useful to themselves and society, be sellable in the 

labour market and be able to compete globally. The importance of repositioning 

university education is to remain relevant in a changing world, to show students 

that the university has something others do not have and are therefore 

irreplaceable. It seems that this notion is not taken seriously in improving Nigeria‘s 

economy. This paper focuses on identifying the means through which university 

education in Nigeria can be repositioned. The problems that work against achieving 

the repositioning of university education includes inadequate provision of financial 

assistance, non-existence of suitable technology to improve learning, lack of 

adequate planning, etc. The paper concluded that repositioning university 

education will lead to a great turn around for the university, the society, and the 

labour market, locally and internationally and to produce skilled manpower for 

competition. Out of burning innovative ideas and critical thinking, the university 

will be able to achieve its goals and objectives. It was suggested that improving 

research efforts for the development and repositioning of the university should be 

encouraged, team effort on the part of administrators, staff, and students to ensure 

repositioning is successful. 

 

Keywords:  Repositioning, University Education, Competitiveness, Innovation, 

Entrepreneurship 
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University education in Nigeria needed reformation and repositioning for a long 

while. This research aims at enlightening the public on the need for repositioning university 

education. The terms to focus on are repositioning, innovation, and entrepreneurship. They 

will be defined individually to give the reader a better understanding of the terms and how 

they can be combined to achieve the development of university education. Repositioning is 

the process by which transformation occurs in an organization through innovation. 

Repositioning university education is the process of changing the perspective of education at 

the university level. University education is an important contribution to the growth and 

development of a nation in terms of human resource development and boosting the nation's 

economy. The aim of it is to make their university products useful to themselves and society, 

be sellable in the labour market and be able to compete globally. 

Repositioning is the process of transforming a situation by bringing in changes in the 

norm. The repositioning process in universities involves changing the usual process that the 

university carries out its activities so that more effective results can be produced. The 

importance of repositioning university education is to remain relevant in a changing world, 

to show students that the university has something others do not have and are therefore 

irreplaceable. To ensure you surpass the competing universities' standards, to obtain 

recognition far and wide so more people will be interested in partnering with your university. 

The importance of repositioning university education  

1.  to remain relevant in a changing world; 

2.  to show students that the university has something others do not have and are therefore 

irreplaceable; 

3. To ensure you surpass the competing universities standards; 

4. to obtain recognition far and wide so more people will be interested in partnering with your 

university. 

 

Concept of Education 

Education is the fundamental factor for the development and as such, investing in 

human development through education cannot be overemphasized (Umaru, 2013).Effective 

education is a learning experience that brings about an inherent and permanent change in a 

person‟s thinking and capacity to do things (Adeyemi, 2014).Education has often been 

described as the bedrock for the national development of every nation (Ray-Offor and 

Onyezere, 2013). Asaju and Sunday (2014) see education as a process of teaching and 

training in schools for the development of knowledge and skills, preparing the individual for 

functional living in society. Farooq (2012) suggests that education is a process in which and 

by which the knowledge, characters and behaviour of human beings are shaped and 
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moulded. Anwan and Saha (2017) declared that education makes man a right thinker and a 

correct decision-maker, which means it exposes man to think extensively and critically. Sahu 

(2013) argues that education, as provided for in various constitutions and international 

conventions is supposed to be a fundamental human right that should be the responsibility of 

government. Usoro (2016) maintains that education is the vehicle through which the human 

societies preserve, sustain and transfer their cultural values and ideals for the growth and 

development of the society; to improve the standard of living of the society. Agina-Obu 

(2016) added that all forms of educational activities are geared towards ensuring the 

attainment of identified social goals. Akpo (2015) posited that education is the process of 

facilitating knowledge through the transfer of skills, values, beliefs, and habits under the 

guidance of educators through the learners may also educate themselves in a process called 

autodidactic training.  Akpo also maintained that education is the acquisition of knowledge 

planned or unplanned which enhances the all-round development of human potentials for the 

good of the individuals and his general society. 

 

Innovation 

Innovation means improving on an existing situation using knowledge and research 

obtained from observing that situation. Entrepreneurship education encourages students to 

dig deep in their minds and create new ideas that will help them stick out in the workforce. 

Therefore, entrepreneurship brings about innovation.  When innovation occurs in the field of 

education, it is referred to as educational innovation. This simply means a change in 

education. It includes all changes made in an educational system. Therefore, educational 

innovation is a change made in an established way of doing something in the field of 

education or education-related matters. In higher education, innovation helps to create new 

methods for learning in interdisciplinary faculties, to save time and make it easier for 

students and lecturers in a conducive environment. At present, innovation-driven 

development strategies place new demands on entrepreneurship education. An in-depth 

study of the mechanism of entrepreneurship education, which drives innovation and 

development, can further improve the research on entrepreneurship education (Baum, Locke 

and Smith, 2001; Morris, Kuratko and Pryor 2013).  Innovation can be defined as a "new 

method, custom, or device – a change in the way of doing things"; in other words, a 

successful introduction of a new way or method (Luecke and Katz according to Brewer and 

Tierney, 2010, p. 5). Achuonye (2008) cited in Ofor-Douglas (2018) said that innovation is 

derived from a Latin word: “innovatus” meaning „altered‟ (to make change). David (2011) 

maintained that educational innovation as the deliberate identification application of ideas, 

information, imagination, and initiative in deriving greater values and result. Gontour & 
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Davireng (2015), Innovation is seen as “Implementation” of new and improved knowledge, 

ideas, methods, process tools, equipment, and machinery which leads to new, better 

products, services and processes. Maduagwu (1998) in Ofor-Douglas is of the view that 

innovation on the other hand is associated with modernization. It is not radical in meaning as 

change. It appears to be gradual in its application, e.g. introducing some innovative ideas 

within the existing programme. Innovative ideas emerge as a result of research findings from 

research institutes. Innovation is defined as incremental, radical and revolutionary changes in 

thinking, products, processes or organization, (Akomolafe, 2011). Oteh and Akuma (2011) 

submitted that innovation is a decisive operation carried out with a view to introduce a given 

change to be accepted and used. Agommuoh (2013) mentioned that innovation is a tool 

intentionally used to bring into existence and practice something new, so as to enhance 

performance and growth through improvement in efficiency and effectiveness based on these 

definitions and explanations, innovation in incentives and reward system in secondary 

schools will help and enhance the teachers performances which would invariably increase 

productivity among the teachers. This is why Hornby, 2010, refers to it as a renewing, 

changing or creating more effective processes, products or ways of doing things.  Saloner 

(2011) of Stanford thinks that innovation is the key because it involves design thinking - an 

approach to problem solving that combines insights, ideas, and tools from the fields of 

engineering, design, arts, and social sciences.  It is the process whereby, a new product is 

made available, spread through the system and infused into other operating practices. 

 

Importance of Innovation to Universities  

1. Encouraging self-dependence and creativity amongst students  

2. Encouraging the use of technology and ICT in the university to develop existing manual 

practices  

3. Introducing well-needed changes to the university education that benefits students and staff 

 

Characteristics of an Innovative University 

1. Availability of well formulated plans that will accommodate the innovation and 

repositioning of the school. 

2. The use of e-learning and the digital revolution of the university system to support 

entrepreneurship education. 

3. Availability of different options of entrepreneurship practice so they can have diverse skills. 

4. Innovated teaching tactics to influence student‟s creativity. 

5. Ability to organising meetings with different schools, businesses, individuals, etc who can 

share their knowledge with students. 
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Entrepreneurship  

An entrepreneur is an individual who creates and runs a business with the aim of 

making profit. The entrepreneur has to bear the risks of the business but will benefit from the 

profits he obtains. Entrepreneurship education is a tool for battling unemployment and 

poverty in a country. An entrepreneur is someone who starts a side-hustle that can eventually 

create a full- time sustainable business with employees: Entrepreneurs see possibilities and 

solutions where the average person only sees annoyances and problem (Nicole 2018). 

Entrepreneurship is a process which is creating long lasting solutions to poverty alleviation 

since it is a key driver to economic growth and development (Bruton and Ketchen 2013). 

Nicole (2018) maintained that entrepreneurship is the act of creating a business while 

building and sealing it to generate a profit. It is therefore necessary to support it and provide 

an appropriate environment for its practice. An environment that provides for 

entrepreneurship education must train the mind of students to use their creativity and 

acquired knowledge to adapt to the workforce after graduating. This human resource space is 

to have ideal educational environment for producing individuals with the mind-set of self-

reliance, creativity, and high productivity in order to cope with the 21st century world of 

work (Aliu, 2007). Entrepreneurial competence, which is important for success, mainly 

refers to the ability to identify opportunities and develop the necessary resources and capital 

(Kettunen, Kairisto-Mertanen, and Penttilä, 2013), in addition to technical, financial, and 

legal knowledge (Kuratko, 2005). Student entrepreneurs use multi-party interaction to 

achieve knowledge iteration in the learning network; the innovation process is the result of 

interactions among the environment, organization, and entrepreneurs (Anderson, Potočnik 

and Zhou, 2014). Khegay, Babak, Filatkina and Filatkina (2017) indicate that academic 

entrepreneurship was originated in the second half of the 1950s. The founders of academic 

entrepreneurship are the USA. At the same time, this type of activity was not encouraged in 

the beginning. It was believed that academic entrepreneurship distracted academics from the 

main activity - education. However, due to the reduction in public funding for education in 

the mid-1970s, this type of activity began to be viewed in the academic community as one of 

the ways to generate income and attract students. Khegay, Babak, Filatkina and Filatkina 

pointed out that by the end of the 1990s approximately 20% of the academics from the most 

successful countries regarding competitiveness (the UK, Germany, the USA, Japan, and 

Sweden) had experience in academic entrepreneurship. Mollick (2012) asserted that 

entrepreneurship embraces talents and skills that teachers in conventional classrooms might 

otherwise penalize. Umunnadi (2010) stated that such knowledge will adequately equip the 

students to be more effective in the 21
st
 century Nigeria characterized with science and 
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technology and raise a generation of people who can think for themselves and respect the 

dignity of labour and equally propel its citizenry into blossom economic ender ado. An 

entrepreneur is one who with the motive of taking advantage of the financial opportunities, 

potential and personal fulfilment available, shape his / her own destiny in local, national, and 

global economy (Duze, 2010).  Duze also asserts that it involves exploring, analysing, 

evaluating exploiting business opportunities and rigorously pursuing such opportunities to a 

successful end which eventually culminates in the opening of a business enterprise.  

Obierika and Nwanehokor (2011) opined that entrepreneurship is a process of synthesizing 

and building something of value from nothing, creation and distribution of something of 

value and of great importance to individuals‟ persons, groups, organizations and the society 

at large. Today, entrepreneurs, the author of entrepreneurship, are the lifeblood of economies 

all over the world. Even in command economies like china, entrepreneurs are valued for 

their contributions to the economy and encouraged to innovate, to compete with companies 

around the world (Hur, 2018). Watson (2011) said that entrepreneurship is a process through 

which individuals identify opportunities of change, allocate resources, and create value 

through solution. An individual is said to be self-reliant when he/she can depend less on 

other people and his family in the management of her human and material resources. The 

citizens will be self-reliant when they have possible cause to access and utilize the essentials 

of life which includes good food, clothing, shelters, medication, transportations, and 

functional education (Ofoye and Asarah, 2010).It is the willingness and ability of an 

individual to seek out investment opportunities in an environment and be able to establish 

and run an enterprise successfully based on the identified opportunities so as to meet the ever 

changing needs of the society (Ngozi and Joshua, 2015). Ayeni (2007) and Beetseh and 

Ahima (2012) posited that entrepreneurship as the process of creating something new with 

value of devoting the necessary time, effort, assuming the accompanying financial, physical 

and social risks, resulting rewards, monetary and personal satisfaction and independence. 

Chorun, Beetseh and Ameh (2015), believe that education should produce self-reliance, job 

creators and not job seekers; it equips the individual for creative problem solving and 

innovation. It involves creating something new with skills and ideas, such things must have 

vakye, which leads to more wealth creation and human satisfaction. It is also the perception 

to change combination of initiatives, innovations, risky adventures and wealth creation, 

through business dreams, visions, and ideas to transform a dynamic process into an 

economic viable entity (Nwaeke, 2019). Mbanefo and Eboka (2018) argue that 

entrepreneurship could be seen as the act of identifying, initiating, organizing and bringing 

an idea or vision to life whether it is a new product, service, process, strategy or market. 
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Entrepreneurship Education 

Entrepreneurship education involves teaching and learning of needed skills and 

knowledge to equip one to become self-reliant through being an effective and successful 

initiator, manager, innovator and risk-bearer of business undertaking (Ngozi and Joshua, 

2015). Entrepreneurship education is concerned with fostering creative skills that can be 

applied in practices, education, and environments supporting innovation (Gundry, Ofstein, 

and Kickul 2014). Paul, (2015) argued that entrepreneurship education is aimed to achieve 

the following among others. He went further to say that entrepreneurship is defined as the 

acquisition of necessary skills matched with innovativeness, creativity, boldness, confidence, 

drive, energy, and courage to be able to create employment for self and for others. 

Entrepreneurship education is the kind of education given to people with a view to 

developing entrepreneurship qualities properly followed up with support services to take off 

and successful meaning of business (Ediagbonya 2013).  Entrepreneurship education if 

integrated into school‟s administration may create a school environment which in the 

opinion of Ekpiken and Ukpabio (2015) can help in fostering the spirit of enterprise among 

student and in solving the difficulties experienced in securing jobs among young Nigerians. 

Singh (2015) asserted that entrepreneurship education as the process of professional 

application of knowledge, attitude, skills and competences.  

Ekankumo and Kemebaradikumo (2011) stressed that entrepreneurship education 

seeks to provide students especially those in tertiary school(s) with the knowledge, skills and 

motivation to encourage entrepreneur studies In a variety of setting. Entrepreneurship 

education refers to all activities aimed at fostering entrepreneurial mind sets, attitudes as 

well as covering a range of aspects such as idea generation, start up, growth and innovation 

(Akpomi 2009). Aliu (2014) Entrepreneurship education is learning directed towards 

developing in young people those skills, competencies, understandings, and attributes which 

will equip them to be innovative, and training them to identify, create, initiate and 

successfully manage personal or community business and work opportunities, including 

working for themselves. Entrepreneurship education therefore is the education that provides 

training, experience and skills that prepare people with entrepreneurship knowledge, 

competence, and skills needed to be self-reliant, (Mezieobi, 2013). 

 

 

 

Benefits of Entrepreneurship Education to Nigeria Economy  
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A number of benefits in entrepreneurship education have been advanced in the 

literature. As encapsuled in the thesis developed by Tiryaki (2010) cited in Ogundele and 

Egunjimi (2016) which includes:  

Provision of employment opportunities: Entrepreneurial activities boost employment 

opportunities and reduce the number of job seekers. Consequently, many idle youths are 

actively engaged undertaking one economic activity or the other. 

Effective resource utilization: In this regard, the entrepreneur utilizes natural resources 

thereby attracting resources from less productive sectors to more productive areas. 

Equitable distribution of income and wealth: Entrepreneurial activities in the rural areas 

create new jobs thereby increasing local incomes and raising the quality of life in the rural 

communities. Such entrepreneurial activities effectively connect the rural communities to the 

larger urban dwellers. 

Facilitation of technological transfer/adaptation: Opportunities for developing and 

adapting appropriate technological approaches are provided by entrepreneurs. This facilitate 

the absorption of all kinds of workers- skill, semi-skilled and unskilled. 

 

Fostering entrepreneurship 

As the world keeps growing and changing, new ideas are leading to new 

experiments that are revolutionising the world as we know it. There is now a need to adopt 

entrepreneurship in universities so students will not be left behind in the changing world. 

The youth are the future of tomorrow and the university can be a guide as to how they use 

their knowledge to change the world. 

1. Universities should corporate with private companies or individuals who can advance their 

knowledge or fund their research. 

2. Building an environment where creative thinking is encouraged. 

3. Promoting acceptance of diverse ideas and opinions. 

4. Doing away with nepotism and sectionalism. 

5. Improving the use of technology in practice and study 

 

Importance of Entrepreneurship: 
1. Entrepreneurship makes an employment opportunity which reduces the rate of 

unemployment in a county.  

2. Entrepreneurship makes room for new ideas and creativity in business 

3. It encourages job seekers to be self -dependent and start their own businesses  

4. Increase in a country‟s economic growth as a result of more entrepreneurs. 
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5. Entrepreneurship education helps students develop skills that help them become self - 

dependent. 

6. It teaches students skills they can use our side the workplace such as cooking, public 

speaking, fast typing, teamwork, punctuality, etc.  

7. Teach students to adapt to a changing environment. 

8. Help students change society for the better. 

 

Competitiveness  

Competition is a natural thing to experience in life and it can be seen in every area of 

life at school, at work even amongst family. So what then is competition? Different 

definitions are offered as to the meaning of competition. A definition of competition can be 

the existence of a situation that requires one to challenge others to be the best at reaching a 

similar goal thereby coming out on top. It can also be described as the struggle or contest 

involving two or more people who strive to obtain the same goal. Competitiveness is 

therefore the display of competitive behaviour. Competitiveness is an essential practice in 

Nigerian universities especially amongst students. It is therefore necessary to discuss its 

terms and relevance to the university community. If people do not see competition, they 

might not push themselves to do things they thought they could not. Competition serves as a 

means to improve oneself.  Competition also improved the state of an organisation.  It is the 

fore necessary to build on the need for competitiveness. Some of its importance is as 

follows:  

 

Importance of Competitiveness 
1. Competitiveness promotes hard work and individual development. 

2. Competitiveness in the workplace gets you higher earnings 

3. Competitiveness builds creativity and ingenuity bringing about new inventions or ideas that 

could change the world. 

4. Competitiveness eliminates indiscipline. 

 

Problems Nigerian Universities Face when Attempting to Achieve Repositioning  

1. Universities that lack adequate funding have a hard time providing facilities that students 

and staff need to learn effectively. 

2. Universities do not train students on how to survive the workforce after graduating. 

3. The non-existence of suitable technology to improve learning. 

4. Lack of adequate planning in managing the university. 
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5. Students are being admitted to a faculty they did not initially choose thus leading to 

difficulty in assimilation or disinterest in the study. 

6. Lack of skilled academic staff and school administrators drives the university away from 

innovation. 

7. Lack of teacher training programs, workshops or seminars that could help teachers be more 

innovative 

1. Bribery and corruption in the university system 

2. Some staff are not willing to change as the university demands for innovative practices. 

3. Misallocation of resources to staff and activities that do not contribute to the 

innovation of the university. 

4. Sectionalism and nepotism in the university. 

5. Unqualified leaders in charge of managing the university. 

 

Conclusion 

The paper concluded that repositioning university education will lead to a great turn 

around for the university, the society and the labour market. It will produce skilled 

manpower for competition. Out of burning innovative ideas and critical thinking, the 

university will be able to achieve its goals and objectives.   

 

Suggestions 

 It was suggested that improving research efforts for development and repositioning of the 

university should be encouraged, team effort on the part of administrators, staff and students 

to ensure repositioning is successful. The following measures can also be adopted:  

1. The organisation of seminars, meetings, webinars, etc that talk on the importance and 

necessity of entrepreneurship education to students and society.   

2. Universities should promote the competitive spirit among the staff and students. 

3. Universities should screen all lecturers to ensure they are qualified to teach students 

properly. 

4. Development of the university's standard of teaching, infrastructure, and regular 

maintenance of facilities to attract high standard students and lectures  

5. Universities should rid themselves of sensationalism and discrimination. They should 

promote teamwork, good sportsmanship, and unity even in competition. 

6. Universities should focus on the needs of staff and students. 

7. Universities should encourage students to study different areas of life to acquire 

knowledge that makes them different from the average student. 

8. Ensuring a university is the best at what it does will attract more students. 
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9. Set an objective for what the university wants to achieve per semester or academic year. 
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Abstract 
The study examines corporate governance and performance of quoted deposit 

money banks in Nigeria using balanced scorecard approach. The study investigated 

the effect of board size, board composition, board gender diversity and audit 

committee size on corporate performance of quoted banks using balanced 

scorecard. The motivation for this research is our observation that a lot of studies 

have examined the relationship between corporate governance and performance 

using traditional performance measurement systems which focus only on financial 

indicators of performance. The longitudinal research design was used for this study. 

The population of the study consisted of the 15 banks quoted on the Nigerian Stock 

Exchange. The entire population was used as the sample for the study covering the 

period 2010-2016. The data analysis procedure includes descriptive statistics, the 

Generalised Least Squares Regression Analysis in the estimation of the model. The 

study reveals that board size and board independence have a significant effect on 

corporate performance using balanced scorecard while board gender diversity and 

audit committee size have no significant effect. The study recommends that 

companies should make use of a more robust performance measure tool such as the 

balanced scorecard in assessing organisational performance as it would provide a 

holistic approach. 
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Corporate governance, in recent times, has gained global prominence having been 

found to be critical to sustainable organisational performance (Anameje, 2007). An 

improvement in corporate governance practices is widely acknowledged as an essential 

element in strengthening the foundation for the long-term economic performance of nations 

and corporations. According to Abdullah and Valentine (2009), several corporate 

governance variables have varying implications for performance of firms. For example, a 

large board size is favourable because they enhance the pool of expertise and resources 

available to the organization, notably so in firms with a multiplex business model. These 

may not only be relevant from the perspective of the advisory role of the board but also from 

the perspective of its monitoring role. Sanda, Mikailu and Garba (2011) evidence that boards 

tend to contribute more to performance if they have the right mix of non-executive and 

executive directors than boards with a majority of executive directors. While, Boyle and Jane 

(2011) asserted that female board members will bring diverse viewpoints to the boardroom 

and will elicit lively boardroom discussions. Management may be less able to manipulate a 

more heterogeneous board to achieve their personal interests (Erhardt, Werbel, & Shrader, 

2003). The influence of corporate governance on financial performance dimension is a well 

debated area and has been extensively dealt with by several scholars in the Nigerian 

environment.  

However, performance measurement (PM) using financial indicators have failed to 

measure and monitor multiple dimensions of organisational performance. In consequence, 

strong reliance on financial measures alone in presenting the true picture of an organisational 

performance is in itself backward looking. This has been observed by Eccles (1991) and 

Kaplan and Norton (1992). This shows that performance measurement incorporating non-

financial measures has been a topic of great interest throughout most of the 1990s. The 

Balanced Scorecard approach using a blend of financial and non-financial indicators in 

performance measurements addresses the shortcomings of conventional measurement 

systems. As a result, several studies have examined the relationship between corporate 

governance and corporate performance. A majority of these studies however focus on only 

financial indicators of performance. For example, Sami, Wang and Zhou (2011) established 

that firm performance is positively associated with different measures of governance, 

whereas Masood Fooladi (2011) found the relationship between the independence of board 

of directors, size of the board of directors, ownership structure respectively and firm 
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performance to be insignificant. Thus the lack of consensus and non-inclusion of non-

financial measure is a major gap that this current study seeks to address by utilising a 

balanced scorecard approach in investigating the effect of corporate governance on 

performance. As earlier observed, the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) approach assesses total 

business performance from financial, customer, internal business process and learning and 

growth perspectives. Therefore this study will include the non-financial measures in order to 

have a holistic measure of corporate performance. 

  

Literature Review 

Corporate Performance Evaluation 

According to Adusei (2011), performance is the final result of all activities. How 

well an organization executes on its most important parameters, typically financial, market 

and shareholder performance is measured by corporate performance. However, in recent 

years, there exists a broader idea of corporate health. Like the idea of business sustainability, 

good corporate performance is now considered to embroil not only financial considerations 

but also other factors including customer satisfaction, innovation, reputation, productivity 

and employee morale. As such, performance is no longer quantified only on key 

performance indicators (KPI) such as revenue or return on investment (ROI). In evaluating 

performance the emphasis is on assessing the current behaviour of the organisation in respect 

to its efficiency and effectiveness. It is about monitoring an organisation‟s effectiveness in 

fulfilling its own predetermined goals or the requirements of stakeholders. For a company to 

be successful, it must be able to perform better not simply in terms of cost but also in other 

dimensions such as adaptability, flexibility, value, quality and so on. To ensure an effective 

and informed decision making at both strategic and operational levels, it is important to have 

a performance measurement system that enables it meet these demands satisfactorily. The 

comparison of outcomes against objectives enables the identification of problems so that 

timely corrective actions can be taken. The appropriate performance measurement tool 

should be relevant to the strategic goals of the organisation and accountable to the 

individuals concerned. 

According to Abu-Tapanjeh (2006), performance measurement tools could be 

traditional or non - traditional. Traditional measures indicating the financial strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats are Residual Income (RI), Return on Investment 

(ROI), Dividend Yield, Earning Per Share (EPS), Price Earnings Ratio, Growth in Sales, 

Market Capitalization etc. It is discovered that beside financial performance, non-

conventional performance of corporate bodies are clamoured by users of financial 
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statements, in such cases tools like Balanced Scorecard, Economic Value Added, etc are to 

be used. 

 

The Balanced Scorecard Perspective 

The introduction of balanced scorecard as a measurement tool for performance was 

to assess the activity of both tangible and intangible assets of an organisation. Kaplan and 

Norton (1992) described the way organizations measure performance as outdated and 

unresponsive as it is based on internal financial data. The introduction of balanced scorecard 

was aimed at moving organizations from a financially biased approach to one that connects 

the various perspectives of an organization‟s success: financial, customer, internal processes 

and learning and growth. Balanced scorecard framework has evolved from this multi-

perspective performance measurement system to a complex strategy management and 

control system. Balanced scorecard is an integration of financial and non-financial measure 

employed in a firm's strategy emphasizing communication with members and providing 

feedback for attaining organisation goals (Mendoza & Zrihen, 2001). According to Kaplan 

and Norton (1992), balanced scorecard provides executives and managers tools needed to 

compete in the future and monitor the effectiveness of a firm‟s strategy. With balanced 

scorecard an organization is able to translate its strategy and mission into a set of 

performance measures that provide the underpinning for a strategic management system. 

Balanced scorecard includes not only conventional financial objectives, but also objectives 

that drive financial results. 

 

Corporate Governance 

Corporate governance is concerned with the ways through which parties interested 

in the wellbeing of a company (stakeholders) ensure that managers and other insiders take 

measures or adopt mechanisms to satisfy the interests of the stakeholders (Sanda et al., 

2011). Anameje (2007) referred to corporate governance “as a system which ensures that 

managers and directors of organisations execute their functions within a framework of 

transparency and accountability”. The reason most organisations get into financial problems 

is revealed by this definition. Most companies in Nigeria often lack accountability and 

transparency in their business deals, and the boards of directors who are supposed to ensure 

that management complies with corporate governance principles are often weak, complacent 

and docile. The corporate governance structure specifies that the various participants in the 

corporation have different rights and responsibilities distributed among them. Such rights 

and responsibilities spell out the rules and procedures for making decisions on corporate 

affairs. By doing so, it also provides the framework through which the company objectives 
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are set and the means of attaining those objectives and monitoring performance. Ruin (2001) 

states that corporate governance is a group of people coming together with the main duty to 

direct, control and rule with authority. On a collective effort, this body is empowered to 

regulate, determine, restrain, curb and exercise the authority given to it. Corporate 

governance can also be defined as a structure and framework used for the directing and 

managing of the business and affairs of a company with the aim of improving the success 

and accountability of the business.  

According to Uwuigbe, Olusanmi and Iyoha (2015), corporate governance is seen as 

a framework or an arrangement consisting of a wide range of practices (accounting rules, 

standards concerning financial disclosure, size, executive compensation, and composition of 

corporate boards) and institutions that seek to shield the interest of corporation‟s owners. 

The concept mainly exists to reduce agency challenges by serving as checks and balances 

between shareholders and management. Therefore, the control right given to managers is 

reduced, and the chance that manager‟s investment decisions enhance the maximization of 

shareholders wealth improved (Shleifer & Vishny, 1997).  

 

Corporate Governance and Banks 

The usefulness of corporate governance of banks in developing economies can be 

adduced to the following: firstly, banks have a remarkable dominant position in the financial 

system of a growing economy and are extremely important engines of economic growth.  

Secondly, financial markets are often underdeveloped; banks in developing economies are 

typically the handy source of finance for a majority of firms. Thirdly, in addition to 

providing a generally acceptable payment means, banks in developing countries are usually 

the main depository purse for the economy‟s savings (King & Levine, 1993; Levine 1997).  

Hettes (2002) stressed that banking supervision can only function when there is 

“correct corporate governance” because experience has unfolded the need for an appropriate 

level of control, responsibility and balance of competences in each bank. Hettes (2002) 

further explained that correct corporate governance simplifies the work of banking 

supervision and enhances cooperation between a bank‟s management and the banking 

supervision authorities. Crespi, Garcia-Cestona and Salas (2002) noted that in the context of 

banks, corporate governance refers to the different methods by which bank owners induce 

managers to implement value-maximising policies. These mechanisms may be external to 

the firm, like the market for corporate control or the product and labour markets competition 

level. They may also be internal mechanisms such as a disciplinary intervention by 

shareholders (referred to as proxy fights) or a board of directors‟ intervention (Crespi et al., 

2002). 
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Board Size and Performance 

According to Upadhyay and Sriram (2011), a larger board has greater resources than 

a smaller board to monitor managerial performance, so directors would ponder on important 

corporate decisions more extensively and would also demand that the managers disclose 

important issues to the stakeholders which will lead to greater information transparency. 

However, decision-making costs increase with board size even if a bigger board has more 

knowledge and skill. For instance, Jensen (1993) argued that because of free-riding issues 

amongst directors and due to increased time expended in decision making, large boards are 

less effective in monitoring the management. When acquiring information is costly, the 

motivation to gather and analyse information may diminish where a large board size exist. In 

regard, Persico (2004) asserted that larger boards can be less participative, less cohesive, and 

less able to reach consensus. Uadiale (2010) revealed that coordination, communication and 

decision-making challenges are more likely when the number of directors‟ increases and 

these often impede a firm‟s performance. These reasons underlay the popular view that small 

boards are better from a shareholder‟s perspective.  

The question of whether a large board or a small board helps improve a firm‟s 

financial performance is a debatable issue that researchers have not reached a consensus on. 

Empirical evidence from researchers often shows mixed results about the relationship 

between board size and financial performance of firms. For instance, Adusei (2011) found 

that as the size of a bank‟s board of directors decreases, its profitability increases. Al-

Manaseer, Al-Hindawi Al-Dahiyat and Sartawi (2012) established a significant negative 

relationship between board size and banks‟ performance. Shehu and Farouk (2014) revealed 

that board size has a negative impact on banks performance. On the other hand, Adeusei, 

Akeke, Aribaba and Adebisi (2013) revealed that board size has a positive association with 

the financial performance of banks. Manmeet and Madhu (2014) asserted that there is a 

positive connection between board size and financial performance. The following relevant 

research hypotheses are formulated to provide a direction for the study. H01: Board size has 

no significant effect on corporate performance in quoted banks.  

 

Board Composition/Independence and Performance 

The composition of a board pertains to the number of outside directors expressed as 

a proportion of total board membership. An autonomous board is one controlled by outside 

directors and is more likely to safeguard the interests of stakeholders (Sanda, Tanda & 

Mikailu, 2011). Sanda et al. (2011) opined that the importance of outside directors cannot be 

overemphasized as it is being recognised even at the level of policy making with codes of 

corporate governance giving particular attention to the need to have a reasonable mix of 
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them on the board of firms. They further emphasized that there will be more contribution 

from a well-constituted boards with the right proportion of non-executive directors than 

boards with a predominance of inside directors (Sanda et al., 2011). The question of whether 

having a higher number of non-executive directors than executive directors on a board 

enhances a firm‟s financial performance is still being debated. Empirical evidences from 

researchers have often been with mixed results. Roman, Rosenstein and Persida (2012) 

affirmed that board independence (in terms of composition) does not have a statistically 

significant relationship with banks‟ profitability. Kwanbo and Abdulquadir (2013) 

discovered no significant relationship and impact between board composition and financial 

performance. The above findings run contrary to those of Uadiale (2010) discovered a 

positive relationship between outside directors on the board and corporate financial 

performance. Abdur (2011) affirmed a positive significant relationship between ROE and 

board composition. Adebayo, Ayeni and Oyewole (2013) showed that there is positive and 

significant relationship between independence of the board and organizational performance 

(ROE). Shehu and Farouk (2014) showed that board composition strongly and significantly 

influences the performance (ROA) of banks positively while insider director was found to be 

an insignificant contributor to performance (ROA). The following relevant research 

hypotheses are formulated to provide a direction for the study. H02: Board independence has 

no significant effect on corporate performance in quoted banks.  

 

Board Gender Diversity and Performance 

Several countries promote board diversity including Nigeria. For example, in 

Norway all listed companies must abide by a 40 percent gender quota for female directors. 

This law was enacted in January, 2008. Diversity can have positive effects on group 

performance since it endows a group with the flexibility which can be valuable if the group‟s 

tasks change or become more complex (Campbell & Minguez-Vera, 2008). Adams and 

Ferreira (2009) stated that boardroom gender diversity improves several important aspects of 

a board‟s behaviour such as directors‟ attendance at board meetings. They also stated that 

CEOs will be held responsible for poor stock price performance as CEOs‟ turnover is more 

sensitive to stock return performance in firms that have relatively more women on the boards 

diverse boards will more likely hold. This suggests that there exist tougher monitors in 

gender-diverse boards. There are however, mixed results based on findings from various 

empirical works done by researchers. For instance Roman et al. (2012) found a significant 

positive correlation between the presence of women on the boards of directors of banks and 

both ROE and ROA. Also, Priya and Nimalathasan‟s (2013) result revealed that the number 

of women on the board (NWB) is significantly correlated with firms financial performance. 
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Towing a different line, Ferede (2012) showed that the percentage of female directors on 

banks‟ boards does not have a significant effect on financial performance. Manmeet and 

Madhu (2014) discovered that the percentage of female directors on the board does not 

significantly impact on the financial performance of banks. The following relevant research 

hypotheses are formulated to provide a direction for the study. H03: Board gender diversity 

has no significant effect on corporate performance in quoted banks.   

 

Audit Committee Size and Performance 

Audit committee size pertains to the number of members serving in the committee. 

The feasible studies that have investigated the relationship between audit committee size and 

performance of firms show mixed results. For instance, Tornyeva and Wereko (2012) found 

that audit committee size is positively associated with financial performance (ROA and 

ROE). Kyereboah-Coleman (2007) explained that the size of the audit committee could be a 

sign of the seriousness attached to issues of transparency by the organisation. Nagel (2012) 

revealed that more experienced smaller audit committees with better educational 

qualifications are more likely to be associated with positive firm performance. Ferede (2012) 

on the other hand, found that audit committee size negatively influences financial 

performance (ROA, ROE and NIM). Similarly, Ghabayen (2012) revealed that audit 

committee size has no effect on a firm‟s performance (ROA). The following relevant 

research hypotheses are formulated to provide a direction for the study. H04: Audit committee 

size has no significant effect on corporate performance in quoted banks. 

 

Theoretical Framework 
Agency Theory   

Agency theory amongst other theories is the most popular and has received greater 

attention from academics and practitioners (Habbash, 2010). This theory is based on the 

principal-agent relationships. The application of the agency theory is premised on the 

separation of ownership from management in modern corporations. In contemporary 

corporations managers are hired through directors to manage the organisation as the 

shareholders (principals) are widely dispersed and are not usually involved in the day to day 

administration and management of the companies. (Habbash, 2010). From the viewpoint of 

agency theory, corporate governance enhances corporate performance by settling agency 

problems through monitoring management‟s activities, controlling self-centred behaviours of 

managements and examining the financial reporting process (Habbash, 2010). Moreover, 

corporate governance can eliminate agency costs by aligning the clashing interests of 

management with the shareholders‟ through the monitoring of management and using 
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diverse corporate governance mechanisms. Therefore, corporate governance mechanisms 

such as boards of directors and audit committees enable shareholders to carefully monitor 

the activities of managers. Inactive audit committees and boards may give confidence to 

managers to pursue their interests, but active boards and audit committees can eliminate 

deceitful behaviours of managers by unearthing fraudulent financial reports and engaging in 

active monitoring. According to the assumptions of agency theory, corporate governance 

mechanisms affect financial performance. As a consequence, improving corporate 

governance mechanisms should result in improved financial performances. Taking agency 

theory into consideration, the study variables were identified with the aim of investigating 

the relationships between corporate governance mechanisms and financial performance. 

Board structure has relied heavily on the concepts of agency theory while focusing on the 

controlling function of the board (Habbash, 2010).  The corporate governance mechanisms 

considered in this research include board size, board gender diversity, board 

composition/independence and audit committee size. 

 

Methodology 

This study employs a longitudinal research design. A longitudinal design involves 

repeated observations of the same variables over long periods of time unlike the cross-

sectional design which examines variables at a point in time. The population of this study 

covers 15 banks quoted on the Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE) from 2010 to 2016. The 

focus on banks is because the sector is arguably amongst the most active in the Nigerian 

Stock Exchange (NSE).While a consensus of the is 15 banks form the sample for the study. 

More importantly, the generalised least squares (GLS) regression analysis was used in the 

estimation of the models and in the determination of the causal relationship between the 

variables. There are two basic approaches used to account for relationships within or 

between each cross-section variables. First, is the fixed effect approach which assumes that 

the individual constant is a group specific constant term in the regression model. Second is 

the random effect approach which assumes that the individual constant is a group specific 

disturbance similar to the error term, except for each group. The hausman test was conducted 

to determine which of the effects should be adopted.  

 

Model Specification 

The model for the study examines the effect of corporate governance on corporate 

performance of Nigerian banks. In performance measurement, the balanced scorecard 

approach is adopted in this study. The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) approach assesses total 
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corporate performances from financial, customer, internal business process and learning and 

growth perspectives.  

 

Financial Perspective Model 

Financial perspective model which focused on the financial dimension of balance score card 

incorporating traditional profitability indictors such as, Return on equity (ROE), Return on 

assets (ROA) and Profit after tax (PAT). The model shows the impact of corporate 

governance on financial performance dimension of BSC. The model is presented below: 

ROEit = i + 1BDSit + 2 BDINDit + 3 BDGDit +4AUDSit +  β5FSit + it -------------- (1) 

 

Customer Satisfaction Model  

Customer satisfaction model which gauged customer satisfaction for banks by customer 

loyalty and retention which can be measured using amount of customer deposits. Some 

measures of customer satisfaction include: Gross current account deposits (GCD), Gross 

fixed account deposits (GFD) and Total deposits (TD). The model shows the impact of 

corporate governance on customer satisfaction dimension of BSC. The model is presented 

below: 

GCDit = i + 1BDSit + 2 BDINDit + 3 BDGDit +4 AUDSit +  β5FSit + it -------------- (2) 

 

Internal Business Process Model  
Internal business process model measured the quality of internal business process for banks 

using credit growth and growth in non-current assets. The model shows the impact of 

corporate governance on internal business process dimension of BSC. The model is 

presented below: 

GCRit = i + 1BDSit + 2 BDINDit + 3 BDGDit +4 AUDSit +β5 FSit + it -------------- (3) 

 

Learning and Growth Model  

Learning and growth model which suggested that measures of learning and growth include 

employee capabilities, employee know-how and human capital development. We employ 

training and development cost as a measure of learning and growth. The model shows the 

impact of corporate governance on learning and growth dimension of BSC. The model is 

presented below: 

TDCit = i + 1BDSit + 2 BDINDit + 3 BDGDit +4AUDSit + β5FSit + it --------------- (4) 
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Where: BDS = Board Size, BIND = Board Independence, BDGD = Board Gender Diversity, 

AUDS = Audit Committee Size, FS = Firm Size (Control Variable), i = Companies, t = 

Period (2010-2016) and µ = Stochastic term. While the apriori signs are β1 - β4 > 0 

 

Table 1: Variable Definition and Measurement 
Variable Definition Measurement Aprori 

sign 

Source 

 Financial 

dimension  

Return on 

equity(ROE) 

The amount of net income returned as a 

percentage of shareholder‟s equity. 

 Kajola (2008) 

Customer 

satisfaction 

Gross current 

account deposit 

(GCD) 

The total amount of customers current 

account deposits before COT deductions 

and other relevant charges. 

 Ghanendra 

(2014) 

Internal 

business 

Process 

Credit Growth 

(GCR) 

The increase in the amount of credit 

provided to individuals or businesses 

 Omoye & 

Ughuvuu 

(2016) 

Learning 

and growth 

Training and 

development 

cost (TDC) 

Cost of employee training  Kaplan & 

Norton 

(1996) 

Corporate 

Governance  

Board size 

(BDS) 

Number of individuals on the board  + Zahra et. al. 

(1989) 

Board 

independence 

(BDIND) 

Number of external directors + John et. al. 

(1998) 

Board Gender 

diversity 

(BDGD) 

Ratio of female to male + Boyle & Jane 

(2011) 

Audit 

Committee Size 

(AUDS) 

Number of directors in the committee + Jensen & 

Meckling 

(1976) 

FS (Control 

Variable) 

Firm size Log of total assets + Omoye & 

Martha () 

Source: Researcher‟s Compilation, 2020 
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Presentation and Analysis of Data 
 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics 
 ROE GCD GCR TDC BDS BDIND BDGD AUDS FS 

Mean 0.19634

7 

1.59E+0

8 

1.98E+0

8 

0.904762 15.0476

2 

8.09523

8 

2.79047

6 

6.11428

6 

7.403247 

Median 0.14338

9 

8655575

. 

3955113

. 

1.000000 15.0000

0 

8.00000

0 

3.00000

0 

6.00000

0 

6.985775 

Maximum 1.40815
2 

9.87E+0
8 

1.42E+0
9 

1.000000 20.0000
0 

12.0000
0 

6.00000
0 

10.0000
0 

9.637300 

Minimum -

0.33687

0 

67765.0

0 

136982.

0 

0.000000 9.00000

0 

5.00000

0 

0.00000

0 

6.00000

0 

4.860386 

Std. Dev. 0.28742
4 

2.47E+0
8 

3.22E+0
8 

0.294951 2.48604
2 

1.39727
6 

1.35657
4 

0.54268
4 

1.455981 

Skewness 1.58239

0 

1.59662

4 

1.95603

0 

-2.757764 -

0.17533

4 

0.46712

0 

-

0.28921

3 

5.52173

1 

-0.015534 

Kurtosis 6.83084
3 

4.41491
1 

6.33880
0 

8.605263 2.68162
3 

2.99170
4 

2.61065
3 

34.9017
6 

1.436382 

JarqueBe

ra 

108.024

0 

53.3697

7 

115.726

6 

270.5501 0.98145

2 

3.81881

9 

2.12698

7 

4986.10

2 

10.70067 

Probabilit

y 

0.00000

0 

0.00000

0 

0.00000

0 

0.000000 0.61218

2 

0.14816

8 

0.34524

8 

0.00000

0 

0.004747 

Source: Researcher‘s Compilation, 2020 

 

Table 2 shows the mean (average) for each of the variables, their standard deviation (degree 

of dispersion) and Jarque-Bera (JB) statistics (normality test) for the sample. As observed, 

the mean value for Return on Equity (ROE), Gross Current Deposit (GCD), Growth in 

Credit Rate (GCR) and Training and Development Cost (TDC) using the balanced scorecard 

approach assesses corporate performance from financial perspective, customers‟ satisfaction, 

internal business process and learning and growth perspective stood at 0.196, 1.59, 1.98 and 

0.905 with a standard deviation of 0.287, 2.47, 3.22 and 0.295. The maximum and minimum 

values for the period under review were 1.408, 9.87, 1.42, 1 and -0.336, 677, 137, 0 
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respectively. The Jarque-Bera statistic value of 108.02, 53.369, 115.73, 270.55 and p-value 

of 0.00 confirm the normality of the data and suitability for generalization. While, the 

corporate governance mechanism as Board Size (BDS), Board Independence (BDIND) and 

Board Gender diversity (BDGD) has a mean value of 15.05, 8.095 and 2.790 with a standard 

deviation of 2.486, 1.397 and 1.357. The maximum and minimum values for the period 

under review were 20, 12, 6 and 9, 5, 0 respectively. The Jarque-Bera statistic value 0.981, 

3.819, 2.126 and p-value of 0.612, 0.148 and 0.345 confirms the normality of the data and 

suitability for generalization. It also indicates the absence of outliers in the data. 

Table 3: Correlation 
 ROE GCD GCR TDC BDS BDIND BDGD AUDS  FS 

ROE 1         

GCD  1        

GCR   1       

TDC    1      

BDS .046 -.034 .095 -.029 1     

BDIND .101 .088 .017 -.103 .189
**

 1    

BDGD .016 .005 .002 .010 .130 -.031 1   

AUDS -.017 -.037 .001 -.019 -.056 -.081 -.035 1  

FS .325
**

 .075 .314
**

 .010 .130 -.181
**

 .023 -.025 1 

Source: Researcher‘s Computation (2020)    

 **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2- tailed) 

 

Table 3 shows associations of variables captured in the study using the four criteria of the 

balanced scorecard approach assesses corporate performance from financial perspective, 

customers‟ satisfaction, internal business process and learning and growth perspective using 

Return on Equity (ROE), Gross Current Deposit (GCD), Growth in Credit Rate (GCR) and 

Training and Development Cost (TDC) as the dependent variable. When ROE, GCD, GCR 

and TDC was at unit value, Board Size (BDS) stood at positive correlation value of 0.046 (at 

about 5 %), Board Independence (BDIND) was 0.10, Board Gender diversity (BDGD) was 

at positive value of 0.016, Firm Size (AUDS) was at positive value of 0.325** , while Audit 

Committee Size (AUDS) was at a negative value of -0.017.Outcome of the pearson 

correlation indicated that the variables are highly correlated and absent of the presence of 

multicollinearity since none of the pearson correlation values exceeded 0.90 as stated by 

Dwivedi (2008) for case of multicollinearity. 
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The Financial Perspective Model 

In the financial perspective model, the return of equity was used to capture firm‟s 

performance.  The result of the estimation of the financial perspective model is shown in 

table below.  

 

Table 3: Regression Result of the Financial Perspective Model 
Variables  Fixed effect estimates  Random effect estimates  

 

BDS 

 

-0.0495** 

(-2.2683) 

-0.0448** 

(-2.5715) 

BDIND 

 

0.0006 

(0.0210) 

0.0823** 

(2.9702) 

BDGD 

 

-0.0390 

(-1.3102) 

-0.0165 

(-0.6860) 

AUDS 

 

0.0617** 

(2.0487) 

0.0990** 

(2.0257) 

FS 

 

0.1218* 

(2.7145) 

0.0707* 

(3.3401) 

C -1.0543 

(-1.4175) 

-0.1421 

(-0.2778) 

Hausman Test   3.3227 (0.6504) 

R – Squared  

Adjusted R- squared  

F – Statistics  

D-W Statistics  

S.E of regression  

0.6048 

0.5944 

1.9617 (0.0191) 

1.9045 

0.1650 

0.6290 

0.6040 

2.1813 (0.0469) 

1.9954 

0.0628 

  *significant at 1%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 10% 

     Source: Researcher‘s Computation (2020) 

 

Table 3 shows the fixed effect and random effect estimation. To ascertain the preferred 

estimate the Hausman test is conducted. From the result, the hausman chi-square coefficient 

is 3.3227 with a p-value of 0.6504. Since the p-value is greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis 

of the hausman test which states that the fixed effect model is preferred is rejected. In the 

above case, the random effect estimate gives a more reliable result. Therefore, the 

interpretation of the above estimate will be based on the estimate of the random effect 

model. From the results in table 1, the sign expectation was met for board independence, 

audit committee size and firm size. However, the sign expectation was not met for board size 
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and board gender diversity. The statistical properties of the model were satisfactory. The 

coefficient of determination (R
2
) is 0.6048. This shows that about 60% of the systematic 

variations in the dependent variable was explained by changes in the group of the 

explanatory variables. Also, the F- Statistics is statistically significant. This shows that the 

group of regressors has linear relationship with the dependent variable. The Durbin Watson 

statistics has a coefficient of 1.9954. This is an indication that there is no probable case of 

first order serial correlation in the model. The stability of the model was tested using the 

ratio of the standard error of regression to the mean of the dependent variable. From the 

result, the ratio was less than one. This shows that the model is stable with a high forecasting 

power.  

 

Customer Satisfaction Model  

In the customers‟ satisfaction model, gross current account deposit was used to capture 

corporate performance. The result of the estimation of the customers‟ satisfaction model is 

presented in the table below 

 

Table 4: Regression Result of the Consumer Satisfaction Model      

Variables  Fixed effect 

estimates  

Random effect estimates  

 

BDS 

 

-8.6894* 

(-6.3926) 

-1.3211* 

(-3.1157) 

BDIND 

 

2.4466** 

(2.0262) 

2.2155** 

(1.9959) 

BDGD 

 

4.1873* 

(2.9673) 

3.5488* 

(3.1091) 

AUDS 

 

-4.8153 

(-0.1574) 

-2.8393 

(-1.0190) 

FS 

 

2.1651** 

(2.0647) 

1.1183* 

(7.62551) 

C -21500553 

(-0.0609) 

-5.1600** 

(-2.1356) 

Hausman Test  19.2512 (0.0017) 
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R – Squared  

Adjusted R- squared  

F – Statistics  

D-W Statistics  

S.E of regression 

0.7885 

0.7413 

16.6857(0.000) 

1.9382 

1.2600 

0.6971 

0.6674 

13.0463(0.000) 

1.9720 

1.3400 

  *significant at 1%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 10% 

     Source: Researcher‘s Computation (2020)  

 

Table 4 shows the estimates from fixed effect and random effect estimation. To ascertain the 

preferred estimate, the Hausman test was conducted. From the result, the hausman chi-

square coefficient is 19.2512 with a p-value of 0.0017. Since the p-value is less than 0.05, 

the null hypothesis which states that the fixed effect model is preferred is accepted. Hence, 

in the above case, the fixed effect estimate gives a more reliable result. Therefore, the 

interpretation of the above estimate will be based on the estimate of the fixed effect model. 

In the estimate from Table 1, the sign expectation was met for board independence, board 

gender diversity and firm size. However, the sign expectation was not met for board size and 

size of the audit committee. The statistical properties of the model were satisfactory. The 

coefficient of determination (R
2
) is 0.7885. This shows that about 78% of the systematic 

variation in the dependent variable was explained by changes in the group of the explanatory 

variables. Also, the F- Statistics is statistically significant. This shows that the group of 

regressors has linear relationship with the dependent variable. The Durbin Watson statistics 

has a coefficient of 1.9382. This is an indication that there is no serious case of serial 

correlation in the model. The stability of the model was tested using the ratio of the standard 

error of regression to the mean of the dependent variable. From the result, the ratio was 

greater than one. This shows that the model is stable with a high forecasting power.  

4.1.3 Internal Business Process Model  

In the quality of internal business process model, corporate performance was captured by 

credit growth (GCR). The result of the estimation of the model is presented in the table 

below: 
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Table 5: Regression Result of the Internal Business Process Model      
Variables  Fixed effect estimates  Random effect estimates  

 

BDS 

 

-8.6894* 

(-6.3926) 

1.0359* 

(5.2205) 

BDIND 

 

2.4466** 

(2.0262) 

-2.2268 

(-1.4784) 

BDGD 

 

9.2013 

(0.5381) 

3.8209* 

(2.9148) 

AUDS 

 

-4.8153 

(-0.1574) 

-8.4762 

(-0.2698) 

FS 

 

2.1651** 

(2.0647) 

1.2223* 

(5.8441) 

C -5.1800 

(-0.9515) 

-7.3777*  

(-2.5264) 

Hausman Test  22.1643  (0.0007) 

R – Squared  

Adjusted R- squared  

F – Statistics  

D-W Statistics  

S.E of regression  

0.7885 

0.7413 

31.4318(0.0000) 

1.9382 

1.26E+08 

0.6217 

0.5874 

9.3921(0.0000) 

1.8417 

14655071 

  *significant at 1%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 10% 

    Source: Researcher‘s computation (2020)  

 

Table 5 shows the estimates from fixed effect and random effect estimation. To ascertain the 

preferred estimate, the Hausman test is conducted. From the result, the hausman chi-square 

coefficient is 22.1643 with a p-value of 0.0007. Since the p-value is less than 0.05, therefore 

the null hypothesis which states that the fixed effect model is preferred is accepted. Hence, 

in the above case, the fixed effect estimate gives a more reliable result. Therefore, the 

interpretation of the above estimate will be based on the estimate of the fixed effect model.  

In the estimate from table 1, the sign expectation was met for board independence, board 

gender diversity, size of the audit committee and firm size. However, the sign expectation 

was not met for board size. The statistical properties of the model were satisfactory. The 

coefficient of determination (R
2
) is 0.7885. This shows that about 78% of the systematic 

variation in the dependent variable was explained by changes in the group of the explanatory 

variables. Also, the F- Statistics is statistically significant. This shows that the group of 

regressors has linear relationship with the dependent variable. The Durbin Watson statistics 
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has a coefficient of 1.9382. This is an indication that there is no case of serial correlation in 

the model. The stability of the model was tested using the ratio of the standard error of 

regression to the mean of the dependent variable. From the result, the ratio was greater than 

one. This shows that the model is stable with a high forecasting power.  

 

Learning and Growth Model  

In the learning and growth model, corporate performance was captured by cost of employee 

training (TDC). The result of the estimation of the model is presented in table 6 

 

Table 6: Regression Result of Training and Development Model.      

Variables  Fixed effect estimates  Random effect estimates  

 

BDS 

 

-0.2594* 

(-19.4030) 

0.0250** 

(2.1967) 

BDIND 

 

0.0234* 

(2.5146) 

-0.0181 

(-1.0261) 

BDGD 

 

0.0190 

(1.0475) 

-0.0081 

(-0.5281) 

AUDS 

 

-0.0058 

(-0.1487) 

0.0172 

(0.4637) 

FS 

 

0.0553* 

(3.4986) 

0.0425*** 

(1.8328) 

C 1.3473* 

(2.9596) 

0.2837 

(0.8443) 

Hausman Test  31.0090  (0.0000) 

R – Squared  

Adjusted R- squared  

F – Statistics  

D-W Statistics  

S.E of regression  

0.7569 

0.6974 

13.6160 

2.0283 

0.1622 

0.06127 

0.0138 

1.2925 

1.4791 

0.1823 

  *significant at 1%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 10% 

    Source: Researcher‘s Computation (2020)  

 

Table 6 above shows the estimate from fixed effect and random effect estimation. 

To ascertain the preferred estimate, the Hausman test is conducted. From the result, the 

hausman chi-square coefficient is 31.0090 with a p-value of 0.0000. Since the p-value is less 

than 0.05, therefore the null hypothesis of the hausman test which states that the fixed effect 
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model is preferred is accepted. Hence, in the above case, the fixed effect estimate gives a 

more reliable result. Therefore, the interpretation of the above estimate will be based on the 

estimate of the fixed effect model.  In the estimate from table 1 the sign expectation was met 

for board independence, board gender diversity, size of audit committee and firm size. 

However, the sign expectation was not met for board size. The statistical properties of the 

model were satisfactory. The coefficient of determination (R
2
) is 0.7526. This shows that 

about 75% of the systematic variation in the dependent variable was explained by changes in 

the group of the explanatory variables. Also, the F- Statistics is statistically significant. This 

shows that the group of regressors has linear relationship with the dependent variable. The 

Durbin Watson statistics has a coefficient of 2.0283. This is an indication that there is no 

case of serial correlation in the model. The stability of the model was tested using the ratio 

of the standard error of regression to the mean of the dependent variable. From the result, the 

ratio was less than one. This shows that the model is stable with a high forecasting power.  

 

Discussion of Findings  

Firstly, it was observed that board size in the four criteria of the balanced scorecard 

were negative but highly significant. However, there is no doubt that several studies have 

been conducted so far and are still ongoing; the findings are therefore in line with the work 

of Adeusei, Akeke, Aribaba and Adebisi (2013) who revealed that board size has a positive 

association with the financial performance of banks. Likewise, Manmeet and Madhu (2014) 

asserted that there is a positive connection between board size and financial performance.  

Secondly, board independence in the four criteria of the balanced scorecard was positive and 

the impact was highly significant. This finding conformed to extant study of Adebayo, Ayeni 

and Oyewole (2013) who affirmed that there is positive and significant relationship between 

independence of the board and organizational performance (ROE).  

Thirdly, board gender diversity on corporate performance was not statistically 

significant in three of the four criteria of the balanced scorecard. Specifically, the impact of 

board gender diversity on return on equity, credit growth and training and development were 

not statistically significant. The impact of board gender diversity was only statistically 

significant on gross current account deposit. However, mixed results was found which is 

support from the work of Priya and Nimalathasan‟s (2013) who result revealed that the 

number of women on the board (NWB) is significantly correlated with firms financial 

performance and Manmeet and Madhu (2014) who discovered that the percentage of female 

directors on the board does not significantly impact on the financial performance of banks.  

Finally, the impact of audit committee size on corporate performance was not statistically 

significant in all the four criteria of corporate performance of the balanced scorecard. It 
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showed that audit committee size is contrary with our apriori expectation, implying that 

decrease in audit committee size could decrease financial performance. The finding is 

consistent with findings of Ferede (2012) who found that audit committee size negatively 

influences financial performance. 

 

Conclusion 

An important body of research in modern business environment has been the impact 

of corporate governance on corporate performance. A firm‟s performance remains an 

important concept that relates to the manner in which the firm‟s available resources are 

judiciously used to achieve the overall corporate objective of the organisation which is also a 

paramount concern of corporate governance. Thus there has been some level of curiosity 

about the relationship that exist among these variables.  The aim of this study is to provide 

an insight into the impact of corporate governance mechanisms on corporate performance 

using the balanced scorecard approach. Following the theoretical framework of this study, 

the study identified some corporate governance mechanisms to use as a basis for our 

arguments. As we examined the probability of board size, board independence, board gender 

diversity and audit committee size impacting significantly on corporate performance. The 

study found out that board size and board independence have significant effects on corporate 

performance, while board gender diversity and audit committee size have no significant 

effect on corporate performance. The following recommendations are suggested:  

1. Corporate governance and corporate performance has proved to be of paramount 

importance to companies in Nigeria and hence also important to stakeholders. Thus 

we recommend that companies should make use of a more robust performance 

measure tool (balanced scorecard) in assessing organisations‟ performance.  

2.  It is also, recommended that the management of listed deposit money banks in 

Nigeria should not rely necessarily on these corporate governance mechanism 

(board gender diversity and audit committee size ) to explain significantly the 

performance of deposit banks in Nigeria using a balanced scorecard approach as our 

findings shows no positive relationship. 

3.  The results in this study add to the growing body of knowledge of balanced 

scorecard application in the banking industry. Furthermore other industries should 

embrace the use of this approach to performance measurements 

4.  The study suggests that this study be replicated in other sectors to examine whether 

the results found here still hold for other corporate organisations. This will aid in 

enhancing comparability of findings.  
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Abstract 

This paper emphasized the need for entrepreneurship education in enhancing 

employment rate, productivity and creating wealth through implementation in all 

Educational institutions in Nigeria. Credence was given to Bertrand Russell‘s 

principles of right and wrong education. This document posited that Nigeria is 

burdened with unemployment, cases of crimes, wrong education, wrong use of 

skills, wrong religious believes, unsuppressed graduate unemployment, acute tribal 

and selfish interest. However, Nigeria has very good philosophies, beautiful 

definitions of education, excellent education plans, aims and objectives of 

education. These philosophies, plans, aims and objectives of education are often 

without practical implementation, financial supports and sustainability which are 

contrary to what is loved and admired in Britain, America, Germany or Japan. The 

success of entrepreneurship education in Nigeria is seemingly difficult but not 

impossible in her industries and economy. It is believed that with the right people 
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and facilities, Nigeria can attempt to compete favourably with other developing 

countries.  It was anticipated that Nigeria will implement entrepreneurship 

education in her education institutions of learning, hoping that students will be 

helped to graduate with good handiworks for self employment and for employment 

of other people. Entrepreneurship Education will thereby reduce poverty, create 

wealth, develop self reliance and create employment. Recommendations were made 

for the successful implementation of entrepreneurship education in Nigeria.  

 

Keywords: Entrepreneurship education, education institution 

 

 

Due to the current political, economic, and social influence of the global economic 

meltdown, many countries of the world have resolved to focus on their domestic economy so 

as to foster a sustainable and virile domestic economy that will be moderately resistant from 

the economic and financial strangling that may try to re-occur in the future. The recent 

global economic meltdown has brought to the limelight, as well as the reality, that the world 

is a global market (Banabo & Ndiomu, 2011). 

Nigeria has a history of post-colonial agrarian economy and is now heavily 

dependent on the oil and gas economy (Ahiauzu, 2010). Efforts are now being made to 

diversify the economy by investing for example in agriculture and also encouraging the 

manufacturing sector. However, entrepreneurship-led development strategies are now being 

emphasized as these have proven successful in several Less Developed Countries (LCDs). The 

Nigerian economy which used to thrive on agricultural exports such as cocoa, groundnut, 

hides and skin, is now solely dependent on the price of oil in the international market. It is a 

common knowledge that any fall in the price of oil will result to a fall in the domestic 

Nigerian economy. It was therefore no surprise that the Federal Government of Nigeria, 

through the National Universities Commission (NUC), introduced Entrepreneurship 

Education (EE), which is aimed at equipping tertiary students with entrepreneurial skills, 

attitudes and competencies in order to be job creators and not just job hunters. This is to 

improve the economic, technological and industrial development of the nation, as well as 

to reduce poverty to its minimum.  

Entrepreneurship is no doubt a dynamic process of vision, change, and creation. It 

requires an application of energy and passion towards the creation and implementation of 

new ideas and creative solutions. Characteristics of entrepreneurship policies include the 

willingness to take calculated risks in terms of time, equity, or career; ability to formulate 

effective venture teams; evolvement of creative skills to marshall needed resources; and fundamental 

skills of building solid business plan. Recognizing opportunity where others see chaos, 
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contradiction, and confusion is also an important priority for entrepreneurship 

driven policies (Kuratko & Hodgetts, 2004). These are expected in the long run to help 

create business and thus enhance economic development. Other characteristics such as 

seeking opportunities, taking risks beyond security, and having the tenacity to push an innate 

idea through to reality generally permeate entrepreneurs (Kuratko, 2005).  

A major defect in the Nigerian educational system, inclusive of the universities, is 

its theoretical inclination. For one instance, most Nigerian universities produce graduates 

who are at best only suited for white collar jobs and have little or no basic skills of any other 

vocational relevance. Naturally, such a situation will lead to high unemployment rate 

especially among university graduates (Ejere & Tende, 2012). The contribution of an 

entrepreneur to any nations‟ economy can simply be observed in a situation where he acts as 

an employer, innovator as well as risk- bearer that are extensively recognized by the society. 

Thus, a major policy aim in fostering entrepreneurship education is therefore the general 

support and training of entrepreneurs. There has been a long argument whether an entrepreneur can be 

trained in the classroom and by extension, the school but the general opinion now is that 

entrepreneurs can be trained at least to some extent in the classroom (Banado & Ndiomu, 

2011). 

In view of the positive social and economic effects of entrepreneurship, 

many Nigerian universities are now advancing entrepreneurial thinking and behaviour to 

develop students‟ awareness of the relevance of entrepreneurship training. Oviawe (2010) 

had reiterated the massive unemployment of Nigerian universities graduates in the country 

and had traced the problem to the disequilibrium between labour market requirements 

and lack of essential employable skills by the graduates.  

 

The Concept and Nature of Entrepreneurship Education 
Shane (2003) described entrepreneurship as the act of being an entrepreneur. 

According to Shane, the word „entrepreneur‟ can be taken to mean an individual who 

undertakes innovations, finance and business acumen in an effort to transform innovations 

into economic goods and the result of one effort in entrepreneurship may be the creation of a 

new organization or revitalizing an existing organization in response to a perceived 

opportunity. According to him, Bill Gates could not have for an example made his fortune if 

Steve Jobs did not seen the opportunity to build and sell personal computers; neither could 

Steve Jobs have built a personal computer if Gordon Moore had not invented the 

microprocessor. Thus, acts of entrepreneurship create specific environment within which 

innovations build on themselves, leading to continually increasing productivity (Holcombe, 
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1998). In the past ten years, entrepreneurship has been extended to cover such areas as socio-

cultural, political, and educational forms of entrepreneurial activity.  

Consequently, when large companies venture into entrepreneurial activities, it is 

described as “intrapreneurship” or “corporate spin-off”. In school context, entrepreneurship 

education can be divided into three aims that are: learn to understand entrepreneurship, learn 

to become entrepreneurial and learn to become an entrepreneur (Hytti, 2002). In modern day 

vocabulary, any individual industry or business leader with innovative and creative business 

abilities is described as an entrepreneur or someone who engages in entrepreneurship (Okala, 2008). The 

entrepreneur is the one who ventures into the business of organizing and managing, while 

entrepreneurship is the service rendered by the entrepreneur (Akanwa & Agu, 2005). By and 

large, the entrepreneur is the „person‟ who perceives a business opportunity and takes 

advantage of the scarce resources to meet with unlimited opportunities profitably. The 

entrepreneur bears non-insurable risks and directs human and material resources to achieve 

economic, social, and financial goals of the enterprise. Several authors have described 

Entrepreneurs as Adam Smith and Robert Cantillon in the late 17th and 18th centuries 

respectively, observed that the entrepreneur is an actor in macroeconomics but the study 

of entrepreneurship was ignored theoretically until 19th and 20th centuries, and empirically 

until a profound resurgence in business and economy in the last 50 years. The understanding 

of entrepreneurship was not clear until the 20th century. This giant leap is credited to the 

works of economist Joseph Schumpeter in the 1930s and other Austrian economist such as Carl 

Menger, Ludwig Von Mises and Friedrich Von Hayek. Most credit definitely goes to Schumpeter 

who described the entrepreneur as a person who is willing and able to convert new ideas or 

invention into a successful innovation (Miniti & Hodgetts, 2004). Unlike most authors who 

described the entrepreneur as someone who bears risk, Schumpeter disagrees. He said it is 

the capitalist that bears the risk.  

The early scholars in the field claim that entrepreneur reflects a kind of person 

willing to put his or her career and financial security on the line and take risks in the name of 

an idea. Such individuals spend much time as well as capital (wealth created in other to 

create further wealth) on an uncertain venture. According to Nude (2007), uncertainty can be 

classified into three dimensions viz-a-viz risk which are measurable statistically; ambiguity 

(hard to measure statistically) and true uncertainty which is impossible to estimate or predict 

statistically. 

Statistically, the act of entrepreneurship is difficult to predict since it involves a high 

measure of risk and uncertainty. Hence, there is need for an entrepreneur 

to be equipped and willing to face the future with their limited resources, and bedetermined 

to run the venture successfully.  
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Entrepreneurship involves innovation; bringing something new to a market that does 

not exist before. Even if the market already exists, there is no guarantee that the new product 

will survive the introduction stage of the product life cycle, taking into consideration the 

teething competition. Some scholars are of the view that entrepreneurship is a service 

rendered by anyone who starts a new business (Ogundele, Sofoluwe & Kayode, 2012).  

According to Akanwa and Agu (2005), anyone who creates a business, establishes it and 

nurses it towards growth and profitability, or takes over an existing business because the 

founder is dead or has sold it, or who inherited it and continues to build and innovate it, or 

who runs a franchise, qualifies as an entrepreneur. From this definition, an individual 

can become an entrepreneur through self-establishment; taking over already 

existing business; inherited business venture and franchisement. Any individual can become 

an entrepreneur through any of these means. Furthermore, any personwho has the zeal and 

ability to discover and evaluate opportunities, generate resources and takes steps towards 

taking advantage of such opportunities can become an entrepreneur.  

The role of entrepreneurship towards the economic and social development of a 

nation include: identification of business opportunities; selection of opportunities; decision 

on form of enterprise; allocation and distribution of resources; coordination of other factors 

of production such as land, labour, and capital; planning and controlling organizational 

programmes and activities; mobilization and utilization of locally produced raw materials; 

risk bearing; creating of employment opportunities; marketing activities for customer 

satisfaction; Promote balanced regional development, reduces concentration on economic 

power; and innovation to meet with needs of local market (Danko,2005; Kumar, 

2011; Ogundele, Kayode, Oduleke, & Alade, 2013). 

Entrepreneurship education is made of all kinds of experiences that give students the 

ability and vision of how to access and transform opportunities of different kinds. As such, it 

goes beyond business creation (Enu, 2012). It is about increasing student‟s ability to 

participate and respond to societal changes. Entrepreneurship education according to 

Emeraton (2008) deals with those attitudes and skills that are necessary for the individual to 

respond to its environment in the process of conserving, starting and managing a business 

enterprise. He observed that certain basic attitudes and skills are essential for an individual to 

respond positively to his environment and explore its potentials. This implies that 

entrepreneurship education prepares the individual to be properly equipped to acquire 

saleable skills which could be used to manage his own business or that of other persons 

(Oduwaiye, 2009).  

Entrepreneurship education – or enterprise education as it is sometimes called, is 

that education which assists students to develop positive attitudes, innovation and skills 
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for self-reliance rather than depending on the government for employment. Such an 

experience will in return produce graduates with self-confidence and capacities for 

independent thought to discover new information leading to economic development. 

Entrepreneurship education is the type of education designed to change the orientation and 

attitude of the recipients and the process will equip them with the skills and knowledge to 

enable them start and manage a business. It aims at developing the requisite entrepreneurial 

skills, attitudes, competencies, and disposition that will predispose the individual to be a 

driving force in managing a business (Agu, 2006). On the other hand, entrepreneurship 

education can be said to focus on developing understanding and capacity for pursuit of 

entrepreneurial behaviours, skills and attitudes in widely different contexts. This type of 

education is open to all and not exclusively the domain of the some self-acclaimed business 

gurus. This is more so true in the sense that these behaviours can be practiced, developed 

and learned therefore it is important to expose all students to entrepreneurship education 

(Akpomi, 2009). Agu, (2006) identified ten of the attitudes and skills that would-be 

entrepreneurs have developed, as well as the corresponding objective of entrepreneurship 

education.  

These skills and attitudes include: 

1. Positive attitudes, high aptitude for rational critical thinking and timely decision making. 

2. Clear vision, generation of progressive ideals, drive and passion for success. 

3. Ability to convert vision in concrete reality. 

4. Creativity, innovativeness, courageousness and self-confidence. 

5. Ability to assume reasonable risk. 

6. Mercurial ingenuity, resourcefulness, patience and/or opportunities insight. 

7. Confidence and good judgement, which involves taking decisions and making choices. 

8. Prudence, which means due care in the management of resources especially financial. 

 

Challenges of Entrepreneurship Education in Nigeria    

Despite the apparent shortsightedness in the nation‟s education  curriculum which 

only saw the need for entrepreneurship education when the nation was already caught in the 

web of graduates unemployment, the implementation of the programme is itself fraught with 

a myriad of challenges.  As noted by Okebukola, (2004) and Onyeacho (2008), poor 

curriculum implementation which has been a common phenomenon in the Nigerian 

education landscape, preventing the realization of the objectives of many specialized 

education programme, is a apparently the bane of entrepreneurship education among tertiary 

educational institutions in Nigeria.        
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The teaching of the course is made theoretically boring in which students are made 

to write business proposals in groups of ten or more. In many institutions the course is taught 

without visits  to industries  for  students to  see  for  themselves  some  practical industrial  

activities. Gabadeen  and  Raimi  (2012) observed  that  there  is  also  a  virtual  absence of  

talks  from professional business gurus from the locality. In many institutions, students have 

no access to relevant text books and other instructional materials for the course.            

Inadequate  funding  appears  to  be  at  the  core  of  the  inadequacies  surrounding  

the implementation of entrepreneurship education programme. This fact according to 

Gabadeen and Raimi (2012) has been attested to by the National Universities Commission 

(NUC), the National Board for Technical Education (NBTE) and the National Commission 

for Colleges of Education (NCCE). The above three bodies are the controllers and regulators 

of tertiary education in Nigeria. On the part of the students is the issue of wrong mindset in 

which some of them see the course as just another elective course to increase their academic 

work load. This negative mindset prevents the learners from showing interest in the course.      

Outside the school environment, the Nigerian business environment does not appear inviting 

enough for young entrepreneurs. Securing business capital is an issue due to high interest 

rate and difficult collaterals by financial institutions. Government channels for funding small 

and medium enterprises (SMEs)  are  also  fraught  with  corrupt  practices.  More  daunting 

are equally the challenges of incorporation, inadequate infrastructure, high and multiple 

taxation and high cost of raw materials (Ariyo, 2005; Gabadeen and Raimi, 2012). 

 

Strategies for Effective Entrepreneurship Education 

In order to achieve viable entrepreneurial studies that will enhance sustainable 

development in Nigeria, the following strategies according Arogundade, (2011) citing 

Ayodele (2006) will help to alleviate the problem of entrepreneurship education in the 

country: 

1. There should be some form of genuine school work based learning incorporated in some 

studies as part of the national economic development strategies.  The development of 

apprenticeship schemes would give new graduates some work skill and experience. 

2. Pool local public and private funds to create a small venture capital fund. 

3. School-based enterprises where students identify potential business, plan, create and operate 

small business using the school as mini-incubators. 

4. Provide small business schools where interested students and community members can 

participate. 

5. Develop entrepreneur internship programmes matching students with locally successful 

entrepreneurs with clearly established education programmes. 
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6. Establishing an enterprise college aimed at fostering the specific skill sets required for 

entrepreneurship to serve as skill acquisition centers for the youth. 

7. Creating an economic friendly political environment. 

8. Improving on the government taxation on small scale businesses. 

 

The Need for Entrepreneurship Education  
Based on the  realization  of the flaws  found in the implementation  of the nation‟s 

education programme,  which  the  Federal  Government  wants  to  use  as  an  instrument  

for  national development, Federal Republic of Nigeria, (2008), it became clear to 

government that there is need to include Entrepreneurship Education as a compulsory course 

in the national education curriculum. The course is expected to serve as an antidote to 

graduate unemployment as it will equip them with entrepreneurship  skills of  self-

employment  and also  bridge the  gap between  the industries and  products  of  tertiary 

educational  institutions. Consequently, the Federal  Republic  of  Nigeria  mandated  the  

Federal  Ministry  of  Education  to  introduce Entrepreneurship  Education  into  the  

nation‟s  tertiary  education  curriculum  and  make  it mandatory  for  all  universities,  

polytechnics  and  colleges  of  Education  from  2007/2008 academic session (Gbadeen and 

Raimi, 2012).                            

Conceptually,  Entrepreneurship  Education  (ENT)  refers  to  a  specialized  

knowledge  that inculcates  in  the  learners  the  ability  and  willingness  of  risk  taking,  

innovation  and coordination of factors of production for the purpose of creating new 

products or services for new and  existing users (Acs  and Storey, 2004,  Nude, 2007;  

Minniti and Levesque,  2008; International  Journal  of  Human  Resource  Studies Kanothi,  

2009).  It  is  the  process  of  providing  individuals  with  the  ability  to  recognize 

commercial opportunities  and the knowledge,  skills and aptitude  to take advantage  of the 

opportunities.  As an  education  programme,  entrepreneurship  education  is  capable  of 

developing  in  the  learners  the  ability  to  identify  business  opportunities,  generate 

programmatic ideas and evaluate the extent to which the window could be harnessed.  

 

Conclusion 

 The role of the entrepreneurial education cannot be over emphasized.  With the 

active participation of individuals, firms and government in entrepreneurial activities, it will 

certainly improve social-economic growth and development in Nigeria.  It is concluded that 

improved and sustainable global economy development depends on a strong entrepreneurial 

education.  Entrepreneurship in Nigeria has entered the modern, innovation and scientific 

way of developing ideas and thoughts that can compete with other countries. 
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Recommendations  

(1) As the bedrock of any educational programme, teachers of Entrepreneurship 

Educational programme should be increased in number to cope will the number of students, 

and adequately trained and deployed.  

(2) Proprietors of tertiary educational institutions should provide adequate logistics and  

funding  for  the  Entrepreneurship  Education  units  to  effectively  carry  out  their 

mandate.              

(3) The teaching of Entrepreneurship Education should combine theory with practical to 

leave a lasting effect on the learners.  It should also involve visitation to some industries 

within the locality and use of professionals from those industries.    

(4) Federal and state governments in Nigeria should ensure that infrastructural facilities 

like road and electricity are improved upon for the ease of doing business and wellbeing of 

citizens.  

(5) The  process  of  business  incorporation  and  access  to  funding  should  be  made  

less rigorous, especially for small and medium Entrepreneurs (SMEs) by government to 

create attraction for and survival of SMEs. 
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Abstract 
 The paper addressed issues of creative and innovative tertiary institutions Nigeria. 

It sees creative and innovative persons to be energetic, flexible, and fluent, is risk 

takers and is often motivated by challenges. The paper has introduction, conceptual 

framework, and objectives of entrepreneurship education, how entrepreneurship 

education could help in job creation in Nigeria, innovation, creativity and inclusive 

development and concluding remarks. The has some recommendations such as the 

government of Nigeria should allocate at least 26% of its federal allocation to 

education, as against the token been disbursed to the sector. Also, the Nigerian 

government should invest at least 1% of her GDP on R&D activities. This would set 

the pace at which factors such as creativity and innovation leans on, also, the 

federal government of Nigeria could constitute a special committee to ensure that 

the allocations made to education and R&D is optimally utilized. This committee is 

to be deployed all over schools across all levels in Nigeria to discover creative 
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minds, and to nurture them for national consumption. While this is akin to the 

‗catch them young‘ idea, this special committee will enforce the intended objective 

the government sets to achieve from the education and R&D sector, the government 

is enjoined to develop a Science, Technology, and Innovation policy that is coherent 

with the national policy on development. In achieving this, the government of the 

country should ensure that persons, irrespective of their social and economic 

statuses, in the country are given equal opportunities in all ramifications, regular 

review of school curricula by the government, private sector and the community 

(Public-Private-Community Partnership) should be encouraged to ensure a fit-for-

purpose curriculum for the emerging economy of Nigeria. This triangulated 

partnership will help strike a balance between practical‘s and theories in the 

education sector, well motivated teaching staffs are to be adequately supplied to 

schools at all levels and appraised on their job. This will identify knowledge gap, 

with the aim of breaching it for national consumption through knowledge passed to 

their pupils/students and the government should properly implement and evaluate 

the planned conditional cash-transfer programme, which includes a free education 

scheme for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), where 

tuition would be paid for about 100,000 STEM students in tertiary institutions in the 

country among others. 

 

Key words: Innovation, Creativity, Tertiary, Institution and Entrepreneurship Education 

 

 

Education goes beyond literacy alone because for an individual, education means the 

provision of opportunity for him to realize his potentials, goals, and abilities in life. 

Education includes the acquisition of functional skills, moral identity, and ambition to 

succeed in life and thereby improve the society. Eunice and Zita, (2013), see education as 

having two ideas implicit in the world. One is that leading out into new knowledge and 

experience, the other is that of feeding and thereby growing and developing. Education is the 

fulcrum that propels meaningful development to any nation. There is no nation that can 

achieve any development when the type of education given to the people at all levels 

especially at the higher level is that which makes the individual become a nuisance not only 

to him but also to the society. This is because education is seen as the key factor for national 

development and empowering the citizens to master their environment in order to compete 

for survival, (Mbachu, 2013). Mbachu (2013) agrees that education has to be a powerful 

instrument and of good quality to enable the recipient grow into a functional member of his 

family and of his nation. It is obvious that several third world countries are enmeshed in 

poverty, disease infestation, unemployment, and harsh economic conditions. Therefore, 
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skills and knowledge acquisition through entrepreneurship are indispensable in ameliorating 

the aforementioned problems, (Ideh, 2013).  

Innovation is adoption of old ideas or materials for new uses, which may invariably 

lead to positive changes. Hernández and González-Romá (2016), saw innovations as new 

ideas, new methods or interventions aimed at improvement of a programme or venture. This 

is to avoid state of obsolescence, especially in educational establishments. That is, 

innovation is the transformation of ideas into marketable products and process. This means 

that innovation comes with new changes that enhance the state and standard of the products 

or processes. This is in agreement with Amidon (2001) in Agogo (2009), described 

innovation as the creation, evolution, exchange and application of new ideas into marketable 

decision making, providing feedback, negotiation, self-esteem and risk management. 

Innovative practices therefore involve bringing changes in the practical management of an 

establishment or organization. Innovation implies the process of translating an idea or 

invention into goods and services that create value for people concerned.  Management 

entails the way, means and direction a line of communication is handled and translated to 

useful purposes. 

Creativity is the kind of thinking that leads to new insights, novels approaches, fresh 

perspectives, and whole new ways of understanding and conceiving of things. The 

productions of creative thought include some obvious things like music, poetry, dance, 

dramatic literature, inventions and technical innovations. But there are some not so obvious 

examples as well, such as ways of conceiving of relationships that challenge presuppositions 

and lead one to see the world in imaginative and different ways (Balzac, 2006). 

Creativity is an effective resource that resides in all people and within all 

organizations. Creativity can be nurtured and enhanced through the use of deliberate tools, 

techniques and strategies. Creativity is a way of brainstorming and editing the thoughts and 

bringing it out through a wide actions and activities to the benefit of one or all in a society. 

This requires that the methods and material should be creatively woven together to generate 

desirable situation to produce the relevant actions (Vandervert, Schimpf, and Liu, (2007)). 

One useful principle of creativity is to aim for an effective balance of searching to find old 

ideas and imaging to invent new ideas so as to combine the best of old and new ideas. It also 

shares useful perspectives on guided generation with a creative generation of ideas 

stimulated and guided by critical evaluation and free invention, search for “invent” to find 

creative-and-critical invention of ideas. Creativity is a drive that propels people toward 

realizing their fullest potentials. This leads to self-actualization, and self-actualized people 

are accurate in their self-perceptions and are able to find rich sources of enjoyment and 

stimulation in their everyday activities, (James and Lubasa, 2012:185). Creativity can arise 
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from a combination of conscious thinking and the unconscious thinking that occurs during a 

non-working period of incubation. During this period, man‟s thinking are wide and 

developing the thoughts become intense. So if these thoughts go into action, it brings out 

perfect products (Jefffery, 2005). 

Creative language education, functional literacy and self-actualization are concepts 

of great significance globally. These concepts assured relevance especially in the third world 

countries such as Nigeria which colonial created and considered it as a new nation state, 

striving to move from “backwardness” to modernity progress and development (Uwani, 

2009:4). 

Entrepreneurship implies the willingness and the ability of an individual to seek 

investment opportunities in an environment and be able to establish and run an enterprise 

successfully base on identified opportunities. The mind-set of most educated elites is shaped 

to seek and secure paid employment in the public sector of the economy. The average 

Nigerian undergraduate consider employment in the private sector as a waiting-strategy. 

Patrick and Felix (2013) stated that before the year 2000, self-employment was held in 

ridicule. A self-employed graduate was considered to be a mark of frustration not minding 

the profit derived from such ventures. Such graduates are often considered very inferior in 

the midst of other colleagues. This picture was so because higher education did not 

emphasize education for self-reliance but rather prepared their products to meet the needs of 

the public service ( Ochigbo, Chiakyor, and Beetseh, 2017).  

The word “entrepreneur” is widely used, both in everyday conversation and as a 

technical term in management and economics. Its origin lies, in the seventeenth century 

France, where an “entrepreneur” was an individual commissioned to undertake a particular 

commercial project by someone with money to invest. In its earliest stages this usually 

meant an overseas trading project. Such projects were risky, both for the investor (who could 

lose money) and for the navigator-entrepreneur (who could lose a lot of money). The 

intertwining of the notions of entrepreneur, investors, and risk is evident from the start. A 

number of concepts have been derived from the idea of the entrepreneur such as 

entrepreneurial entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial process. The idea that the 

entrepreneurial is someone who undertakes certain projects offers and opening to developing 

and understanding of the nature of entrepreneurship, (John, 2015 and Beetseh & Ahima, 

2012). Undertaking a particular project, demands that particular tasks be engaged in with the 

objectives of achieving specific outcome and that an individual take charge of the project. 

Entrepreneurship is then, what the entrepreneur does. Entrepreneurial is an adjective 

describing how the entrepreneur undertakes what they do. The fact that the adjective 

suggests that there is a particular style to what entrepreneurs do. The entrepreneurial process 
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is what the entrepreneur engages. It is the means through which new value is created as a 

result of the project the entrepreneurial venture, (John, 2015).  

Entrepreneurship education is a programme or part of the programme that prepares 

individuals to undertake the formation of acquisition of small business. Entrepreneurship 

education is a planned, systematic and sustained effort at inculcating and nurturing the 

entrepreneurial spirit among Nigerians so as to produce a pool of willing, able and successful 

entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurial education is a purposeful intervention by an adult (the 

teacher) in the life of qualities and skills to enable the learner to survive in the world of 

business (Chorun, Beetseh and Ameh (2015) and Patrick and Felix, 2013). Oleabhiele 

Ugbelor,  Oleabhiele and Utebor (2014) opines that graduates are the worst hit by the spate 

of unemployment in our society today due to the fact that most of them lack the specific 

entrepreneurial skill that will enable them to be self-employed instead of waiting for the 

government to provide paid employment. 

 

Objectives of Entrepreneurship Education 

Entrepreneurship education is oriented towards different ways of realizing 

opportunities. This is what makes entrepreneurship education distinctive in its focus on 

realization of opportunity, whereas management education is focused on the best way to 

operate existing hierarchies. Entrepreneurship education seeks to provide students with the 

knowledge, skills and motivation to encourage entrepreneurial success in a variety of 

settings. Entrepreneurship education according to Paul (2005) is structured to achieve the 

following objectives. 

1. To offer functional education for the youth that will enable them to be self employed and 

self-reliant. 

2. Provide the youth graduates with adequate training that will enable them to be creative 

and innovative in identifying novel business opportunities. 

3. To serve as a catalyst for economic growth and development. 

4. Offer tertiary institution graduates with adequate training in risk management, to make 

certain bearing feasible. 

5. To reduce high rate of poverty. 

6. Create employment generation. 

7. Reduction in rural – urban migration. 

8. Provide the young graduates with enough training and support that will enable them to 

establish a career in small and medium sized businesses. 

9. To inculcate the spirit of perseverance in the youths and adults which will enable them to 

persist in any business venture they embark on. 
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10. Create smooth transition from traditional to a modern industrial economy. 

 

How Entrepreneurship Education Could Help in Job Creation 

Quality Entrepreneurship Education plays a vital role in the social, political and 

economic development of any Nation. This is possible when jobs are created for the 

citizenry by establishing a lot of businesses that will accommodate the unemployed youth in 

Nigeria. A qualified graduate of entrepreneurship education would have acquired enough 

skills relevant to management of small business centre. 

- Creation of self-employment. An entrepreneur provides job for himself by establishing 

small business centre. This, according to Aiyeduso in Olorunmolu (2008) helps to reduce the 

problem of unemployment and other social vices in Nigeria. The entrepreneur does not only 

provide jobs/employment for himself alone, but provides for others too. This in turn helps 

the individual to increase per capital income hence improve standard living. 

- The Entrepreneur determines or identifies the specific wants of the people and the type of 

goods and services that will fulfill those wants most comfortable. Emeruwa (2005) asserted 

that the entrepreneur does not only identifies but mobilizes and organizes the resources to 

tap the opportunities by assisting men, materials, money and machines to explore the 

opportunity. 

- Production of goods and services that is important to the well-being, comfort and happiness 

of individuals in the society at large. 

- Entrepreneurship stimulates rural, economic and industrial development. They contribute 

to the development of rural areas. They do this by establishing their small/medium scale 

enterprise in such areas by discouraging rural migration. 

- They provide ample job opportunities to the rural/urban dwellers. They also provide goods 

and services, which could be found in an urban area and sometimes provide infrastructural 

facilities. 

- The entrepreneurs are usually motivated in their activities not only by the need for material 

contributions to the welfare of the communities but also desire to make profit. This uplifts 

the dignity of labour. 

- Through entrepreneurship education, utilization of local resources is made possible. The 

graduates of this specialized education set up their small/medium scale business, which will 

enable them to utilize the local resources available in their vicinity. The uses of local raw 

materials are discarded by products of large firms as primary input in their production 

processes. Owualah in Olorunmolu (2008) asserted that in terms of their economic benefits 

small firms can be said to be greater in local resources maximizes than their large 

counterparts. The provision of raw materials for the big firms help them to increase their 
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production hence employ more personnel thereby creating jobs for unemployed youth in the 

country. 

- Through entrepreneurship education, A pool of potential entrepreneurs who are well 

equipped with skills and technical know how to manage small/medium scale industries are 

produced. This will equally help in job creation. Through quality entrepreneurship 

education, Nigeria could produce a lot of entrepreneurs who could establish and manage 

businesses on their own. Based on the above merits, it is no doubt that entrepreneurship 

education could be used as major weapon in achieving the Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs) by empowering the individual in the society to be self- reliant. This will help 

reducing poverty in Nigeria. 

 

Innovation, Creativity and Inclusive Development 

Unsworth (2003) described innovation as the process of engaging in behaviours 

designed to implement new ideas, processes, products, and services. Put differently, it is 

seen as the commercial exploitation of new ideas (Fagerberg, 2005). However, innovation 

may be alternatively viewed as a process of taking ideas to market. It describes the process 

of adding value to creative ideas (Oluwadare, 2015). Similarly, Lucke and Katz (2003) 

asserted that innovation from an organization perspective is the successful introduction of a 

new thing or method. Innovation is the embodiment, combination or synthesis of knowledge 

in original, relevant, valued new products, process or services. Innovation is the process of 

turning new ideas into practical reality. Innovation is the process that combines ideas and 

knowledge into new value. Without innovation an enterprise and what it provides quickly 

become obsolete (Okpara, 2007). Therefore, for the purpose of this study, innovation is 

regarded as all activities that entail implementing and commercializing new ideas.  

Authors have erroneously used the concept of creativity and innovation 

synonymously. However, the purpose of this section is to differentiate and identify the 

relationship between the concepts. On this note, creativity is the ability and power to develop 

new ideas, however, innovation on the other hand usually implies the use of these ideas 

(Oluwadare, 2015). To Anderson, Potočnik and Zhou, (2014:2), creativity and innovation is 

a “process, outcomes, and products of attempts to develop and introduce new and improved 

ways of doing things. Specifically, the creativity stage of this process refers to idea 

generation, while innovation refers to the subsequent stage of implementing ideas toward 

better procedures, practices, or products. Creativity and innovation can occur at the level of 

the individual, work team, organization, or at more than one of these levels combined but 

will invariably result in identifiable benefits at one or more of these levels of analysis. 

Therefore, one could say that creativity and innovation are complementary activities since 
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creativity generates the basis of innovation, which, in its development, raises difficulties that 

must be solved. It is not possible to conceive innovation without creative ideas, as these are 

the starting point (European Commission 2015).  

Inclusive development means focusing on the most marginalized in society (such as 

the poor, vulnerable, disadvantaged, women, and elderly) in a non-discriminatory manner 

and with the aim of reducing inequalities (Chatterjee, 2005). Lawson (2010) also argued that 

inclusive development requires a focus on sectors and areas of exclusion. It concept also 

connotes the redistribution of social benefits including roads, electricity, health care and 

education (Rodríguez-Pose & Tijmstra 2007; Lawson 2010). Creativity is an attitude, the 

ability to accept change and newness, a willingness to play with ideas and possibilities, a 

flexibility of outlook, the habit of enjoying the good while looking for ways to improve it, 

we are socialized into accepting only a small number of permissible or normal things. It is 

also a process by which a symbolic domain in the culture is changed. Creativity is the ability 

to make or otherwise bring into existences something new, whether a new solution to a 

problem, a new method or device, or a new artistic object or form. Okpara (2007) viewed 

creativity as new and useful.  

 

Concluding Remarks 
It was discovered, among other things, that education and research activities in the 

country are bedeviled with certain challenges. On one hand, the problems of education in 

Nigeria include inadequate funding, negative perception of the people on vocational 

education, political, institutional, and human resources challenges, to mention but few. On 

the other hand, research activities are faced with problems such as low number of 

researchers in the country, poor investment on R&D, the challenge of adoption of research 

findings, infrastructure-related challenges, policy-related challenges, and attitude-related 

challenges, and incoherence between STI policies and other development policies. These set 

of challenges are reflected in the total patent applications made by various African countries 

within which Nigeria‟s total patent applications for five years was recorded by Morocco in 

2015 only.  

Nigeria's ambitious aspiration to become one of the world's top 20 economies may 

not be achievable if the country fails to develop its huge resources through education and 

R&D activities. This is because the country faces a number of challenges that can only be 

met if it has creative, well-educated citizens who, whatever their walk of life, have the spirit 

and inquisitiveness to think in new ways, and the courage to meet and adapt to the 

challenges facing them. Hence, this paper has argued that structural transformation through 

the contribution of education and research are crucial for achieving development and that 
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promoting technological innovation is necessary to address both challenges of low structural 

transformation and inclusive development in Nigeria. A crucial question, therefore, is how 

can Nigeria effectively promote creativity and innovation through education and research so 

as to foster transformation and achieve better development outcomes than in the past?  

 

Recommendations 
The section below highlighted some recommendations that can be adopted for this purpose. 

1. The government of Nigeria should allocate at least 26% of its federal allocation to 

education, as against the token been disbursed to the sector. Also, the Nigerian 

government should invest at least 1% of her GDP on R&D activities. This would set 

the pace at which factors such as creativity and innovation leans on.  

2. Also, the federal government of Nigeria could constitute a special committee to 

ensure that the allocations made to education and R&D is optimally utilized. This 

committee is to be deployed all over schools across all levels in Nigeria to discover 

creative minds, and to nurture them for national consumption. While this is akin to 

the „catch them young‟ idea, this special committee will enforce the intended 

objective the government sets to achieve from the education and R&D sector. 

3. The government is enjoined to develop a Science, Technology, and Innovation 

policy that is coherent with the national policy on development. In achieving this, 

the government of the country should ensure that persons, irrespective of their social 

and economic statuses, in the country are given equal opportunities in all 

ramifications.  

4. Regular review of school curricula by the government, private sector and the 

community (Public-Private-Community Partnership) should be encouraged to ensure 

a fit-for-purpose curriculum for the emerging economy of Nigeria. This triangulated 

partnership will help strike a balance between practical‟s and theories in the 

education sector. 

5. Well motivated teaching staffs are to be adequately supplied to schools at all levels and 

appraised on their job. This will identify knowledge gap, with the aim of breaching it for 

national consumption through knowledge passed to their pupils/students.  

6. The government should properly implement and evaluate the planned conditional cash-

transfer programme, which includes a free education scheme for Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), where tuition would be paid for about 100,000 

STEM students in tertiary institutions in the country. This should be effectively allocated to 

students on merit basis. 
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7. Research findings made in the country should be accessible by all and sundry. In achieving 

this all tertiary institutions in Nigeria should have a section in their respective libraries which 

should comprise of the research findings made by students at all levels. Findings should also 

be communicated to external parties such as communities and local entrepreneurs in order to 

foster innovation. Therefore, lecturers should enjoin students to make quality research 

findings in order to add to the body of existing knowledge. 

8. Parents should ensure that their child (ren) is adding value to themselves through education 

and research by encouraging them to actively participate in creative activities. This will 

contribute to talent nurturing at the micro level which may metamorphose to the micro level. 
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Abstract 
The study investigated online teaching challenges during covid-19 pandemic on 

teachers‘ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha North Local 

Government Area, Anambra State. Three research questions were formulated to 

guide the study and three null hypotheses were tested. The population comprised 

788 public secondary schools and 16 public secondary schools in Onitsha North 

Local Government Area. A sample size of 15 schools and 265 teachers were 

determined using Taro Yamene formula. This gives a sample of 15 schools and 265 

teachers. Two self developed structured instruments were used for data collection. 

The research questions were answered using Mean and Standard Deviation while 

the hypotheses were tested using Independent t-test at 0.05 level of significance. The 

findings of the study revealed that epileptic power supply, lack of parental guidance 

and technical problems during online teaching in Covid-19 pandemic influenced 

teachers‘ task performance in public secondary schools. It was recommended that 

government should lay more emphasis on power supply in the country in order to 

avert such occurrences in the future. Also, more practical than theory should be 

given to students‘ computer literacy in school so as to aid their technological device 

mastery.   
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The deadly and infectious disease Corona Virus also known as Covid-19 has deeply 

affected the global economy and one of the major areas of the Nigerian national life affected 

greatly by the pandemic is education. This situation challenged the education system across 

the world and forced educators to shift to an online mode of teaching overnight. Many 

academic institutions that were earlier reluctant to change their traditional pedagogical 

approach had no option but to shift entirely to online teaching method. These circumstances 

made us realize that scenario planning is an urgent need for academic institutions (Rieley, 

2020). Initially, when the Minister of Education, Mallam Adamu Adamu, directed Nigerian 

schools to start engaging students of all levels in some kind of educational engagement 

through the virtual space, it raised a lot of hues and cries. The questions that came in mind to 

consider after the adoption of online teaching method were thus: Are technological facilities 

available for the online learning? Which platform would be appropriate to abruptly engage 

students who are already used to face-to-face learning? How meaningful will such attempts 

be? Will a larger percentage of Nigerian students, who are from poor homes, be able to 

afford the resources to procure data for such learning exercise? Is it possible that the internet 

bandwidth as currently deployed in the country be good enough to support virtual learning? 

Can pupils get enough parental guidance to help facilitate their learning from homes? These 

fears were indeed real! During this tough time, the initial concern of institution was not 

about whether online teaching–learning method can be adopted, it was rather how academic 

institutions will be able to deploy online learning in such a massive manner (Carey, 2020). It 

therefore became an obvious fact that innovative solutions by institutions can only help us 

deal with pandemic or crisis situation (Liguori & Winkler, 2020). Little wonder, Chang-

Richards (2013) earlier opined that schools and colleges need to be resilient and find new 

ways to continue with teaching and learning activities in times of disaster and crises (man-

made and natural). In support of the above views, Parkes, Stein and Reading (2014) 

examined the danger in the low-level of preparedness among students and teachers 

concerning the usage of Online Learning Management Systems. To most of the teachers and 

students, it was their first experience to get connected with online class. Jaques and Salman 

(2007) viewed that adapting to online environment can be a challenge for both facilitators 

and students since not every student & teacher is familiar with the accessories of their 

personal gadget to use for online learning. In the same vein, kids in rural areas of Nigeria are 

being left behind as they are not equipped to adapt or transit to the new methods of learning 
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(Toritseju, 2020). However, for this present study, the researcher investigated the challenges 

of online teaching and learning within the context of technical difficulty, epileptic power 

supply and parental guidance as they influenced teachers‟ tasks performance during Covid-

19 pandemic. 

 

Technical difficulty on teachers’ tasks performance 

Technical difficulty as a challenge to online teaching encompasses handling the 

hardware and software of technological devices and accessibility to internet. Under internet 

connectivity, Nigerians are still grappling with the high cost of accessing the internet and 

mobile services while internet speed is inordinately slow. For many remote areas, access to 

internet incurs high costs due to lack of cable infrastructure. Not every home will always 

have a reliable internet connection or readily available device for students to use. The 

various internet platforms are overloaded resulting to poor quality video and audio, internet 

problems. Students in both urban and rural areas are struggling to meet up with their online 

lessons. According to the researcher, lack of computer literacy can be simultaneously linked 

to technical difficulty of online learning. To support the above view, Highley (2014) stated 

that students are generally tech savvy, and thus able to manage computers well, but lack of 

computer literacy is a major issue among students today. Many of them cannot operate basic 

programs such as Microsoft Word and PowerPoint and therefore are not able to handle their 

files. All these disrupt learning experience and sometimes lead to students abandoning their 

lessons. The implication is that teachers‟ efforts of lesson delivery are frustrated. This is a 

glaring challenge to teachers‟ task performance 

 

Epileptic Power Supply on Teachers’ Task Performance 

It is a fact that irregular power supply or constant power outage is a hindrance to 

effective delivery of online teaching. Abdulkarem (2020) noted that lack of stable electricity 

supply threatened effective online teaching and learning in Nigeria. He further opined that 

the availability of internet facility without stable power supply will still obstruct students 

follow up of lectures at the right time. Most rural areas in Nigeria where some students are 

resident are not even connected to the national grid and as such, this student will experience 

difficulty in utilizing the online learning platforms effectively. Also, shortage in power 

supply results to difficulty in powering of educational gadget such as television, radio, 

smartphones, laptops and desktop computers needed for learning (Adeoye, and Adanikin, 

2020). Situation as noted above are so frustrating as students would not catch-up in lessons 

at the right time. The disjointed nature at which students followed up their lessons obviously 

affected their academic performance, as feedbacks were not encouraging to the teachers. 
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Consequently, adverse effect on teachers‟ tasks performance, since learning can only be said 

to have taken place when learning experience has occurred. 

 

Parental Guidance on Teachers Tasks Performance  

The introduction of the online teaching system to caution the negative effect of 

Covid-19 on the educational system invariably left academic guidance of students in the care 

of their parents at home. Hence, both public and private schools devised ways of engaging 

their students through various social media platforms, like, Whatsapp, Face book, Zoom, 

Chat, as well as through e-mails, where they send instructional materials and get feedback. 

Specifically, Anambra State public schools adopted the use of television and radio stations 

three times a week. Omiko and Gbenga (2020) noted the complaints of parents during the 

online learning as data challenges, poor handling of devices by their wards and 

fundamentally, lack of seriousness on the part of their wards. They also noted that parents‟ 

guidance in the monitoring of their children‟s academic activities at home was highly 

frustrating as most parents complained of their own private engagement. Some of them were 

even unable to provide the necessary technological devices due to low earning income. 

Owing to this fact, teachers‟ tasks performances were influenced as feedbacks from the 

students were not encouraging. 

 

Teachers’ Tasks Performance 

Teachers tasks are statutory curricula functions that are performed by the teachers to 

enable learners achieve the set educational goals in schools. This ultimately depends on the 

avowed commitment of teachers to make judicious and adequate use of both human and 

material resources to ensure quality teaching-learning process. Teachers‟ roles are crucial to 

effective and efficient learning, as they are expected to provide essential inputs like adequate 

planning of lesson notes, effective delivery of lessons, proper monitoring and evaluation of 

students‟ performance, providing regular feed-back on students‟ performance (Ayeni, 

2010). According to the researcher, Covid-19 pandemic forced teachers‟ roles to be 

abridged. Due to distance, teachers were limited in the areas of proper monitoring of 

students‟ activities. Abebiyim (2020) viewed the online teaching situation as emergency 

remote teaching which was necessitated as a remedy to crisis situation hence teachers were 

not given the opportunity to be properly trained into the Online teaching system. 

 

Statement of Problem 

The closure of educational institutions due to preventive measures against the spread 

of COVID-19 has necessitated the use of Online Teaching method as the only alternative of 
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students learning. Anambra State government in a bid to caution the adverse effect of the 

pandemic on the educational sector of the state initiated Online teaching system on television 

and radio station on some mapped out days of the week. Both public and private schools 

adopted various online platforms for teaching. Apparently, the Online teaching method is 

surrounded with a lot of challenges ranging from technical difficulty, unstable power supply 

and lack of parental guidance which seem to affect teachers‟ task performance. It is against 

this backdrop that the researcher investigated influence of Online Teaching challenges 

during the COVID-19 pandemic on teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools 

in Onitsha North Local Government Area of Anambra State. 

 

Purpose of the Study 

The general purpose of the study was to investigate the influence of online teaching 

challenges during Covid-19 pandemic on teachers‟ task performance in public secondary 

schools in Onitsha North Local Government Area of Anambra State. Specifically, the study 

determined: 

1. The influence of technical difficulty during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic on 

teachers‟ tasks performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha North Local Government 

Area of Anambra State.  

2. The influence of epileptic power supply during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic on 

teachers‟ tasks performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha North Local Government 

Area of Anambra State. 

3. The influence of lack of parental guidance during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic 

on teachers‟ tasks performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha North Local 

Government Area of Anambra State. 

 

Research Question 

This study will be guided by the following research questions. 

1. How has technical difficulty during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic influenced 

teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha North Local Government 

Area of Anambra State? 

2. How has epileptic power supply during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic influenced 

teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha North Local Government 

Area of Anambra State? 

3. How has lack of parental guidance during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic 

influenced teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha North Local 

Government Area of Anambra State? 

Online Teaching Challenges during Covid-19 Pandemic on Teachers‘ Task Performance in Public 
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Research Hypotheses  

This study will be further guided by the following hypotheses and tested at .05 level of 

significance. 

Ho1 There is no statistical significant difference between technical difficulty during 

online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic and teachers‟ task performance in public secondary 

schools in Onitsha North Local Government Area of Anambra State. 

Ho2 There is no statistical significant difference between epileptic power supply during 

online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic and teachers‟ task performance in public secondary 

schools in Onitsha North Local Government Area of Anambra State. 

Ho3 There is no statistical significant difference between lack of parental guidance 

during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic and teachers‟ task performance in public 

secondary schools in Onitsha North Local Government Area of Anambra State. 

 

Methodology  
The study covered public secondary schools in Onitsha North Local Government 

Area of Anambra State. The study adopted descriptive design. The choice of descriptive 

design was justified on the account that it sought to describe certain features of the sample 

which are of interest to the researcher (Osegbo, Ifeakor & Enemuo, (2009) in Ifeakor (2018). 

The population of the study comprised 788 public secondary schools and 16 public 

secondary schools in Onitsha North Local Government Area. The sample size was 

determined using Taro Yamene formula, since it was a finite population (Ukwuije, 2003 in 

Ifeakor (2018).  This gives a sample of 15 schools and 265 teachers. The study had two 

instruments that were self-constructed questionnaires, titled “Online Teaching Challenges 

Questionnaire (OTCQ) and Teachers‟ Task Performance Questionnaire (TTPQ).” To ensure 

face and content validity, three copies of the instrument were presented to three experts. Two 

in Educational Management and one in Measurement and Evaluation all in Chukwuemeka 

Odumegu Ojukwu University, Igbariam. The research questions were answered using Mean 

and Standard Deviation while the hypotheses were tested using Independent t-test at 0.05 

level of significance.  

 

Results 

The results of this study were presented in tables according to the research questions and 

hypotheses.  

Research Question I: How has technical challenge during online teaching in COVID-19 

pandemic influenced teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha 

North L.G.A? 
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Table I: Means and Standard Deviation (SD) of Respondents on Technical Challenges 

during Online Teaching in COVID-19 pandemic on teachers’ task performance 
S/N Items N Mean SD Decision 

1 Students are already exposed to e-learning 

devices 

265 2.75 0.88 Agreed 

2 Teachers have good mastery of technological 

devices 

265 2.90 0.99 Agreed 

3 Technological hardware are accessible to students 265 2.81 0.87 Agreed 

4 Teachers are familiar with the management of 

online software 

265 2.89 1.04 Agreed 

5 Internet connectivity affected online teaching 265 2.81 1.03 Agreed 

6 Students could not catch-up with lessons due to 

internet failure 

265 2.80 0.81 Agreed 

7 Cost of data plan discouraged students from 

joining online lessons 

265 3.40 0.85 Agreed 

8 Lack of computer literacy affected online lessons 265 2.85 0.90 Agreed 

9 Teachers struggle with adaptability of online 

lessons 

265 2.90 0.94 Agreed 

10 Teachers had prior simulations of online teaching 265 3.35 0.85 Agreed 

 

Result in table I indicated the technical challenges during online teaching in COVID-19 

pandemic on teachers‟ task performance. The study showed that the respondents agreed that 

all the items were technical challenges that influenced teachers‟ task performance. 

 

Research Questions 2: How has epileptic power supply during online teaching in COVID-

19 pandemic influenced teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha 

North LGA? 
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Table 2: Mean and SD of Respondents on Epileptic Power Supply during Online 

Teaching in COVID-19 Pandemic on Teachers’ Task Performance 
S/N Items N Means SD Decision 

11 Epileptic power supply affected online lessons 265 2.90 0.79 Agreed 

12 Power supply was stable during online lessons 265 2.58 1.24 Agreed 

13 Students could not catch-up with lessons due to 

epileptic power supply 

265 3.09 0.89 Agreed 

14 Rural areas had challenge of power connectivity 265 3.10 1.09 Agreed 

15 Online teaching can only be functional with power 

supply 

265 3.30 0.94 Agreed 

16 Technological devices could only work with power 

supply 

265 3.29 1.05 Agreed 

17 Teachers could not get prompt feedback of 

students performance due to unstable power supply 

265 2.69 0.85 Agreed 

18 Epileptic power supply de-motivated online 

lessons 

265 2.74 0.74 Agreed 

19 Teachers could not deliver lessons on specified 

days due to epileptic power supply 

265 3.00 0.94 Agreed 

  

As can be seen in Table 2, the respondents agreed that all the items were challenges from 

epileptic power supply affecting online teaching during COVID-19 pandemic on teachers‟ 

task performance. Hence, epileptic power supply constituted challenges to online teaching 

during COVID-19 pandemic and therefore influenced teachers‟ task performance.  

 

Research question 3: How has lack of parental guidance during online teaching in COVID-

19 pandemic influenced teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha 

North LGA? 
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Table 3: Mean and SD of Respondents on Lack of Parental Guidance during Online 

Teaching in COVID-19 Pandemic on Teachers’ Task Performance 
S/N Items N Mean SD Decision 

20 Students were not given adequate parental guidance 265 2.98 0.80 Agreed 

21 Academic guidance of students were partially left in the 

hands of parents 

265 2.59 0.76 Agreed 

22 Parental monitoring of students was not effective 265 2.94 0.97 Agreed 

23 Students lacked face to face monitoring of teachers 265 2.53 0.93 Agreed 

24 Parental guidance of students was defective 265 2.93 0.97 Agreed 

25 Parents provided all the needed technological devices at 

home 

265 2.94 1.09 Agreed 

26 Epileptic power supply discouraged parents from guiding 

their children at home 

265 2.99 0.89 Agreed 

27 High cost of internet connectivity discouraged parents 

from guiding their children at home. 

265 2.95 0.86 Agreed 

28 Parents complained of being too busy to guide their 

children at home 

265 2.90 0.76 Agreed 

29 Parents were unable to guide their children in software 

management 

265 2.79 0.93 Agreed 

 

Finding from Table 3 showed the responses of the respondents on lack of parental guidance 

during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic on teachers‟ task performance. The findings 

showed that the respondents agreed that lack of parental guidance during online teaching in 

COVID-19 pandemic influenced teachers‟ task performance. 

 

Hypotheses I: There is no statistical significant difference between technical challenges 

during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic and teachers‟ task performance in public 

secondary schools in Onitsha North LGA of Anambra State. 
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Table 4: Independent t-test Analysis of Technical Challenges of Online Teaching in 

COVID-19 Pandemic on Teachers’ Task Performance 
Variation  N Mean SD t df P-

value 

Remark 

Technical challenges  265 29.02 6.27 .456 528 .009 Significant 

Teachers‟ task performance 265 28.77 6.29     

 

The result presented in Table 4 indicated an independent t-test value of .456 with a degree of 

freedom of 528 and an associated probability value of .009. Since the p-value of .009 was 

less than .05, the null hypothesis which stated that there is no significant difference between 

technical challenges during online teaching in COVID-19 teaching pandemic and teachers‟ 

task performance was rejected. Thus, there is a significant difference between technical 

challenges of online teaching in COVID-19 and teachers‟ task performance.  

 

Hypothesis 2: there is no statistical significant difference between epileptic power supply 

during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic and teachers‟ task performance in public 

secondary schools in Onitsha North LGA. 

 

Table 5: Independent t-test Analysis of Epileptic Power Supply of Online Teaching in 

COVID-19 Pandemic on Teachers’ Task Performance 

 Variation N Means SD t df P-

value 

Remark 

Epileptic power supply  265 26.74 6.71 3.58 528 .000 Significant 

Teachers‟ task performance 265 28.77 6.29     

 

Findings from table 5 revealed an independent t-test value of 3.58 with degrees of freedom 

528 and an associated probability value of .000. Since the p-value of .000 was less than .05 

level of significance, the null hypothesis which sated that there is no significant difference 

between epileptic power supply during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic and 

teachers‟ task performance was rejected. Hence, there is a significant difference between 

epileptic power supply during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic and teachers‟ task 

performance.  
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Hypothesis 3: there is no statistical significant difference between lack of parental guidance 

during online teaching in COVID-19 pandemic and teachers‟ task performance in public 

secondary schools in Onitsha North LGA. 

 

Table 6: Independent t-test of Lack of Parental Guidance of Online Teaching during 

COVID-19 Pandemic on Teachers’ Task Performance  
Variation N Means SD t df P-

value 

Remark 

Lack of parental guidance  265 27.41 6.64 .665 528 .016 Significant 

Teachers‟ task performance 265 28.78 6.29     

As revealed from Table 6, the independent t-test value was .665 with degree of freedom of 

528 and an associated probability value of .016. P-value of .016 was less than .05 level of 

significance, therefore the null hypothesis of no significant difference between lack of 

parental guidance of online teaching during COVID-19 pandemic on teachers‟ task 

performance was rejected. Therefore, there is a significant difference between lack of 

parental guidance during online teaching of COVID-19 pandemic on teachers‟ task 

performance. 

 

Summary of Major Findings 

Based on the finding of the study, the summaries are as follow 

1. The study showed that technical challenges during online teaching in COVID-19 

pandemic influenced teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha 

North LGA. 

2. The study revealed that epileptic power supply during online teaching in COVID-19 

pandemics influenced teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha 

North LGA. 

3. The study indicated that lack of parental guidance during online teaching in COVID-19 

pandemic influenced teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha 

North LGA. 

4. There is a significant difference between technical challenges of online teaching in 

COVID-19 on teachers‟ task performance in public secondary schools in Onitsha North 

LGA. 
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5. There is a significant difference between epileptic power supply during online teaching in 

COVID-19 pandemic on teachers‟ task performance in Onitsha North LGA. 

6. There is a significant difference between lacks of parental guidance during online teaching 

of COVID-19 pandemic on teachers‟ task performance in Onitsha North LGA. 

 

Discussion of Findings 

The result of the finding showed that technical challenges during online teaching in 

Covid-19 pandemic influenced teachers‟ task performance. This is an obvious fact as most 

of the teachers and students had challenges in handling the hardware and software of 

devices. The finding is in support of Toritseju (2020) who opined that Nigerian students are 

ill-equipped to transit to online method of learning. Similarly, Jaques and Salamon (2007) 

are in agreement with the finding as they noted that teachers and students are yet to be 

familiar with the accessories of their personal gadgets. More so, the study revealed that 

epileptic power supply during online teaching in Covid-19 pandemic influenced teachers‟ 

task performance. This is not surprising, because online lesson cannot be effective without 

power supply. The finding is in sync with Abdulkarem (2020) who noted that lack of stable 

electricity supply threatens effective online teaching and learning in Nigeria. Also, the 

finding is in agreement with Adeoye and Adanikan (2020) as they stated that shortage in 

power supply affected the powering of technological devices during online teaching. 

Furthermore, the study indicated that lack of parental guidance during online teaching in 

Covid-19 pandemic influenced teachers‟ task performance. The commencements of online 

teaching during lockdown abridged teachers‟ tasks performance since students were at 

home. Omiko and Gbenga (2020) noted that students‟ academic activities were highly 

frustrated as less attention was given to them owing to the complaints of parents as affecting 

their private engagements. 

 

Conclusion 

The emergency drift from the traditional pedagogical approach of teaching to online 

teaching has presented a unique challenge for schools to be flexible on teaching methods. 

Having viewed the various challenges associated with the online method, it is pertinent for 

schools to engage more on training of both teachers and students on technological usage. 

Educational system in the contemporary world has gone digital, this is therefore a clarion 

call for the Nigerian educational sector to wake up to the challenges of the reality of the 

world system. 
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Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendations were made. 

1. More practical than theory should be given to students‟ computer literacy in school so as to 

aid their technological device mastery. 

2. It was recommended that government should lay more emphasis on power supply in the 

country in order to avert occurrences of epileptic power supply in the future.  

3. The Nigerian government should make it a policy for network providers to provide 

educational bandwidth for schools. 

4. Parents are to get better involved in their children‟s academic activities for optimal 

performance. 
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Abstract 
This paper amplified the need to embrace the future curriculum of schools that will 

engage students in life-long learning skills, to impact the transformation of self and 

Nigeria‘s economy. The curriculum has not changed much over the years because 

of bureaucracy and rigidity of regulatory agencies. The critical links of technology, 

artificial intelligence and automation to the world of work and the future 

curriculum were emphasized in the new learning design. The concept of curriculum 

was defined as the contract between the society, state and education professionals 

with regards to learning activities and opportunities learners should undergo within 

a certain phase of their lives in order to learn something desirable. The concepts of 

subject/teacher-centered curriculum, learner-centered curriculum and eclectic 

curriculum design were examined. The concept of economic transformation was 

also defined as a long-term change in dominant economic activity in terms of 

existing relative engagement or employment of able and qualified individuals. This 

involves moving labour from low to higher productive activities. Useful 

recommendations were made to facilitate the implementation of the future 

curriculum which included the compulsory offer of one vocational skill under 

apprenticeship in addition to one‘s area of specialization; adoption of eclectic 

curriculum et cetera.   

 

Key Words: Future curriculum, Eclectic, Learner-centred, Teacher-centred, Transformation, 

Nigeria‟s economy, Apprenticeship 
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The overwhelming evidence indicates a paradigm shift in what the workforce 

requires, which will continue to grow larger in the near future. The future of work and the 

changes associated with it can be linked with the unavoidable impacts of technology, 

artificial intelligence and automation. Despite this scenario starring us in the face, Nigeria is 

not reacting quickly to update the current system of education. Are we adequately preparing 

the future generations for the ever changing landscape? The answer is not favourable. 

Maduka (2000) reports that “what goes on in most of Nigerian classrooms in the name of 

lecture is more of a monologue inflicted on the learners by the teachers” (p.49). The teachers 

are either doing most of the talking, issuing communiqués to the students or dictating notes. 

Knowles sees this type of practice as promoting active dependency on the teachers. Flanders 

(2013) in his Interactional Analysis refers to the explicit lecture practice as a vertical 

relationship between the teacher and the learner. 

Most schools in Nigeria are still teaching the same subject-matter taught in past 

years. The old subjects still hold sway and take much of the time in the schools‟ timetable. 

But the demands about the future curriculum centre on reforming how we teach, to 

incorporate technology in the classroom, and what we teach. This definitely involves 

problem-solving, creative thinking, digital and collaborative skills, and developing a holistic 

understanding of the future. These are in greater need on a daily basis, yet they are rarely 

taught in Nigerian schools. 

The purpose of education is to prepare learners for the future. To ensure sustainable 

learning and life-long educational system, a holistic perspective and future-oriented 

reasoning is needed to develop future capabilities in the learners. These future capabilities 

can be built through interactive learning, because learning largely happens while engaging 

the students in meaningful interactions which could involve necessary and adequate digital 

tools. The future curriculum that can transform the economy of Nigeria will be largely 

physical and digital in nature. The classrooms will be the major environment where this 

combination will be applied, and it must be made to impact on every subject-matter and 

learning opportunities facilitated by the teachers. This will obviously impact on students, 

teachers, learning content and methods. The nature of the future curriculum is such that 

every student will offer one vocational skill in addition to his or her area of specialization. 

This vocational skill could be fashion design, electrical installation, painting and decorating, 

block laying and concreting, animal husbandry, textiles, soap making, marketing, bead 

making, basic auto-mechanics, home-economics, bakery, hair dressing and weaving, 

furniture making, computer training and ICT etc. This underscores the dire need for training 

and re-training of teachers and instructors of various vocations which students offer in 

schools. Most of the available vocations will be housed in the schools‟ skill acquisition 
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centre or entrepreneurial studies centre. Students often require to see, touch and manipulate 

what they learn at school so numerous educational materials, digital and real objects will 

provide such opportunities in various areas and vocations.  

 

Conceptual Framework   
Smith, Gamlem, Karim & Engelsen (2016) posit that schools of the moment largely 

educate for an unknown future, and knowledge of today will become partly irrelevant in the 

next thirty (30) years. Teaching and assessment focusing on factual knowledge as in most 

schools of today will definitely not serve the personal, social and economic needs of the 

learners and Nigerian nation in the future, because it does not prepare for life-long learning 

in a definable future.  

The concept of curriculum in general terms implies the contract between the 

society, state and educational professionals with regards to the learning activities, 

experiences and opportunities that learners should undergo within a certain phase of their 

lives in order to learn something desirable. Nyagah (2014) submits that curriculum can be 

viewed either as a field of study or as a programme of instruction. As a field of study, 

curriculum is often designed to improve and advance knowledge about curricula, their 

development and use. It encompasses a significant knowledge content that can be passed on 

through different instructional approaches that grow through research. This often results in 

content modification that enriches instructional styles. Curriculum as a programme of 

instruction involves a program of school work, which Nyagah (2014) describes as “dealing 

with all experiences planned and provided for the learners‟ education” (p.40). 

Doll (2016) see curriculum as the formal and informal content and process by which 

learners gain knowledge and understanding, develop skills and alter attitudes, appreciations 

and values under the auspices of the schools. From this viewpoint, the concept of curriculum 

is seen as the total experience which does not only mean the content selected and delivered, 

but also the planned and unplanned activities in which learners participate in the discourse. 

The old curriculum is largely teacher or subject-centered, while the future curriculum is 

largely life and learner-centered and eclectic in nature.   

The teacher-directed instruction recognizes that learners require achievable 

expectations and must have a solid foundation before learning a new concept. For example, 

to learn about proper lesson planning, the students must understand the elements and 

components of curriculum process. This process may not be discovered by many students 

without the systemic direction by the instructor. Teacher-directed instructional method 

according to Moreno (2004) assumes that: 

1. Learners work to achieve curricular objectives in order to become critical thinkers 
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2. Learners complete activities designed by the instructor to achieve academic success 

3. Learners respond to positive expectations planned by the instructor as they progress through 

worthwhile activities 

4. Learners are given extrinsic motivators like grades in order to internalize information 

5. Learner‟s work is evaluated by only the teacher (p.231). 

Moreno concludes that there is a growing body of research showing that learners learn more 

deeply from strongly guided or teacher-directed instruction than from active learning, and 

that students who learn through active or learner-centered instruction show no signs of 

superior quality of learning. Similarly, Hansen and Stephens (2000) suggest that learners 

have “low tolerance for challenges that may arise from learner-centered instruction and for it 

to be effective, instructors and learners should re-assess the ethos and ethics of learning in 

higher education” (p.43). Huba and Freed (2000) characterize a teacher-centered paradigm in 

several ways: 

1. Content is primarily delivered by the instructor and students are learners. 

2. Content is not contextualized but rather students passively receive the information. 

3. Assessment is the sole responsibility of the instructor, and is summative in nature. 

4. Learning is the responsibility of the individual and courses can be constructed in a 

competitive nature (p.5). 

In contrast, learner-centered instruction (LCI), also dubbed student-centered 

learning (SCL) aims to develop learner autonomy and independence by putting significant 

responsibility for the learning process in the hands of learners (Jones, 2007). LCI puts 

students‟ interests first, acknowledging student voice as central to the learning situation. In a 

typical learner-centered classroom, students are saddled with the responsibility to choose 

what they will learn, how they will learn, and how they will be assessed on their own 

learning under the guidance of a facilitator (Hannafin & Hannafin, 2010). But Bredo (2000) 

expresses the view that the concept of being an independent learner may in fact drive some 

of the sociability out of the learning process. Learner-centered instruction (LCI) is therefore 

an instructional approach in which students largely influence the content, activities, 

materials, pace of learning and assessment of strengths and weaknesses of learning. It is 

mainly student-centered and seeks a high level of student involvement in observing, 

investigating, and drawing inferences from data or forming hypotheses. It takes advantage of 

students‟ natural curiosity, often encouraging them to generate alternatives or solve 

problems while they construct new knowledge through inquiry (Collins & O‟Brien, 2003).  

Learner-centered instruction represents both a mindset and a culture in a given 

educational institution, and it is a learning strategy generally supported by constructivist 

theories of learning (Attard, Lorio, Geven, & Santa, 2014). It includes a wide range of 
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activities that share a common element of involving students in doing things and thinking 

about the things they are doing (Eison, 2010). Learner-centered instruction is characterized 

by methods of teaching which take learners seriously as active participants in their own 

learning and encourage problem-solving as well as reflective thinking. According to 

Armstrong (2012) Learner-centered instruction assumes that the approach: 

1. Intrinsically strengthens the learners‟ motivation to engage with content materials 

2. Encourages learning of skills for future learning (including time management, self-

monitoring and goal setting) 

3. Promotes peer communication and cooperative learning, which encourages speaking with 

partner in a small group or with the entire class 

4.  Reduces disruptive behaviours, while encouraging critical and creative thinking 

5. Builds learner-instructor relationship 

6. Promotes active learning and enhances responsibility for one‟s own learning, (p.68). 

Educators commonly use three phrases for this approach thus, learner-centered 

instruction, learner-directed teaching or student-centered learning. Each of these phrases 

places emphasis on the person doing the learning (Weimer, 2002). However, some 

instructors do not like the phrase “learner-centered instruction”, because it appears to 

encourage students to be more empowered, and appears to take the teacher out of the critical 

role (Blumberg, 2004). Despite the phrase used, learner-centered instruction includes active 

learning, in which students solve problems, answer questions, discuss, explain, debate, or 

brainstorm in-class and out-of-class; cooperative learning, in which students work in teams 

on problems and projects under conditions that assure both positive interdependence and 

individual accountability; and inductive teaching and learning, in which students are first 

presented with challenges (questions or problems) and learn the course material in the 

context of addressing the challenges. 

McCombs (2004) states that we are in emerging era of classrooms without walls and 

the academic paradigm shift from teaching to learning, thus, it becomes more important to 

find new and creative ways to engage students. The shift toward learner-centered instruction 

according to the author is a change in emphasis that will cause educators and institutions to 

rethink how to teach and assess teaching toward the goal of realistic student learning and 

engagement. Research shows that personal involvement, intrinsic motivation, personal 

commitment, confidence in one‟s abilities to succeed, and a perception of control over 

learning lead to more learning and higher achievement in school (Alexander & Murphy, 

2000). The popular practice in Nigeria tilts toward the application of explicit lecture or 

teacher-directed instruction to teach various courses, which includes curriculum studies. 
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The nature of eclecticism is to pick up the right ideas, principles and concepts from 

various schools of thought and blend them to make a complete philosophy. Eclecticism is 

simply a combination of knowledge from different sources which does not hold rigidly to a 

single paradigm, but instead draws upon multiple theories to gain complimentary insights 

into a discipline. The world and values are changing rapidly that we require dynamism and 

mental flexibility to achieve all-round development in the learners. No philosophy 

contributes to all aspects of education, for example, idealism focuses on spirituality and aims 

of education; Naturalism is based on materialism and method of education; while 

pragmatism is between the first two and known for its brilliant principles and curriculum. 

Rousseau, in the doctrine of naturalism emphasized child-centered education. Pestalozzi also 

stated that education should aim to develop the inherent capacities of the child, while 

Froebel insisted that educational process should follow the natural laws by providing 

opportunity for self activity in a free environment. This he argued that will lead to the 

development of the child and inculcation of sociability. Herbert Spencer in the era of 

scientific tendency insisted that science subjects should take a prominent place in the 

curriculum by correlating education with real life. He also upheld the essence of 

individualism, where sociological tendency developed out of scientific tendency. 

Sociological education focuses on creating social citizens who do not become parasitic to 

others, but rather lead a life of self-reliance. To achieve this purpose, the author recommends 

emphasis on vocational, technical and universal education.      

The concept of economic transformation refers to a long-term change in dominant 

economic activity in terms of prevailing relative engagement or employment of able and 

qualified individuals. Human economic systems undergo a number of deviations and 

departures from the normal state, trend or development. This involves moving labour from 

low to higher productive activities, for example, from agriculture to manufacturing and from 

subsistence farming to high value crops (Dirk, 2013). The World Economic Forum reports 

that one needs ten important skills to cope in the 2020 and beyond. They include: 

Complex problem solving; critical thinking; creativity; people management; 

coordinating with others; emotional intelligence; judgment and decision making; service 

orientation; negotiation; and cognitive flexibility (Avil, 2018). You might have started to 

think that one needs more than these ten skills in the future curriculum to be relevant. Alvin 

Toffler once said that, “The illiterate of the 21
st
 century will not be those who cannot read 

and write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn.” In some instances, relearning 

could be adapting what you know to a new reality. In terms of work for the future, one will 

need to adapt some of already acquired skills to the jobs, and one will also need to learn new 

skills to be able to impact the future economy of Nigeria. Avil (2018) suggested additional 
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skills that one needs to succeed in the future as: learning how to learn; speed reading and 

reading intelligently; note-taking; spotting patterns and trends; written and oral 

communications; understanding and leveraging technology; cultural awareness and 

sensitivity. 

 

Skills Development and Economic Transformation 

From the foregoing, one can understand that quality skills development is directly 

linked to youth employment and sustainable economic transformation. Relevant skills and 

competencies can lead to jobs and equally result in economic empowerment for the qualified 

citizens. Skills development is essential because it stimulates sustainable development and 

transforms the economy from informal to formal. Further skills development is necessary to 

address the opportunities and challenges of ever changing economy and new technologies of 

the future.  

 

The Future Curriculum 

Tweddle (2001) submits that the future curriculum will be one in which individual 

and personal choices increase in “what, where, when, and how we learn.” But what will be 

the appropriate balance of knowledge, skills and understanding in the future curriculum? 

Certainly, the skills that will be projected above others include: learning, choosing, relating, 

identifying new relationships; work-related vocation, information and technology to enable 

learners manage information, retrieve, evaluate, manipulate and present data. There will be 

more negotiation and collaboration in learning and making choices. This will be made 

possible through a variety of learning modes that will be learner-centered and eclectic. 

 

Design 

The future curriculum design could be derived from the four families of learning 

theories thus; social, information processing, personalist and behavioural tendencies. The 

derivative designs from the above theories include; subject-centered, learner-centered, 

problem-centered, or eclectic when all the important features of the first three designs are 

chosen and put together. The future curriculum will be eclectic in nature, where important 

practices and teaching methods will be borrowed from different designs and adapted to suit 

the requirement of the learners. In addition to area of specialization, every learner at the 

tertiary level must choose one entrepreneurial vocation to be learned under apprenticeship 

within the confines of the school. 
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Scope and Sequence 

The scope and sequence statement describes what skills and contents students should 

have attained by the end of the curriculum, and the order in which they encounter those 

skills. In addition to most of the retained subject-matter the following skills and 

competencies will be given due attention and space: competence for the world of work or 

practical entrepreneurship; ICT competence; cultural competence and communication skills; 

thinking and learning to learn; participation and building a sustainable future; and taking 

care of self and others and managing daily activities. The above scope will be supported by 

ICT in the following order: cooperating on assignments in small learning groups; 

independent learning with the support of ICT; collecting, practicing, creating and presenting 

information using ICT; and learning one vocational skill through apprenticeship with the 

guidance of instructors. It is obvious that there will be competition in the school timetable to 

accommodate the vocational skills, but the time allotted to entrepreneurial studies should be 

wholly used where every student must be busy in the chosen vocation. Also some general 

studies courses should be dropped to create extra time for apprenticeship in the timetable. By 

so doing, the learners will master enough skills within the duration of their studies to become 

useful to life and to the economy of Nigeria on graduation. 

 

Role of Teachers 

The major role of teachers is to stimulate and facilitate direct learning process 

through the use of life experience approach. The instructors will strive to teach by examples 

and to encourage the learners through hands-on-learning. These will surely encourage 

independent thinking, initiative, self-reliance, individuality, self expression and activity in 

the learner.  

 

Methodology 

Considering the fact that learners learn largely by doing and experiencing rather than 

by observation, fundamental concepts of the future curriculum will change in the following 

aspects: computer-assisted instruction, programmed instruction, tutorials, large and small 

group instructions, and variety of individualized instruction techniques should be put to use 

by the learners and for the learners. Brown (2008) posits that learners here will be the 

initiators of their own learning and knowledge making after the initial guidance by the 

teachers and instructors. This will make them more active than passive. Lynch (2010) states 

the process as follows:  

1. Students should be helped to develop their own knowledge by communication, cooperation, 

critical thinking, information seeking and processing. 
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2. Learners should have the opportunity to learn materials directly related to their real life in 

the society. 

3. Assessment should be used to for promoting and diagnosing learning among students, rather 

than just monitor learning. 

4. Adams (2008) added that teachers and instructors should provide opportunities for students 

to negotiate meaning with them and other students in a group work or task-based interactions 

(p.246).  

 

Materials and Media 

There will be need to liaise with practicing teachers to revise existing units and to 

determine supplementary resources to support the future curriculum and instruction. This 

will prevent a situation where politicians and government of the day will embark on 

frivolous purchase of irrelevant teaching aids, media and resources. Teachers will need 

resources that articulate coherent trajectories of questions needed, or problems to be solved, 

related to target ideas, concepts and practices. Such resources may include: relevant text 

materials, online resources and simulations, vocational workshops and equipment for 

investigative and design activities, teacher / instructor manuals with supports for pedagogical 

strategies needed for classroom lessons and practical. A comprehensive future curriculum 

will provide students with requisite skills of survival, more often teachers will require to 

draw from numerous resources to design their classroom or workshop instructions.  

 

Conclusion 

The future of work and the paradigm shift needed to transform the economy of 

Nigeria require a modification of curricula of schools to enable the learners to learn to solve 

life and societal problems. Most subject-matter requires an overhaul in content and 

methodology in order to be useful to life and the future curriculum. There is a dire need to 

reform how, what and where we teach to incorporate useful technologies in the classrooms 

and workshops. This will enable our learners to acquire the surviving skills of creative 

thinking, problem-solving, digitalization, collaborative and vocational prowess through 

apprenticeship. These of course will require a change in school environment, methodology, 

timetables, teachers‟ and students‟ roles, contents, materials and media. The future 

curriculum will be dominated by physical and digital spaces. The classrooms and vocational 

workshops will be the main environments for this implementation, and will impact on every 

subject-matter and vocation. The big role of technology is highly considered in the future 

curriculum with installation of interactive digital walls as replacement for black and white 
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boards. Numerous relevant educational media and materials can help to actualize this active 

learning design. 

 

Recommendations 

The following recommendations are considered necessary for the implementation of 

this future curriculum design: 

1. The future curriculum though eclectic should be largely learner-centered. 

2. Every learner should learn a vocation under apprenticeship in addition to his or her area of 

specialization from the first to the final year of tertiary education. 

3. Government should activate remote learning in tertiary institutions and provide digital tools 

like laptops and tablets to every student. 

4. A comprehensive vocational / entrepreneurial centre should be established and equipped in 

every tertiary institution. 

5. Instructors and Tradesmen should be gainfully engaged for every vocation to guide students 

under apprenticeship. 

6. Some General Studies courses like Population and Family Life Education and Citizenship 

Education should be dropped to create more time for vocational skills acquisition in the 

school timetable. 

7. Mini workshops and studios should be established in tertiary institutions for basic auto-

mechanic, electrical installation, bricklaying and concreting, furniture making, foundry and 

metallurgy, painting and decorating, bakery, fashion design, barbing and hair dressing, 

pedicure and manicure, textile etc. 
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Abstract 
Of all educational problems in Nigeria today, the greatest threat is the issue of 

examination malpractice in schools. Thus, this paper deals with the concept, 

meaning, trends, and categories of examination malpractice. The underlying causes 

of examination malpractice in schools which include factors such as psychological 

factors, economic factors, environmental and institutional factors, socio-political 

factors, lack of proper academic guidance and much emphasis attached to the 

acquisition of certificates and paper qualifications have been discussed. The paper 

has also discussed the role of the psychology teacher in reducing examination 

malpractice in the school setting. These include improvement on the psychological 

and intellectual well-being of students, strategies to better understand and explain 

students‘ learning problems and successes, provision of knowledge base for the use 

of various teaching methods in the classroom, understanding the process of growths 

and developments of students by a way of examining their individual differences and 

how to cater for their peculiar differences, use of various testing procedures, 

cognitive behaviour treatment, modeling and behaviour reinforcement in school 

settings, and advocacy and sensitization on attitudinal orientation and changes of 

the public against the menace of examination malpractice. Finally, the paper 

recommends provision of adequate and improved equipment and infrastructure in 

schools, enhanced teachers‘ salaries and incentives, parental control and 

supervision to check children's behaviour, friendship, and companionship in order 

to detect deviant behaviour, hitch-free examination hall through adequate 

invigilators and security, guidance and counselling centers at schools and 

communities to provide guidance on examination ethics and orientation services, 

and enforcement of disciplinary measures on examination malpractice, among 

others. 
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The derogative falling of educational standards in Nigeria is becoming 

uncontrollable due to the derail of our educational practices as well as malpractices in school 

assessments. The periodic assessment and evaluation of students‟ performance after 

exposure to teaching-learning process has become mere fantasy and meaningless dreams; as 

cheating in examinations has pervaded all our educational facets (primary, secondary, 

tertiary or professional institutions of learning) with attendant effects on quality education 

and graduates of schools (Amadi & Opuiyo, 2018). The standards of performance at 

examinations in schools today have declined considerably; a practice that has undermined 

the validity and reliability of the ultimate goals of giving examination and the integrity of 

certificates issued by schools (Okolie, Nwosu, Eneje, & Oluka, 2019). Examination 

malpractice as a form of social menace is prevalent in Nigerian schools; and perhaps in other 

parts of the world (Tambuwal, 2015). Therefore, the degree at which examination 

malpractice is moving in our institutions of learning and the damage it has caused the quality 

of educational delivery constitutes the bases of investigation in this study with the view of 

determining the role of a psychology teacher so as to minimize the syndrome. 

 

Examination Malpractice: Concept, Meaning and Trends   

According to Adamu (2001) considered examination malpractice as the cheating 

which directly or indirectly falsifies the ability of the student. Duyilemi (2003), examination 

malpractice refers to all forms of ill-practices, mis-behaviours and fraudulent acts associated 

with the process and conduct of examination. Afolabi and Loto (2005) viewed examination 

malpractice as an act of omission and commission that contravenes the rules and regulations 

of the examination bodies or councils. Sorbari and Eremie (2018) described examination 

malpractice as an unlawful behaviour engaged by students or any of their advocates (parents 

or guardians) to have advantage in an examination over others. In a nutshell, the concept of 

examination malpractice refers to any illegality by students, parents or guardians, and staff 

before, during, and after the examination to achieve an undue favour.  

The growing menace of examination malpractice in our schools has its foot prints in 

Nigeria since in the early generation (Duyilemi, 2003). The first examination malpractice in 

Nigeria was a leakage of question paper technical school. In early 60s, examination 

malpractice was pronounced and tagged as „expo'; covering spying or peeping into another 

candidate's answer script popularly known as 'giraffe' (Ozigi, 1978). Malpractices in 

examinations in the contemporary days have taken more sophisticated into the senior 
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Cambridge Examination in 1914. In the same view, Molewa (1976) maintained that in 1948, 

a Nigeria's candidate had his paper cancelled as a result of incident of examination 

malpractice at matriculation examination to the then 'Yaba' Nigeria dimensions such as the 

use of electronic devices (like mobile hand sets and computerized calculators and wrist-

watches).  

 

Forms and Categories of Examination Malpractice  

Okolie, Nwosu, Eneje, and Oluka (2019), Amadi and Opuiyo (2018), Osisiogu and 

Mamman (2017), Baji (2008), Yahaya (2006), and Duyilemi (2003) have identified the 

following forms and manifestations of examination malpractice in schools. 

1. Impersonation: This may involve the exchange of examination numbers or names on answer 

sheets, or the intentional use of someone else's examination number or card.  

2. Exchange of materials in examination hall such as question papers containing jottings that 

are relevant to the on-going examination. 

3. Insulting or assaulting any supervisor or invigilator. 

4. Theft, swooping and illegal removal of an examination script during or after the 

examination. 

5. Introduction and use of relevant unauthorized materials in the examination hall.  

6. Non-submission of answer scripts or replacing answer scripts with another one during or 

after the examination. 

7. Writing on question papers, or handkerchief or any other means such as on the hijab, brazier, 

lap, sucks, and palms.  

8. Any kind of mischief likely to hinder the smooch running of examination such as flooding, 

fire outbreak, and physical violence. 

9. An act of misconduct in form of conversation during examination. 

10. Facilitating/abetting cheating. 

11. Cheating outside the examination hall by consulting cheat notes and relevant materials or 

colluding with a member of staff in order to submit a prepared answered sheet or booklet(s) 

as substitute for the original script(s).  

12. Plagiarism: This is the use of another person's work without proper acknowledgement both 

in the text and in the reference.  

13. Giraffe: This connotes an act of looking at the neighbor‟s work knowingly or unknowingly.  

There are other categories of examination malpractice which include; secret 

breaking into a staff office in order to obtain examination materials, writing project or 

laboratory or field report on behalf of somebody, manipulation of registration forms and 

examination cards in order to sit for an examination, colluding with a medical doctor in 
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order to obtain a fake medical certificate of illness, and receiving calls and text messages in 

an examination hall.  

 

Underlying Factors Responsible for Examination Malpractice in Schools 

There are a number of factors responsible for examination malpractice in Nigeria. 

Sorbari and Ereie (2018), Aglazor (2017), Tambuwal (2015), Baji, (2008), Afolabi and Loto 

(2005), Bernard (1998) and Denga (1996) have posited the following as the underlying 

causes of examination malpractice:  

1. Psychological Factors: This includes all forms of stress, tension and anxiety experienced by 

the students in the course of teaching and learning as well as undertaking school 

programmes or activities. Thus, psychological reasons such as stress, tension, fear and 

anxiety of failure may lead to emotional upset and prompt students to develop undesirable 

habit of cheating in trying to meet the various academic strains, demands and challenges. 

Psychological tremor of failure or scoring low grades also affect students‟ concentration and 

cognition at the teaching/learning process; thereby causing some of them to engage in all 

sorts of misconducts during examinations. 

2.  Economic Factors: Economic factors such as poverty, low economic standard and per 

capital income to 'cater for the needs and wants of staff under the education industry (e.g., 

school administrators, supervisors, teachers and examination officers). The prevailing 

economic hardship and poverty levels of Nigerians which is manifested in lack of basic 

needs had injected the personnel involved in affairs of measurement and evaluation with the 

act of bribery taking. Corrupt practices such as exchange of money (bribe), gift items and 

contracts to examination officials from students or candidates sitting for examinations or 

their associates/guardians are responsible malpractices in schools and have rendered our 

examinations incredible and defective. 

3. Socio-Political Factors: The undue quota admission system into schools to serve socio-

political interests constitutes another remarkable cause of examination malpractice. 

Admitting unqualified candidates who cannot defend their results to meet geographical 

spread, social status and political interest and patronage have led to the emergence of low 

academic performance; culminating into cheating or unconventional behaviour and 

malpractices during and after examinations in order to pass.  

4.  Environmental Factors: The nature and type of environment under which students 

undertake classroom lessons and write examination influence them. Thus, the problem of 

overcrowded nature of our classrooms, lack of good infrastructural facilities and learning 

materials (such as school library, resource rooms and play activities), poor handling and 

administration of examinations and lack of adequate security and invigilators during 
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examinations have strong relationship with engagement in examination malpractice (Okolie, 

Nwosu, Eneje & Oluka, 2019). When the sizes of students' population are too large for 

proper monitoring in the process of leaching and conduct of examinations, the end effect is 

cheating due to lack of proper control, management, and supervision (Osisiogu & Mamman, 

2017). 

5.  Institutional Factors: Institutional factors, in this context, include poor neighbourhoods, 

influence of peer group, negative motivation and problem personality profiles (Baji, 2019 & 

Tambuwal, 2015). These factors together may trigger individual behaviour the students to 

engage in examination malpractice because of the following reasons: 

1. Poor school settings and bad school leadership style.  

2. Negative influence of the peer group believing they can succeed in examinations without 

vigorous academic studies.  

3. Lack of proper attention to teaching profession resulting into incisive strikes and closure of 

schools. This affects coverage of the stipulated syllabus.  

4. Motivation for cheating as a result of competition within siblings especially in a polygamous 

family or competition between one community and the other.  

5. Moral decadence from the side of students and staff. This may be due to sexual harassment, 

sex for marks, and gratification for higher grades.  

6. Cultism by enforcing cheating under the given cult membership and fraternity. 

7. Teachers‟ attitude toward students. Some lecturers are out to fail and frustrate students 

without a good cause. This is done through poor continuous assessment and marking 

schemes. 

8. Poor method of teaching by some teachers. This causes poor understanding of lessons, which 

results in cheating in order to pass by all means.  

Furthermore, the ill-motivation and undue emphasis placed on certificates and paper 

qualifications is responsible for promotion of examination malpractice in schools. The 

Nigerian society has placed too much consideration on certificates and 'paper qualifications 

as a means of employment and achieving social status. This strongly prompt people to 

special examination centers organized for malpractices in order to procure a certificate 

through 'hook' or 'crook‟ ways (Amadi & Opuiyo, 2018).  Singh (2018), Sorbari and Eremie 

(2018), Denga (1986) and Fafunwa (1981) also attributed causes of examination malpractice 

to lack of proper guidance and counselling programmes for students. Candidates apply for 

courses for admission and offer them without proper guidance. Some parents, on the other 

hand, impose courses on their children so as to achieve pride. Many students, on another 

hand, lack good reading habits and thus have poor academic orientation and organization.  
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Besides, the principle of individual differences in intelligent quotient (IQ) level marks 

another reason for examination malpractice (Roth & Jornet, 2017). The school composed of 

brilliant (gifted) and weak students, and each group struggle for academic success. The 

intelligent students are smart and therefore react quickly to facilitate their easy pass in 

examinations while the academically weak students in attempt to meet up with the academic 

challenges seek for external help through misconduct and malpractice (Okolie, Nwosu, 

Eneje, & Oluka, 2019).  

 

The Role of the Psychology Teacher in Reducing Examination Malpractice in Schools  

The field of psychology concerns with the scientific study of behaviour. Psychology 

is defined as the science of behaviour and mental processes. Psychology as a discipline has 

other branches such as: developmental psychology, experimental psychology, social 

psychology, abnormal psychology, clinical psychology, genetic psychology, educational 

psychology and many others. Thus, educational psychology is the application of the 

knowledge gained from these areas of psychology to solve educational problems. It is a 

branch of psychology that deals with the learner, learning and instructional processes and 

different conditions of learning (Pritchard & Woollard, 2013 & Turner, 2017). 

 

Who is a Psychology Teacher?  

Smith and Firth (2018) described a psychology teacher as a career staff or personnel 

who teaches or lectures in schools, colleges or universities, and conducts research in areas of 

educational psychology such as human developments, learning, intelligence, motivation, 

classroom management and assessment. The roles of the psychology teacher in reducing 

examination malpractice in the school setting include the following: (Baji, 2008, Essuman, 

1990; Gibso, 1980; Oladele, 1984).  

1. The teaching-learning process in schools is enormously complex; covering many factors, 

which influence students' learning. These include factors such as family background, 

developmental levels of the students, prior knowledge, motivation and effective teaching.  

The psychology teacher investigates these factors and proffer strategies to better understand 

and explain students‟ learning problems and successes. This helps to improve general 

teaching-learning process and specifically students‟ academic performance which in turns 

serves as antidote to examination malpractice.   

2. The psychology teacher emphasizes disciplined inquiry, a systematic and objective analysis 

of information toward decision making for the improvement of the psychological and 

intellectual well-being of students. When there is improvement on students‟ psychological 

and intellectual well-being, students tend to concentrate and commit themselves to learning 
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which helps to neutralize the effects of stress and anxiety as causes of examination 

malpractice.  

3. The psychology teacher undertakes quantitative and qualitative studies on teaching and 

learning which helps to establish a knowledge base that provide concepts and skills that 

could be adapted for the use of various teaching methods in the classroom. When effective 

teaching method is used, it facilitates learning and improves academic performance and 

consequently helps to eradicate the psychological tremor of scoring low grades which make 

students to engage in examination malpractice in order to pass.  

4. The psychology teacher provides a holistic approach in understanding the process of growths 

and developments of students by a way of examining their individual differences and how to 

cater for their peculiar differences. This approach helps to determine individual students that 

are at the risk of involving in examination malpractice through individualized instruction and 

intervention strategies to address their academic weaknesses. 

5. The psychology teacher provides assessment of learning outcomes using various techniques 

and testing procedures (such as psychological tests). The outcomes of these tests are used to 

improve on the learning strategies and for selection of qualified candidates during admission 

process as against admitting unqualified candidates due to political interest which results 

into examination malpractice to pass by all means.  

6. The psychology teacher uses methods of diagnosing learning difficulties to discover students 

with special needs and adjustment problems. This helps to determine appropriate counselling 

and remedial services in order to improve their learning and performance in examinations.  

7. The psychology teacher develops research skills on school leadership styles and student-

teacher relationships. This helps to mitigate the effects of examination malpractice due to 

poor school leadership styles and ill-interpersonal relationships between teachers and 

student. 

8. The psychology teacher uncovers the influence of environment on academic performance. 

This process helps to enhance good stimulating learning environments and educational 

interventions for students to achieve academic goals.  

9. The psychology teacher engages in cognitive behaviour treatment, modeling and behaviour 

reinforcement in school settings. This strategy helps to modify students' behaviour and instill 

good study habits among students during examinations.  

10. The psychology teacher engages in advocacy and massive sensitization on attitudinal 

orientation and changes of the public through workshops, seminars, drama and media chat to 

reposition people's minds against cheating during examinations and acquisition of defective 

certificates.  
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Conclusion  

Examination is believed to serve as prediction of academic progress and career 

development of individual students. It is a powerful tool in judging the standards of 

education in a country. Hence, the fraudulent practices in examinations today are responsible 

for the falling standards of education and the value of assessment in schools. Examination 

malpractice destroys the moral and integrity of the culprits and in turn gives poor values and 

false impression of the capabilities of graduates due to defective certificates and unjustified 

paper qualifications. The remedy therefore is to match a movement against this monster in 

order to restore our value of education that will produce the best brains that would stand tall 

away equal and make lasting contributions to the advancement of the society and humanity 

at large. 

 

Recommendations toward Reducing Examination Malpractice in Schools  

The following are measures that will objectively reduce the menace of examination 

malpractice in schools:  

1. Government should consider education as a treasure where every sustainable development 

can be attained. Thus, conducive learning environment through provision of adequate 

equipment, infrastructure and enhanced teachers‟ salaries and incentives should be given 

priority by the relevant authorities and agencies. Also, scholarship awards to students who 

excelled in school activities (academic, socio-cultural and sports) by the stakeholders such as 

government agencies, voluntary organizations and individual philanthropists should be 

provided. This practice will boast good competition and enhance hard work among students 

thereby reducing the tendency of their involvement in examination malpractice.  

2. Parents should provide good child care and parenting through guidance, proper monitoring 

and sustainable motivation. This should include modifying the home environments with rich 

learning and play activities and checking of children's behaviour, friendship, and 

companionship in order to detect deviant acts among school children for corrective 

measures.  

3. Strict professional ethics of teaching should be adhered to both in the process of employment 

and practice. This will ensure quality of teachers and reduce moral bankruptcy such as 

bribery and corruption before, during and after examinations.  

4. Hitch-free examination hall through adequate invigilators, proper time-table schedule and 

security should be guaranteed to manage temptations and cheating during examinations.  

5. Guidance and counselling centers should be established at schools and communities to 

provide necessary guidance on examination ethics as well as educational, social, mental and 

vocational orientation and services.  
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6. Disciplinary measures on examination malpractice should be re-enforced. Punishments and 

penalties for offences and misconducts during and after examinations should be duly 

implemented without fear or favour to serve as detriment. 

7. The policy of aptitude test before admission into schools such as the post JAMB should be 

maintained to identify those candidates that are incompetent to pursue rigorous academic 

exercise. 
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Abstract 
Teacher education at all stages of the educational system remains an important 

factor of transformation for national growth and economic development. Education 

generally affords individual an all-round development and it enables him/her to 

better his lot and that of the society. In the process of acquiring qualitative 

education for sustainable economy development, the function of the teacher is 

central, hence the glamour for sound teacher education programme that will 

produce quality teachers for the global child and qualified teachers arbitrate 

between educational content and the learners. It is in this regard that they are truly 

the criteria that measure the economic attainment and aspirations of the nation. A 

sound teacher education programme, resulting in the production of quality 

teachers, without any contest remains the only agent of transformation for national 

growth and the development of a robust economy. While the knowledge of 

pedagogy, evaluation and curriculum are very essential in the teaching profession, 

the position of educational management in the training of teachers is also very 

critical to the success of any educational setting. This area of teacher education 

needs to be given precedence by institutions delivering teacher education in the 

country. This paper investigates "The relevance of teacher education in the 

transformation of Nigeria economy: the place of educational management". 

Specifically, it examined who a teacher is, the concept of teacher education, 

challenges confronting the teacher education, why teacher education is necessary 

for the transformation of the Nation‘s economy, and the significance of educational 

management in teacher education. Recommendations were proffered for evaluation 

to all stakeholders in the education community.  

 

Keywords: Teacher Education, Economic Transformation, Challenges, Educational 

Management, Nigeria.  
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 Transformation affects every aspect of life. It involves a shift in our orientation in 

such a way that new actions and results become possible. Definite steps are being put in 

place to transform the economy in order to enhance growth with equity and justice. There is 

an urgent need to change not simply the scale of provision by access to services, but the very 

nature of those services and the way they are conceptualised, resourced and delivered. The 

assignment is greater than reconstruction of the systems and structures. It requires a 

rudimentary shift in attitude, in the way people associate with each other and their 

environment, and in the way resources are deployed to attain the goals of society. The 

education system is no exception. In attaining societal transformation, a well structured 

teachers education programme is inevitable as it is an effective catalyst that will promote the 

production of quality teachers for the global child and positive transformation of the 

Nation‟s economy, ( Joseph, Daku, and  Michael, 2015), Transformation involves a switch 

in the preference of the individual, organization or society in such a way that new actions 

and results become possible. In relation to the Nigerian economy, Osobie (2012) provides an 

appropriated explanation thus: “It is a mandate for a radical, structural and fundamental 

rearrangement and reordering of the building blocks of the Nation. It portends a fundamental 

reappraisal of the basic assumptions that underlie our reforms and developmental efforts that 

will and should alter the essence and substance of our national life". As beautiful as this 

concept is, its attainment can hardly be possible without a conscious and deliberate effort of 

the individual or society. However, teachers education is the provision of professional 

education and specialized training within a specified period for the preparation of individuals 

who intends to develop and nurture the young ones into responsible and productive citizens, 

(Adewunyi and Ogunwuyi (2002) as cited in Okemakinde,Alabi and Adewuyi, 2013). They 

advocated that this is informed by the fact that teaching is an all-purpose profession which 

stimulates the development of mental, physical and emotional powers of students.   

In the process of acquiring qualitative education for sustainable economy 

development, the function of teacher is central, hence the clarion call for a well-designed 

teacher education programmes that will produce quality teacher for the global child. These 

qualified teachers mediate between educational content and the learners. The worth and 

potentialities of a country get evaluated in the work of teachers. Thus, the people of a 

country are the enlarged replication of their teachers because the teachers are the real nation 

builders. A good teacher education programme, resulting in the production of quality 

teachers, without any dispute, remains the only agent of transformation for national growth 

and the development of a robust economy. The Federal Republic of Nigeria (2013) confirms 

this by stating that “no nation can rise above the quality of its teachers”. In this connection, it 

can be safely inferred that no meaningful transformation can be attained in Nigeria without 
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the contribution of well-trained teachers from a well-designed teacher education programme. 

It's important to emphasis here that the task of teachers in transforming the society is to first 

of all transform the learners through effecting an attitudinal change in them. The testimony 

of Gwen, a production manager in Kate (2013) provides an illuminating example of the 

importance of teachers in transforming their learners. Accordingly, Gwen openly confessed 

that: "My school teacher Mr. Koch pushed me to reach my full potential. As I slacked and 

rebelled, he never let me forget that I possessed a special talent. I hated it at that time but 

now I am able to reflect- he taught me self-respect and discipline in a firm but kind way. I 

am forever grateful to him for changing me". 

The growing trend of global education which entails the use of Science/Technology 

and Information Communication Technology (ICT) and where the communication 

infrastructure like telephone, fax, e-mail and computer networking have turned the world 

into a global village, Nigeria teacher education have been placed at a disfavoured position. It 

is therefore not an overstatement to advocate a well-designed teacher education programme 

that will enhance teachers‟ productivity, reduce the systemic problems in the educational 

sector, ensure effective service delivery, engage other sectors of society as well as place 

education as instrument par excellence for national economic development (Okemakinde 

Adewuyi & Alabi, 2013).  

While the place of pedagogy, assessment and curriculum are very important in the 

teaching profession, the position of educational management in the training of teachers is 

also very critical to the success of any educational setting. These aspects of teacher 

education need to be given high priority by institutions delivering teacher education in the 

country. Likewise, student-teachers and qualified teachers need to regularly question their 

praxes because the country‟s education sector is in a phase in which its survival lies mainly 

in the goodwill of teachers and the larger society (Opinion, April 1, 2018). With the right 

praxes, values and beliefs that protect and put the children‟s education at the centre of 

discussion and practice, the quality of education that children are accessing in the country 

would improve significantly, and this will further enhance the ability of the upcoming 

generation to be well positioned for the task of transforming the Nation‟s economy. Hence, 

the clarion call for the early inculcation of educational management into teacher education 

programme for the speedy transformation of Nigeria economy.  However, before examining 

the significance of educational management in teacher education, let‟s carefully examine; 

who a teacher is, the concept of teacher education, challenges confronting the teacher 

education and why teacher education is necessary for the transformation of the Nation‟s 

economy. 
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Who Is Qualified To Be Called A Teacher? 

A teacher is not just a giver of truth; he is a guide, a pointer to the truth that each 

student must find for himself. The goal of a teacher is that students earn the confidence to do 

well in their lives and their jobs and to “be all" (Lewis, October 10, 2015). A teacher could 

be defined as "a professionally trained personnel who is charged with the responsibility of 

disseminating positive knowledge, attitudes and skills to learners in the school", (Lewis, 

October 10, 2015) .  In addition, " a global teacher is an educator that incorporates various 

global issues into their curriculum including multiculturalism, economic, environmental and 

social issues. The teacher expands the scope of their viewpoint beyond the normal 

boundaries of the local classroom, as students learn about diversity and how they fit into the 

global society. As the world becomes more interconnected, teachers are diversifying their 

approach to education. Today, global teaching is not only applied in the classroom, but on 

social media platforms which expose students to a large and diverse population of ideas and 

cultures" (Anthony, 2016). This requires a supportive teacher education programme that can 

render requisite training to the prospective teachers. Oyekan (2006) in Okemakinde, Alabi 

and Adewuyi (2013) noted that the purpose of teacher education is to produce well-qualified 

professional teachers that can adjust to the changing needs of the student and developmental 

prospect of the modern society.  

8. The Functions of Teachers In The Educational System. 

A teacher performs a number of functions in the school system to facilitate effective 

teaching and learning process. According to Adepoju in Ajayi and Ekundayo (2010), the 

functions of every teacher include: explaining, informing and showing how; initiating, 

directing and administering; unifying the group, that is, making students to relate to him and 

others very well; giving security; clarifying attitudes, beliefs and problems; diagnosing 

learning problem; making curriculum materials; evaluating, recording and reporting; 

enriching of community activities; participating in school activities; and participating in 

professional and civil life.  

Having examined 'Who a teacher is" and the functions he/she performs, it has 

become even more clearer why its very significant to enshrined educational management 

into the curriculum of teachers education early in their training in order for them to acquire 

the current knowledge that will enable them to discharge their duties effectively.   

 

Concept of Teachers Education 

According to STANDS4 LLC, (2020), "Teacher Education refers to the policies and 

procedures designed to equip prospective teachers with the knowledge, attitudes, behaviors 

and skills they require to perform their tasks effectively in the classroom, school and wider 
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community". It includes training before commencement of service and during service. In 

addition, teacher education refers to professional education of teachers, and would be 

teachers towards the attainment of attitudes, skills and knowledge considered desirable so as 

to make them efficient and effective in their work in accordance with the needs of a given 

society at any point in time, (Ogunyinka, Emmanuel and Kayode, 2015). They also 

submitted that the Nigerian education system needs to embrace change in order to meet up 

with the social, economic and technological needs of the society through responsive 

education. However, the basic problem of such educational system is the need to improve 

the quality of its teachers who could easily adapt to change for international best practice in 

its education system. The standard of education in a country is largely a function of the 

quality of its teachers in the educational system. Such teachers must be endowed with the 

right spirit including the knowledge of educational management, to enable him/her fit 

properly into the global community. Educational management refers to the administration of 

the education system in which a group combines human and material resources to supervise, 

plan, strategise, and implement structures to execute an education system (National Institute 

of Education (NIE), (2018) and  Connolly, Michael; James, Chris; Fertig, Michael (2017). 

At all levels of the educational ecosystem, management is required; management involves 

planning, organising, implementation, review, evaluation, and integration of an institution, 

(National Institute of Education (NIE), 2018). In otherwords, student-teacher (teachers in 

training ) should not only be trained in the act of  teaching but in addition he/she should be 

endowed with the basic principles and practices of planning, organising, implementing, 

review, evaluation, etc involved in running a school. Acquisition of these basic knowledge 

will be of benefit to the student, the teacher, the school and society at large, now and later 

when he/she is eventually placed in the position of an administrator. It is through teacher 

education that quality teachers for the global child will be educated; hence this sector should 

be revamped towards the demand of globalization, (Idika, Ovat, Ahigbe and Udumo, 2015). 

Okemakinde, Alabi and Adewuyi (2013) noted that every society requires human and 

material resources to improve its social organization, preserve the culture, enhance economic 

development and reform the political structures. 

The falling standard of Nigerian education system calls for evaluation of the training 

given to student-teachers so as to enhance quality assurance in curriculum implementation. 

This is because, as a weapon against ignorance, disease and conflict, education needs to be 

sound; hence improved pre-service training of teachers could help achieve this through 

quality assurance of individual productivity (Ogunyinka, Emmanuel, and Kayode, 2015). 

The prevailing crises in Nigerian education and society as typified by unemployment, 

poverty, corruption, crime, indiscipline and non-utilization of capacities in all facets of 
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human life and transformation of national economy development could be ascribed to the 

neglect of teacher education and the pitiable plight of the teachers. Indeed, teacher influence 

is always felt in every aspect of the society. All other professionals and workers within the 

society have at one time or the other passed through the tutorship  of a teacher and thus 

whatever they are now, is a direct outcome of what teachers have passed on to them. The 

early inclusion of educational management in teacher education programme will further 

enhance effectiveness of teachers. Oyekan (2006) in Okemakinde, Alabi and Adewuyi 

(2013) noted that the purpose of teachers education is to produce well-qualified professional 

teachers that can adjust to the changing needs of the student and developmental prospect of 

the modern society. In specific terms, the goals of teacher education as enshrined in the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria (2013) in the National Policy on Education are to: Produce 

highly motivated, conscientious and efficient classroom teachers for all level of our 

education system; Encourage further the spirit of enquiry and creativity in teachers; Help 

teachers to fit into the social life of the community and society at large and to enhance their 

commitment to national goals; Provide teachers with the intellectual and professional 

background adequate for their assignment and to make them adaptable to any changing 

situation not only in the life of their country, but in the winder world, and  Enhance teachers 

commitment to the teaching profession.  

 

Challenges Confronting Teachers Education in Nigeria 
As a result of the persistent mass failure among West Africa Examinations Council 

(WAEC) candidates in Nigeria, the Nigerian senate decided to set up a committee to look 

into the factors that are contributing to the annual poor performance by students that seat for 

the examination. At the centre of all the issues raised by the senators is the issue of teacher 

education and teaching quality (Opinion, 2018). It is almost impossible to talk about the 

quality of education that students receive in Nigeria without talking about the quality of its 

teachers. It is in this context that teacher education becomes a matter of great concern. The 

challenges facing the teacher education system in Nigeria appears herculean, prominent 

among these are:  

9. Inadequate funding of the education sector has been a major challenge facing the 

sector. Researchers, Balogun (2010) lamented over the inadequacy of fund in the 

education sector. It is not an understatement to note that the Nigerian government, 

over the years has not been meeting the UNESCO recommendations of 26% of the 

total budgetary allocation to the education sector. 

10. There are challenges that relate to the quality of education that trainee receive in 

various colleges of education and universities in the country. There are instances in 
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which one lecturer would be expected to lecture hundreds of student-teacher at 

undergraduate level in a single cohort, coupled with the fact that the same lecturer 

would be expected to deliver more than one course unit or module, while 

supervising post graduate students and undertaking other administrative duties. And 

the worst case of it all is that the same lecturer would be owed salaries for months by 

the government, (Opinion, April 1, 2018). 

11. Teacher education in the country demands radical curriculum reforms. For instance, 

teacher education is still heavily theory focused in the country as against practice 

based. A typical student-teacher undertaking an National Certificate of Education 

(NCE) or Undergraduate degree in education spends little time in the classroom 

teaching and learning about the art and science of teaching than she/he spends in 

lecture rooms learning about education theories. 

12. A major challenge to teacher education in the present dispensation is that of 

globalization. The world is gradually becoming a global village and for teachers to 

have up-to-date and operate effectively and efficiently in the nearest future, the 

teacher need to absorb the new technologies and methodologies of the advanced 

countries of the world.  

13. Adewuyi (2012) in Okemakinde, Alabi and Adewuyi (2013) opined that the 

educational system can be viewed as a system comprising various sub-systems. 

There is a functional relationship among the subsystems, such that a flaw in one sub-

system would automatically affect the other subsystem. Recent observations in 

Nigeria educational system clearly testify to this, as there has been so much concern 

in recent times about the standard of education in Nigeria. Concerns have also been 

expressed about the quality of graduates produced by the tertiary institutions in the 

country. It has been noted that there has been a decline in the quality of candidates 

admitted into the tertiary institutions as a result of the combination of poor quality 

output from the secondary level. The obvious reason for this poor quality output 

stems from poor training received by those who taught them. 

14. The issue of examination malpractice which makes it possible for undeserving 

candidates to score high marks and secure admission into tertiary institutions is 

another problem leading to poor quality output from the tertiary institutions. Many 

of the undeserving candidates are not adequately prepared for higher education and 

are not quite amenable to learning.  Ibidapo, 2007 in Okemakinde, Adewuyi & 

Alabi, (2013) revealed that in addition to the above remark, the inference from this 

is that effective operation of the educational system requires that quality teachers be 
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available in sufficient quantity at all levels of the educational system in order to 

meet the needs of the Nation‟s economy transformation.  

15. The Nigerian Certificate in Education (NCE) that is supposed to be the main 

conveyor belt for training teachers in the country has the notorious perennial record 

of being the least patronised arm of tertiary education. In addition, the teaching 

profession is among the poorly remunerated profession in the country. These are 

some of the factors that make teaching not to be an attractive profession for the 

average ‟‟A‟‟ student in the country.  

 

Why is Teacher Education Necessary For The Transformation of The Nation’s 

Economy? 
Undertaking the transformation of Nigeria is a collective one for all Nigerians from 

all works of life, cooperating with each other to move the country forward. It is in the light 

of this that the efforts of the teachers in national transformation is discussed below. 

16. Teachers as Good Examples.  

Teachers are the ultimate role models for students. The fact that students come into contact 

with different types of teachers in their academic career means that more likely than not, 

there will be a teacher that speaks to them. The teacher-student connection is invaluable for 

some students, who may otherwise not have that stability. Teachers will stay positive for 

their students even when things seem gloomy. Teachers are role models for children to be 

positive, always try harder, and reach for the stars, (University of the people, 2020). 

Nigerian teachers are people that inspire and encourage their learners to strive for greatness, 

and see to the best of themselves. Teachers as their learners‟ models are admired to the 

extent that their learners desire to be like them. Nyereda (2012) supports this position by 

positing that “teachers are responsible for the changes that take place in learners. Their 

words and actions trigger positive behavioural and attitudinal change in learners”. In this 

connection, the learners imitate their teachers‟ commitment to excellence. This has made 

some students to say of their teachers: “my teacher, my hero”. For the teacher to function 

correctly in this capacity, he should be abreast with the right training from a well packaged 

teacher education programme. Once this is done, then we are sure of producing students that 

are ready to transform the nation‟s economy.  

●     Teachers Play a Great Role in the Economic Development of the Country 

Education is a fundamental aspect in the development of a country. If the youth of a society 

is educated, a future is born. Teachers provide the education that improves quality of life, 

thus bringing so much to both individuals and society as a whole, hence the need for a well-

designed teacher education programme. Teachers increase productivity and creativity of 
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students and therefore, of future workers. When students are pushed to be creative and 

productive, they are more likely to be entrepreneurial and make technological advances, 

ultimately leading to economic transformation of a country,(University of the people, 2020). 

17. Teachers as Helpers.  

Although the teachers‟ primary function is teaching as mentioned earlier, however, his role 

in the dissemination of guidance cannot be ignored. This is because the children that they 

teach come from diverse family backgrounds where some of them may have problems like 

economic difficulties, and broken homes arising from separation of families. The school 

environment can also constitute behavioural problems to the children as they interact with 

their peers. For these reasons, teachers are also helpers in terms of providing their students 

with the correct advice, guidance, encouragement etc. Transformation of Nigeria economy is 

practicable when quality and effective teachers are available for the global child. 

18. The Academic Function of Teachers. 

Teachers are indispensable in every nation, education unlocks the door to modernization, 

and it is the teacher who holds the key to that door. Even if we have a huge allocation to the 

sector, the best planning, policies and designs, the ultimate realization of any set of aims for 

education still depends on the teacher (Ujunwa, 2019). The assignment of producing 

efficient manpower for the transformation of the nation‟s economy lies wholly in the hands 

of teachers. Invariably, without teachers, the future generation cannot amalgamate and 

sustain the gains of present day transformation. In developing manpower for the society, 

teachers influence the abilities of the learners in such a way that societal transformation is 

made possible, hence the glamour for a well-designed teacher education programme that will 

give adequate attention to educational management in order to produce teachers that are 

balanced in training.  

 

The Significance of Educational Management in Teacher Education  

Educational management is a field of study and practice concerned with the 

operation of educational organizations. Educational management is centrally concerned with 

the purpose or aims of education. These purposes or goals provide the crucial sense of 

direction to underpin the management of educational institutions. Educational Management 

is a goal oriented activity. It involves group efforts and an organized work and performance 

towards the attainment of certain pre-determined goals in an educational institution. It is the 

process of planning, organising, directing, controlling and evaluating to accomplish 

predetermined objective of an institution through co-ordinating use of human and material 

resources (Muqaddas Ayub, 2017). 
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A successful school is much more than teaching. While good teaching and learning are 

crucial, the management that underpins it is key to providing a well-rounded education that 

encompasses the whole child. In other words, while teaching and learning is commendable, 

the production of a well-rounded education that encompasses the whole child will need 

additional appendages hence the cry for a well-designed teacher education programme that 

will produce quality teachers for the global child that will transform the nation‟s economy on 

the long run. One of such appendages will be the early inclusion of educational management 

in the curriculum of teachers education. Classroom management is the organizational 

function that requires teachers to perform various tasks like planning; organizing; 

coordinating; directing; controlling; communicating and nurturing.   (Muqaddas Ayub, April 

17, 2017). 

Having examined the meaning of educational management, let's proceed to discuss 

it's significance in teacher education. Explain below are some of the reasons why educational 

management should be added to teachers‟ education early, (Ganesha, Raghavendra, Pradeep 

and Clarice, 2012): 

19. Just as the classroom is changing, so must the teachers adapt their functions and 

responsibilities? Teachers should as a matter of necessity develop the skills required 

to facilitate learning. They should realize that they must engage their students in 

expanded learning and provide effective means to facilitate students‟ independent 

learning. Hence, teachers‟ needs the knowledge of good planning, organisation and 

effective management of available resources.  Presently the schools are expected to 

provide the information regarding the quality aspects of school management, 

learning progress, and the parents‟ council. In addition to this, the teachers are 

expected to play a key role in planning and organizing of activities of various clubs 

and associations at the school level. The knowledge of educational management 

acquired during training as student-teacher will equip the teacher to deliver the 

stipulated roles with minimum stress. 

20. The organizing function of teachers requires them to make arrangements and 

develop an orderly structure to combine all elements in classroom processes into a 

unified whole. While organizing is closely associated with systematic planning, 

planning is concerned with identification of appropriate activities, organizing is 

concerned with making arrangements and structuring the classroom to implement 

classroom activities. The role of a teacher as an organizer is to link planning with 

communicating, motivating and controlling, which is made possible with the 

knowledge acquired from educational management.   
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21. Classrooms are now considered to be the centres to facilitate learning among 

children.  Students are treated as creative learners. The teachers are expected to 

create friendly environment to facilitate learning. This demands creative thinking, 

planning, organisation and management of classroom processes on the part of the 

teacher. 

22. Planning is the foundation of all management. In education it involves teachers, 

making curricular decisions regarding what students are to learn and instructional 

decisions regarding the learning experiences to be provided in the classroom. The 

scheduling of learning activities is a major planning task. While planning cannot 

eliminate unexpected events without planning all events become unexpected 

In addition to the above reasons for the inclusion of educational management in teachers‟ 

education, other reasons are: 

1. Adequate School Management enhances accountability 

Parents choose boarding school because they believe it will provide their child with the best 

possible education and start to their future careers. From a marketing perspective, parents are 

as important to school principals as the students. Parents are the ones who will continue to 

choose the school for younger siblings, or make recommendations to their friends. For this 

reason, it is important that teachers/principals ensure they have well-documented processes, 

procedures and record keeping. Detailed school records provide parents with peace of mind 

that their wards‟ academic and personal development is being looked after, as well as their 

general safety and daily well-being.  

2. Administration Informs Decisions 

Good data supports the vision and decision-making of the school leadership team. An 

effective administration department which should include teachers trained in educational 

management is able to extract and analyse key data to inform a school‟s strategic decisions 

around education provision, (Vincent Paget, 2019). 

 

Conclusion 
From the review, it's obvious that the only hope of transforming Nigeria economy 

and the world in general to a very large extend lies in the hands of the teachers. This is 

because it is the teacher who transmits knowledge, attitudes and skills into the learners. With 

these, they enter life with values firmly engraved in their hearts to move the society forward. 

It is accepted that teachers constitute the most important input in the system that determines 

the quality of output, more important than the amount of resources on ground. If the teachers 

in any nation are not committed, not inspired, not motivated, immoral and antisocial, the 

entire nation is doomed. Teacher education is what makes the difference between a teacher 
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and a cheater in the job. Therefore, if Nigeria must re-engineer her economic, political and 

social systems, a great deal of thought must be given to the early inclusion of educational 

management into the curriculum of teacher education. This presupposes that improvement 

on teacher education is invariably, a way to transforming the economy of the Nation.  

 

 

 

 

Recommendations 

1. A well designed/structured teachers education programme should be given its 

respectful place, knowing the role that teachers play in the transformation of the 

nation‟s economy. 

2. Educational management should be included early in the teacher education 

curriculum. This will enable the student-teacher to acquire the basic principles of 

management that will further enhance his/her productivity in the classroom.  

3. Since societal expectations from the teacher is high, the government should take a 

quick and sincere look at the programmes presently been used for the training of 

teachers and do something positive to enhance its standard.  

4. The government should ensure adequate funding of education so that teaching and 

learning will be carried out in a teacher and learner friendly environment. 

5. More teachers should be trained and released into the system in order to reduce the 

workload of teachers/lecturers.  

6. There is urgent need for curriculum reform that is practice based. A typical student-

teacher undertaking an NCE or undergraduate degree in education should spends 

more time in the classroom teaching and learning about the art and science of 

teaching than he spends in lecture rooms learning about education theories. 

7. The world is gradually becoming a global village; teachers should be encouraged to 

imbibe the new technologies and methodologies of the advanced countries of the 

world. In other words, teacher education programme should be based on information 

and communication technology (ICT). 

8. The issue of examination malpractice which makes it possible for undeserving 

candidates to score high marks and secure admission into tertiary institutions should 

be addressed by the Ministry of Education and all stakeholders in education.  
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Abstract 

This paper comparatively analyzed the philosophies of Africa traditional education and 

Islamic Education. The educational philosophy of each was examined. The education of the 

duo was based on their philosophy of education which gives prominence to preparationism, 

functionalism, communalism, perennialism and holisticism. The two have a lot in common, 

especially in the intention (aim), to prepare the young into adult life; instill good norms and 

conduct in the society etc. In its content, physical, social and spiritual development of the 

human person were highlighted. Physical training was a process of initiation and induction 

into adulthood, hence communalism and respect for elders formed part of the social norms. 

Knowledge of the Supreme Being is the only true knowledge and strict obedience to this 

being is a dogma and remains sacrosanct. It is a determinant factor in decision making and 

dealing with members of the community. The strength of this type of education lies on its 

functionality and continuity within a given community. Weakness: it is exclusive in by nature, 

that is, meant for the clan, tribe, or sect and the recipients are not prepared for outside 

contact. The lack of literacy impedes preservation in writing of knowledge and skill 

acquired, consequently preventing the transfer of same from one locality to another. The 

method of transmission is undemocratic and it is more of indoctrination.  
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Philosophy of education, as an applied philosophy, is the application of 

philosophical principles, concepts and methods of philosophy to the fields of Education. 

There are various philosophies of education based on culture, values and morals or simply 

put, philosophic outlook. These determine the heritage a particular people need to preserve 

and transmit to the younger generation. 
 

The philosophy of education of a people would mean their ideals, values and morals 

translated into behavioural pattern or a way of life, which form the learning content, 

curriculum. The philosophies of African traditional education and that of Islamic education 

would mean thoughts that are spared for the ideas, values and morals by individuals and 

groups, knowledge and skills acquired for their sustenance, transformation and strategic 

transmission. 

 

African Traditional Education 

The traditional or indigenous educational system existed in Africa before the advent 

of Islam and Christianity. There was no Islamic education in Nigeria until fourteenth century 

and Christian education came much later in Nineteenth century. In the early phase of 

Colonial administration, some missionaries who came to Africa thought they were bringing 

education to uneducated African people. This supposition would have been valid if 

educations were equated with literacy and formal schooling but traditional education 

persisted till today and no sign of its exiting from education arena. Infact, detail accounts of 

African peoples by anthropologists leave no one in doubt that African societies did possess a 

kind of indigenous education, a system which worked reasonably well, given limits imposed 

by the society within which it had to operate. 

Mejiuni, was right when he said that traditional African education refers to the aims, 

objective, contents process, structures and knowledge production strategies through which 
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pre-colonial Africans, as individuals and groups, acquired knowledge, skills and values 

needed for the sustenance and growth of the self, family and community. 

The main aims of African indigenous education may be identified as follows: 

1. To preserve the cultural heritage of the extended family, the clan and the tribe. 

2. To adapt members of the new generation to their physical environment and teach 

them how to control and use it. 

3.  To explain to them that their own future, and that of their community, depends on 

the understanding and perpetuation of the institutions, laws language and values 

inherited from the past (Fafunwa, 2004). 

The Philosophy of African Traditional Education 
The philosophy of African traditional education is predicated on African concept of 

man. For Africans man is at center of the universe as everything revolves around him. He is 

imbued with intelligence and wisdom. Hence Mbiti (1969) in Kanu (2019) asserts that man 

is at the very centre of existence and African people see everything else in its relation to this 

central position of man… it is as if God for the sake of man, he is capable of being educated, 

hence education is his developmental process towards body and mental or intellectual 

maturity. In African beliefs it is also true that man is neither his own origin nor an end in 

himself. He has a creator and his finality is in that Supreme Being. Therefore his education is 

geared towards achieving human‟s ends which is the integral development of human person 

in view of his relation with his creator. This is buttressed by what Okoh (1998) asserted that 

the nature of man imposes triple responsibilities on him, namely to his God- Spiritual 

responsibilities to his neighbour – as a member of civil society he has social duties; to 

himself he must live so that the higher part of him is not made subordinate to the organic. 

Wosu (2016:124) corroborated with this philosophical underpinning of traditional 

education when he opined that the philosophy of Nigerian traditional educational is tied or 

connected to the people‟s worldview. The belief in supreme deity and in chains of other 

subsidiary gods, Belief in life after death as earth is just a starting point”. 

The philosophy of African traditional Education is based on principles of 

preparationism, functionalism, communalism, perennialism and holisticism. 

 

Preparationism 

The young people are trained for a specific purpose. They are equipped with the 

skills required to carry out particular responsibilities or role. The preparation was targeted at 

different areas of life in a particular society. Was gender sensitive in that boy child was 

trained in art of farming, fishing, palm wine tapping, hunting, wrestling and dancing etc 

while boys were equipped with skills to play masculine roles, the girl child was groomed to 
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perform famine duties like house chores, sewing, baby care and a lot more. The preparation 

was aimed at equipping them with knowledge and skills required for them to be self-reliant, 

responsible and resourceful to the community. 

 

Functionalism 

Traditional African education is, by its nature, practical and participatory. Kosemani 

and Okorosaye – Orubite (2002:7) assert “despite the dissimilarities in content and method 

of traditional education from one ethnic group to the other, the aims are still geared towards  

 

functionalism. Children learn the occupation or trade of their parents through working with 

them. For instance  tilling the ground for farming, planting crops, weeding and harvesting. 

Some others are engaged in apprenticeship, working with and observing their master. The 

learner is fully integrated into a particular occupation from the moment he begins learning 

by practising. 

 

Communalism 

In African tradition education, the child is for everyone in the community. Parents 

are not the sole owner of the child, therefore the upbringing of the child is the business of 

everyone. Teaching responsibility does not solely rest on the parents rather there is co-

responsibility. The parents, family, the community and the society are involved in the 

training of a child. In the absence of a father, an uncle can teach or correct a child (Kanu, 

2018). Any member of the village community can correct a child who acts contrary to the 

norms of the society. This is predicated on the fact that if the child out a good fellow in the 

society it will be for the benefit of all, so also it will inimical to the entire society if the child 

turns out a nuisance as a result of negligence in his upbringing. This is explains why 

teaching the young is a collectivity. In communalism education is community oriented. 

While it is directed towards solving community problem, its aim is to introduce the young 

into social life of the community the live in. 

 

Perennialism 

This principle, in African context, implies the conservation and continuity of the 

values and achievements of the cultural heritage through her education system. Whatever is 

good in the culture and tradition of a people is preserved and transmitted to the generation. 

In this way the values endure and ethical standards are maintained. 

 

Holisticism 
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In this principle, is meant that the education in traditional African society is 

versatile. While one may be specially trained to acquire skill in a specific area of life, 

nevertheless he will be aided to acquire working knowledge in other areas. This will make 

him productive. A palm wine tapper can as well engage in farming, just as a good wrestler 

can build and be a bone settler. 

 Holisticism is an integral development of human person; spiritual, moral, 

intellectual and physical are all taken into consideration in African traditional education. 

 

According to Kosemani and Okorosaye- Orubite (2002:7) “despite the dissimilarities 

in content and method of traditional education from one ethnic group to the other, the aims 

are still geared towards functionalism”. 

 In keeping to these objectives, the content of African traditional education grew out 

of the physical and social situation. The methods, both formal and informal processes were 

utilized for the transmission of knowledge, skills, ideas, attitudes and patterns of behavior. 

Thus tribal legends and proverbs were told and retold by the evening fireside, and through 

them much of the culture heritage of the tribe was kept alive and passed on to the children.  

There were riddles to test children‟s judgment and myths to explain the origin of the 

tribe and the genesis of man. Such oral traditions, narrated with care and repetition, 

additionally constituted the African child‟s training in what was often a complicated 

linguistic system without a script.  Children learn names  and the usefulness of trees, plants, 

animals and insects, as well as the dangers and uses of each were learnt as boys herded cattle 

or farmed land with their fathers, and girls helped their mothers in household work. Imitative 

play, too, formed an important part of informal education. Boys staged mock battles and 

made model huts and cattle pens; girls made dolls, plays at husband and wife and cooked 

imaginary meals. The importance of play in traditional African people was transmitted to 

children and adolescents through these informal activities. These activities buttress the fact 

that education is for the induction into society and preparation for adulthood. African 

education laid emphasis on social responsibility, job orientation, political participation, 

spiritual and moral values.  

 

Islamic Philosophy of Education 

Islamic Education began on the prophetic advice which, according to Fafunwa 

(1991) states that the best man among you is one who learns the Qur‟an and then cares to 

teach it. This made it obligatory on every Muslim to teach the religion without expecting any 

reward. Reinforced in Okafor, Prophet Mohammed who himself enjoined his followers to 

respect those who are learned, further reinforced it in the Holy book (Qur‟an), 
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 in Okafor (1992:357) which states that . 

To seek knowledge is a duty for every Muslim man. 

 Seek knowledge even though it is in China 

The servants are the heirs of the Prophets. 

 

This call to learning was responded to with overwhelming enthusiasm in the early 

centuries of Islam. And the beneficent effects of that response are the many contributions 

Islam has made to education world over. 

Islamic philosophy of Education is based on its definition of Philosophy as rational study of 

the nature of existence. The foundation of Islamic philosophy, like the foundation of Islamic 

science, is Allah, the Supreme Being. That is, Islamic philosophy starts from an acceptance 

of the premise that existence, or reality, actually and already exists, external to and 

independent from ourselves as human beings, and it names the very Being of Existence itself 

as Allah. In practice, it meant that all knowledge, with Qur‟an as its base, should be fought 

with Tawheed (the belief in the oneness of Allah) as it pivots. It is obvious that the creation 

should speak of the creator for it is only them that the ultimate purpose of creation is 

realized. 

 There are three other important elements that are necessary ingredients in the 

formulation of Islamic philosophy namely; learner, knowledge and means of instruction. The 

learner, being human, is made up of a dual nature of spirit and body. The spiritual faculty is 

known as the ruh (soul), „aql (mind or intellect), b (emotion), or nafs (self) according to the 

function that is ascribed to it. „Aql (the faculty of reason), unique to human beings, elevates 

them above the rest creation. According to Hashim (1999) the soul could be elevated to the 

noblest of positions but it could also be debased to the lowest of the low. The body consists 

of several faculties corresponding to the physical senses. 

He opined that it is common knowledge that the learner is inquisitive and flexible 

and can be molded especially at a tender age. The learner has physical needs for food, 

activity and sex, social needs for affection, belonging and status within a social group; and 

spiritual needs relating to something larger and beyond one‟s self, that is, the need to reach 

for God. 

Islam believes in the possibility of obtaining knowledge of Truth and Reality. In 

Islam there has not been much debate on this matter, unlike in the Western philosophical 

tradition where there has been constant debate since Greek philosophy, as demonstrated by 

Plato‟s Theatetus. We know that man is equipped with a soul and physical senses and 

prepared by Allah to acquire knowledge. 
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Al-Attas in Hashim (1999) contends that ilm (knowledge) is the arrival of the ma’na 

(meaning) of an object in the soul or the arrival of the soul at the meaning of an object of 

knowledge. Thus the soul is not merely passive but active too. For Him, wahy (Revelation) 

and intuition are received by the soul. The five physical senses are the windows of the mind, 

particularly for obtaining empirical and the rational knowledge. In the Islamic worldview, 

there exists a hierarchical structure to knowledge, and just as there exist a dual nature in 

mankind, there exists two categories of knowledge, the ilm alnaqliyah (revealed)- some of 

which is fard „ayn, individual duty and the ilm alnaqliyah – which is fard kifayah, which is a 

communal duty. 

These correspond to the different degrees of certainty of knowledge and the means 

of procuring it. Fard „ayn knowledge is finite, certain, and obligatory for every individual 

Muslim to acquire. It concludes the knowledge about the pillars of the religion, the articles 

of faith and the shariah. On the other hand, fard Kifayah knowledge is obligatory upon the 

community. Each community should ensure that there are some people who are 

knowledgeable in the acquired or intellectual knowledge essential for the survival of the 

society, such as medicine, mathematics natural and applied sciences, and social sciences. In 

this manner, Islam ensures that every individual is anchored to his faith while exploring new 

horizons. Hashim (1999) used the analogy of flying a kite to describe the relationship 

between faith and reason, where faith is the sting and reason is the kite itself. There is always 

tension between faith and reason just as there is between the kite and the string; if for some 

reason the string is broken, the kite will fly off in any direction. Similarly, if reason is not 

grounded in faith, then it will wander in all directions without knowing its limit. 

Knowledge is integral or holistic as suggested by the “tawhidic” worldview. There is 

no compartmentalization of knowledge into religious and secular spheres. Both fard „ayn and 

fard kifayah knowledge have the purpose of strengthening faith, the former through one full 

study of the words of Allah in the Holy Qur‟an and the latter through a meticulous, 

systematic study of the world of man and nature. Knowledge is integral to action, spirituality 

and ethics. The nature of the knowledge that provides the content of education is the major 

concern of the curriculum, and these views of man and knowledge have a great bearing upon 

Islamic education.  

Education (ta‟did, disciplining, some still prefer tarbiyah, upbringing) is adab 

(proper way or untue), progressive instilled in man. Adab refers to the discipline of the body, 

mind and spirit. It endows the possessor with the knowledge of the proper places of things or 

objects (hikmah) in the scheme of creation and subsequently to act in a just manner („adl). 

Education, therefore, in Islamic perspective is defined according to Al Atlas in Hashim as 
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the progressive instilling or “the recognition and acknowledgement of the proper place of 

things in the order of creation, such that it leads to the recognition and acknowledgement of  

the proper place of God in the order of being and existence” of mankind. The primary goal 

of education is to lead man to recognize and acknowledge his creator. This 

acknowledgement is manifested in obedience and adherence to His commandments. In other 

words, the primary goal of Islamic education is to produce the good being, who, by 

developing all his/ her potentials accordingly, ensures him or her to be the servant („abd) and 

the vicegerent (Khalifah) of Allah who has undertaken the amanah (trust) of maintaining 

prosperity on earth. To this effect education is designed to produce the God-fearing (taqwa) 

servant of Allah who is aware of his individual vertical relations with Allah (hablun min 

Allah) and his social horizontal relations with his fellow man (hablun min al-nas). Thus, in 

effect the primary goals or education include spiritual, moral, social, intellectual and 

physical development with specific goals. There is no conflict between societal and 

individual aims because there is unity of purpose.  

For Islam, just as knowledge is a reflection of man, ideally the curricular framework 

or an Islamic educational institution, particularly at the tertiary level, should reflect 

knowledge. Just as man is of a dual nature- body and spirit – so also the curriculum should 

possess a centre or a core consisting of revealed knowledge, which fulfills the spiritual needs 

of the individual and acquired knowledge which fulfils the physical and intellectual needs 

necessary for societal development radiating from it. Both knowledge‟s, fard‟ayn and far 

Kifayah, are essential for happiness in this world and the next. The balance between them 

must be preserved. Being the core of the curriculum, fard „ayn (revealed knowledge) will be 

required of all students. To fulfill the requirement of fard Kifayah (acquired knowledge), 

however, students will choose to specialize in at least one field of study. For Ahmad (1986) 

Islam is the underlying knowledge that is to be applied to each and every walk of life. 

Education for Muslims must be based on Allah‟s guidance, in all fields of knowledge. This 

is Islamization of knowledge rather than the mere isolated learning of Islam. Islam, 

according to Ahmad (1986) does not allow any demarcation of „sacred‟ from „secular‟ 

„transendental‟ from „mundance‟ or „material‟ from „spiritual‟. The material world is as 

much a part as is the spiritual world of the one reality which man has to relate. The reality is 

that everything belongs to Allah and Allah is everywhere supreme. 

The philosophy of Islamic education should be the philosophy of unity. There is not 

only divine unity, but of all creation, of mankind and of human personality. Islamic 

education should produce the whole human being – the rational, moral, aesthetic, spiritual 

and social being. No part can be sacrificed for another and no dimension of human 

personality should be neglected in imparting Islamic education. 
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Islamic education should enhance wisdom, the highest and most authentic 

knowledge that leads to wisdom. Wisdom is attained by the thinking and development of 

personality illumined by the Nur (light of the Qur‟an and the multi-dimensional personality 

of prophet Mohammad(s). 

Morality is another area where philosophical roots explain the different reasoning. 

D‟Onofrio (1992) tries to clarify the Islamic translation of Aristotelian moral reasoning.. He 

insists that is helpful to distinguish Islamic ethics from fundamentalist Christian ethics. The 

former has its philosophical roots in the neo-platonic tradition in which the choice of virtue 

is realized in correct impulses, choosing good because God affords this choice. The 

recognition of goodness is the recognition of an ideal order through personal intuitions. 

Islamic Education in Nigeria maintained the early child education. As early as the 

third year of life, Muslim children are expected to start the first stage of Qui‟anic education. 

At this stage the children are limited to shorter chapters of the Qur‟an in their learning 

programme, which is done by repetition, and rote learning. According to Wan Dund (1989) 

the Qur‟an uses repetition in order to imbibe certain key concepts deeply in the 

consciousness of its listeners. Hence, the words Allah (God and Rabb (Lord Sustainer) are 

repeated 2,800 and 950 times respectively. The derivations of the root –i-m, excluding the 

unrelated alam (word) occur 750 times, thus ranking it third in numerical tabulation and 

importance. The next stage is learning to write Arabic characters though some may start this 

at the first stage. The primary level ends with learning the alphabet. This is a painstaking and 

tedious process for it is the period the pupil learns to memorize the verse of Qur‟an. Even 

though the learning of the meaning is reserved to a later period some pupils may pick up 

some meaning during sermons called Waaz or other ceremonies. 

According to Fafunwa (1991:61) this is the level every Moslem must pass through if 

he is to be able to pray and perform other religious duties since the slat, birth, death, 

marriage, and other religious ceremonies are usually performed in Arabic. 

At the secondary level the pupil begins to learn the meaning of the verses of Qur‟an 

that he has memorized. It is also at this stage that the pupil is introduced to other writings 

such as the Hadith (the traditions of the prophet). The next stage follows with the learning of 

grammar. This is regarded as post secondary level. The learner is taught new grammatical  

patterns and vocabulary. This level also will include according to Fafunwa (1991) as- sarf 

(grammantical inflxisions); annahw (synatac); al-mantiq (logic); al-hisab (arithmetic); al-jabr 

wa I muqbalah (algebra); al-ma-nwa wa j-baya (rhetoric and versification); al-figh 

(jurisprudence); al-„aqa‟id (scholastic theology); ae-tafsir (commentaries on the Qur‟an); 

ilum „I‟ usul (treatises on exegesis, and the principles and rules of interpretation of the laws 
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of Islam); and al-Hadith (The traditions of the prophet and commentaries thereon). These are 

different branches of learning. The student decides what area he wishes to specialize . 

From the foregoing one can observe that with the intense learning process in Islamic 

Education it lacked the modern knowledge in education. The Muslim students in higher 

education were not measuring up with their counterparts in secular and Christian institutions 

because of their lack of knowledge in English language and modern school subjects. 

This denied them job opportunities. Many of them who wanted white- collar job 

could not get since they could not communicate in English. This pitiable situation 

necessitated reform in Islamic educational system. The new educational arrangement had to 

include English and Arithmetic in their curriculum. 

Islamic scholars developed and applied the method of experimentation and 

observation – the scientific method of investigation. According to Okafor (1992) this was the 

origin of unprejudiced scientific method. For the first time in academic history laboratories 

and clinics were used. They also developed the practical science and mechanical arts and, by 

and large, bent science to the immediate service of human life. 

The development of scientific spirit by the Arabic scholars produced marvelous 

results. It led to the invention of manner‟s compass by the Moors of Spain, gunpowder, 

cannon and other types of artillery. The Arabs invented the pendulum clock and with the 

progressive transformation of ancient alchemy into chemistry. They also discovered some 

chemical substances, including alcohol, nitric acid, sulphuric acid, nitrate of silver and 

corrosive sublimate. They applied chemistry in the working of metal and also in agriculture 

was started by them so also the introduction of fertilizer into agriculture. 

They made a lot of outstanding contribution to mathematics and medical science. 

They replaced the clumsy Roman numerals with Arabic figures, which they borrowed from 

the Hindus. The configuration of algebra was by them. Further in Mathematics they invented 

the tangent, the cotangent and sine. They were pioneers in mathematics, physics and 

chemistry. 

The versatility of Muslim scholars and their contribution to science and technology 

made Yousif in Hirsen T. & Postlethwaite N (eds) 1991:2713) to say 

Moslem learning is a product of a rich and powerful culture that 

came about as a result of integration of Arabic, Persian, Roman, 

Greek and to a lesser extent, Chinese culture. It was the Moslem 

culture that conveyed to the West the full spectrum of human 

knowledge in science, medicine, architecture, art agriculture, 

philosophy, education and commerce. 
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Islamic education has contributed a lot to the development of science and 

technology. In Nigeria, after the intercultural relationship of Islam with other cultures no 

doubt brought conflict of chance in Islam. Their openness this time to venture into Western 

Education brought some changes in Islamic education and positively affected their 

worldview. There was reform in Islam and one of the first high- priority areas of reform was 

education. Consequently, in 1992 the administration and control of religious schools and all 

their means of support were taken over by the ministry of education, and the teaching of 

religious was prescribed in all state schools. Subsequently, other dramatic changes took 

effect. One of the most far-reaching for pedagogy and culture was the Romanization of the 

alphabet (changing the alphabet from the Arabic to the Latin script). The revolutionary 

nature of this act can be perceived in its magnitude if one understood that Arabic was the 

language of the Qur‟an and that the Arabic script was the symbol, which united the Islamic 

world and distinguished it from the world of “infidels”. 

Although strict secularization in Turkey has since been challenged, it has not been 

possible to completely reverse the wheels of change. Another in the female Muslims attends 

public schools and competes with their fellow women in other religious educational sector. 

They have equal opportunity to public office and also occupy high positions in educational 

institutions. 

It, therefore, must be acknowledged that Islam and its educational system through 

the scholars have made great contribution to the world scholarship and to academic. Further, 

there is an important lesson in this panorama; namely, the variegated ideals of Arabic 

education demonstrate a classical example of the relationship between freedom and 

creativity in education. When the pursuit of scholarship is untrammeled by other social 

agencies- religious or civil –creativity and progress are enhanced. 

 

Similarities in Strengths and Weaknesses 

The philosophies of African traditional Education and Islamic Education were based 

on the belief on Supreme Being, creator of man and he is answerable to. Man is endowed 

with Soul and physical senses and so could acquire knowledge. Education prepares one to 

function well in the community. It is geared towards functionalism. Values imbibed and 

knowledge acquired are perennial and transmittable through education. They start early to 

educate their young as it is aimed at induction into the society and preparation for adulthood, 

they have to be molded especially at tender age. Education is the integral development of the 

human person, spiritual, intellectual and physical. There is character formation as children 

imbibe the value of honesty. Morality was the watch word as anyone found wanting in that 

will incur the wrath of the gods or Allah. 
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The methods are the same as stated earlier, both formal and informal processes were 

utilized for the transmission of knowledge, skills, ideas, attitudes and behavioural patterns. 

Rote memorization, recital and repetition were used to transmit cultural heritage and for 

learning and retention of the prescription of the Holy Book, Quar‟an. The fear and obedience 

to Supreme Being properly instilled in the children. For traditional African, there exists the 

Supreme Being, the creator and there are small gods, the vicegerents directly responsible for 

areas of life while Islam has Allah as the only Supreme Being and prophet who enforces his 

laws. 

Knowledge is a function of man, as it is his reflection in both Africa tradition and 

Islam. For them man is of two nature body and spirit. The revealed knowledge is spiritual 

and takes care of man‟s spiritual needs while acquired knowledge fulfills his physical and 

intellectual needs. 

Islam maintains that the learner, knowledge and means of instruction are only 

ingredients in the formulation of Islamic philosophy while Allah, the Supreme Being is the 

foundation. It agrees that acquisition of knowledge of truth possible, like the sophists in 

Western philosophy but while the sophists who held that knowledge is subjective and 

relative and debatable among some Greek philosophers. Islam opined that man is equipped  

with soul and senses thereby prepared in God natural acquire knowledge. Intellectual 

knowledge is acquired for the survival of the society. This agrees with Traditional African 

Education which states that knowledge, skills and values are acquire for sustenance and 

growth of the self, family and community.  

There were some shortcomings which were inherent in the two philosophies. A 

major one is, according to Adeyemi & Adeyinka, (2002) the focus almost exclusively on 

their tribe or sect, and hardly prepared their recipients for outside contact.  Absence of 

literacy was another obstacle that hindered transmission of knowledge since the knowledge 

acquired cannot be preserved in writing. 

 

Conclusion 

This study was carried out to critically analyze the educational system of traditional 

African and Islam. The people‟s worldview propelled their educational strides. Their 

educational philosophies were based on the belief on Supreme Being and their concepts of 

man. Man was created by God (Allah) and endowed with soul and physical senses. He is 

educable since he is a rational being. The philosophies of traditional African education and 

Islamic education were pragmatic in nature, as it was geared towards functionalism. The 

young people were trained to function well in the society. There was inculcation of values, 
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morals and the culture of the community to the young. The adult members of the society 

were all involved in the all-round training of the young.  

Obedience to Supreme Being and respect for elders were essentially embedded in 

the curriculum. There was emphasis on acquisition of skill and knowledge geared towards 

self-reliance, and usefulness to the community. All these were taken into the consideration in 

educative process into adulthood. Their type of education responds to situations and combat 

ready to conquer the environment. 

Though illiteracy, that is, not able to read and write, constituted a major obstacle to proper 

documentation in writing, thereby preventing transmission of knowledge, values, and skills 

acquired.  Nevertheless, it proffered solution to the problem of the moment for the 

immediate community. 
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Abstract 
Psychosocial factors which could be have centripetal and centrifugal force on mentoring 

could mar or make the process. Psychosocial centripetal and centrifugal elements in a 

university milieu are ethnic affiliation, gender, pride, religion, cliques, and accreditation 

requirements, among others. These grossly regulate, in their various levels, the direction of 

mentoring among academics. A dysfunctional mentoring produces young academics who are 

not adequately trained and groomed, and who will be incapable to transmit relevant 

knowledge and skills to younger academics. Therefore, it was pertinent to understand the 

sociological prompts that are played in the mentoring relationships. The exploratory design, 

within the framework of the cross-sectional design, regulated the methodology of the study. 

The collection of quantitative data involved the participation of 411 respondents to whom 
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questionnaires were administered using the stratified random sampling technique. 

Qualitative data was obtained from 10 in-depth interviewees, comprising senior academics, 

were purposively selected. The psychosocial factors at play in academic mentoring such as 

ethnicity, age, and gender had little discouraging impact on the mentoring process. Mentors‘ 

qualities such as friendly, approachable, supportive, and knowledgeable were found to be 

centripetal forces of mentoring among academics, being friendly and approachable got the 

highest rating among academic mentees. Social and psychological factors do make or mar 

mentoring relationships. Irrespective of the gender of the mentor and mentee, a mentoring 

association can still be formed as far as the parties involved subscribe to the objectives of the 

mentoring, and regard these objectives as beneficial for career and institutional 
development. Hence, gender, ethnic group, and age factors do not affect mentoring 

relationships. Senior academics and mentors alike should ascertain the individual level of  

personal motivation of mentees to determine their mentorship need before offering such in 

order to avoid stifling the productivity of those who do not require close supervision to be 

effective in their performance. 

Keywords: centripetal, centrifugal, mentoring, career development, psychological forces. 

 

 

Introduction  

Mentoring relationships constitute a viable list of measures that management can 

utilize to facilitate organizational socialization (Payne and Huffman, 2005). As socialization  

breeds interactions, the major drivers of these social processes are the subjective and 

objective attitude and values of the social actors. With the displayed attitudes and values 

galvanizing into psycho-social elements, it becomes inevitable that they can affect the 

mentoring relationship. Psychosocial elements in the university milieu like ethnic affiliation, 

gender, pride, religion, cliques, and accreditation requirements, among others, could grossly 

regulate the direction of mentoring. By virtue of the advancement in  Information and 

Communication  Technology  (ICT)  many senior academics and professors do owe 

allegiance  to fellow senior academic or professors across the country, and beyond, instead 

of training junior academics at home. Most senior academics  show preference for foreign-

based  interactions  and  exchange  than  home-based  ones; hence, there is a generation  gap 

between  the  senior  and  junior  academics( Schneider, 1997; Olowookere, 2012). 

Consequently, and in the bid to make academic mentoring result-oriented, it makes empirical 

sense to ascertain those psychosocial factors that make or mar academic mentoring 

especially when operated on informal basis.  
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Psychosocial Factors Affecting Mentoring 

Psychosocial elements are factors that have not been fully and adequately analysed 

in mentoring relationship. It is the position of the study that psychosocial factors are 

significantly crucial factors that can make and mar any mentoring endeavor; and of course 

they play a function in the all mentoring matrix. Okurame (2008) posits that psychosocial 

functions are those which address the interpersonal and emotional aspects of the 

relationship; comprise role modelling, friendship, counselling and acceptance (Okurame, 

2008). These functions enhance a protégé‟s identity, work role effectiveness, career 

advancement, self-confidence and address other interpersonal concerns of the relationship 

(Ragins and Cotton, 1999; Okurame, 2008). 

Olasupo (2011) notes that several factors are posing a significant threat to successful 

mentoring within the academic settings. For instance,  the advancement  in Information and 

Communication  Technology  (ICT)  and  its  attendant  use  of  e-mails  and  other  web  

services increasingly make the professors to owe allegiance to fellow professors across the 

country than to the junior faculty members  at home (Olowookere, 2012). Schneider (1997)  

confirmed that senior faculty members now prefer foreign-based  interactions  and  exchange  

than  home-based  one.  Invariably,  the  generation  gap between  the  senior  and  junior  

faculty  members  can  be  considered  as  a  hindrance  to  effective mentoring in the 

academia (Olowookere, 2012). 

Also, Rodriguez and Sjostrom (2000) notes that another psychosocial obstacle to 

successful academic mentoring was found in the models  because they  perceived themselves 

as older, wiser, tenured and holding all the  powers.  This  mentoring  relationship  was  

argued  to  be  hierarchical  and  not  collaborative  or communal. Olasupo (2011) further 

stated that the challenges of successful mentoring programme in academic setting include 

inappropriate choice of mentor and protégé, unrealistic expectation by both mentor and 

mentee and inferiority feeling on the part of the protégée (Olowookere, 2012).    These 

challenges experienced in  the  mentoring  relationship  when  not  properly  managed  

culminates  in  dysfunctional  or  negative mentoring  which  may  have  adverse  

consequences  on  all  parties  involved  in  the mentoring programme, that is, the mentor, 

mentee and the organization  or institution. (Olowookere, 2012). The foregoing obstacles 

talked about are all psychosocial in nature. 

Yet another psychosocial element in most mentoring relationships is level of 

submissiveness. The psychosocial element of submissiveness may lead to over dependence 

on the mentor, which can create relational difficulties and lead to the termination of a 

mentorship (Ragins and Scandura, 1997; Scandura, 1998; Olowookere, 2012).  It can also 
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contribute to controlling behavior on the part of the mentor, establishing a pattern of relating 

which does not contribute to protégé growth and individuation from the mentor (Kram, 1985 

in Olowookere, 2012).  

The feeling of harassment is  a psychosocial factor which is  a  serious  dysfunction  

in  mentoring  relationships  and  can  be displayed by way of sexual, gender, or ethnic 

harassment (Scandura, 1998). With such behavior the intention is negative; it is aimed at 

psychologically harming, putting down, or controlling the target (Eby and McManus, 2004; 

Olowookere, 2012). 

In Jones et al (2005) study the psychosocial elements in mentoring relationships was 

examined among teachers, nurses, and midwives using the in-depth interview technique. 

Among nursing mentees it was the desire for mentors to be friendly, approachable, 

supportive, and knowledgeable, which is illustrated by the following selected comments (in 

rank order of frequency of citing): 

If I was to select my own mentor, qualities I would look for 

in a person would be an approachable, friendly person with 

knowledge and the experience to back up the knowledge. 

A genuinely friendly, open-minded motivator who is 

approachable and able to give constructive feedback. 

Someone who understands my capabilities as a student and 

is able to encourage/help build up my confidence in 

developing the skills I need. 

Similarly, in Jones et al (2005) study, midwifery mentees cited friendly, knowledgeable and 

approachable, supplying the following comments: 

A good teacher who will let you do tasks and supervise. 

Friendly personality makes you feel at ease. Someone who 

is genuinely interested in helping you progress and learn. 

The mentor would be friendly, approachable, supportive 

and offer guidance and be knowledgeable in their field of 

work. 

Teaching mentees wished for, in order of importance, a supportive , approachable and 

friendly mentor who would also act in an advisory capacity (Jones et al, 2005). Supporting 

comments are:  

Someone who was readily available and easy to contact, 

who is accessible. Someone who truly listens. Someone 

who gives emotional and practical support when required. 

Someone who gives detailed, clear advice and guidance. 
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I would want somebody who was approachable, friendly, 

would offer support and advice and who I could work with 

comfortably. 

Friendly, approachable, willing to let you make mistakes 

so that you can learn from them. Not critical – entirely 

supportive and constructive. 

For doctor mentees, they, in order of reference,  cited approachable, must be a good adviser, 

and teacher as the psychosocial element they value in a mentoring relationship (Jones et al, 

2005).  This supported by their comments below: 

Someone who understands me and therefore knows how to 

get the best out of me.  

Able to make me feel enthusiastic and optimistic about 

future outlook, and give me advice in difficult situation. 

Willingness to train, gives good advice and evaluation of 

work, providing adequate feedback for future placements, 

approachable. 

It is evident from the above information, that there were areas of major similarity as 

well as dissimilarity obvious across  the four professions as well as mentees. With regard to 

the latter, one commonality bore an element of surprise, namely that of „assessor‟. With the 

aim of improving quality of service, the training of teachers, nurses, midwives and doctors 

has been located firmly within a national standards framework, which serves as reference 

point for target setting, monitoring of progress and assessment (Jones et al, 2005). In this 

respect mentors are allocated the role of „assessor‟; surprisingly, however, this role aspect 

was consistently allocated low priority by mentees in all four professional disciplines and by 

mentors in teaching, nursing and midwifery (Jones et al, 2005).  What would have completed 

the findings is the ascertaining of whether the data collected from  mentors coincide with this 

pattern. 

Vennapoosa (2010), in his unobtrusive  submission of the impact of psychosocial factors 

in mentoring relationship, posits that the impact of mentoring sessions to the individuals 

working in an organization is positive with these things: 

1. There is a collaborative atmosphere in the workplace wherein professional learning 

is productive and individuals have the willingness and commitment to develop and 

improve themselves. 

2. The management acknowledges the needs of the employees for professional learning 

that must be attained in order to raise organizational standards. 
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3. There are standard processes and sets of procedures for coaching and mentoring 

programs based on best practice. 

4. The work roles of employees are redefined to incorporate coaching and mentoring 

sessions. 

5. The designated coaches and mentors have the appropriate personal and professional 

attributes and skills required to conduct effective coaching. These experts are also 

able to provide continuous training and development necessary for the progress of 

employees. 

6. The employees recognize the need and responsibility to attain professional 

development. 

7. There is an evaluation about the impact of coaching and mentoring on the 

individuals and the organization (Vennapoosa, 2010). 

Also, Okurame (2008)  in his unobtrusive  submission of the impact of psychosocial 

factors in mentoring relationship, posits that an examination of barriers to mentoring among 

middle and senior academics in the university revealed eight frequent themes. These themes 

from analysis are psychosocial in nature.  Okurame (2008)  found in his study that mentor 

role status clearly distinguished respondents on the identified themes; hence  results show 

the following mentoring barriers commonly mentioned by academics who are currently 

mentors: branding of mentors as spearheads of cliques (clique was described by respondents 

as “network of senior academics who use their power to get advantage for themselves”) and 

protégés as favoured, lack of funds and laziness of protégés and the unresponsive attitude of 

protégés. Non-mentors frequently reported lack of formal structures that encourage 

mentoring, self-withdrawal on the part of junior faculty staff and pressure of administrative 

duties as barriers to their assumption of mentor roles (Okurame, 2008).   

Furthermore, Okurame (2008) found through a content analysis of responses that 

challenges experienced by protégés exists in six areas in which protégés experience 

challenges. These are inability to measure up to a mentor‟s standard, inadequate attention 

from mentor, balancing conviction with expectations of a mentor, inadequate opportunity to 

speak freely about their ideas, fear of being branded as „anointed‟ and the pressure of 

deadlines (Okurame, 2008). 

In their contribution to the psychosocial impact in mentoring relationships, Detsky 

& Baerlocher (2007) identified honesty, being explicit about credit for work,and not 

becoming friends as seemingly psychosocial factors. For honesty, Detsky and Baerlocher 

((2007) explain that mentors need to understand that mentees frequently are afraid to tell 

their supervisors what they want if they feel they will disappoint their mentors. It is 

important that mentors not promote their own agenda over that of mentees with aspirations 
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of producing academic clones. The following has been stated to help the mentee become 

more honest, when mentors make this statement:  “I am a general internist, health economist, 

and I perform health care research. I am happy being me. I do not need you to be me to 

reaffirm that I made the right choice.” (Detsky and Baerlocher, 2007).Once said, the body 

language of the mentee is often observed to become much more comfortable. It is important 

that mentees not simply tell mentors what they think mentors wish to hear, but rather what 

they really think, without wasting time by pursuing unwanted directions (Detsky and 

Baerlocher, 2007). 

Additionally, and at the same time, mentors need to understand that mentees may 

choose not to follow their advice; mentors should not be disappointed when this happens 

(Detsky and Baerlocher, 2007). The nature of the relationship is that mentors and mentees 

should feel free to give honest expressions and advice without insistence from either side 

that mentees accept it. On a more formal note, some have suggested that mentoring 

relationships should undergo regular evaluations for process (clear objectives and regular, 

purposeful meetings), communication (feedback, mentees being able to challenge mentors), 

and outcomes (sense of progress and development, improved networks) (Detsky and 

Baerlocher, 2007). Such periodic evaluations are valuable tools to help ensure ongoing 

honesty. 

Regarding the psychosocial element of not becoming friends, Detsky and Baerlocher 

(2007) note that in mentoring relationship mentors have power. Hence, the mentor and the 

mentee can never be equal and therefore should not establish a relationship as friends during 

the mentorship period. Doing so may result in complications, hurt feelings, and can be 

destructive; this is not to say that the mentoring relationship cannot be cordial, personal, 

enjoyable, or fun (Detsky and Baerlocher, 2007). This simply means as Ramani (2006) 

posits, that the proper professional distance must be maintained and observed to protect the 

dignity of both parties in the mentoring relationship. 

Detsky and Baerlocher (2007) explain the being “explicit about credit for work” 

psychosocial factor by submitting that at the beginning of the mentoring relationship, the 

roles are usually very clear: mentors often provide the initial ideas, infrastructure, financial 

support, and supervision for a project and mentees often perform the day-to-day work. Over 

time, roles change; for example, original ideas or questions will ultimately be generated by 

mentees and mentors may increasingly play a more peripheral role (Detsky and Baerlocher, 

2007). This may engender the difficulties in determining who gets accolades for the work. 

The principal objective way of assigning credit is the designation of an individual‟s role on a 

grant application (principal investigator or coinvestigator) and the position of the names on 

the author list (Detsky and Baerlocher, 2007). The best way to avoid similar episodes, 
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especially as it affects doctors or medical academics, is to be explicit from the beginning of a 

project about who is going to receive what credit, to acknowledge that the mentor/mentee 

relationship will change over time, and to follow the International Committee of Medical 

Journal Editors‟ established criteria for authorship, although this may require some 

subjective judgment (Detsky and Baerlocher, 2007). Generally, mentors should not expect 

their mentees to include them as honorary authors. 

 

Methodology  

 The exploratory design, within the framework of the one-shot cross-sectional design, 

regulated the methodology of the study. The target population of this study was made up of 

two categories of academic staff. The first category comprised all male and female junior 

academics in the University of Benin, Benin City (UNIBEN) who had been in the employ of 

the institution for at least six months. For the purpose of this study, junior academics are 

operationalized and conceptualized as academic staff of UNIBEN who occupied categorical 

ranks of Graduate Assistant, Assistant Lecturer, Lecturer II, and Lecturer I.The stratified 

random sampling technique was used to administer 411 questionnaires; with the purposive 

sampling technique, ten interviewees were participated in in-depth interview sessions. 

 

Result and Discussion  

Psychological and social factors can have varying degrees of effect on mentoring 

relationships. Some aspects of these psychological and social factors are the number of 

mentors a mentee has, and the geographical distance between the mentor and the mentee. 

The bearing the number of mentors could have on mentoring relationships could be in the 

form of divided loyalty that a mentee will have to show to his various mentors, and the 

conflicting ideas that a mentor could receive from various mentors on how to go about 

certain tasks among others. For geographical distance, its impact on the mentoring 

relationship could be in the form of a mentee not getting guidance and assistance on time, 

and a mentor not having hands-on input in the mentoring of the mentee given their residence 

in different distant locations.  

 

 

 

 

Table 1       Number of mentor(s) possessed and their location 

Variables  Frequencies (n = 411) Percentages 

Number of mentors currently have   
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None  81 19.7 

One  146 35.5 

Two  136 33.1 

Three  35 8.5 

Four  13 3.2 

My mentor(s) is from my department   

Yes 310 75.4 

No 101 24.6 

Source: Researcher‟s fieldwork, 2016. 

 

Data on the number of mentors had, and the location of mentors were obtained from the  

respondents. Accordingly, a majority of the respondents (35.5%) had only one mentor (Table 

1). Respondents having two mentors were 33.1 percent, respondents having three mentors 

were 8.5 percent, and 3.2 percent of the respondents claimed they had four mentors. Reasons 

put forward for having only one mentor was the need to give undivided loyalty to a mentor; 

the fact that the mentor was the most outstanding in  the mentee‟s area of research interest; 

and the inability to reach eligible mentors because of distance. Having more than one mentor 

was hinged on the desire to be eclectic in the acquisition of training and knowledge, and to 

give regard to other suitable mentors. By aggregate, a majority of the respondents had more 

than one mentor; and this was pivoted on the satisfaction of psychosocial needs.    

 

Furthermore, data in Table 1 .indicates that respondents who had mentors who were based in 

the same department with them were preponderant – specifically 75.4 percent of them. The 

rest of the respondents (24.6%) claimed that their mentors were not based in their respective 

departments. Expectedly, reasons adduced for having mentors who were from the same 

department with the respondents were the necessity to have a relevant mentor in their career 

field, and the yearning for the mentor whom they could easily reach for one-on-one 

interaction. A majority of the respondents who had their mentors in other department 

different from theirs‟ justified their responses positing that their mentors were their project 

or thesis supervisors in other universities where they did their postgraduate programmes. The 

implication of this finding is that junior academics tend to choose senior academics who 

were/are their project supervisors and remain closer to them as mentors.   

  

Gender is a fundamental part of the daily lives of humans. It forms a critical aspect of 

individuals‟ sense of self-worth and self-identity, it affects how individuals think of 

themselves, and it prompts individuals to act in normative ways (Obi, 2010a). Gender refers 
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to the personal traits and social positions that members of a society attach to being female 

and male (Obi, 2010a).  Thus, gender is an element of social organization which shapes how 

people in any social grouping interact with one another as well as how individuals think 

about themselves. Moreover, gender involves hierarchy, placing men and women in different 

social positions in terms of power, wealth, knowledge and other resources (Obi, 2010a).  

Hence, while sociologists endeavour to understand and explain gender stratification and 

perception of gender in a society at large, industrial sociologists make effort to understand 

and explain perceptions of gender and gender stratification in the work place, and they 

influence work place interactions and relationships. By implication, gender could regulate 

how employers and employees think and act in various situations and industrial process in 

the work place. How gender could impact on mentoring is of importance to industrial 

sociologists. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2  Social factors in mentoring  

Variables  Frequencies (n = 411) Percentages 

Gender factor affects mentoring 

relationships 

  

Yes 91 22.1 

No 290 70.6 

Don't know 30 7.3 

How gender affects mentoring 

relationships 

  

Positively 118 28.7 

Negatively 53 12.9 

Don't know 240 58.4 

Ethnic affiliation affects mentoring 

relationships 

  

Don't know 41 10.0 

Yes 117 28.5 

No 253 61.5 

Age factor affects mentoring 

relationships 

  

Don't know 34 8.3 
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Yes 134 32.6 

No 243 59.1 

Source: Researcher‟s fieldwork, 2016. 

. 

 

Mentors and mentees are usually very close, and tend to have and show a strong bond for 

each other. Insinuations and innuendos, in no small measure, are rife in Nigeria societies 

when there is social closeness between an adult male and an adult female who are not related 

by blood or marriage. This social perception could exert some influence, through the gender  

factor, on mentoring relationships. In this wise, data was collected to validate the influence 

of gender on mentoring relationship among junior academics. The result in Table 2 shows 

that a majority of the respondents (70.6%) claimed that gender did not have an effect on 

mentoring relationships. However, 22.1 percent of the respondents submitted that gender 

factors could influence mentoring relationship, and 7.3 percent of respondents could not say 

if gender factor plays a role in mentoring relationship. This evidently goes to imply that 

irrespective of the gender of the mentor and mentee, a mentoring association can still be 

formed as far as the parties involved subscribe to the objectives of the mentoring 

relationship, and regard these objectives as beneficial for career and institutional 

development. 

With 22.1 percent of the respondents affirming that gender did play an influential 

role in mentoring relationships, the entire respondents were further questioned on how 

gender affected mentoring relationships. In view of that, 58.4 percent representing a majority 

of the respondents could not discern how gender factors could affect mentoring relationships 

(Table 2). However, 28.7 percent of the respondents confirmed that gender factors had 

positive effects on mentoring relationships. That gender factors negatively affected 

mentoring relationships, was the position of 12.9 percent of the respondents. These results 

suggest that whether gender factors do affect mentoring relationships, and how gender 

factors do affect mentoring relationship lack a clear cut evidence.  

Nigeria‟s multi-ethnicity has been both a blessing and a curse to the country herself, 

and to her peoples. Ethnic consciousness pervades interactions in most forms and levels of 

social relations. This study held the assertion that ethnicity could be a determining factor for 

entering into or not entering into a mentoring relationship. Hence, data were collected along 

this line of thought. Results revealed that based on the confirmation of a majority (61.5%) of 

the respondents, the ethnic affiliation of either the mentors or the mentees had no effects 

whatsoever in starting a mentoring relationship. Another 10 percent of the respondents 

submitted that they had no idea if the ethnic background of either the mentors or mentees 
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determined the commencement of mentoring relationships. However, 28.5 percent of the 

respondents were of the view that the ethnic affiliation of mentors and mentees could affect 

mentoring relationship. Reasons tendered for this latter opinion were hinged on the 

assertions that in departments or institutions where there was overt or covert ethnic rivalry or 

competition among the academics, prospective mentors would be favourably disposed  to 

mentor junior academics who share similar ethnic background with them, and vice versa. 

Also, ethnicity could come to bear on initiating a mentoring relationship when stereotypical 

beliefs, built from personal experience or from social perceptions, are considered. For 

instance persons from certain ethnic groups may be seen as ingrate or betrayers, hence it 

amounts to committing professional suicide for a senior academic to mentor a junior 

academic from such ethnic groups, and vice versa.  

 

Age is another psychosocial element that could be factored in mentoring 

interactions. Having a mentor who is much older than the mentee is invariably the default 

pattern in academic circles. This is true because it will take a senior academic not less than 

twelve years to become a seasoned academic experienced enough to take up a mentee.  

Results from this study therefore reveal that age did not have any effect on mentoring 

relationships; this was attested to by 59.1 percent of the respondents which represented a 

majority of the entire respondents (Table 2). A minority of the respondents (8.3%) had no 

opinion on the ability of age to affect mentoring relationships among academics. 

Nevertheless, 32.6 percent of the respondents affirmed that age factor did affect mentoring 

relationship among academics. This finding implies that age factors in any guise or form do 

not really influence mentoring interactions among academics as the need to acquire 

knowledge and skills for career development is paramount in initiating and sustaining 

mentoring relationships. 

 

 

 

Table 3 How gender affects mentoring relationships according to those who 

believe it does.  

Variables 
Gender factor affects mentoring relationships 

Don't know Yes No 

How gender affects mentoring 

relationships 

   

Positively  2 (6.7%) 38 (41.8%) 78 (26.9%) 

Negatively  - 25 (27.5%) 28 (9.7%) 
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Don‟t know  28 (93.3%) 28 (30.8%) 184 (63.4%) 

Total  30 (100%) 91 (100%) 290 (100%) 

Source: Researcher‟s fieldwork, 2016. 

 

A previous finding indicated that 91 respondents representing 22.1 percent of the 

entire respondents affirmed that gender was an influential factor in mentoring relationships. 

Consequently, the table above crosstabulates responses on whether gender factor affects 

mentoring relationships, and responses on how gender affects mentoring relationships.  

A deduction from the crosstabulation is that among the respondents who affirmed that 

gender factors influenced mentoring relationships, a majority of them (41.8%) qualified the 

influence as positive (Table 3). For 27.5 percent of respondents, it was a negative influence. 

Nonetheless, 30.8 percent could not specifically qualify the nature of the influence that they 

affirmed gender factors could have on mentoring relationships. These findings suggest that 

more often than not, the influence and effect that gender factors have on mentoring 

relationship is productive rather than counter-productive.   

 

Table 4  Rating of psychological factors in mentoring  

Variables  Frequencies (n = 411) Percentages 

Rating of the importance of "friendly" 

quality of a mentor 

  

1 point  23 5.6 

2 points  34 8.3 

3 points 139 33.8 

4 points 215 52.3 

Rating of the importance of 

"approachable" quality of a mentor 

  

1 points 21 5.1 

2 points 34 8.3 

3 points 140 34.1 

4 points  216 52.6 

Rating of the importance of 

"supportive" quality of a mentor 

  

1 points 28 6.8 

2 points 37 9.0 

3 points 146 35.5 

4 points 200 48.7 
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Rating of the importance of 

"knowledgeable" quality of a mentor 

  

1 points 30 7.3 

2 points 40 9.7 

3 points 85 20.7 

4 points 256 62.3 

Source: Researcher‟s fieldwork, 2016. 

 

In every mentoring relationship, the mentors tend to exhibit a range of psychological 

qualities that is the most suitable for them in the relationship, and which have the capacity to 

regulate the success level of the mentoring. These psychological dispositions of the mentors 

could be displayed wittingly or unwittingly, and are received by mentees at varying levels of 

acceptance and likeability. For this reason, the major psychological qualities and dispositions 

of mentors were subjected to the rating of respondents on a scale of 1 to 4 points.  

 

Table 4 shows that a majority of the respondents (52.3%) rated the importance of a mentor 

being friendly and pleasant to be with highest rating of 4 points. The importance of a mentor 

possessing a friendly demeanor got a 3 point rating from 33.8 percent of the respondents. 

Rating points of 1 and 2 on the importance of a mentor displaying a friendly conduct came 

from 5.6 percent and 8.3 percent of the respondents respectively. This suggests that a mentor 

with friendly disposition is one of the fundamental psychological elements of any mentoring 

relationship.   

 

A majority of the respondents (52.6%) affirmed with the highest point in the rating scale that 

a mentor possessing an approachable personality is important to them and the success of any 

mentoring relationship. A rating of 3 points on the same mentors‟ psychological quality 

came from 34.1 percent of the respondents. An implication of this result is that mentees can 

gain more when they have an approachable mentor because this will ensure that mentees 

have confidence and are favourably disposed to ask their approachable mentors for relevant 

assistance and support without being afraid and being held back by doubt and indecision.  

 

It is not enough for mentors to teach and guide their mentees on the right things to do and 

steps to take. Mentors are supposed to provide support in the form of logistics, finance, and 

ideas to their mentees for effective development. Along this line of thought, respondents of 

this study had the opportunity to rate their mentors on the “supportive” quality. Result had it 

that a majority of the respondents (48.7%) rated their mentors with the highest point of 4. 
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This set of respondents was followed by set of 35.5 percent who rated their mentors with 3 

points on their supportive quality.  

 

Being considerably knowledgeable is the basis on which a senior academic can be said to be 

eligible to provide mentoring. It is one of the psychological factors that are at play in 

virtually all mentoring relationships that could make for their success or failure. To a large 

extent, the objective of mentoring is for a more experienced and highly skilled person to 

bequeath skills, knowledge, information, and technical-know-how to a less experienced and 

less skilled person. Hence, how important prospective mentees and mentees being mentored 

rate this psychological factor lends itself to intellectual advancement.  In this regard, a 

majority of the respondents representing 62.3 percent of the entire respondents rate the 

knowledgeable factor with highest rating of level of importance which is points. This factor 

was rated 3 points by 20.7 percent of the respondents; and 9.7 percent, and 7.3 percent rate 

the knowledgeable factor with 2 points and 1 points respectively. This suggests that most 

prospective academic mentees or those already being mentored place high premium on the 

volume of knowledge their mentors possess for an effective mentoring.   

In summary, a majority of the respondents attached very high level of importance to 

the various psychological factors that surfaces in virtually all mentoring relationships. 

However, the particular psychological factors among the "friendly" quality of a mentor, the 

"approachable" quality of a mentor; the "supportive" quality of a mentor; and the 

"knowledgeable" quality of a mentor, that the respondents placed the most value on, was 

determined with the aid of a multilineal regression analysis as presented in the hypotheses 

section of this chapter.  

However, and elaborately, the psychological and social factors that mainly 

encourage mentoring relationship were assessed through the instrumentality of an in-depth 

interview. The qualitative data that emanated had the interviewees submitting various 

psychological and social factors that, from experience and personal observation had 

encouraged mentoring relationships. They were contained in the following responses: 

First of all when you are with your mentor you know 

nothing, you have every opportunity to ask questions, you 

believe you want something. The mentor knows how to 

get it; he may not necessarily get it for you. My mentors 

have not written any article for me, but anything I wrote 

and presented to them, no matter how bad, they correct it. 

They tell me how to embellish, what area to improve on, 

and at the end of the day the article comes out good. So 
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that is why none of my papers was returned with a 

comment that relates to bad English or grammatical error.  

Respect to your mentors and obedience to their advice are 

social or psychological factors that encourage mentoring 

relationships (Male IDI/60 years/Associate Professor/ 

24
th

 January, 2017). 
 

I think the individual concerned is an issue; for instance 

as a junior academic you don‟t know something and you 

are not willing for somebody to teach you. Maybe 

because the junior academic staff is proud or is not ready 

to dedicate time in learning he may not learn, and if the 

senior ones are not accessible there will be no mentoring. 

But in a situation where you find a junior academic who 

is ready to learn, he is always running to a senior 

academics saying I don‟t understand what to do and the 

senior one is accessible, that will make up  a good 

mentor-mentee relationship. But if there is no 

accessibility on the part of the senior one, or the junior 

academic is not ready to learn or feels too big to ask, 

then there will be problems (Female IDI/53 

years/Professor/ 25
th

 January, 2017). 
 

Well if we talk about the psychological factors that 

encourage mentoring among academics, I think of it in 

terms of the need for development, training, and of 

course social belongingness.  The academic environment 

is like a jungle, and if you delve into it you might be 

doing so many things at the same time not having focus 

or direction. So in terms of development of the young 

academic, psychologically the mind to know that you 

have  and that you need to grow and mentoring ensures 

this, will encourage mentoring. I have this mindset, 

hence, the mentoring has helped and equipped me and 

developed my capacity, my technicality, my competence 
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and of course my sociability (Male IDI/45 

years/Associate Professor/ 23
th

 January, 2017). 

 

There are several psychological and social factors that 

can encourage mentoring relationship, but the most 

important one that I will like to point out is the 

willingness to learn. When you are willing to learn, when 

you know that you don‟t have sufficient knowledge 

about something you would want to gain more 

knowledge about it and you seek for a higher source that 

can teach you, that can train you or that can mentor you 

to know those things. So willingness to learn is the major 

psychological factor that can aid mentoring relationship 

(Female IDI/57 years/Associate Professor/ 25
th

 

January, 2017). 
 

Well there is this mentor-mentee confidence that is being 

installed into the mentee; because one your mentor must 

have had this long time experience on what you are 

about get into, and his guidance gives you an edge on 

what to do. Excluding the part of confidence there is this 

innate attitude in every mentor of “I have achieved” and 

he is trying to pour it out on the mentee.  Little wonder 

you see some new lecturers, some of our younger 

colleagues they will say, a fellow colleague will say you 

are behaving like a particular person; because there is 

this confidence this attitude, this drive of you want to get 

it easy you want to achieve success with ease because of 

the confidence the mentor has poured on you the mentee 

(Male IDI/53 years/Senior Lecturer/ 23
th

 January, 

2017). 

 

On the part of mentees, psychological factors that could encourage mentoring 

relationships were willingness to learn, displaying respect to mentors, obedience to their 

advice, and display of humility. Furthermore, for the mentees, having the need for 

development, the desire to be trained, having the need for social belongingness, and mentees 
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displaying the confidence which the mentor had instilled in them, constitute psychological 

factors that encourage the mentor to remain committed to the mentoring. On the part of 

mentors, the psychological factors that could encourage mentoring are their availability, the 

need to train an heir or their replacement in the department. These factors emanating from 

mentors can also encourage mentees to place high premium on the mentoring or being 

mentored.  

Conversely, just as certain psychological factors can encourage mentoring, there are 

also certain psychological factors that can discourage mentoring. Based on this notion, the 

interviewees were asked to comment on the social or psychological factor that can 

discourage mentoring relationship. Their responses are presented thus: 

Of course there a lot of discouraging factors (1) for you to 

be my mentor means you are good (2) you must be 

favourably disposed to me that is on the mentor‟s side. 

More importantly it is my own disposition; supposing I am 

not a serious person or I have this lackadaisical attitude to 

academics, or I come to work 11am and close by 1 pm to 

go drink somewhere. All these would put any mentor off.   

But for somebody to be your mentor you must believe in 

that person; second you must be hard working and the 

mentor must see in you that this person wants to succeed in 

life and  trust me, that‟s what mentoring is all about. If it is 

a one sided game it cannot work. Even in parenting, when a 

child is not behaving well you feel discouraged and may 

not want do the best for him or her. That is how it is in 

mentoring. So for someone to be your mentor, you must not 

behave in ways that are discouraging and make you 

untrustworthy (Male IDI/60 years/Associate Professor/ 

24
th

 January, 2017). 

 

Yes like I said if the senior is not accessible. You go to a 

senior colleague, he says come back later, or you go to his 

office severally and  he is always not on sit. You will be 

discouraged, you won‟t want to go back again (Female 

IDI/53 years/Professor/ 25
th

 January, 2017). 
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 There are several factors that can discourage mentoring 

relationships. In the University of Benin for instance one of 

the major factor that discourages mentoring is this issue of 

tribalism, ethnicity and nepotism where people want to 

associate themselves only with people of their particular 

tribe, ethnic group or even religious affliction. These are 

problems and they should be addressed, otherwise mentees 

will run away and mentors will not be able to contribute 

meaningfully to the development of younger colleagues. 

Outside nepotism, ethnicity and the others I think that the 

barriers that exist between the senior academics and the 

junior academics should be broken, it is an invisible barrier 

but it does exist.  The mindset that sometimes the senior 

academic refers to the junior academics as junior staff and 

that thing itself is psychological because there is no 

academic staff that is a junior staff but a junior academic 

staff. So that thing itself can be a barrier.  Again some 

academic mentors just want to use you and not make 

contributions in return to your life. So when the mentees 

have the sense that they want to be used in terms of running 

errands and they are not developed academically, the 

mentee themselves will withdraw from the mentor. There 

are some mentees too who want to benefit but they don‟t 

want to work. Every mentee must learn to understudy and 

serve the mentor.  So there is a thin line between service 

and slavery and once you able to deal with that thin 

line,there will be a mutual relationship between the mentee 

and the mentor. Finally one other thing that can hinder 

mentoring relationship is when there is no structure on 

ground for mentoring. I think that every organization 

should be able to create an internal mechanism that 

encourages mentoring such that younger colleagues are 

placed under senior colleague in their area of interest and 

specialty so that they can be developed. like they do in 

medicine for instance each time you go to a teaching 

hospital you hear them calling themselves Chief. Some call 
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themselves “Reg” and they call themselves consultant or 

chief consultant, or senior consultant there are junior 

doctors who come and learn under this people and at the 

end of the day they have the capacity if you like to 

reproduce himself in the lives of other medical doctors. So I 

think in academics for instance in Sociology where we have 

several subfields of study in demography for instance we 

should have mentees attached to the chief professor who is 

a demographer.  In criminology where we have one of the 

most removed criminologist in the world, Professor 

Igbinovia, we should have younger colleagues who are his 

official mentees.  And same like for  archeology and  all the 

others; by so doing it will encourage and enhance the 

relationship between the mentees and the mentors (Male 

IDI/45 years/Associate Professor/ 23
th

 January, 2017). 
 

Yes, there are.  Like I said willingness to learn encourages 

mentoring relationship, on the other hand arrogance, pride 

can discourage it. Most junior academicstaff believe they 

know it all. They don‟t want to seek for knowledge from 

those that are already experts in the field.  So arrogance can 

deprive them from getting what they are supposed to get 

from a mentor  

(Female IDI/57 years/Associate Professor/ 25
th

 January, 

2017). 
 

Highlights of the psychological factors that can discourage mentoring as extracted 

from the interviewees‟ responses are lack of seriousness of a mentee, the display of  

lackadaisical attitude to academics; arrogance, pride, unavailability and  inaccessibility of 

the mentee, and laziness. The social factors that can discourage mentoring are ethnicity, 

nepotism, religious biased, and lack of structure for formal mentoring. On the part of the 

mentor, a discouraging factor is mainly captured in the way some academic mentors use 

their mentees for personal gains without contribution to the career growth of the mentee.  
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Table 5 Behavioural factors in mentoring  

Variables  Frequencies (n = 411) Percentages 

My mentor has other mentees, and 

favours one/some above others 

  

Yes 78 19.0 

No 169 41.1 

Don't  know 164 39.9 

See mentor as role model   

Yes 293 71.3 

No 54 13.1 

Don't  know 64 15.6 

Source: Researcher‟s fieldwork, 2016. 

 

Another psychological aspect of mentoring as investigated by this study were the 

behavioural factors. Specifically, these factors were the obtrusive line of partiality which a 

mentor showsin giving of favours to his/her mentees; and the whether mentees regard their 

mentors as their role models. More often than not, a mentor could have more than one 

mentee. When a mentor gives more mentoring resources such as time, certain ideas, or 

information to a particular mentee among others mentees, it is bound to cause disaffection in 

those mentees who are not carried along. How rampant this behavioral factor was among 

mentors and mentees in the University of Benin was assessed. Accordingly, 41.1 percent 

representing a majority of the respondents claimed that their mentors had other mentees but 

they did not favour one or some above others (Table 5). However, the position of 19 percent 

of the respondents on the issue was that their mentors had other mentees, and they did show 

more favour to one or some above others. Nevertheless, 39.9 percent of the respondents 

could not be certain or were not aware if their mentors did favour one or some of their 

mentees above other mentees. This implies that mentors do not commonly get involved in 

favoritism in the discharge of their mentoring responsibility to their group of mentees.  

Mentoring could be formal or informal as has been explained previously in the 

study. However, whether  organizational arrangement made a mentoring relationship 

possible or the mentors and the mentees individually formed their mentoring relationship, 

the objective and process are the same. More so, the mentors, be it formal and informal 

mentoring, are persons who are already operating in positions that their mentees aspire to 

operate in the future. Psychologically, it is pertinent to ascertain if junior academics regard 

their mentors as their role model career-wise. Therefore, when asked if they saw their 
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 mentors as their role model, a majority of the respondents (71.3%) answered in the 

affirmative (Table 5). Conversely, 13.1 of the respondents  replied that they did not regard 

their mentors as their role models. Another set of the respondents (15.6%) were uncertain if 

they were seeing their mentors as their role model.  This suggests that a considerable 

proportion of junior academics being mentored are aspiring to be like their mentors.  This 

aspiration is could be taken as one the major factors that sustains mentoring relationships.  

 

Table 5  Relationship between mentees’ feeling of being used by their mentors and 

their commitment to their mentors  

 

Felt being used by mentor(s) 

Total Yes No Don't  know 

Rating of 

commitment 

to mentor 

1 point  2 10 11 23 

 6.3% 3.2% 17.5% 5.6% 

2 points   6 26 8 40 

 18.8% 8.2% 12.7% 9.7% 

3 points   8 58 18 84 

 25.0% 18.4% 28.6% 20.4% 

4 points  14 137 17 168 

 43.8% 43.4% 27.0% 40.9% 

5 points   2 85 9 96 

 6.3% 26.9% 14.3% 23.4% 

Total  32 316 63 411 

 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Chi-square = 37.664   df = 8     p-value = 0.00 

Source: Researcher‟s fieldwork and SPSS computation, 2017 

 

Table 6 is a contingency table of two variables: “felt being used by mentors” which 

is the independent variable, and “rating of commitment to mentor” which is the dependents 

variable. Data from the table indicates that 6.3 percent representing a minority of the 

respondents who felt being used by their mentors for tasks that benefit the mentors more 

than them, the mentees,  rated very highly (5 points) their commitment to their mentors. 

However, 26.9 percent and 14.3 percent of the respondents who did not feel being used by 

their mentors, and those who could not tell if they were being used by their mentors  
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respectively, rated their commitment to their mentors with the maximum 5 points. Therefore, 

with chi-square  value 37.664, and p-value of 0.00 which less than the benchmark of 0.05, it 

is inferred that there is statistically significant relationship between junior academics‟ feeling 

of being used by their mentors and their commitment to their mentors.  This finding thus 

implies that mentees who are being used by their mentors for activities and tasks that are 

actually not relevant and helpful for their career growth and development, will not show 

maximum commitment to their mentors and the mentoring arrangement.  

 

Conclusion 

Social and psychological factors do make or mar mentoring relationships. 

Irrespective of the gender of the mentor and mentee, a mentoring association can still be 

formed as far as the parties involved subscribe to the objectives of the mentoring, and regard 

these objectives as beneficial for career and institutional development. Hence, gender, ethnic 

group, and age factors do not affect mentoring relationships. Among academics, the need to 

acquire knowledge and skills for career development is paramount in initiating and 

sustaining mentoring relationships. Psychological boosts in mentoring relationship are: on 

the part of mentees, psychological factors such as humility, respectfulness, willingness to 

learn, and obedience. On the part of mentors, the psychological factors that could encourage 

mentoring are their availability, the need to train an heir or their replacement in the 

department. These factors emanating from mentors can also encourage mentees to place high 

premium on the mentoring or being mentored. Highlights of the psychological factors that 

can discourage mentoring are lack of seriousness of a mentee, the display of lackadaisical 

attitude to academics; arrogance, pride, unavailability and inaccessibility of the mentee, and 

laziness. The social factors that can discourage mentoring are ethnicity, nepotism, religious 

biased, and lack of structure for formal mentoring. The encouragement from mentors; the 

personal desire for growth and development that a mentee has; the desire to avoid pitfalls; 

and the desire for speed; learning of career improving skills and knowledge are the  factors 

that  motivate mentees to be committed to mentoring relationships. For mentors, the 

dedication and progress of mentees are what mainly give mentors the impetus to be 

committed to a mentoring relationship. Mentors‟ values and those of their mentees have to 

tally for a smooth mentoring relationship.  
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Abstract 
Recent studies have unveiled that the poor use of flat pictures in teaching English language 

in senior secondary school have contributed greatly to the poor comprehension, retention of 

the subject and thus have led to poor performance of students during internal and external 

examination. The study therefore investigated the strategies for enhancing the use of flat 

pictures for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary school. The design of 

the study was a survey. The population consisted of the Fifty-seven senior secondary English 

language teachers and fourteen (14) principals in Enugu North Local Government Area of 

Enugu State. All the fifty-seven English language teachers and fourteen (14) principals were 

used for the study. Questionnaire was the instrument used for data collection. The reliability 

of the instrument was tested using Cronbach Alpha method and a reliability coefficient of 

0.76 was obtained. Four research questions and two hypothesis guided the study. The 

research questions were guided using mean and grand mean while the hypotheses were 

tested using t-statistics at 0.05 level of significance. It was found out that providing 

favourable environment for the use of flat pictures, supervision, disciplinary action and 

motivation can be adopted as strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective 

teaching of English language. Based on the findings, recommendations were made that 

among other strategies, principals and English language teachers should provide favourable 

environmental condition and enforce through disciplinary measures the use of flat pictures in 

teaching English language. 

Keywords: Strategies, Enhancing the use of flat pictures, English language, Senior 

Secondary School. 
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Introduction 

Learning and development of cognitive in early years holds the key foundation to 

learning. The fundamental aim of flat picture is to make learners learn. Flat picture is 

therefore designed to ensure that learners benefit optimally from the learning experiences. 

Therefore in the teaching learning process, a teacher is concerned with optimum learning 

taking place in the learners. To achieve this all important fact, teachers in most cases make 

use of varieties of flat pictures which help in learning process. Flat pictures are as old as man 

on earth. Eya (2005) observed that during the Stone Age, shells, seeds, cowries among other 

things formed the counters. Surfaces were used as chalkboards while sharp edges, pebbles, 

stones and sticks were used as pens. 

It is the belief of educators and educationists that if properly utilized, flat pictures 

have the potentials for facilitating the instructional process, the learning process and a host 

of other educational practices. Eya (2005) stated that flat pictures represent all the alternative 

channels of communication which could be used to compress and represent information in a 

more vivid form to our learners.  Flat pictures are used in the process of instructional 

materials. It can also be referred to as instruction aids or instructional resources. These 

materials are used for the purpose of effective teaching and learning process. 

Teachers should draw the student's attention to relevant photography and require 

them to use the illustrations in their books. Large pictures are to be preferred than small 

pictures when dealing with a group or the class. Limit the number of pictures to be used to 

avoid distraction. Ask direct questions from the pictures in order to keep your students 

attention. Write important information as contained in the pictures or question as captions 

for the pictures if they are to be displayed, (Thomas, 2001). 

Division of Flat Pictures include 

Non- Projected and projected Flat Pictures. 

A)       Non- Projected Visual Flat Pictures 

The non-projected visual flat pictures are:  

1. Still pictures - illustrations, Drawings and paintings.  

2. Graphic materials - Drawings (sketch and diagram) charts, graphs, posters, 

Cartoons, Comics. 
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3. Graphs - Bar, pictorial, pie, line. 

B)      Projected Visuals 

These are visuals that require the use of projectors and electricity for their projection for 

viewing. Examples of projected visuals include slides, filmstrips, audio tape/ cassette and 

radio.  

Strategy can be defined as a plan of action which can be used to achieve a particular goal. 

Secondary schools in more affluent urban communities are more often heavily resourced and 

teachers have many teaching aids from which to choose from. In poor rural communities that 

may not even have electricity supply, the selection of flat pictures and other teaching aids is 

often a challenge to teachers.  

It is the opinion of the researcher that most senior secondary English language 

teachers do not use flat pictures in teaching English language in secondary schools in 

Nigeria. This could be responsible for the students‟ low reading-comprehension, 

achievement, and poor retention in English language in senior secondary schools. The 

inability to use flat pictures in teaching of English language could be attributed to the 

students‟ low performance in English language. It appears that, teachers prefer using other 

conventional method (that is teaching without flat pictures) in teaching. A question that 

arises then is: what are the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective 

teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. 

        The purpose of the study was to find out the strategies for enhancing the use of flat 

pictures for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary school. 

The scope of the study was to find strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures 

for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. It was to find out the 

level of difference in the mean perception scores of English language teachers and principals 

on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures.  

 

Research question 

The following research questions were posed to guide the study: 

1. How does providing favourable environmental condition as a strategy enhance use 

of flat picture? 
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2. How does supervision as a strategy enhance the use of flat pictures for effective 

teaching of English language in senior secondary school? 

3. How does disciplinary action as a strategy enhance the use of flat pictures for 

effective teaching of English language in senior secondary school? 

4. How does motivation as a strategy enhance the use of flat pictures for effective 

teaching of English language in senior secondary school? 

 

Hypothesis 

 The null hypothesis (Ho) was tested at 0.05 level of significance. 

1. There is no significant difference between the mean perception scores of the 

teachers and principals on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for 

effective teaching of English language in senior secondary school 

2. There is no significant difference between the mean perception scores of the male 

and female teachers on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for 

effective teaching of English language in senior secondary school 

Method:  

 

Design 

The design for this study was a descriptive study. This design was found to be 

appropriate because opinions of a sample of a population was sought and analyzed. Ali 

(1996) any study that is interested in just looking at events or objects or seeking for the 

opinion of people can use decriptive survey. Since this study sought the opinion of teachers, 

the use of descriptive survey was considered appropriate. 

Population of the study 

The area covered by this study is Enugu North Local Government Area of Enugu 

State. The population consisted of the Fifty-seven (57) senior secondary English language 

teachers and fourteen (14) principals from all the fourteen secondary schools in Enugu North 

Local Government Area of Enugu State. Out of the number 27 were males while 44 were 

females. 
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Instrument for Data collection 

 A four point response questionnaire drawn by the researchers was used to collect 

data. The instrument had two sections, 1 & 2. Section 1 contains information on the personal 

data of the respondents while section 2 contains items on the factors for enhancing the use of 

flat picture for effective teaching of English Language in senior secondary school. The 

response options were Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), Disagree (D), Strongly Disagree 

(SD) 

Validation of Instrument 

The instrument was validated by two experts in English language and one expert in 

Educational technology. The instrument and experimental packages were validated in terms 

of clarity, appropriateness of the language used. Their comments were useful in modifying 

the items of the tests, and experimental packages. The surviving items were regarded to be 

adequate for data collection.  

 

 The reliability of the instrument was established using 30 teachers and 10 principals 

form 10 public senior secondary schools in Enugu North LGA. Cronbach Alpha method was 

used and a reliability coefficient of 0.76 was obtained and thus the instrument was found to 

be reliable..    

Experimental Procedure: 

The instrument was administered to the respondents by the researcher. First the researcher 

distributed the instrument to the respondent; on the next day he went round to collect the 

answered questionnaire. Out of the seventy-one (71) copies of the instrument sent 68 was 

collected back showing (95.8%) return. However 8 were rejected for one reason or the other. 

On the whole 60 copies were used for the analysis. 

Method of Data Analysis 

 Mean (x) and grand mean were used in answering the research question. The Mean 

was employed because it is the most appropriate statistical device to use for such data 

because it takes all measurement (observations) into consideration. T-test statistics was used 

to test the hypothesis at 0.05 level of significance. The decision rule was that any mean of 

2.50 and above was  accepted as strategy for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective 

teaching of English language in senior secondary school.  
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Results: 

Research question 1 

How does providing favourable environmental condition as a strategy enhance use of flat 

picture? 

Table 1: Response of teachers and principals on providing favourable environmental 

condition as strategy for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective teaching of 

English language in senior secondary school          

 

S/N Items Teachers Principals 

 Providing favourable 

environmental condition can 

enhance the use of flat pictures 

for effective teaching of English 

language by: 

X SD Decision X SD Decision 

1.  Ensuring provision of constant 

power supply for operation of 

electronic flat pictures 

2.88 0.17 Agree 3.23 0.00 Agree 

2.  provision of laboratories for easy 

accessibility of these flat pictures 

3.30 0.00 Agree 3.67 0.15 Agree 

3.  Provision of well trained 

teachers for the operation and 

use of complex flat pictures 

3.54 0.06 Agree 3.21 0.00 Agree 

4.  Providing enough finance for 

provision of flat picture 

3.34 0.02 Agree 3.00 0.08 Agree 

 Grand Mean 3.29 0.25  3.28 0.24  
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Table 1 above shows that all the items for both teachers and principals have each a 

mean above 2.50. Also the teachers and principals have grand mean of 3.29 and 3.28 and 

square difference of 0.25 and 0.24 respectively. This shows that both the teacher and 

principals agree that providing favourable environmental conditions can be used as a 

strategy for enhancing the use of flat picture for effective teaching of English language in 

senior secondary schools. 

Research question 2 

How does supervision as a strategy enhance the use of flat pictures for effective teaching of 

English language in senior secondary school? 

Table 2: Response of teachers and principals on supervision as a strategy for enhancing 

the use of flat pictures for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary 

school          

S/N Items Teachers Principals 

 Supervision enhance the use of 

flat pictures for effective 

teaching of English language by 

X SD Decision X SD Decision 

5.  Encouraging frequent 

monitoring for the use of flat 

pictures in teaching English 

language teachers 

3.17 0.00 Agree 3.00 0.00 Agree 

6.  Ensuring teachers improvise flat 

picture 

2.86 0.13 Agree 2.67 0.10 Agree 

7.  Ensuring supervision of records 

of flat pictures used in teaching 

English language 

3.68 0.21 Agree 3.26 0.08 Agree 

8.  Ensuring that the teachers teach 

with the right flat pictures for 

each topic treated 

3.16 0.00 Agree 3.00 0.00 Agree 

 Grand Mean 3.22 0.35  2.98 0.18  
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Table 2 above shows that all the items for both teachers and principals have each a mean 

above 2.50. Also the teachers and principals have grand mean of 3.22 and 2.98 and square 

difference of 0.35 and 0.18 respectively. This shows that both the teacher and principals 

agree that supervision can be used as a strategy for enhancing the use of flat picture for 

effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. 

Research question 3 

How does disciplinary action as a strategy enhance the use of flat pictures for effective 

teaching of English language in senior secondary school? 

Table 3: Response of teachers and principals on disciplinary action as a strategy for 

enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective teaching of English language in senior 

secondary school 

S/N Items Teachers Principals 

 Disciplinary action as a strategy 

can enhance the use of flat 

pictures for effective teaching of 

English language by: 

X SD Decision X SD Decision 

9.  Warning teachers who fail to 

teach English without flat 

pictures 

3.60 0.01 Agree 3.00 0.06 Agree 

10.  Reduction in salary for teachers 

that teach English without the 

use of flat pictures 

3.38 0.02 Agree 3.50 0.07 Agree 

11.  Issuing query to teachers that 

teach English without the use of 

flat pictures 

3.60 0.01 Agree 3.48 0.06 Agree 

12.  Termination of appointment for 

offending teachers 

3.50 0.00 Agree 3.00 0.06 Agree 

 Grand Mean 3.52 0.03  3.24 0.24  
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 Table 3 above shows that all the items for both teachers and principals have each a 

mean above 2.50. Also the teachers and principals have grand mean of 3.52 and 3.24 and 

square difference of 0.03 and 0.24 respectively. This shows that both the teacher and 

principals agree that disciplinary action can be used as a strategy for enhancing the use of 

flat picture for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. 

Research question 4 

How does motivation as a strategy enhance the use of flat pictures for effective teaching of 

English language in senior secondary school? 

Table 4: Response of teachers and principals on motivation as a strategy for enhancing 

the use of flat pictures for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary 

school       

S/N Items Teachers Principals 

 Motivation as a strategy can 

enhance the use of flat pictures 

for effective teaching of English 

language by: 

X SD Decision X SD Decision 

13.  Recognizing outstanding 

teachers that teach English 

language with flat pictures 

3.30 0.00 Agree 3.32 0.00 Agree 

14.  Providing flat pictures for 

teaching to teachers 

3.28 0.00 Agree 3.00 0.07 Agree 

15.  Encouraging teachers to teach 

English with flat pictures 

3.32 0.00 Agree 3.10 0.03 Agree 

16.  Organizing workshops and 

seminars on the how and 

importance of teaching English 

with flat pictures 

3.26 0.00 Agree 3.67 0.16 Agree 

 Grand Mean 3.29 0.00  3.27 0.26  
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Table 4 above shows that all the items for both teachers and principals have each a mean 

above 2.50. Also the teachers and principals have grand mean of 3.29 and 3.27 and square 

difference of 0.00 and 0.26 respectively. This shows that both the teacher and principals 

agree that motivation can be used as a strategy for enhancing the use of flat picture for 

effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. 

Hypothesis 1 

There is no significant difference between the mean perception scores of the teachers and 

principals on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective teaching of 

English language in senior secondary school 

Table 5: T-test analysis of no significant difference in the mean perception scores of the 

teachers and principals on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for 

effective teaching of English language in senior secondary school. 

S/N Items Teachers 

N=57 

Principal 

N=14 

t-cal Table 

t-

critical 

Decision 

  X SD X SD    

1.  Providing favourable 

environmental conditions as 

a strategy 

3.29 0.25 3.28 0.24 0.06 +1.96 NS 

2.  Supervision strategy 3.22 0.35 2.98 0.18 1.13 +1.96 NS 

3.  Disciplinary action as a 

strategy 

3.52 0.03 3.24 0.24 1.82 +1.96 NS 

4.  Motivation as a strategy for 

enhancing the use of flat 

pictures for effecting 

teaching of English 

language 

3.29 0.00 3.27 0.26 0.12 +1.96 NS 

S = Significance 

NS = Not Significance 
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Table 5 shows that there is no significant difference in the mean perception scores of the 

teachers and principals on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective 

teaching of English language in senior secondary school. This was deduced from the 

calculated t-value of all the items which are independently less than the table t-value of 

+1.96. The calculated t-values are 0.06, 1.13, 1.82 and 0.12 respectively. Therefore the null 

hypothesis of no significant difference in the mean perception scores of the teachers and 

principals on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective teaching of 

English language in senior secondary school was accepted and not rejected. 

Hypothesis 2 

There is no significant difference between the mean perception scores of the male and 

female teachers on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective teaching 

of English language in senior secondary school 

Table 6: T-test analysis of no significant difference between the mean perception scores 

of the male and female teachers on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures 

for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary school 

S/N Items Male resp. 

N =27 

Female 

resp. N=44 

t-cal Table 

t-

critical 

Decision 

  X SD X SD    

1.  Providing favourable 

environmental conditions as 

a strategy 

3.50 0.06 3.45 0.19 0.10 +1.96 NS 

2.  Supervision strategy 3.46 0.19 3.23 0.10 0.16 +1.96 NS 

3.  Disciplinary action as a 

strategy 

2.96 0.30 3.00 0.09 0.03 +1.96 NS 

4.  Motivation as a strategy for 

enhancing the use of flat 

pictures for effecting 

teaching of English 

language 

3.00 0.09 3.26 0.16 0.06 +1.96 NS 

   S = Significance 

   NS = Not Significance 
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Table 6 shows that there is no significant difference between the mean perception 

scores of the male and female teachers on the strategies to be adopted for enhancing the use 

of flat pictures for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary school. This 

can be seen from the fact that the computed t-value in all the items for male and female 

teachers are individually less than 1.96. The null hypothesis of no significant difference 

between the mean perception scores of the male and female teachers on the strategies to be 

adopted for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective teaching of English language in 

senior secondary school was not rejected. 

Discussions of the findings  

Table one shows that both the teacher and principals agree that providing favorable 

environmental conditions can be used as a strategy for enhancing the use of flat picture for 

effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. The finding is in 

agreement with the findings of Ekpeyong & Ilogu (2000) that observed that workers live up 

to their responsibility when they are well supervised and provided with the correct facilities. 

Therefore providing the favourable facilities such as space, constant electric supply etc can 

be used as a strategy to enhance the use of flat pictures in teaching. 

Table two shows that supervision is a good strategy for enhancing the use of flat 

picture for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. The finding is 

in accordance with the findings of Madumere-Obike (2004) who noted that the extent to 

which the principal supervises his teaching staff determines the level of performance of the 

teachers in the school. 

It was also found out from the table three that use of disciplinary actions to enforce 

the use of flat pictures is an effective strategy for enhancing the use of flat picture for 

effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. The disciplinary action 

can range from warning of offending teachers to issuing of query and even to reduction in 

salary. 

Finally, it was found out that motivation is a good strategy for enhancing the use of 

flat picture for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. The 

finding is in agreement with the findings of Madumere-Obike (2004) who observed that the 

extent to which the principal motivates his teachers determines the extent to which the 
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teachers perform. A principal who motivates his teachers easily gets the cooperation of the 

teachers. 

Conclusions:  

Based on the findings the following conclusions were made: 

1. Providing favorable environmental conditions is a strategy for enhancing the use of 

flat picture for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. 

2. Proper and constant supervision of staffs is a good strategy for enhancing the use of 

flat picture for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary schools 

3. Use of disciplinary actions to enforce the use of flat pictures is an effective strategy 

for enhancing the use of flat picture for effective teaching of English language in 

senior secondary schools 

4. Motivation is a good strategy for enhancing the use of flat picture for effective 

teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. 

5. there is no significant difference in the mean perception scores of the teachers and 

principals on the strategies for enhancing the use of flat pictures for effective 

teaching of English language in senior secondary school 

6. There is no significant difference between the mean perception scores of the male 

and female teachers on the strategies to be adopted for enhancing the use of flat 

pictures for effective teaching of English language in senior secondary school 

Recommendations:  

The following recommendations were made based on the findings of the study. 

1. School principals should ensure provision of favourable conditions for effective 

teaching of English language in senior secondary schools. 

2. Principals and other senior staffs should monitor the use of flat picture by teachers in 

teaching English language. 
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3. Disciplinary actions should be enforced by principals to teachers that fail to teach 

with flat pictures. 

4. Principals should devise and introduce various ways of motivating their teachers for 

effective use of flat pictures in teaching of English language. 
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